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Art. I.—BERKELEY'S PHILOSOPHY.*
By Rev. James McCosh, D.D., LL.D., President of Princeton College.

This work has been a labor of love on tlie part of the editor.

He has evidently spent years upon it, and we are reaping the

benefit. He has taken immense pains in collating the published

works of Berkeley, in searching for manuscripts, and in collecting

all that can be known of the man. Much of the new matter is of no

great value, as for example the letters, chiefly on business, to Mr.

Prior, and his Sermons and Notes of Sermons, which are com-

mon-place enough. Others are of inestimable worth, such as his

Common-Place Book, in which, as in a glass, we see the rise of

his speculations. I have read it with as much interest as I felt

years ago on inspecting in Dresden the first sketches which

Raphael drew of his great master-pieces. The edition is already

the standard one and will never be superseded. The notes of

the editor, which are numerous, are sometimes simple enough,

and mere repetitions of each other, but are commonly of great

utility as connecting the scattered statements of his author on a

particular subject. The editor’s prefaces constitute a valuable

introduction to the treatises. They are always anxiously

thoughtful, but they do not clear up the subject. He writes as

if he could, if he chose, say something decisive
;
but as he never

chooses, one begins to doubt whether he has anything to say

fitted to dispel the mystery. Prof. Praser does not profess to be

an adherent of Berkeley’s philosophy, but it is evident that he is

strongly prepossessed in its favor. He tells us that Berkeley

* The Works of George Berkeley, hy Alexander Campbell Fraser, A M., Professor

of Logic and Metaphysic, in the University of Edinburgh, in four vols.
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was the most subtle thinker of the last century (Yol.IY., p.415),

and that “ the great philosophic thinkers of the eighteenth cen-

tury are Berkeley, Hume and Kant ” (p. 4 !9)—this in a century

which included Hutcheson, Butler, Condillac, Wolf, Hartley,

Adam Smith and Reid. Siris or the Virtues of Tar-Water is re-

presented as the great work of the age on pure philosophy.

This sounds extravagantly high in the ears of most people. But

it is only from one smitten with love that we can expect so much
devotion, and love is proverbially blind to the faults of the be-

loved one.

I am not sure what is the position in the battle of philosophy

taken by the professor who sits in the chair of Hamilton.

Whether he is an experientialist as Berkeley seems to a lai'ge

extent to have been
;
or whether he falls back on first principles

like the Scottish school and Kant; or whether he tries to com-

bine them by some generalizing process of induction, the nature

of which is not clearly expounded and the validity of which is

not defended. Some years the School of Hamilton (of whom
Fraser was a pupil) used, after the manner of their master (who

in this respect followed Jacobi), to make constant appeals to

Faith to drag them out of the slough of skepticism iu which they

were landed by following certain false principles of the Kantian

philosophy. They seem to have been obliged, to some extent, to

abandon these by the demand which some of us perseveringly '

made to compel them to tell us what they mean by this Faith.

The appeal seems now to be to some unexplained thing ‘‘re-

flectively recognized in the reasoned common-sense of the phi-

losopher” (IV. 370), as if reflection could show us more than is

in the original perception, and as if reasoning could bring out

more than is in the premises. Berkeley mentions two defects of

the visive faculty: first, that the view it gives is narrow, and sec-

ondly, that it is confused
;
and his editor annotates “ these two de-

fects are common to every form of the intuitive consciousness

of man. See Locke’s Essay on the defects of memory. It is

this defective power of intuition which calls for reasoning to

assist our finite consciousness, reasoning being, as Pascal says,

the sign at once of our dignity and degradation” (I. 75). The

accurate statement is, that as intuition reveals only what is sin-

gular and concrete, there is need in philosophy of the discursive

powers to put the truth iu abstract and general form
; but rea-
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soning cannot widen what is narrow or clear uj) what is confused.

To give to reasoning, to induction or any logical process, a farther

power, is just to'encourage the production by metaphysical youths

of perplexed and toilsome systems like those of Spinoza and

of Ferrier.

There can be no doubt that just at the present time there is a

revived interest felt in many quarters in the philosophy of the

ideal bishop. Many are turning toward it with longing, almost

hoping that it may give them something to rest on in the midst

of these speculative distractions. Whence this tendency ? An
answer to this question may show us some of the philosophic

currents of the age. This disposition cannot arise merely from

the beauty of Berkeley’s style, nor from the still greater beauty

of his character, nor from the fascination which the man exer-

cises on all who come in contact with him
;
these do not operate

more than they did in the ages when Berkeley was misunder-

stood, neglected or ridiculed. We must search for some deeper

tendencies. These will be found much the same as gendered, a

century and a half ago, the idealism of the Irish metaphysician.

Most powerful of all is the materialism of the age, repelling our

finer minds and driving them to the opposite pole. Not a few

are becoming wearied of this constant magnifying of matter,

.and the perpetual references to inflexible mechanism, which
neither man nor God himself can influence. In a spirit of inde-

pendence, or perhaps of contradiction, they venture to question

the pretensions of this power, which would rule alone m the

earth and in the very heavens
;
and they are disposed to give a

favorable hearing to the good bishop, who had the courage to

wage war with materialists and the very mathematicians of his

time. As they do so, they are made to feel that there is a charm
in his speculations and in his very manner. They like his flexi-

ble exposition, as less binding on them than the dogmata of

formalists in science and philosophy, and somewhat more worthy
of the grandeur of nature—as they are disposed to view it. Men,
tired of business, leave our rectilinear streets and railed roads,

and love to wander in secluded valleys and free mountains
;
so

there are numbers in these days heart-sick of the unbending
laws of physics and the pretentious categories of metaphysics,

and willing to lose themselves in the “ woods and wilds ” of the

ideal philosophy.
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The present state and wants of certain schools of philosophy

tend in the same direction. It is a curious, though by no means

an inexplicable circumstance, that not a few of those trained by
the teaching and writings of Hamilton, especially those who
have also felt the influence of Mill, are to be found, if we can

catch them any where, on the borders of Berkeley’s upland of

mist and sunshine. Hamilton himself always spoke of Berkeley

in a more appreciative tone than most of his predecessors in the

Scottish school had done. His more discerning pupils have felt

that their great master has left them in a somewhat unsatisfac-

tory position
;
a professing realist, he is in fact the great relativ-

ist, and he ends by declaring that man can know nothing of the

nature of things. Those who feel that they have no comfortable

standing in such a quivering quagmire, look with a fond eye

towards Berkeley, who, in taking away gross matter, leaves them

substantial mind. Mansel, so acute and erudite in undermining

rationalism, and so feeble in building up realism, ended by com-

ing very close to Berkeley in his view of matter. Though the

Scottish professor does not profess to be a believer in Berkeley,

it is clear that there is no other philosophy which helps him so

effectually in those perplexities he is so skilful in discovering in

this “ mysterious world,” in “this curious life of ours;” if it

does not support him on terrafirma, it at least lifts him above

the sinking marshes into a pleasant though somewhat foggy

aerial.

A third circumstance has contributed powerfully to the same
end. The schools of nescience and nihilism have seized on the

negative positions of Berkeley and are turning them to their own
purposes. Grote and Mill and Bain all rejoice in the thought

that the idealist has delivered them from so many ghosts in the

shape of substances
;
and they do for the admirers of Berkeley

in our day what Hume did for Berkeley himself, that is, having

got rid of so much they insist that they must in logical consis-

tency abandon much more. In particular Mr. Mill, in a charac-

teristic review of Berkeley in the Fortnightly Review, has dexter-

ously used the weapons put into his hands to improve his

doctrine, that matter is the mere possibility of sensations, and
mind a series of feelings aware of itself with a back-ground of

possibilities of feeling.

It is not very difficult, as it appears to me, to estimate the in-
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tellectual calibre and the character of Berkeley. He was pos-

sessed of great acuteness and ingenuity, of great taste and re-

finement, but was not distinguished for good sense or shrewdness.

From an early date he was addicted to dreaming reflection. “ I

was distrustful at eight years old and consequently by nature

disposed for these new doctrines.” In gazing so intently into

the spiritual world, the material covering was lost sight of. He
had a taste for beauty in nature fostered by the pleasant Irish

scenery on the banks of the Nore and gratified by the nice little

rocks and lovely bays on the shore of Rhode Island, but he

seemed to have had no appreciation of the grandeur of Alpine

scenery as he passed through it. He was benevolent in a high

degree, but was not bold or independent: he clung resolutely

to the slavish doctrine of passive obedience, and allowed the

Lord Lieutenant to send him to dine with the steward, being

reconciled to it by the hope of receiving a deanery. His heart was

full of gratitude and love to God, and he had a high admiration of

the more lovely features of Christianity, but the cure of souls does

not seem to have sat very heavily upon him. The religion which

he loved and defended was that of the Church of England in

Ireland, and other denominations are called “sectaries.” In his

Queries he probes many of the sores of Ireland with a searching

hand
;
but he has not a word against the infamous Penal Code

passed in his time, and depriving all except Episcopalians of

their civil rights, nor against the existence of an Established

Church, then in the fermentation of its worst corruptions in a

hostile nation of Catholics and Presbyterians.

In Trinity College, Dublin, he was trained in mathematics and

in the natural philosophy of Newton, and he made himself ac-

quainted with the philosophy of Descartes, Malebranche and

Locke. He was introduced to the philosophy of Locke by
Locke’s friend and correspondent, Dr. Thomas Molyneux

;
and

he fell under the influence of the great English metaphysician

—

quite as much as Prof. Fraser is in the grasp of Hamilton, even

when wishing to escape from him. His nature shrank from many
of the tenets of Locke, from his declaration that mind might be

material, from his dwelling so much on sensation and disparaging

faith—but he could not break away from the paths in which

Locke had taught him to walk. First he was as decidedly an

experientialist as Locke was
;
appealing incidentally, as Locke,
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did, to intuition, but never explaining what intuition is or justi-

fying the appeal to it. But if Beid and Kant have established

any truth, it is that the great principles of philosophy, morality

and religion have a deeper foundation than mere experience.

Then, secondly, he became hopelessly entangled by the constant

use of the word “idea,” with all its duplicity and misleading as-

sociations, philological and historical
;
as signifying originally

an image, and historically as having so many meanings -from the

time of Plato downwards. Berkley broke out from the narrow

paths which Locke cut out

;

but was never able to get out of

them to survey the whole domain of philosophy, even when at a

later date he put himself under the guidance of Plato. Berkeley

noticed some of the deficiencies of Locke’s philosophy, but did

not see the way to rectify them.

The truth is, there was a defect in Berkeley’s intellectual or-

ganization which I believe was incurable. With a keen, pene-

trating insight, and a superfluity of ingenuity, he was without

the crowning good sense which characterized Aristotle, Locke,

Beid and the Scottish school generally. The fact is, Berkeley

was a visionary in everything. His Bermuda scheme and his

belief in the virtues of tar-water, -were not wilder than his philo-

sophy was. It is amusing, meanwhile, to observe how he

claimed to be so practical. He convinced British statesmen of

great shrewdness, by an array of calculations, that the best way
of converting the Indians and of christianizing the continent of

America, was by a college instituted at Bermuda. By an undis-

cerning agglomeration of facts he convinced numbers in his own
day, and he has had believers in Ireland down to our day, that

tar-water would cure all sorts of diseases. In a like way^ke
persuaded himself that his philosophy is the expression of vul-

gar belief and the perfection of common-sense. He professes

“ to be eternally banishing metaphysics and recalling men to

common-sense,” “ to remove the mist and veil of words,” and to

be “ more for reality than other philosophies.” Every student

of human nature knows that those who have a secret conscious-

ness of their Aveakness in a certain point are disposed to assert

their eminence in that point—thus Thomas Brown, with a true

metaphysical acumen, was nervously anxious to show that he

possessed poetical genius in a far higher degree. It may have

been this natural weakness which led Berkeley to dwell so much.
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on details in the Bermuda and tar-water business, and to appeal

so much to fact and experience in defending his idealism.

His style is acknowledged on all hands to be graceful and at-

tractive. He avoids, as Locke does, all technical and scholastic

phrases
;
but bis language is much more flowing than that of the

English metaphysician. As Locke affected the style of the con-

versation which he had heard among the better classes, so

Berkeley adopted the style of the literature of the day, that is

of the wits of Queen Anne. This mode of composition has its

disadvantages. If it has the ease of conversation and literature,

it has also the looseness. Berkeley is by no means very precise

in his use of language :
“ Blame me not if I use my words some-

times in some latitude
;
this is what cannot be helped. It is the

fault of language that you cannot always apprehend the clear and

determinate meaning of my words ” (IV. 443). His editor com-

plains of “ the chronic tendency to misconceive ” Berkeley’s

philosophy. His admirers are ever telling us that he has been

misunderstood
;
and in particular that his opponents of the Scot-

tish school, such as Baxter, Reid, and Beattie, never apprehend

his meaning. His* opponents are apt to feel, if not to say, that

his speculations are so undefined that any one may form the

shape that pleases him out of the cloud. Those who have at-

tacked him, suppose that he denies the existence of matter;

those who defend him maintain that he holds resolutely by the

existence of matter. But surely there is some defect in a phil-

osophic writer, who has so expounded his doctrine as to be

forever misunderstood by able and candid minds. With all

these imperfections, we feel that some of his works, such for in-

stance as his “ Three Dialogues between Phylas and Pliilonous,”

are the finest philosophic dialogues in the English tongue, and

are worthy of being placed along side of those of Plato.

Many of our higher literary reviews, such as the Quarterly (Lon-

don), the Edinburgh and the North American have taken advan-

tage of this edition to give us sketchy articles on Berkeley. I am
in this paper to undertake a more serious work required by the

state of philosophic opinion in our day
;
I am to review the fun-

damental positions of the Irish metaphysician.

Theory of Vision. Berkeley is best known in connection with

this theory, which he expounded in his “ Essay toward a New
Theory of Vision ” (1709) and defended in his “ Theory of Vision
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Vindicated and Explained ” (1733) and, indeed, in most of liis

works. Prof. Fraser is of opinion that iu respect of his theory be

has not so much originality as is commonly attributed to him.

“He takes the invisibility of distance in the line of sight for

granted as a common scientific truth of the time.” It is well

known that there were notices by Descartes of the way by which

the eye perceives distances, and Malebranche specifies some of

the signs by which distance is estimated. William Molyneux, in

a treatise on optics, published in 1690, declared that distance of

itself is not to be pferceived, for
“

’tis a line or a length presented

to the eye with its end toward us, which must therefore be only

a point and that is invisible” (1. 17); and then he shows that dis-

tance is chiefly perceived by means of interjacent objects, by the

estimate we make of the comparative magnitude of bodies or

their faint colors : this for objects considerably remote
;
as to nigh

objects their distance is perceived by the turn of the eyes or the

angle of the optic axis. Locke, in the fourth edition of his essay,

mentions a problem put to him by Molyneux, whether, if a cube

and a sphere were placed before a blind man who was made to

see, he would be able to tell which is the globe and which the

cube, to which both Molyneux and Locke answered “ not.” These

statements by well-known philosophers were known to all in-

terested in such studies before Berkeley’s work appeared. But
the New Theory of Vision treated of the subject specially and in

a more elaborate way, and has commonly got the credit, not cer-

tainly of originating the doctrine, but of establishing it
;
and it

has ever since been generally accepted—the only exceptions of

men of note being the late Samuel Bailey and Mr. Abbot of

Dublin. Iu particular, he has shown that there are three arbi-

trary signs of near distances : The organic sensation accompa-

nying the adjustment of the eye to the object; the degree of

perceived confusion in the object
;
and the organic sensation of

showing. The theory has been confirmed by a series of experi-

mental cases of persons born blind but who were afterward made
to see. Beginning with the Cheselden case (1728) Prof. Frazer

professes to give an account of such cases, but has inexcusably

omitted by far the best conducted and reportod ones : the Franz

case detailed in the Transactions of the Royal Society (1841),

and the Trinchinetti cases mentioned by Abbot in his Sight and

Touch, cases which seem to me to settle all the points still dis-
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puted as to the original capacity of the sense of sight.* Prof.

Fraser has shown that Berkeley all along meant his views as to

vision to establish a far more important principle, that by all the

senses we perceive only signs of mental realities, a doctrine cher-

ished by him from an early date but kept in the back-ground in

his early wrork.

Idea. Berkeley takes the word not in the sense of Plato,

or the schoolmen, but in that of Descartes and Locke, specially

the latter. Locke uses the term “ to stand for whatsoever is the

object of the understanding when a man thinks whatever is

meant by “phantasm, notion, and species.” But this is giving the

phrase a very wide comprehension. The objects of the under-

standing when it thinks are of a very varied character : they are

very different things I am thinking of when I look at the carpet

of the room in which 1 sit, when I recall that carpet, when I

think of my past feelings or my present feelings, when I think of

duty or of Deity. There may be no impropriety in calling all

these objects of thought external and internal, by one and the

same name
;
but of all words “ idea ” is about the most unfortu-

nate that could be employed from its literal meaning, which ever

cleaves to it, being image, and from its applied meanings in phil-

osophy being so many and inconsistent. It stands for what

the schoolmen denoted by “phantasm, notion and species;”

but the schoolmen drew distinctions between these phrases,

and certainly did not confound the intellectual notion with the

mere phantasm of the reproductive or imaging power of the

mind. The liberal meaning always stuck to it in Locke’s ap-

prehension, and breeds inextricable confusion. He habitually

regards the object of the mind when it thinks as an idea in the

sense of image. He supposes there is such an image when we
use the senses, even such senses as smelling and hearing, and he

seeks for such an image when we think of space, time, and

eternity. He sees the difficulty in the mind forming an idea

—

in this sense—of the product of abstraction and generalization.

He acknowledges that it doth “require some pains and skill to

form this general idea of a triangle,” “ for it must be neither

oblique nor rectangle, neither equilateral, equicrural, nor scal-

* There is a later case reported by Critcliett in Med. Chis. Trans., Vol. xxxviii.

See Contemporary Review, Feb., 1872.
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enum, but all and none of these at once. In effect it is some-

what imperfect that cannot exist
;
an idea wherein some parts

of several different and inconsistent ideas are put together.”

Upon this Berkeley remarks
;
“ After reiterated efforts and pangs

of thought to apprehend the general idea of a triangle, I have

found it altogether incomprehensible” (I. 146). “ The idea of a

man that I frame to myself, must be either of a white, or a black,

or a tawny, or a straight, or a crooked, a tall or a low, or a mid-

dle-sized man” (I. 142). Here, as in so many other cases, he has

sharpness enough to detect the errors of the prevailing philoso-

phy, but not clearness or comprehension enough to set it right.

He would use the word as Locke had done :
“ I take the word

idea for any of the immediate objects of sense or understanding”

(I. 55). But then this object is an image :
“ By idea I mean any

sensible or imaginable thing” (IV. 457). “ Properly speaking it

is the picture of the imagination’s making. This is the likeness

of and referred to the real idea or (if you will) thing” (445). He
rejects, as I believe he ought, abstract ideas in the sense of

Locke, that is, in the sense of images of qualities
;
and he claims

it as his merit that he gets rid in this way of those grand ab-

stractions, such as matter and substance, existence and exten-

sion, space and time, to which philosophers have given an

independent being, and set up as rivals to Deity. But while he

has exposed the errors of Locke, he has not established the

positive truth. It turned out that David Hume, taking advan-

tage of his doctrine, undermined, by a like process, the separate

existence of personal identity and power, of mind and morality.

Abstract and General Ideas. His defective views on this sub-

ject perplexes his whole philosophy. He takes credit for re-

moving abstractions out of speculation that we may contemplate

realities. And it is quite true that we cannot form an abstract

idea in the sense of likeness or phantasm. We cannot form in

the mind an image of whiteness as we do of a lily, of redness as

we do of a rose, of humanity as wo do of man. We have to

bring in here the distinction known to Aristotle between phan-

tasm (image) and noema (notion.) An abstract is not a phantasm,

an exercise of the mere reproductive, recalling an imaging power

of the mind
;
but a notion, the product of the elaborative or dis-

cursive—of the comparative powers, in fact—specially of the

power which perceives the relation of part and whole, of an at-
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tribute to that concrete object of which it is an attribute. Having

seen a lily I can ever afterwards image the lily—this is the phan-

tasm of Aristotle. But I can exercise another mental operation

regarding it, and the product is the noema of Aristotle. I can

consider its whiteness and not its shape or size, and when I do

so I have an abstract notion about which I can pronounce judg-

ments and reason. On rare occasions Berkeley had a glimpse

of what is involved in abstraction, as in his Principles of Human
Knowledge (the edition of 1734): “And here it must be acknowl-

edged that a man may consider a figure merely as triangular

without attending to the particular qualities of the angles or re-

lations of the sides. So far he may abstract
;
but this will never

prove that he can frame an abstract general inconsistent idea

[in the sense of image] of a triangle. In like manner we may
consider Peter so far forth as man, so far forth as animal, without

framing the fore-mentioned abstract idea [image,] either of man
or animal

;
inasmuch as all that is perceived is not considered

(I. 148). He says that “ there is a great difference between con-

sidering length without breadth, and having an idea or of imagin-

ing length without breadth.” Speaking of the qualities abstracted

he acknowledges that “
it is not difficult to form general pro-

positions and reasonings about these qualities without mentioning

any other” (I. 284). Had he taken as much pains in unfolding

what is contained in “considering ” a figure as triangular, and
Peter as man, without considering other qualities and what is in-

volved in “ forming general propositions and reasonings about

qualities,” as he has taken to expel abstract ideas in the sense of

phantasms, he would have saved his own philosojihv, and philos-

ophy generally from his day to this, from an immense conglomera-

tion of confusion.

Much the same may be said of the General Idea, wdiich Locke
confounded with the Abstract Idea, under the phrase abstract

general idea. These two evidently differ. An abstract notion

is the notion of an attribute, a general notion is a notion of ob-

jects possessing a common attribute, or common attributes. We
cannot form, in the sense of likeness, a general idea. An image,

as Berkeley saw, must always be singular, whereas a general no-

tion, the notion of a class, must embrace an indefinite number of

individuals, all that possess the quality or qualities which bring

the objects into a class. There can be no phantasm formed of
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the individuals in the class, which are innumerable, nor of the

-attributes, which are abstracts. At times he had a glimpse of

what is implied in a general idea, but he does not pursue it, and

he speedily loses sight of it. “ Now, if we will annex a meaning

to our words, and speak only of what we can conceive, I believe

we shall acknowledge that an idea, which considered in itself is

particular, becomes general by being made to represent or stand

for all other particulars ideas of the same sort ” (I. 145). But
what constitutes the sort and the same sort ? Had he proceeded

to answer this question he might have found the exact truth. A
sort is composed of things assorted, and assorted because pos-

sessing a quality or qualities in common, and must embrace all

the objects possessing the quality or qualities. In looking at

the things thus assorted, we see that the affirmations we make
apply to all and each of the objects of the cla^s, so that when a

geometrician draws a black line of an inch in length, “ this,

which is in itself a particular line, is nevertheless, in regard to

its signification, general, since, as it is there used, it represents

all particular lines whatsoever, so that what is demonstrated of

it, is demonstrated of all lines, in other words, of a line in gen-

eral ”
(
ib ). This is the general idea I stand up for, and I hold

that it, and the abstract idea as above described, may be made
the object of the understanding when it thinks, and that we can

pronounce judgments upon it, and reason about it. This is, in

fact, what we do in mathematics and in all the sciences.

All this does not imply that abstract or general ideas have a

separate or independent existence
;
that whiteness has an exist-

ence as the lily has, that rationality exists as a man does, or that

the class man has the same sort of existence as the man John

Smith has. It has been the tendency of metaphysicists—and of

physicists too—to ascribe an independent being to the abstract

and general notions of the mind, and to speak of being, of force,

of gravitation, as if they were separate entities, as man is, or a

lump of matter is
;
and some have deified the creations of their

own mind, and said, “these be thy gods.” Berkeley no doubt

meant to do good by driving away these ghosts of departed reali-

ties, which philosophers believed in after they had lost all faith

in the living and true God. But he discovered only half the

truth, and produced a distorted figure, because he did not look

round and see the other half. Attributes have not an indepen-
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dent existence, but they have an existence in concrete objects.

Being is an attribute of .all existing objects
;
power an attribute

of mind—I believe also of body, and gravitation is an attribute

of matter. We may deny an independent existence to abstrac-

tions
;
but we should never deny that they have an existence in

objects possessing them. The general idea of man has not such

a being as the personal man has, but it has an existence in

qualities common to All men, and in men possessing these qual-

ities.

While he set himself in an indiscriminating manner against

abstract general ideas, Berkeley was not a nominalist. His aim

was to carry us away both from abstracts and names to indi-

vidual things. According to him “ideas become general by a

particular idea standing for all the ideas of the sort,” and so,

“ certainly it is not impossible but a man may arrive at the

knowledge of all real truth as well without as with signs, had he

a memory and imagination more strong and capacious,” and

therefore “reasoning and science doth not altogether depend on

word or names” (IY. 467).

Existence. In every intelligent exercise we know ourselves as

existing in a particular state, say thinking or willing. Our
knowledge of ourselves and the particular state, say thinking,

are mixed up, but we can so separate them as to consider our-

selves as existing. This does not show that our existence de-

pends on our perception. We perceive ourselves to exist be-

cause we already exist. So far as external objects are concerned,

we perceive them by the eye as extended and colored, but w^e

can, if we choose, consider them as existing apart from the color,

apart even from our perception of them. Of course our percep-

tion is implied in our perceiving them
;
but this does not prove

that our perception is necessary to their existence. In fact wre

perceive them because they exist. Unwilling to admit abstrac-

tions of any kind, Berkeley argued that the objects could not

exist apart from the perception
;
hence his maxim, esse est percipi.

I admit that a thing perceived must exist
;
but this does not imply,

according to the rules oflogic, the converse proposition, that a thing

in order to exist must be perceived. I allow percipi est esse, but

not esse est percipi. There were rocks deposited in our earth be-

fore there was a man to perceive them. We may believe that at

this moment there are flowrers in forests which have never been
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trod by human foot. The external thing, be it matter or be it

idea, must exist in order to my perceiving it—it is esse before it

is percipi.

But then he explains that he does not mean, that in order to

the existence of a thing it must be perceived by the individual,

it may be perceived by other finite beings, it must be perceived

by God. But this admission implies that in order to its exist-

ence it is not necessary that we should perceive it; in other

words, the thing may exist independent of our perception of it.

“ I will grant you that extension, color, etc., may be said to be

without the mind in a double respect
;
that is, independent of

our will and distinct from the mind” (IV. 667). And if it exist

independent of our perception it may exist independent of the

perception of other created beings. There is nothing, then, in the

nature of our perception, considered in itself, implying that the

existence ol the object implies perception. Berkeley speaks as

if the existence of a thing independent of mind is meaningless

and contradictory
;
is repugnant, as he expresses it. But surely

I can conceive of a thing as existing out of and independent of

the mind perceiving it, and if there be evidence I can believe it

to exist. True, if I believe it to exist on reasonable ground, I

must have perceived it myself, or have the testimony of some

one who has perceived it. But then I can conceive it to exist

whether I have perceived it or no
;
whether, indeed, I believe in

its existence or no. In all this there is nothing self-repugnant.

“ But, then, to a Christian, it cannot surely be shocking to say

that the real tiee existing without his mind is truly known and

comprehended by (that it exists in) the infinite mind of God ”

(I. 33 >). That everything is known to God and comprehended

by his infinite mind will be admitted by all Christians, by all

who believe in an omniscient God. But, then, this does not

follow from the nature of perception, but from our belief derived

otherwise of the guardian care of God, a belief most readily

obtained when wa acknowledge the reality of external objects.

Observe how dextrously he slides from one meaning of com-

prehension, from the meaning embraced in the understanding, to

“exist in” which is an entirely different thing. I comprehend the

deed of a son murdering his father, but this does not make the

deed exist in me. Not only so, but I hold it to be in every way
most reverent, not to speak of that deed of murder as existing in
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tlie mind of the good God. Berkeley often writes as if it

were not possible for God to make a thing, having an existence

out of himself, with any power in itself. This, surely, is a limit-

ation of the divine power by no means very reverential. Believ-

ing the plunging of the knife into the bosom of the murdered

man to exist out of me, I believe it to be most becoming to repre-

sent it as also existing out of God.

He is greatly alarmed for the consequences which might follow,

provided it is admitted that there can be existence independent

of perception. “ Opinion that existence was distinct from per-

ception of horrible consequence. It is the foundation of Hobbs’

doctrine” (IV. 459). But fact and truth never lead to evil con-

sequences, which errors, even well-meant errors, commonly do.

The good bishop never dreamed that his favorite principle would

furnish a stalling point to Hume. I have noticed passages in

Berkeley which look as if they might have suggested the basis

of Hume’s skeptical theory. Hume opens his Treatise of Hu-
man Nature: “All the perceptions of the human mind resolve

themselves into two distinct kinds, which I call impressions and

ideas. The difference betwixt these consists in the degrees of

force and liveliness with which they strike upon the mind and

make their way into our thought or consciousness. Those per-

ceptions which enter with most force and violence we may name
impressions

;

and under this name I comprehend all our sensa-

tions, passions and convictions as they make their first appear-

ance in the soul. By ideas, I mean the faint images of these in

thinking and reasoning.” Might not the wliole doctrine, and the

language employed, and the distinction drawn, have risen up in

his shrewd, unsatisfied mind as he read at the close of a long

discussion in the Principles :
“ What do we perceive besides

our ideas and sensations ?” (1.157.) He specifies the very dis-

tinction between the two, the one more lively, the other more
faint. “ The ideas of sense are more strong, lively and distinct

than those of imagination” (170). “ The ideas imprinted in the

senses by the author of nature are called real things, and those

excited in the imagination being less regular, vivid and constant

are more commonly termed ideas” (172). Hume thus got his very

phraseology, impressions (from imprinted) and ideas, and the dis-

tinction between the two, as lying in the difference of force or

strength, liveliness or distinctness. Hume accepted the bishop’s
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doctrine and drove it logically to a conclusion which did not ad-

mit of an argument for the existence of a God to uphold these

impressions or sensations and ideas.

Matter. The whole philosophy of Locke proceeds on the sup-

position that we perceive only ideas. His theory of knowledge

is thus a movement in a circle. An idea is the object we per-

ceive ;
the object we perceive is an idea. This idea was regarded

by him as an image of an object out of the mind which it re-

sembles and represents. But it was perceived at an early date

that he had and could have no proof of this, indeed no proof of

the existence of matter. Man can take no immediate cognizance

of matter
;
and logic will not allow us from a mere idea in the

mind to argue the existence of something beyond the mind.

This was the condition of speculative philosophy in Great Brit-

ain when Berkeley thought out his ingenious theory. He saw
it to be very unsatisfactory, if the mind can perceive nothing but

the idea, to argue that there must be a material object of which

it is a copy. So he boldly declared we are not required to be-

lieve in anything but the idea. All that we perceive is the idea.

We have no proof of the existence of anything else. If there be

anything else it must be unknown. Every purpose that could

be served by this supposed external thing may be accomplished

by the idea. “ If, therefore, it were possible for bodies to exist

without the mind, yet to hold they do so must be a very precari-

ous opinion, since it is to suppose, without any reason at all, that

God has created innumerable beings that are utterly useless and

serve no manner of purpose. In short, if there were external

bodies, it is impossible we should ever come to know it
;
and, if

it were not, we might have the very same reason to think that

there were that we have now ” (I. 165). Berkeley thus started

what Hamilton would call a presentation theory of sense-percep-

tion
;
that is, that the mind looked directly on the object, the

object with him being the idea with nothing beyond. Beid fol-

lowed. Discovering that Locke could never reach the existence of

matter by a process of reasoning, he insisted that the existence

of matter was suggested by instinct, intuition or common-sense,

there being first a sensation, this instinctively raising a percep-

tion of an external thing. Hamilton took a bolder and a more di-

rect course than Beid : discarding, as Beid had done, the idea of

Locke and of Berkeley
;
and discarding, too, the suggestion of
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Reid, lie asserted that we look directly on matter, are immedi-

ately conscious of matter. Hamilton, like Berkeley, is a presen-

tationist; but Berkeley says that the object before the mind is

an idea, whereas Hamilton says it is a material object possessing

extension.

At this point it is of all things the most important to deter-

mine in what sense Berkeley admits, and in what sense he de-

nies, the existence of matter. He is ever asserting, and asserting

in strong language, that he believes in the existence of bodies.

And yet he is constantly uttering statements in the very language

which the Scotch psychologists (as Fraser is fond of calling them)

are condemned for employing in criticising him. Thus he says,
“ were it necessary to add any further proof against the existence

of matter” (I. 16 and passim). But he is a firm upholder of

the existence, not of abstract matter, but of individual bodies :

“ I do not argue against the existence of any one thing that we
can apprehend, either by sense or reflection. That the things I

see with my eyes and touch with my hands do exist, really exist,

I make not the least question. The only thing whose existence

we do deny is that which philosophers call matter or corporeal

substance.” In the interests of religion he is tremulously afraid

of allowing the existence of matter as a substance. “ Matter once

allowed, I defy any man to prove that God is not matter ” (IY.

442); as if matter did not, like mind, supply evidence of the

existence of its maker and disposer. He is for expelling the

substance, matter, to which some were attributing an existence

independent of God
;
but infidels in our day are quite ready to

make a like use of matter considered as a mere phenomenon :

they argue that it does not need a God to support it. He is

right, so I think, in maintaining that in regard to body we should

not be required to believe in more .than we can perceive by the

senses, more than we see, and feel, and taste, and smell, and

hear. But then we perceive by the senses much more than he

is disposed to allow. He means by idea “ any sensible or

imaginable thing.” An idea must be in the mind, so he argues

that the whole, perception and thing perceived, must be in the

mind. “ The tree or house, therefore, which you think of is

conceived by you.” “ What is conceived is surely in the mind”

(I. 291, 292). “ Nothing properly but persons, i. e. conscious

things, do exist. All other things are not so much exist-

2
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ences, as manners of tlie existence of persons
;

” on which Prof.

Fraser asks, “ Is an extended thing a mode in which a person

exists ? ” (IY. 469). He showed in his “ New Theory of Vision,”

that color is in the mind, and then, in his Principles and later

works, that extension, as art idea, must also be in mind. Prof.

Fraser thus expounds him, I believe fairly :
“ When we do our

utmost by imagination to conceive bodies existing externally or

absolutely, we are, in the very act of doing so, making them ideas,

not of sense indeed, but of imagination. The supposition itself

of their individual existence, makes them ideas, in as much as it

makes them imaginary objects, dependent on an imagining mind”

(1. 123). Still he stands up for the reality of body :
“ The table I

write on I say exists, that I see and feel it, and if it were out of my
studj7 1 should say it existed, meaning thereby, that if I was in my
study I might perceive it or that some other spirit does actually

perceive it” (1. 157). This is the very theory which, passing through

Hume and James Mill, has been elaborated by John Stuart Mill

into the doctrine of matter being the “possibility of sensations.”

Every man of ordinary sense on first hearing this doctrine will

be inclined to say, there must surely be some mistake, some con-

fusion here, and this whether he is able to point it out or not.

The misconceptions, I believe, are to be rectified by an inductive

inquiry into what the senses really reveal. Looking simply to

the testimony of our senses they make known something out

of us and independent of us. In particular we know body as ex-

tended, we see it as extended in two dimensions, we feel it as

with three dimensions. No doubt there is perception in all this,

but perception is not extended in any sense, in one, two or three

dimensions. We perceive it as something different from our

perception, and we perceive it as having something not in our

perception, we perceive it in short as extended. This is an in-

tuition carrying within itself its own evidence. As being self-

evident it can stand the test of contradiction : we cannot believe

the opposite
;
we cannot be made to believe that the table before

me has not length and breadth. It is also catholic or universal,

as being in all men. Just as by the internal sense we know
mind so by the external senses we know matter. The evidence

for the existence of the one is much the same as the evidence for

the existence of the other. We cannot allow the one to set aside
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the other. We must accept both, and I defy any one to show

that there is any repugnancy between them.

But he would confuse us, and he has confused himself, by a

false analogy. “If real fire be very different from the idea of

fire, so also is the real pain that it occasions different from the

idea of the same pain
;
and yet nobody will pretend that the real

pain either or can possibly be in an unperceiving thing or with-

out the mind any more than its ideas” (I. 176). There is a man-
ifest difference between the two cases. Pain is perceived as an

affection of the perceiving subject, whereas the extended body is

perceived to be different from the perceiving mind. Of course

there is perception in the perception of fire
;
but the perception

is of something out of the percinient, and as we perceive it to

be different we can consider it as different. That grain of gold

lying on my hand, I cannot see apart from my hand or some

other object on which it lies. But I know the grain to be differ-

ent from the hand, and the one to have an existence as well as

the other. So I know both the hand and the grain to be differ-

ent from the mind that perceives them. Berkeley would have

seen this had he not been so determined to allow no abstrac-

tions. By such means he labored to undermine materialism.

But it may be doubted whether any one was ever cured of this

error by such means. It is not tali auxilio that a wise man
would defend the existence of mind in this age.

Extension perceived by Sight and Touch. He puzzles himself

and puzzles his editor greatly by his favorite maxim, that we
do not see the same extension by the eye and by the touch.
“ The objects of sight and touch are two distinct things ” (I 56).

Prof. Fraser seems to go farther, “ colored extension is antitheti-

cal to felt extension.” The perplexity arises from not observing

precisely what we do perceive by means of these two senses.

By the eye we do not perceive abstract extension, but an ex-

tended thing. It is the same with touch,' we do not perceive

mere extension, we perceive an extended thing. By a subse-

quent act of comparison, we may discover the two, the extended

table seen and touched, to be the same thing. Surely there is

no antithesis here, any more than there is between seeing first

one side of a building, and then another side, between seeing

the one side of a shield red, and the other black. By each of

the senses we get a certain amount of information, which we
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combine in the one thing, which we discover to have extension,

discovered both by the eye and by touch. Certainly the knowl-

edge given by the touch in our ordinary apprehension of sensi-

ble objects, mingles with that given by the eye, and indeed with

that given by all the senses, and we superadd to all these, the

inferences which we have drawn. To intuitive perception by

the eye, a mountain is but a colored surface with a definite out-

line ;
but we combine in it all that we have known about moun-

tains by touch and a gathered experience, that green is grass,

that othfer green is a tree, that brown is a scar, and that sharp

outline a precipice. There is no contradiction in all this.

Substance. It it not to be wondered at that Berkeley should

have been dissatisfied with Locke’s doctrine on this subject.

Locke denies very strongly and emphatically that he sets aside

substance, and he is very angry at his opponent, Stillingfleet,

when he says that he does so. He believes in substance
;
but

then it can be made known neither by sensation nor reflection,

and so it comes in very awkwardly in a system which acknowl-

edges no other inlets of knowledge than these two. It is the un-

known substratum or support of what is known. Berkeley did

great service to philosophy by removing these crutches supposed

to help, but really hindering our conviction as to the reality of

things. “ Say you there might be a thinking substance—some-

thing unknown which perceives and supports and ties together

the ideas. Say, make it appear that there is need of it, and you

shall have it for me, I care not to take away anything I can see

the least reason to think should exist ” (IV. 413). I have always

regretted that Beid and the Scottish school, in discarding

the “ idea” of Locke as coming between the thing perceived

and perception, did not also abandon the “substance” of Locke

as being equally useless and cumbersome. Berkeley seems to

me to be farther and preeminently right when he maintains, in

regard to matter, that we are to believe only in what is made

known by the senses. “ That the things I see with my eyes and

touch with my hands do exist, really exist, I make not the least

question. The only thing whose existence we deny is that which

philosophers call matter or corporeal substance. And in doing

of this there is no damage to the rest of mankind, who, I dare

say, will never miss it. The atheist, indeed, will want the color

of an empty name to support his impiety
;
and the philosophers
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may possibly find that they have lost a great handle for trifling

and disputation ” (I. 173). I am glad to find him saying far-

ther, as if he had a reference to a mode of speaking in our day:
“ The philosophers talk much of a distinction betwixt absolute

and relative things, considered in their own nature, and the same
things considered with respect to us. I know not what they

mean by ‘ things considered in themselves.’ This is nonsense,

jargon.” I have, however, endeavored to show that Berkeley

did not discover all that is involved in perception by the senses.

But is Matter a Substance ? The answer to this question must
depend on the definition which we give of substance. There is

a sense, and this I believe the proper sense, in which both mind
and matter are substances. It can be shown of both that they

exist. It can be shown, secondly, of both, of matter as well as

mind, that they are not created by our perceiving them. We
perceive matter because it already exists. It exists whether we
perceive it or no. It does not cease to exist because we have

ceased to look at it. In this sense it has an independence, not,

it may be, of God, but an independence of the percipient mind,

of our perception of it. I am prepared to maintain, that matter,

like mind, has power of some kind. I do not assert that it has

power independent, of God—this is a question which carries us

into a much higher region than our primitive perceptions. What
I affirm is, that it has potency, influence of some kind. Now
combine these three things : being, independence of our per-

ceptions, and potency, and we have the true idea of substance.

Thus understood, substance has no need of a substratum or sup-

port. Under God, who may himself be understood as a sub-

stance, it is its own support
;
and any other support would be a

weakness. Everything possessing these three things may be

regarded as a substance. Mind is a substance, for it has being,

independence and power. But matter is also a substance for

the very same reasons.

Power. His views on this subject are vague and unsatisfac-

tory. He seems to regard all power as in God. He leaves no
power whatever in body. “ Matter neither acts, nor perceives,

nor is it perceived.” The first question here is : Is it true ?

Can we prove it? I believe we know things in this world,

we know ourselves as having power, and bodies as having

power upon each other. I believe them to have such power in
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our primitive cognition of them. Experience confirms this.

According to Berkeley there is no relationship between material

things, except that of coexistence and succession one thing is

a mere sign of another, and an arbitrary sign. These ideas

which constitute all we perceive, can have no influence on each

other. Now it seems to me that we are led to believe that they

do act on each other. It can be shown that in all bodily

actions there are two or more agents. A hammer strikes a

stone and breaks it : the cause consists of the hammer and stone

each in a certain state ;
the effect consists of the same hammer

and stone in another state, the hammer having lost the momen-

tum which it had when it came in contact with the stone, and

the stone being broken. • It seems plain to me that the cause

here is not a mere arbitrary sign of the effect
;
the effect is the

result of powers or properties of the agent. A second question

may arise : TVhat is the religious bearing of such a doctrine ?

According to it God “ useth no tool or instrument at all” (I. 312);

there are no second causes in nature, but only natural signs.

There is “ no sharing betwixt God and nature or second causes

in my doctrine.” Is there not a risk that this very pious doctrine

land us in the very impious conclusion, that if all action is of

God, sinful action must also be of him? If- we have no knowl-

edge of power in nature or in created mind, have we any proof

of the existence of power in God ? The doctrine was eagerly

seized by Hume, who showed that according to it the mind could

form no idea of power beyond a custom of expecting that things

which have been unvariably together in our experience, will con-

tinue to be together. Left without the idea of power in the cog-

nition of ourselves or earthly objects, we have really no gronnd

except this same custom, carried illegitimately beyond our expe-

rience, (which can give us no knowledge of world making) for

arguing the existence of God from his works in nature.

Signs. The great truth which Berkeley helped to establish,

that distance can be known by the eye only by means of signs

supplied by touch, opened new views, which he carried out fur-

ther than he was logically entitled—just as in a later age the dis-

covery of the curious workings of electricity led many to imagine

that they could explain everything by this new and mysterious

agency. From the beginning he meant to use the theory of

vision, to establish his favorite principle that we do not perceive
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extended things out of the perceiving mind
;
we perceive merely

the signs of things. What the eye discerns is merely the sign

of something else discovered by touch. “ We see distances as

we see shame or anger in the looks of a friend ” (I. 63). In his

later works he carries out the same principle to touch, and shows

that it makes known simply heaven appointed and heaven or-

ganized symbols of reality beyond. But this view involves a mis-

take in starting, and a want of logic in the process. It is not

correct to shy that the eye does not immediately discover ex-

tended body
;

it looks directly on an extended colored surface.

The eye may need the aid of the muscular sense to reveal space

in three dimensions, but it at once perceives space in two dimen-

sions
;
and we are thus put in a position to understand the far-

ther information conveyed by touch. Our secondary knowledge

implies primary knowledge, and the elements of the secondary

knowledge must be found in the primary. If there be the idea

of extension in the derived knowledge, there must have been the

idea of extension in the original knowledge. The looks of a man
reveal shame and anger, because we already know these by self-

consciousness. Signs cannot reveal to us anything not otherwise

known in its materials. We certainly have the idea of an ex-

tended thing, and this could never be made known to us by a

sign which was not itself extended. Signs are merely the ante-

cedents or Concomitants of things which we are enabled to con-

ceive because we know them otherwise. Little did Berkeley see

in arguing that we only see signs of things, that we are pre-

paring the way for the avenging skeptic, who allows the ex-

istence of the signs, but argues with David Hume and Herbert

Spencer that the things signified are unknown and unknowable.

Lofty minds are apt to be particularly fascinated with the doc-

trine that nature is a system of universal symbolism. I believe

as firmly as Berkeley ever did, that it is so
;
I believe with him

that “the methods of nature are the language of its author”

(1. 211). But I do so because the signs are real things, signs of

other things. If the glass is visionary the things seen through

it will be apt to be regarded as also visionary. As he advanced

in life and enjoyed leisure in the bishopric of Cloyne, he eagerly

turned to the study of Plato and the Neo-Platonists, and em-

bodied the results in his “ Siris, a Chain of Philosophical Reflec-

tions and Inquiries concerning the Virtues of Tar-Water.” His
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editor waxes nearly as eloquent as tlie good bishop himself in his

preface to this work :
“ On the whole, the scanty speculative lit-

erature of these islands in the last century contains no other

work nearly so remarkable.” “It connects tar with the highest

thoughts in metaphysics and theology by links which involve

some of the most subtle botanical, chemical, physiological and
mechanical speculations of its time.” “The speculations of the

deepest thinkers, ancient and modern, blend themselves with the

successive links, and the whole forms a series of studies as well

in physical science as in Greek and eastern philosophy ” (II. 344).

After such an extravagant encomium some may be amazed to

find me affirming deliberately, that while I acknowledge the in-

finite grace of the style and the ingenuity of some of the analo-

gies, I cannot discover in his defence of the virtues of tar-water

any higher logic than quacks employ in recommending their

medicines; and that his platonic speculations are vague and un-

critical and of no value.

Mind.—Our author is very valiant in making inroads into the

territories of his enemies
;
but meanwhile he leaves his own do-

main defenceless. “ There is not any other substance than

spirit, or that which perceives.” But it is very difficult to tell us

what he makes of spirit. Prof. Fraser acknowledges, “ Berkeley

has no clear teaching about finite minds

—

egos as distinguished

from the Ego ” (IV. 633). Berkeley tells us, “the very existence

of ideas constitutes the soul.” “ Consult, ransack the under-

standing
;
what find you there besides several perceptions or

thoughts ? Mind is a congeries of perceptions. Take away per-

ceptions and you take away the mind. Put the perceptions and

you put the mind ” (IV. 438). Every one acquainted with the

history of philosophy will perceive that this, the doctrine with

which the young Berkeley started, is the very doctrine which

Hume reaches: “Certainly the mind always and constantly

thinks, and we know this too. In sleep and trances the mind

exists not, there is no time, no succession of ideas ” (IV. 444).

Ho wonder the editor says, “ As to personal identity he is ob-

scure.” I would rather say, he is clearly wrong. He tells us

again and again that mind or spirit is “ not knowable, not being

an idea ” (IV. 462); a doctrine far lower than that of Locke, who
maintains that we have an idea of mind by means of Reflection.

“ I have no idea of a volition or act of the mind ;
neither has
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any other intelligence, for that were a contradiction ” (IY. 416).

He seeks to save himself from palpably absurd consequences by

drawing, in the second edition of his “ Principles of Human
Knowledge,” the distinction between Idea and Notion, (taking

the phrase, I believe, from Bishop Browne). “ It must be ad-

mitted, at the same time, that we have some notion of soul or

spirit, and the operations of the mind, such as willing, loving,

hating, inasmuch as we know or understand the meaning of

these words ” (I. 170). But he never accurately defined what he

meant by Notion
;
and his whole philosophy is left, in conse-

quence, in an unsatisfactory condition.

In digging away the ground on which error has rested, I do

not believe that Berkeley has left to himself a foundation on

which to build a solid philosophy. “I approve ” he says, “of

this axiom of the schoolmen, Nihil est in inte'lectu quod non prius

fait in sensu. I wish they had stuck to it. It had never taught

them the doctrine of abstract ideas ” (IY. 457). His editor is

evidently staggered with “ this remarkable statement,” and does

not know very well what to make of it. His doctrine on this

subject is a great deal lower than that of Locke, who made
reflection as well as sensation an inlet of ideas, such as those of

time, and power, and spirit, by which he so far counteracted the

sensational tendency of his philosophy. Berkeley is often appeal-

ing to intuition and reason in upholding his own favorite maxims,

such as that there cannot be matter without mind, but has left

no explanation of the nature and laws of these ultimate principles,

or defense of their legitimacy. His negative appeal is to some
“ repugnancy,” he does not tell us to what. These defects in the

foundation are not to be repaired by abutments in the super-

structure. There is a like defect in his ethical principles. “ Sen-

sual pleasure is the summnm bonum. This is the great principle

of morality. This once rightly understood, all the doctrines, even

the severest of the gospels, may clearly be demonstrated. Sensual

pleasure, qua. pleasure, is good and desirable by a wise man.

But if it be contemptible ’tis not qua pleasure but qua pain
;
or

(which is the same thing) of loss of greater pleasure ” (IV. 457).

This is a vastly more degraded view than that taken by Shaftes-

bury, of whom he speaks so disparagingly. We see how much
need there was in that age of a Butler to give a deeper founda-
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tion to morality than Locke or Berkeley had done. There is

greater need of a Butler than of a Berkeley in our time.

His view of space and time is thus rendered by his editor :

“ Finite Space is, with him, experience in unresisted organic

movement which is capable of being symbolized in the visual

consciousness of coexisting colors. Finite Time is the appre-

hension of changes in our ideas, length of time being measured

by the number of changes. Infinite Space and Infinite Time,

because inapprehensible by intelligence, are dismissed from phil-

osophy as terms void of meaning, or which involve contradic-

tions” (I. 117). If cur natural judgments were not meant to

deceive us there must be vastly more than this in Time, Space

and Infinity, say, the Infinity of God.

There is a very general impression that the philosophy of

Berkeley is favorable to religion. That he meant to be so is cer-

tain; that many have felt it to be so should not be denied.

Taken apart from his speculations about tar-water and the non-

existence of matter, the general influence of his writings is in-

spiring and ennobling, carrying us above the damp earth into

the empyrean, where we breathe a pure and delicious atmos-

phere. His Minute Philosopher is distinguished by great acute-

ness, a lofty tone and an alluring charm of manner and of style.

The speakers appointed to oppose religion do not argue so

searchingly as the objecting interlocutors do in Plato’s dialogues

;

but they bring forward the current objections of the age, and

the answer to them is complete. But our present inquiry is,

what is the tendency of his system. And, whatever may be the

immediate impression produced by it, the influence of a philos-

ophy is determined by its logical consequences, which wall come

to be wrought out by some one. Hume declares that most of

Berkeley’s writings, “ form the best lessons of skepticism which

are to be found either among the ancient or modern philoso-

phers—Bayle not excepted,” and he gives the reason, “ they ad-

mit of no answer and produce no conviction.” Hume certainly

labored with all his might (and he was a mighty man) to

make Berkeley teach lessons of skepticism, and I could have

wished that Mr. Fraser had added to his other services by en-

quiring whether Berkeley’s philosophy leads logically to the

skepticism of Hume, of Mill, or of Spencer. Berkeley imagined

that his theory gave him a special argument for the Divine exis-
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tence. “ The wild imaginations of Yanini, Hobbes and Spinoza,

in a word, tlie whole system of atheism, is it not entirely over-

thrown by this single reflection on the repugnancy included in

supposing the whole or any part, even the most rude and shape-

less of the visible world, to exist without a mind ?” (I. 305).

Those who do not admit his ideal theory will not feel the force

of his argument. Berkeley delights to use the argument from

order and design, and he is ever speaking of “a constant uniform

working which so evidently displays the goodness and wisdom

of that governing spirit whose will constitutes the laws of na-

ture ” (I. 171). But the argument is not strengthened by repre-

senting external objects as- having merely an ideal existence.

One of his speakers is made to say, “that his arguments have

not an effect on me as to produce that entire conviction, that

hearty acquiescence which attends demonstration ” (I. 317). If

bodies have an existence merely as perceived, people will argue

that it may be the same with spirits
;
and Berkeley virtually al-

lows the consequence. If matter has no substantial existence,

why may it not be the same with mind ? And, if so, what re-

mains but Hume’s sensations and ideas? Berkeley imagined he

was getting new and special proof of the Divine existence by his

doctrine of signs
;
but Hume came after him and showed that

the signs suggested things beyond them merely by the associ-

ation of ideas
;
merely by a phenomenon of sight suggesting a

phenomenon of tough
;
in fact merely by the two having been

together. In particular, he showred that two sensations, with

an interval between, gendered the illusive feeling of the con-

tinued existence of the sentient agent.

Certain it is that the leading positivists of the day are ea-

gerly laying hold of Berkley’s favorite doctrines and applying

them as Hume did for skeptical purposes; and shrewd men, like

Grote, Mill and Bain, are as likely to be able to estimate the

stability of the pleasant summer house which Berkeley built, as

those disciples of Kant and Hamilton who have temporarily fled

to it as a refuge from the nihilism coming upon them as unre-

lentingly as a winter storm. I should rejoice to find students of

philosophy betaking themselves to the works of Berkeley
;
but

they will be miserably disappointed if they expect to find there

a foundation on which to build a solid fabric. Let them follow

him into the labyrinth into which he conducts them, but let them
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take a thread to guide them back into the light of day. I am
satisfied if in this article I am able to put a clue into the hands

of exploring youths.

Speculative thinkers speaking the English tongue have within

the last age been giving a hearing to every sort of philosophy,

sensational and rational, a posteriori and a priori, to Kant and
Hegel, to Coleridge and Cousin, to Hamilton aud Mill. Now they

are listening to materialism on the one hand and to Berkeley on

the other. What is to come next it might be difficult to tell

;

what should come next it is not difficult to say. It should be a

return to the careful observation of facts by consciousness aud,

in connection with it, to enter upon a judicious and cautious

physiological investigation of the parts of the body most inti-

mately connected with mental action. This will lay an arrest

on those ambitious systems which interest without satisfying,

and while it will not disclose all truth, it will reveal much truth

with no admixture of error.

Art. II.—“ THE DISPENSATION OF THE FULNESS OF

TIMES.”—Eph. i. io.

By Prof. Joseph AIillikix, Hamilton, Ohio.

If sometimes God’s plans seem to realize themselves in ways

and seasons untimely and irregular, and hence are as impossible

of forecast as the blowing of the winds, or the shining of the

lightning from the one part of heaven to the other, still, like the

winds and the lightning, the various parts and accessories of their

fulfilment have their laws and method
;
there is a history of rev-

elation (revelation in the broadest sense) as there is of nature and

of man. God’s ordering iu the domain of spirit is analogous

with that in nature in this respect, as well as others, that there

is at once unity and progression about it, with nothing untimely

or unrelated, or anomalous.

Of plant and brute life there is such a development and his-

tory
;
of the collective life of the race in its material, temporal

aspects and relations there is such a history
;
of the uufoldings

of God’s purposes toward the race, as to all that concerns our

mental and spiritual part, there is likewise a history
;
an all em-

bracing, articulate, progressive evolution of a plan.
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And this is the law of it : first the blade, then the ear, then

the full corn in the ear
;
the hiding of the little leaven, then its

progressive permeation, then the lump all leavened; “the little

stone hewn from the mountain,” then its timely loosening there-

from, then its rolling ever faster and growing as it rolls, then its

filling and shaking the whole earth
;

first conception and hidden

and dependent growth, then birth and visible individualized

growth until the ordinary type and limit are attained. The new
merges by ordered stages into the old, and the elements of the

old, in fresh combinations that are themselves conformed to law,

become in time the new.

Thus is God’s government carried on. ^Each sphere of life has

that about it which constitutes it a history—a history that in its

cycles may seem to proceed as before, but that never “ repeats

itself” in fact—its circlings being always on a different plan.

Thus perfect is the order and progressiveness in God’s conduct

of his myriad worlds and works. And though our want of due

perspective, and the limited range of our vision at best, may make
some parts thereof seem irregular and abrupt, he sees and

promises a time when we too shall see them to be all the due and

timely elements and orderings of a plan evolved slowly indeed,

as men count slowness, but wisely and with infinite certainty and

beauty in its progress.

The Bible itself, alike in its contents and literary forms and

parts, is not, as many seem to think it, a conglomerate of discon-

nected bits, but is a unit and an organism, with the growths

and progressive adaptations proper to it as an organism.

And the Bible but a part, often gives only a hint of a yet

grander whole, embracing God’s entire manifestation of himself

to, and dealings with, our race in and by his Son our Lord. And
this divine scheme and the parts of its realization are not a

chaotic jumble of unrelated, arbitrary, untimed truths and events,

but constitute a system and an evolution in which part is fitted

to part, truth to truth, fact to fact, antecedent to consequent

;

each in such mode and place and time, and all proceding by
such road and rate as seemeth good to the God of order, who is

God of all.

Without these pre-suppositions there is no understanding of

God’s revelation of himself, whether in the Bible, in nature, or

in the soul of man. It is this view of all history, sacred and
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profane, which records the meaning of the Apostle’s thrice-used

phrase, “ the fulness of time ” or “ times,” and the yet completer

phrase which is the title of this article—“ the dispensation of the

fulness of times”—by which he denotes the whole course and

contents of that cycle of divine government of which Christ’s

coming is the commencement.

For when Paul says “ When thefulnes-s of time was come, God
sent forth his Son into the world,” and “ in due time Christ died,”

and calls the dispensation thus inaugurated that of the fulness of

the times,” we may be sure there were reasons why Christ was

sent forth and died—not as soon as a partial sense of the need

of him was felt, not in the time of the patriarchs or kings, not

when prophecy had ceased and Israel was battling for its altars

and independence, not centuries later when the empire of Israel's

conquerors was in its painful, turbulent period of disintegration,

not during the great movements of the northern nations and the

founding of modern races and nations, and not in our day—but

precisely at that point of time which ushers in our era. We re-

peat—it is only that view o*f History and of Providence above

given that makes possible the question— What constitutes the

time of Christ’s appearance among men thefulness of times?

If we remember that to Christ all history tended and in him

has its significance (for here we follow Daniel and Paul rather

than Taine and Buckle) ; and also that God works in history and

the heart of man not irrespective of and in contradiction to, but

rather in constant close relation to and largely through the me-

dium of human conditions, faculties, needs and anticipations, the

course of things previous to Christ’s appearing will plainly ap-

pear to be a preparation for his coming naturally completed at

his coming.

First and briefly, of the external preparation for the advent

of the Revelation which Christ was and proclaimed.

Civilization, at first eastern and almost wholly Egyptian, had

been carried to Greece, and was there deepened, broadened, re-

fined and applied to a far larger part of the thoughts and activi-

ties of men, and received some of its noblest practical and lit-

erary exponents. In the power aud beauty of Greek literature

and the splendid vigor of Greek art, arms aud enterprise, it there

became the foundation and model of all that was permanent and

valuable among the Italian races, and was domesticated by Greek
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colonies on the xEgean, in Asia Minor, in Palestine, North Africa

and Egypt, and at many points in Spain and the south of France.

For as now civilization is—broadly speaking—German (or at

least Teutonic), before this was French, before that Italian, be-

fore that lost in the chaos of seven sad centuries in which old

things had indeed passed away but new things were not yet

established, before that was Roman, so before that it was wholly

Greek; and to Greece, little among the nations in area, we owe

the origin and elements, no small share of the best qualities and

attainments, and the establishment of the course and methods,

by which our modern civilization must needs proceed. From
Greece, Rome drew her culture and the secret of her power, and

became dominant. Under Rome populations were settled, social

order established, the country opened up, cities builded, the arts

advanced, intellects enlightened, time gained from Wear and toil

for mental and social culture. Throughout the vast empire, Ro-

man roads guarded by Roman soldiers connected cities made
safe by Roman law

;
from Phoenicia west and north to Britain, as

well as throughout the basin of the Mediterranean, her ships

furnished transit for artist, artisan, soldier, philosopher and

apostle.

And the language of the vanquished took captive the captor

—

they who overrun Greece from the east and the Romans from

the west, going home with the Greek language on their lips and

Greek writings as their richest trophy. In the east and in Italy,

Greek became the language even—to a large extent—of social

and family life. This hastened the decay and desuetude of the

grand old Hebrew. Even in Palestine Greek was a second mother
tongue, and the widely-scattered Jewish colonies forgot their

Hebrew and spoke Greek only. And as the wonderful result of

this,—a fact the importance and bearing of which upon the

subject in hand cannot be overestimated—about two centuries

before Christ the Greek version of the Jewish Scriptures was
made, was soon carried to the ends of the earth, and became
the canon and teacher of Jewish faith. It was read in the syn- -

agogues, and quoted universally—even by Christ, the apostles

and their successors.

Now, God can work miracles when he will, but he does not

when ordinary providential means suffice. He in whose hand
are all that live, could have sent Christianity into the world as a
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thing utterly unrelated to all that preceded, and given it univer-

sal acceptance at a stroke
;
but plainly he did not

;
and plainly

the historical conditions and, events above given were in the plan

of him who controlled them, as they are to the thought of us who
study them—a preparation for Christ’s coming, without which the

spread of the Gospel had been in every detail miraculous.

To resume, a vast extension of the field accessible to the first

preachers of the new religion—ease of transit, safety of person,

comparative freedom of thought and speech, a language of in-

finite adaptations and universally known, the Old Testament

Canon authoritatively rendered therein and diffused and ac-

cepted in every land : these are some elements in the outward

preparing of the way of the Lord, making the time when they

were all accomplished the fulness of the times. They constitute

a preparation just finished at his coming, and a condition endur-

ing only the requisite time. For no sooner had the Palestinian

Jews been made witnesses of the life, and death, and resurrec-

tion of the Lord, and the Church in Jerusalem duly trained for

Christian living and missionary effort, than the city was destroyed,

and the people—some of them won to Christianity, and all of

them impressed by it—were driven out, carrying alike to the

Jewish and Gentile world the story of Jesus, and the evidence of

his claims and power over the lives and opinions of men.

That the period of Christ’s coming was the fulness of times

yet more strikingly appears from a survey of the mental and

spiritual status previous thereto. And in this respect even those

who scout orthodox views of His person and work, declare the

Augustan or Christian era to be one of the most remarkable in

history. At the threshold let us consider the inner life of the

Jeics at this epoch ;
of whom, and to whom first Christ came.

1. They were times of a marvellous history, religion, hope. To

them was the promise and with them the covenant, in both which

were grounded their convictions, motives, inward and outward

experiences. In their character and relations to each other and

the world, they were singular
;
in their faith, ceremonial and

expectation they were unique—in all things without models as

without successors. Despite lapses into nature-worship frequent

but partial, there persisted, as the source and strength of their

faith and life, a quenchless belief in a God one and spiritual,

of whom they were chosen, by whom they had been so far led,
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with whom—somehow, but how they knew not, sometime, when,

where they knew not—they would be brought into closer union,

of whom they would have a fuller revelation, from whom should

at last come a leader into the realization of a great hope, as yet

dimly expressed, and to the last ill understood. With Abraham
had come their founding and the 'promise

;
with Moses, the

charter of their nationality and the law of their life
;
with the

judges, the fixing of their still enduring characteristics
;
with

the kiugs, their more commanding position and influence among
the nations. Then century after century the Prophets had
given form and color to their w'hole mental and spiritual culture,

with utterances ever gathering import and definiteness as time

passed on. Then had come the splitting of the nation into

mutually hostile parts, to become the field of factions, strifes,

and foreign spoilers. Then the vices to which as Orientals they

were prone, had grown prevalent. In the cities, and with the

great, religion had become a form and cloak of evil
;
in the

hamlets and among the poor, it was unintelligent and half a

superstition. The saddest of all to the few pure and thoughtful

—

prophecy, the great teacher, quickener and consoler of the peo-

ple, had long and as they knew forever ceased. Then had come
the.decay or destruction of all that was great or sacred or dear

to the “Israelites indeed.” Their country had been overrun by
foreign armies, raiding, ravishing, profaning, whilst' domestic

factions had been waging even bloodier and more demoralizing

warfare
;
and this all resulted in the Eoman conquest just before

Christ’s birth, and the ruin of the city and nation only forty

years from his death. There were

:

(1.) The Pharisees, rigid in orthodoxy, loveless towards God
and man, at once wucked at heart and presumptuous upon their

observance of the tortured letter of the outward law
; (2.) The

Sadducees, materialistic, cynical, gross, scoffers at everything ideal

or divine in man, or life or thought
; (3.) The Essenes, mystics, of

no clear-cut convictions, men of moods and meditations, without

manliness of action or of thought
;
as sub-classes (4 and 5) the

Scribes and Lawyers, sticklers for jots and tittles, petty, blind,

spiritually dead; (6.) The ignorant mass, without knowledge or

spiritual insight
;
only now and then was there (7) a man or

woman or family possessing the wisdom, fervor, longings and

exalted spirituality of the noble race of old.
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Hebraism was worn out—both inwardly moribund and mor-

tally smitten from without. In the fullest, mournfullest sense,

“the law was weak, through the flesh,” and “circumcision” and

all it stood for “availed nothing.” Alike for social and personal

evils and ends Hebraism was empty and impotent. At best, it

was not the absolute and flnal religion, but it had been first de-

graded and then in heart discarded, until, with comparatively few

exceptions, the old truth and helpfulness of Hebrew piety had
perished. There was a wide-spread neglect of all religion, save

as to its outward non-essentials
;
the hearts of the people were

burdened or embittered by the conviction of tlie abortiveness

and inadequacy of what they possessed
;
misinterpreted proph -

ecies of good and glory led them into ruinous revolts against their

conquerors
;
foolish running after this and that false Messiah

brought but added woes and deeper despair. The long decay

and at last terrible collapse of a people, as to all that makes its

life and glory, finds other illustrations in ancient and modern

history, as witness Koine and France; but that of the Jewish com-

monwealth during the two centuries before Christ is perhaps

most mournful and complete.

2. Yet through this gloom and all those pitiless storms there

shone out anon the ancient promise of one who should console,

restore—aye, bring back a better than the ancient age. Nur-

tured by the not wholly neglected pondering of their Scriptures,

there sprang out of their very miseries a hope and longing for

him that should come
;

a hope ineradicable and dear, if also

unintelligent and alloyed with political and carnal interests and

passions. This at least they knew : that by the law no rest

could come, and that, for everything needed and hoped for, their

one sure trust was in Jehovah and his badly interpreted promises.

When the Messiah came, therefore, it was to a people sadly

needing him, earnestly longing for him
;
and so for serving them

and saving them that coming was in “ the fulness of times.”

Next, if such was the inward preparation of the Jews for Christ’s

appearance, still more plainly did he come in “ the fulness of

times” as regards the Gentile world.

1. As for the Jews, so for the Gentiles, the world had grown

old and wearisome, and “ the times were out of joint.” Turmoil

and disorder prevailed in the outer as did darkness and indeeis-

sion in the inward life. For them of the pre-Christian centuries
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the outlook was dark and doubtful. If occasionally there flashed

up the light of some nobler soul so splendidly that to some it

seemed as if a new day were dawning, soon all things resumed

them old drear and phantasmal look, and men plodded on their

unlighted ways in ignorance or in terror, or recklessly await-

ing death and its too late letting in of light.

Matthew Arnold and greater men write much these days of

the beautiful joyfulness of the classic and especially Greek inner

and outer life. To be sure, there is a gladness and confidence

expressed in the earlier literature and mythology of various an-

cient peoples, but soon ordinarily, at last invariably, these .yield

to other moods. Certainly at Christ’s coming the earlier faiths

and philosophies of the two classic nations were no longer ade-

quate to the solving of the problems that pressed most heavily

upon the thought. The earlier religion had become a jumble of

superstitions, confessedly disbelieved in, and philosophy so pur-

sued and degenerated at once, as to yield only results nugatory

and torturing
;

a universal skepticism pervaded the holy places.

“ What is truth ?” was asked b}^ others than him who asked,

“ and staid not for an answer,” as says Bacon, but sometimes

as a despairing sneer, sometimes in honest but hopeless longing

for an answer, oftenest in utter doubt if anything were true, and

if truth and error were not mere self-evoked chimeras wherewith

man was doomed to be tormented. Ajax’ prayer for “light”

was that of all who would not grovel and yet could not reach

that after which they groped, and felt if haply they might find

it. The old joyousness had long ago perished. Even Plato, of

such a sweep and accuracy of thought, and such loyal love

and insight for the truth as made many of the fathers believe

him inspired, even in his better age, this prince among men and

thinkers confesses utter ignorance as to many most deep and

sacred things, meekly saying
;
“ We will wait for one to be a

god or inspired man, to instruct us in holy things, and asDiomed
says in Homer, ‘ take the darkness from our eyes

;

’ ” and when
four centuries later Plato’s longed-for “ God or inspired man”
came as God and man to accomplish Plato’s longed-for work,

utter confusion and uncertainty prevailed in the thoughts and

systems of the heathen world. Not in philosophy, nor in relig-

ion, was anything assured. Concerning God, the soul, immor-

tality, duty, “ What is truth ? ” was asked as we said, as a scoff,
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or in despair, or with the burdened earnestness of men who still

must seek because they have sought so long in vain.

The more we read of the too neglected literature of the two or

three pre-christian centuries, the more .the prevailing sadness,

spiritual loneliness, studies ending in yet deeper doubts, and

energies baffled and unnourished of the thinkers of that time,

impresses and saddens us. Through all these sounds this

bitter and unanswered wail,—“Who will show us any good?”

“The bond-woman Hagar ” was indeed desolate in the desert;

the “ wild olive tree ” wras watered with bitter tears only to yield

bitter fruit, that sharpened the hunger it could not allay.

Failing in the search for truth and inward peace, antiquity

turned to sensuality, as if thus it might quiet sorrow and the

sense of lack. How abominable and widespread their vices

were, study and travel afford the too abundant proofs. Few of

the travellers hurried through Herculaneum and Pompeii, and

the collections there made, are aware of what these cities show
to the better read observer. It almost seems as if the ashes and

lava of Vesuvius had been let loose upon them the very century

in which Christ lived, to ruin and preserve them at once, that at

least another luxurious and skeptical age should uncover them

to see what man, unhelped and unquickened by truth and grace

divine, will inevitably become. Nor were those cities worse in

tendencies, nor worse in fact perhaps, than others of that age or

this. They had a population, splendid, rarely cultured in art

and letters and manners, and of as good material as we so lav-

ish of supercilious pity for other races, and who imagine “ Anglo-

Saxons ” incapable of going cn masse to the devil.

And how varied and universal are the expressions of this pro-

found melancholy sprung from conscious evils and necessities ?

The sciolist’s “ Greek joyousness ” belongs to times far earlier

than that of which we speak, and even then was not the prevail-

ing mood. The undertone of Greek life and letters is a sigh

rather than a song. Even those nobler heathen to whose souls

God was in some way speaking, even those, who by the love of

holiness, by a power and honesty of thought and purpose yet

unsurpassed, and by a turning and obedience to God as He
was revealed to them, had attained the highest knowledge and

best estimate of man and of life—for even these life had little zest

or preciousness. The answer of the oracle to Midas’ question,
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“ What is the happiest lot for man ? ” was current as a proverb
;

“ Oh, children of a day, why make me utter what were best

concealed ? It ivere best to hide life from its own evil ; never to

have been born were the happiest lot for man.” Plato makes
Socrates say, that even if death made him unconscious, such

dreamless, endless sleep were preferable to the most fortunate

life. Pliny says :
“ Every one should quiet his heart with the

thought that the greatest gift nature affords is an early death,

and the best of it is, every man can procure this for himself ”

—

in accordance with which many of the manliest souls of heathen-

dom not only sanctioned but committed suicide as a legitimate,

glad escape from lives not worth the living. “ Whom the gods

love die young,” says Menander, and in the same prevalent tone,

Alexis recalls the above given utterance of the oracle with his

“ It is better never to be born, or being born quickly to reach

the goal.” These are not strained or isolated extracts, but fairly

representative of the tone of thought of all who thought at all.

Greek art is sad, as witness the Ladcoon and Niobe groups,

Greek literature is sad, as witness its characteristic art-growths,

the matchless tragedies. Trench says with equal truth and

beauty :
“ That whole period was ‘ the hour and power of dark-

ness the world was again a chaos, and the creative words:

‘ Let there be light,’ though just about to be spoken as yet were

not uttered.” Man is a shadow stalking through darkness into

utter darkness; such was the prevailing view of serious souls of

man and destiny. Men had lost most of what was true, and

all of what was comforting in their thoughts of God. Their

religion was “ religion run wild,” as Schelling says, suggestive of

Paul’s “ wild olive.” And one of the many lessons of the study

of that too neglected period of history and of thought, is that if

once a people or a soul slips the anchor that entereth into that

within the veil, shipwreck and sorrow must ensue.

2. This shows the work of one who should vitalize and sublime

their beliefs- and lives, by bringing life and immortality to light -

Yet after all, and at his worst, man is the offspring of God, and

God hath never left himself without witness in the soul of man,

as well as in outward providences. And so, as we saw it was

with the Jews, in this dirge of heathen sadness we can catch

some hopeful notes. As “ when the tale of bricks is doubled

Moses comes,” according to a Jewish proverb, so—out of the .
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very filth and watered even by their tears—there sprung up for

our dead brethren of that elder day, a faith that evil and sorrow

should not prevail forever, but that a new and happier day would

arise.

And this was but the fresh laying hold of an old hope. A
Christ, if not ihe Christ and the true Christ, is promised by well

nigh every ancient religion, and the classic religions express the

hope of one that should conquer evil, dispel darkness, destroy

the power and dread of death, restore to man his lost ideals and

lead him back to God. It has been remarked how histories and

prophecies have always hinged upon individuals, how alike

significantly and marvellously these heathen hopes were centred

in a person, and how nearly many of their foredrawn sketches

of their hoped-for deliverer anticipated some aspects of Christ’s

person and certain facts in his life and death. We may apply

to heathenism, Goethe’s remark on Byron’s “ Cain ”—“ a kind

of anticipation of the coming Redeemer runs through the whole.”

“We will wait,” repeating Plato’s wish and hope,—“till one

shall come, be he a god or an inspired man, to teach us in holy

things and take the darkness from our eyes,” and this is fulfilled

in Him who said (and proved,) “lam the truth—I am the light.”

Nay, this marvellous Greek, and well-nigh peerless man, portrays

a coming helper and teacher, who shall be guilty of no wrong,

tempted in vain, and who, because proof against the spirit of an

age in which such holiness would be an offence, would be scourged,

tortured, crucified by the people
;
and how this recalls Isaiah

liii. ! More definitely and most marvellously, about the time of

Christ’s birth the idea had become prevalent over the whole em-

pire that one should appear in Judea, who should set up the bet-

ter and universal dominion and inaugurate the new and better era.

Thus, at the epoch of Christ's appearing, Judaism and Heathen-

ism, variously but divinely guided through varying inward vicissi-

tudes, and out of sins and woe fundamentally the same since af-

fecting the one human nature, here and now in Christ, who had

then become the Hope of Israel and the Desire of all nations,

meet, and are united in the one need and hope of the one an-

swer of their common queries, one allaying of the common fears

and fevers, one restorer of the common ruin, one sacrifice for the

common guilt, one helper in the common temptations, one so-

lace in the common sorrows, one bond of a brotherhood in which
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at last all castes, all colors, all enmities, all factitious separa-

tions of man from man, shall be lost in the common worship of

him who makes all alike his brethren, and so children of the one

Heavenly Father. All the elements of the situation previous to

and at his coming, and all the converging results of the previous

history, make of that the very “ fulness of times.”

From Judah and from afar came gifts to the one babe of

Bethlehem, and the man Christ Jesus stands out at once the

final end and ideal of all previous and the central figure and fac-

tor of all subsequent history. In his life and death all nations

are involved. Native bom Jews, Magi from the East, and the

pure in heart from Greece and Rome, worshipped, loved, obeyed

him in his life
;

“ in Hebrew, Greek and Latin,” all the world

united in the attempt to make him infamous by the statement

of his titles, as he hung upon the cross.

In this epoch, at this cradle and this cross, converge the mazy
paths by which Jewish and Gentile history, so long and so far

sundered, had been tending to oneness of relations to the world

and to him. Christ was not the product of human history, but

he is its requirement, its explanation, object, lord as well. As
has been well said, we do not truly exalt Christianity by declar-

ing it different in every element from all that men had before

thought or hoped. With his usual beauty and more than his

usual force Trench says :
“ Christ is not the cold denial and con-

tradiction of all that men have been dreaming of through the

different ages of the world, but rather the sweet reconciliation

and exquisite harmony of all past thoughts, anticipations, reve-

lations All which men before could conceive, but

could not realize, could feel after but could not grasp, could

dream of, but ever when they awoke—found nothing in their

hands—it is here :
‘ the body is of Christ.’

”

There was to be the development of a race’s needs for and

capability to receive such a revelation
;
a progressive evolution

of that plan according to which that revelation was to be given

to, and at length fully accepted by, the race as the substance of

all hopes, as the test of all thoughts, as the law of all living. No
marvel, then, that so many centuries must precede and result in

that “ fulness of times,” when was ushered in the dispensation

in which the Lord of all the ages is “ gathering together in one

all things in Christ.”
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Art. III.—WOMAN’S PLACE IN ASSEMBLIES FOR PUBLIC
WORSHIP.

By Eev. J. M. Stevenson, D.D., New York.

In our day, wlieu new theories are broached and persistently

urged, affecting the relation of man and woman in their domestic,

social, civil and religious rights and duties; when old landmarks

are threatened, if not already removed, and the customs and

traditions of sixty centuries are assailed as outgrown, and fit

only to be swept away by our superior intelligence and higher

civilization, it becomes imperative to look these theories full in

the face, mark their features, and test them honestly by the In-

fallible Word. If they endure not this test, let them be scouted

as fallacious and injurious, how much soever of good they may
promise, and for the present seem to promote.

In asking of woman’s place in mixed assemblies met for wor-

ship, we exclude from consideration, by the terms of the ques-

tion, all assemblies of women only, whether in larger or smaller

numbers
;

all religious work of whatever kind performed by

women for women
;

all Bible class and Sabbath-school gather-

ings, convened for study and mutual help. Of course responses

and singing in public worship, being acts of devotion, should be

common to all worshippers, and come not within the range of

our inquiry. Our single question is this : Can woman scriptur-

ally be an official teacher, exhorter, or leader in prayer, in pro-

miscuous assemblies met for the public worship of God ? Let

the law of God as given at the creation, and the practice of

the church as developed in sacred history, guide our inquiry.

When God created the race, he expressed the law of its being,

in establishing headship and subordination in the family. Adam
was first made and given dominion over the creatures. As they

passed before him and were named, he found none suited for

his companionship. God took from, his side the material with

which he made a lielp-meet for him. When Adam saw Eve he

said “this is bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh,” and she,

formed from him and for him, took her place subordinately at

his side, as his companion and helper. Here is priority of being

and headship for the man, subordination and helpfulness for the
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woman, one in nature and affection forming the model family.

Inspiration at a later day explains the nature of this headship.

In the scheme for saving men there is a divine order involving

superior and inferior official position, even in the persons of^the

Trinity. The Father stands as sovereign and the Son as servant

in the mediatorial work. This analogy is employed to teach us

the nature of man’s headship. Says God in speaking upon this

precise point (1 Cor. xi. 3): “The head of every man is Christ,

and the head of the woman is the man, and the head of Christ

is God.” As in official rank Christ is subordinate to the Father,

as man is subordinate to Christ, so is woman subordinate to

man. The fact of subordination, and not the precise degree of it,

is taught in this figure. But as the head hears, sees and speaks

for the body, as it is by its position and endowments the ruler

and guide of the body, so is man by his position and endow-

ments constituted the ultimate source of authority in human
society.

Such was the constitution of the race in its sinless state, as

defined by the author of the race, in his inspired Word.
When the catastrophe occurred which so disastrously changed

man’s relations to God, the law of headship and subordination

between man and woman was not changed, but its terms were

made more distinct, and the subordination emphasized, “Thy
desire shall be to thy husband, and he shall rule over thee.”

(Gen. iii. 16.) And this increased subjection of woman’s will to

man’s, is expressly on account of her priority in sin.

This discrimination comes out in the entire history of the race

and God’s dealings with it, especially with reference to the exer-

cise of religious offices.

With this husband and wife thus related, the type for all future

husbands and wives, and constituting the embryonic church,

look at the history of that church in their descendents, from

Adam to Noah, to Abraham, to Moses, to the captivity, to the

close of the Old Testament canon, and mark the position of

woman in religious worshp.

During the first 2,500 years of sacred record the church was

gradually taking on its external organization, its worship con-

ducted by the father in each family, acting as priest over his own
household

;
until its definite form was attained at Sinai. Through

these long centuries there is no evidence that woman had an
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official place in divine worship. In the entire ritual of Jewish

service—tabernacle and temple—given in such minute detail, the

high dignity of officiating before God is man’s, devout worship-

ping woman’s place. She offered no sacrifices, performed no

priestly rites.

The 30th chapter of Numbers throws a remarkable side-light

upon the relation of man and woman in their religious rights.

That chapter is devoted to the subject of religious vows, a form

of worship much more prominent under the old dispensation

than the new. The father as to an unmarried daughter, the

husband as to his wife, is constituted the judge of what vows

should be taken, and is authorized to annul a vow which in his

opinion was unwise or wrong. This would be a flagrant trench-

ing upon the rights of individual conscience, but for the relation

of sovereignty and subordination which God had established

between parent and child, husband and wife. But thus appear-

ing incidentally in the midst of the minutim of Jewish ceremonial,

it is an emphatic enunciation of the law, that as Christ is the

head of the man, man is the head of the woman.

In following the history of God’s chosen people down through

the theocracy, there occurs a seeming exception to the position

we have assumed, but the slightest examination shows it no ex-

ception. Women were in rare cases, under supernatural inspi-

ration, called to act as prophetesses
;
and in one case a woman

acted as a civil ruler of the nation. But even in these instances

leadership in religious worship seems not to have been allowed.

A glance at the history proves this.

Miriam, the first mentioned, (Ex. xv. 20, 21), was a leading

female singer in the responses, when the song of triumph was

sung on coming out of the lied Sea. This was joining with

others in devotion.

On another occasion, (Numbers xii.), when she aspired to an

equality with her brother, and wished to assume the office of a

teacher from God to the church in its public relations, she was

smitten with a dreadful leprosy in punishment. Deborah

(Judges, 4th A 5tli chaps.) was endowed supernaturally as a

ruler of the nation
;

so far as to be the mouth of the Lord to

the men. They seem to have become effeminate and craven,

had lost their manliness, and needed a stern rebuke. She came

to the kingdom for such a time as this. She directed Barak
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what to do in a given exigency, (iv. 6, 7), and told him wffiat the

Lord would do if he obeyed
;
but she took no part in the re-

ligious service, further than to sing with others the song of vic-

tory. Huldah (2 Kings, xxii. LK20) dwelt in the college at

Jerusalem apparently as matron, and was inspired as a prophet-

ess to tell some of God’s purposes toward the kingdom, but so

far as appears from the record only when consulted privately.

These are the only noted cases in the Old Testament where

women took any prominent part in the public affairs of the peo-

ple, and there is no recorded instance of public address in a re-

ligious assembly. Need we add, that not only in worship, but

in the entire range of Old Testament teachings and revealings,

God makes evident the law of official subordination established

in the outset of the race. He chose men as his instruments for

making known and perpetuating a knowledge of his will. The
book of sacred psalms, so large in amount, so precious in charac-

ter, the basis of the hymnology cf the church in subsequent

time
;
the Proverbs embodying the wisdom of all the ages

;
those

wonderful prophecies unfolding the history of the race and the

church down to the end of time, were uttered by men as the

instruments of God’s revelation to the human family. Nor in

the entire history of the 4,000 years have we found a single in-

stance of a woman occupying an official position as a public

teacher in the Church of God.

But may we not expect some modification of this masculine

headship under the new dispensation? If the Son of God shall

become incarnate through the instrumentality of woman, then

not only is Mary evermore blessed among women, but a new
glory is added to woman that she was the mother of our Lord !

This amazing fact surely does add dignity and preciousness to

the maternal relation in all rightly constituted minds. Shall

we not then see her assigned a new and higher position, when
woman’s Son and man’s Lord shall give final form to his

body—which is the Church ? Christianity is now to take on its

complete working form for the world’s conquest. It will need

the most efficient organization and the wisest marshaling of its

forces, and if woman’s place for work for Christ is the platform

and the pulpit, we shall see that place assigned her. Churches

are to be organized among Jews, and in Gentile lands, and under
all the varying forms of society found throughout the Roman
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Empire. All possible questions as to official position and duty

in the church will come up. Modes of conducting public wor-

ship, and exercising gifts, natural and supernatural, will be dis-

cussed, and must be settled by reference to the Old Testament

church, by the authority of an apostle, or by councils called to-

gether “to consider of these matters.” We shall find then in

the New Testament an authoritative and final answer to every

important and legitimate question, as to who shall conduct public

worship in the Christian Church. What do we find ?

In the Saviour’s personal ministry, continuing for more than

three years, and gathering about it the influences and persons

which were to take their place in Christian work, we find en-

deared names not only of men but of women. Woman’s loving

allegiance to her Lord at all times during his incarnate life, her

devoted ministering to his personal wants, her affectionate and

reverential anointing of his feet, her hasting in loving service to

anoint him for the burial, her earliest and joyful welcome of

the risen Saviour, are touchingly presented, and bring out her

peculiar sphere of action and influence
;
and the dearest memo-

ries of our blessed Lord’s private life are associated with

precious female names.

But for the public and official work of the church, as apostles

and witnesses to the truth for future ages, he chose men. The

seventy whom he sent out two and two to herald the coming

King were men. Men only were present when the last passover

was observed and the holy Supper instituted. To men he ap-

peared after his resurrection when the apostles as the repre-

sentatives of the church were assembled, and again when they

were together at the Sea of Galilee; and men only are mentioned

as present when the ascension, that crowning act of his incarna-

tion work, took place.’ This marked discrimination could not

have been unintentional upon the part of the omniscient Jesus.

In the minute history of church organization and Christian

•work as detailed in the Acts of the Apostles, for the guidance of

the future church, in the calling and setting apart of preachers

and teachers, in the selection of evangelists and deacons, the

same rule is rigidly observed. While Lois and Eunice, Dorcas

and Phebe, Priscilla, Tryphena and Triphosa, are mentioned

with eulogy, and shall be had in remembrance as helpers in the

gospel, no one was called to official position in the public service
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of the New Testament church. Whether the term “ Servant of

the Church”
(
dianovos

)
as applied to Phebe (Pom. xvi. 1) dis-

cribes an office, or merely Christian service, such as thousands

of godly women now render, no argument can be drawn from it

to prove that women performed any public ministry in the apos-

tolic church.

Nor can we admit an exception in the case of prophetesses. In

the new, as in the old dispensation, some females were super-

naturally endowed. The sainted Anna, after hearing Simeon’s

revelations of the Lord’s Christ, gave thanks and spake of him
to all them who looked for redemption in Jerusalem; on the day

of Pentecost a spirit of prophecy was poured out upon men and

women alike; Philip had four daughters who prophesied; but

that any of these exercised their miraculous gifts in the public

official service of the church is not evident. But even if they

had, this would be no authority for uninspired women now as-

suming ministerial functions, and therefore has no weight in this

discussion.

The views thus far presented of the will of God as seen in the

constitution of the race and the practice of the church, would

seem to settle the matter conclusively if we had no further light.

But we rest not here. The question of woman’s place in the

public services of the church was brought distinctly forward in

the apostolic age
;
was taken up and a deliverance upon this

precise point was given. A second time a decision was recorded,

and in language explicit, unambiguous, authoritative. Let this

appear from a candid examination of the inspired Word. The
deciding texts upon this subjects are, 1 Cor. xi. 3-16, and xiv.

33-35
;
1 Tim. ii. 11-14.

In the Corinthian Church great abuses of church order and
misjudgments of the comparative value of the spiritual gifts be-

stowed, had arisen, and several chapters of an inspired epistle

are devoted to correcting these errors. The 11th chap, of 1st

Cor. shows the utter impropriety, in the then existing state of

society, of Christian women appearing unvailed in the religious

meetings (vs. 3-16); and then corrects the glaring irregularities

which prevailed in the administration of the Lord’s Supper (vs.

17-34). The 12th chap, discusses the subject of spiritual gifts

in various aspects
;

the 13th chap, somewhat episodically de-

scribes charity, ayam), as chief of the graces
;
the 14th chap.
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resumes tlie subject of spiritual gifts, showing which was most

for the edifying of believers (vs. 1-25), urges decorum in then-

religious meetings (vs. 26-33), and then comes directly to the

question before us : Shall women speak as leaders in religious

meetings ?

We may expect when the question is thus deliberatefy reached

and taken up, that inspiration will give a clear and definite de-

liverance. In this we shall not be disappointed

:

“ Let your women keep silence in the churches
;
for it is not

permitted unto them to speak, but they are commanded to be

under obedience as also saith the law
;
and if they will learn

anything let them ask their husbands at home, for it is a shame
for women to speak in the church ” (1 Cor. xiv. 34-35).

Here is positive prohibition in three-fold phrase :

(1)
“ Let them keep silence in the churches."

(2)
“ It is not permitted them to speak.”

(3)
“ It is a shame for them to speak in the church.”

The silence enjoined refers not to singing or devotional re-

sponses
;
these were not under discussion. Speaking in the re-

ligious services was the point under consideration, and the

silence enjoined can logically refer only to this. It would seem

that this {hrice-uttered command should put the question be-

yond dispute. It should be noted further, however, that the

Spirit of God, in forbidding woman to speak, uses the most

generic word in the Greek language as expressing vocal utter-

ance, (XaXtco), as if to forbid to woman all manner of speaking,

which would be appropriate to a minister in a religious assem-

bly. Had he used ja/pv??GO, narayye XXcj, stjayyeXi^oj, all of

which words express the idea of preaching, then the prohibition

would have referred to technical preaching. But AaAi&i has no

such limitation
;

it comprehends all forms of address. It is

translated, to “utter,” to “tell,” to “talk,” to “say,” 28 times,

and 246 times to “ speak.” Nearly one half of these are found

in the four evangelists, used either by Christ, or of him, and in

all possible phases of formal and informal, private and public

address. So that every conceivable form of speech allowable in

a religious meeting to man, is forbidden to woman, in the use of

XaXtoo*

* The exegesis which would translate XaXeiv “to babble,” seems too puerile to

call for any notice, wlien we consider that of the 292 times the word occurs in the
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But may not this enjoined silence have referred strictly to

public worship on the Sabbath where an apostle or regular pas-

tor was present, and where, of course, it would have been inap-

propriate for laymen to speak whether men or women ? If so,

then possibly women may take part in conducting religious wor-

ship in mixed assemblies of the smaller and social kind
;
though

not in the great congregation, not “ in the church,” yet in the

prayer and conference meeting. A. brief statement will settle

this question

:

(1) The context (1 Cor. xi. 3-16) shows that the kind of meet-

ing where silence was enjoined, was a social prayer and confer-

ence meeting rather than a formal Sabbath-day service, such as

we have now, with a regular pastor and order of worship.

Corinth was a heathen city, with the new religion recently intro-

duced, and where of necessity believers would gather in little

groups, and often, if not always, as yet, in private houses, and
where, without a pastor to direct the services, each one, accord-

ing to his own prompting, would take part. And. so full were

they of new-born zeal, and so joyous in their new-found hope,

that evidently but little order was observed in their meetings
;

several speaking at a time, some in unknown tongues, and some
under the prophetic inspiration

;
and even the women had be-

come so enthusiastic that'they threw aside the veil, the usual

style of head-dress then and there for modest women, and which

was then, far more than now, an emblem of their subordination,

and took active part in the religious services. Inspiration sharply

reproves this gross impropriety, appealing to their taste as well

as to the law of man’s headship. In the subsequent part of the

discussion now under consideration (1. Cor. xiv. 34, 35) Paul for-

bids altogether their participation in the official services of the

church. The entire context shotvs that the command of silence

applies not specifically to preaching—as the general includes

the specific this is implied—but to the social and less formal

services.

(2) That the silence enjoined refers to all religious assemblies

for worship is seen in- the established use of the word employed.

New Testament, aside from the present passage, but a single instance occurs where

it could, with any propriety, he so translated. The entire use of the word by the

inspired writers is against the suggestion, and we know no reputable exegete who
oontends for such a translation of XaXeiv.
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“It is a shame for women to speak in the church, skhXtjSioi.

This word translated “the church,” occurring 114 times, is not

restricted in New Testament usage to any one specific kind of

religious assembly, but covers all places where church services

were held, and all meetings of a religious nature.

Here then is a thrice-repeated prohibition to all forms of

speech, whether prophesying, exhortation, prayer, in any formal

religious gathering which could in the wide use of the word be

called a “church.” This appears to us perfectly conclusive so

far as the church at Corinth was concerned. They could have

had no doubt of Paul’s meaning when they read his letter. The
Corinthian sisters must keep silence in the meetings of the church.

But Paul the great missionary had established other churches,

and under the inspiration of God was setting things in order,

either personally or by • letter, wherever he was permitted to

preach. When engaged at Ephesus in founding the Christian

church there, a tumult arose and he was driven out before he

had completed the full work of organization, and laid down the

details of church order. This remaining work he commits to

Timothy, his own son in the faith, beseeching him to abide at

Ephesus, and guard the purity of doctrine and propriety of wor-

ship in the house of God. Here again the place of woman in

the services of the church came up for inspired decision, and the

decision is given in almost the same terms as to the Corinthian

Church. In the 1st. Epistle to Timothy, 2d. chap. vs. 11, 12, we
read : “Let the women learn in silence with all subjection

;
but I

suffer not a woman to teach, nor to usurp authority over the

man, but to be in silence.”

It would seem impossible to express more unequivocally and

absolutely the mind of God in human language, than it is here

expressed. ‘Womau may not teach,’ ‘must be silent,’ ‘must not

assume the headship which belongs to man,’ ‘ must observe the

law of subordination.’ And this repeated injunction of silence,

refers primarily in this passage to public prayer. Prayer, prayer

by men (avdpas), in all worship, prayer for all classes, had been

enjoined in the preceding verses. In like manner women
(vvvdinas) were enjoined to appear in modest and befitting ap-

parel, and to be silent." The silence evidently and properly

* If some women fail to conform in Christian assemblies to the apostle’s direc-

tions as to modesty of apparel, can this be urged r.s a reason why they, should

also violate the other command as to silence ?
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referred to prayer in the church services, as well as to teaching.

And because the one who officially leads the devotions of the

congregation in prayer, whether written or extempore, occupies

the position for the time being of headship, of authority, is the

mouthpiece of that people to God. A woman cannot do this

and “ be in silence with all subjection.’’ This passage settles

the question beyond controversy for the Ephesian church, as did

the preceding for the church at Corinth.

But may there not have been peculiar circumstances in these

two cities calling for specific legislation ? The apostles were in-

strumental in spreading the glad gospel over much of the Roman
empire. Worshipping assemblies had been collected, doubtless,

throughout Palestine, in Asia Minor, in Cyprus, in Cyifine, and
in the imperial city of Rome. Were all these churches to be

governed by the same ruling, or were Corinth and Ephesus ex-

ceptions? To this inquiry inspiration furnishes an indubitable

reply. In his instructions to the church at Corinth, (to return to

the 14th chap, of his first letter,) Paul insists upon order and
decorum in the progress of their services. Two or three might

speak in succession, but one must not interrupt another. “ For,”

he says, in closing that branch of his subject, “ God i? not the

author of confusion but of peace ” (vs. 33, first clause). This

general direction for order and propriety in the house of God is

equally important for the church now as it was then, and is

carefully observed in all well-ordered worship. Having given

this direction, the inspired writer advances to another question

connected with the conduct of public worship, the question now
before us, as to woman’s place. And his first utterance is this

(vs. 33, fast clause, and first clause of vs. 34) :
“ As in all the

churches of the saints, let your women keep silent in the

churches.”*

This law of silence is not, then, limited to Corinth and Ephe-

sus—it is a general law for all the churches established by the

apostles. Wherever the saints meet there let this law of silence

be observed.

*We need not stop to show, what the great weight of modern exegetical author-

ity sustains, that we give in this quotation the true pointing of the text. The ar -

guments for this punctuation seem to us quite conclusive aside from its bearing

upon this discussion. But if any reject it, the general position assumed in the ar-

gument is untouched.

4
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This would seem to sweep the entire field of apostolic labors,

and gives in no doubtful phrase the universal rule for all the

churches of that age: “As is the case in all other Christian

churches, let your women keep silence in public worship.”

But an important question is here raised :
“ Admit that the

rule of silence in the apostolic churches was positive, and that

there is no escape from this except by denyiug the inspiration

of the New Testament, does it. follow that the rule lasts for all

time?” It was a right and necessary rule in the then state of

ignorance among women. Heathenism had ground them to the

dust, depriving them of all means of mental development, but

under the purifying and elevating jmwer of Christianity this is

all changed. She is now, in Protestant Christian lands, man’s

equal in education, taste, refinement, and in some respects

greatly his superior. She is the educator of the children of tho

nation, controls many of the higher institutions of learning, is

qualified to teach religious truth in the Bible-class and Sabbath-

school, and not a few are found, even under all the disabilities

they have suffered, fully able to grapple with men in the debates

of the convention, or on the platform of the lyceum. Does the

prohibition that was inexorable in the first -age of Christianity

hold in this nineteenth century of its progress?

The point thus fairly stated demands a candid examination, for

we are convinced it has much weight with many honestly inquir-

ing minds. With some this is the pivot of the question.

We remark : (1) The Bible was written for the race, the only

rule of faith and practice to the church in all localities and for

all time. Filled with instructions, commands, advice, exhorta-

tions, for man as man, the presumption in each case, unless

overruled by the terms, is that the thing commanded or forbid-

den is still binding. In the case before us enjoining silence

there is no hint in the terms of the injunction that it was of local

.application or temporary continuance. The presumption is that

it is of perpetual obligation.

(2) This presumption becomes absolute certainty when ave

consider the reason given for the injunction. The binding obli-

gation of a command depends upon its nature and the reasons

on which it is based. A single act of obedience exhausts the

intent of some commands : “Take up thy bed and walk” was

given only to tho impotent man at the pool. “ What thou doest
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do quickly ” is no authority to wicked men for speedily execut-

ing their purposes. On the other hand, the command “ Repent,

believe ” is of universal and perpetual obligation, because all

men are sinners and all should exercise faith. The distinction

in all such ‘cases lies in the reason of the command. If the

reason continues to exist, the command of necessity continues in

force. When the reason ceases the command ceases.

To decide the question before us beyond controversy we only

need to examine candidly the reasons given by the Holy Ghost

for the command of silence. Are they temporary in their nature

and local in their application ? If so, then they are not binding

in this age. Happily for us, and for all who would know the^ex-

act mind of the Spirit, the record is so plain that error in our

conclusion seems impossible.

A glance at the passages under review (1st Cor. chaps, xi. and

xiv.) shows that the inspired writer, in commencing his deliver-

ance as to woman’s place in religious worship, refers (1 Cor. xi.

3) to the general fact of subordination as necessarily existing in

God’s government, and then applies the law of man’s official

headship and woman’s subordination to the precise question of

conducting public religious worship. Chap. xiv. 33, 31 : He de-

cides that she must not assume the positions of authority neces-

sarily implied in teaching or speaking for the church. Y. 31:

She “ must be under obedience as saith the law,” that law im-

pressed upon the race at its creation and intensified at the fall,

the law of man’s sovereignty reaffirmed under the Christian dis-

pensation in the words, “ The husband is the head of the wife

even as Christ is the head of
#
the church” (Eph. v. 23). This

law is based not on the peculiar circumstances of the Corinthian

or Ephesian church, not on Grecian or Jewish customs, not on

the low state of civilization to which the world had then attained,

not in anything local and temporary, but in the constitution, in

the organic structure, of the race as it came from the hand of,

God. And while that organic distinction, physical, mental and

affectional, shall exist, the reason of the prohibition will exist.

From this there is no escape. Yet the inspired writer returns to

the point in other phrase :
‘ Man was made first as the ruler,

woman was made for him, the Maker thus giving her a subordi-

nate position.’ He still adds :
“ The man was not deceived,

but the woman being deceived was in the transgression,” there-
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fore she must not assume the position of authority. These facts

will ever continue, the law founded upon them must ever con-

tinue. The command is explicit :
“ Be silent.” The reasons ^

given are unchangeable.

We have shown thus far in the discussion that the law of

headship and subordination was established at the creation ;

was emphasized at the fall
;
was observed in the patriarchal and

Abrahamic church; was apparent in the entire Jewish service;

extended even to the private rights of religious vows
;
met no

material exception in the case of prophetesses divinely inspired
;

and was confirmed in the choice of men as God’s instruments in

all the great movements of the church during the first 4,OOOyears

of human history ;
that when the Saviour came new dignity was

given to woman, not in conferring official position, but in adding

peculiar preciousness to her feminine relations and duties
;
that

in the personal public ministry of Christ men alone were chosen

;

that men constituted the entire ministry of the apostolic church,
^

the duties of prophetesses having no public official recognition

in church order ;
that the point was deliberately taken up by

inspiration and authoritatively settled in two of the leading .

churches established by the apostles
;
and then to put the mat-

ter beyond doubt the positive declaration was made that such

was the law in all the churches
;
and, finally, we have shown

that as the Bible was written for the entire race anc[ for all time,

its commands are binding for all time, unless limited in their na-

ture or terms
;
and that in this case the terms of the command

are universal, and thfe reasons for the command as old as the

creation, as indelible as the distinction between the sexes, as

lasting as the race.

The conclusion is, therefore, we think, inevitable that womans
place in public worship, as determined by the history of the Scripture

Church and the unequivocal command of God, based upon unchange-

tible reasons, is not that of a teacher or leader, but that of an un-

official ivorshipper.

We cannot doubt that the most exhaustive examination of the

entire subject will lead to the conclusion thus briefly reached.

This conclusion once admitted, all controversy should cease.

The devout and reverential Christian needs no argument drawn

from other sources to confirm the plain teachings of Inspiration.

No difficulty in comprehending the reasons of God’s command,
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no fancied incongruity between tliat command and the present

advanced state of society, no apparent success of those who dis-

obey the command, can shake his filial faith in the Divine Word.

Nor is there any essential disagreement among reputable and

learned expositors of the Word. The scholarship of the last

1,500 years is pronounced, and almost universal, for the conclu-

sion we have reached. We have no doubt it will be so in all the

future.

Tet from many things said and written in these days by men
who should be wise, and who, we must believe, are honest, it

seems necessary to notice several points which constantly reap-

pear in the discussion of the question.

Says one, “ I cannot see that the reasons for enjoining silence

upon women in public worship, have the same force now they

may have had when first uttered. Education, the admitted so-

cial equality of the sexes, aesthetic cultivation, and the elevating-

power of pure Christianity, have removed the vast disparity ex-

isting between the sexes eighteen centuries ago. Should they

not al#o remove, or at least modify, the injunction of silence ?”

We reply, Christianity has made great and blessed changes in

the social and domestic condition of woman—mother, wife,

daughter, sister, are words of far more endearing import to us

than to Grecian or Roman ears. But the sexes continue with

their characteristic distinctions. Their essential relation to each

other cannot change. Man is still the official head of woman
as Christ is still the head of man. Order is still necessary for

the existence of society. Subordination in position still implies

modesty in speech. The subordinate in office defers to his su-

perior, though he may be the wiser of the Wo. The child may
have surpassed the parent in knowledge, but silence in the pres-

ence of the parent is often a duty. Youth rises up in reverence

before age, though the aged may be far the inferior in attain-

ments. All rightly attuned characters recognize and observe

the proprieties of office, rank, position. In a promiscuous as-

sembly, where all are on a social level with common interests

and a common aim, if a woman assume the position of the leader

in speech she usurps authority over the man. She leaves the

position in which by the law of creation she was placed, and
thrusts herself into the representative rank which God gave to

man. Inspiration says it is “ a shame ” for her to do this. This
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word translated a sliame (aioxpov) has one sharply-defined

root-idea—uncomely, indecorous. This is God’s estimate and

characterization of the act by which she passes out of her fitting

sphere, and assumes the position where the stronger and sterner

should stand. We are happy in the belief that the- great body
of refined and intelligent Christian women respond to this view,

and joyfully accept as altogether appropriate the place God has

assigned them, while to man he appoints, in the public functions

of the ministry, duties and responsibilities commensurate to the

physical structure given him- With ordinary health man may,

at all seasons and during all the years of active life, meet the

inexorable return of the Sabbath-day duties. His voice is

adapted to the pulpit and the platform, and his physical strength

and bodily habits to the stress of the speaker’s vocation. The
God of nature is the God of the church, and his order for the

conduct of religious worship will be found in harmony with the

laws of man’s physical being.

“ But does not this whole argument imply a degradation of

woman to an inferior place, from which Christianity is fitted and

designed to lift her? Is it not humiliating to a high-minded

woman to feel that, however worthy, she cannot occupy an offi-

cial position equal to that of her husband?”

We think no right-minded woman, unbiased by the wrongs in-

flicted upon her sex and in the exercise of her natural instincts,

so feels. It is no reproach to the rose that it is not an oak, no

humiliation to the moon that she is not the sun. If man is wo-

man’s superior in strength and size and self-poise, in courage

and endurance, she excels him in sensibility, delicacy of per-

ception, and especially in her affectional nature. And the

marked difference in the constitution of the sexes of itself sug-

gests where the authority should be vested. That “law which

dwells in the bosom of (jfod and whose voice is the harmony of

the universe,” ordains order and subordination throughout that

entire universe
;
nor can we else conceive of the harmony, or

even the continued existence of so stupendous and complex a

system. And this law of woman’s subordination in official re-

ligious service, only asks that she take the appropriate, harmoni-

ous, fitting place in the constitution of society in which she will

be most happy, most honored, and most useful. It cannot be

that the thrones and dominions, the principalities and powers, of
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the heavenly world find any infelicities in their assigned rank.

No more do the scripturally-cultured and pious husband and wife

in their relative position. The infelicity lies not in the existence

of order, but in the refusal gracefully to yield obedience to its

commands. As God is the head of Christ without degradation

to the inferior in rank, as the Christian husband is under the

authority of Christ without humiliation, so neither can the

Christian wife feel humiliation in acknowledging the headship of

her husband in the Lord.
“ But is this law of silence inexorable ? May not a woman of

exceptional talent, and with a zeal which impels her, as a fire in

the bones, to a public 'proclamation of the gospel, be allowed to

speak anywhere and everywhere ? Must she be restricted to the

narrow circle of the family and the mere personal influence of the

daily routine ?” The family is the grandest centre of influence in

which any mortal ever moved
; a sphere which bounds and cir-

cumscribes and intersects all other spheres of influence, and

thus controls the destinies of the race. Nor is she limited to the

family, were it ever so narrow. In all possible forms of Chris-

tian labor
;
in Sabbath-school and Bible-class, in female prayer

meetings and benevolent societies, in tract distribution and
Bible reading, what range for the largest powTers and the most

flaming zeal ! More, as a missionary she takes her part in that

glorious movement which is yet to bring the world to the foot

of the cross. In the harems of Turkey, in the zenanas of India,

in the secluded homes of China and Japan, she is privileged to

reach the millions of her sex- with the blessed gospel, else to

remain for ages in hopeless darkness. So that every possible

avenue of usefulness seems open to her which the most burning

zeal could suggest, except the public ministration of God’s

house. Is this an unfitting restriction ? Is it not rather a dis-

crimination in her favor, that man is required to perform those

public duties which, . from the first, the law of the sexes, the

maxims of civil society, the order of the church, and the word
of God, have assigned to him ?

Once more. Perhaps the most potent objection to the view

here presented, in the minds of those who have not felt that the

Scripture settled the question, may be stated thus :
“ Some

churches admit female preachers, many of whom have been pop-

ular and useful, and many souls have been converted to God
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through their preachings. Can the argument be sound which

forbids them to exercise their gifts ? Would God bless them in

disobeying him ?
”

We answer, first : God blesses his truth by whomsoever ut-

tered. Many hundreds of men have been truly converted to God
under the preaching of those who themselves were not Christians

at all. It does not follow that unconverted men should preach.

Nor dare one affirm that greater blessing would not have followed

if these same women had labored with equal faithfulness in

the admitted channels of their chief power? Suppose that

superior ability and zeal which characterized these exceptional

women had been expended in organizing grand schemes for ele-

vating their sex, and bringing the gospel to the millions hitherto

cut off from its blessed light by the cruelties of caste in heathen

lands, might not vastly greater harvests of souls have been

gathered to Christ than has ever resulted from these spasmodic

and ephemeral exhibitions of female talent ? God has blessed

their labors honestly put forth, dotwithstanding their error in

the mode of working. If he smiled on us only when we were

acting strictly in accordance with his word, if he took note of

every error in opinion and every deviation in life from truth and

holiness, who would receive any blessing at his hand ? In his

infinite wisdom and mercy he can overrule the very errors of his

people, as well as the wrath of his enemies, to the furtherance

of his cause. Yet we must add, that if these woman preachers,

and the churches which encourage them, knew they were violat-

ing the divine order
;

if they believed, as we do, that the Word
of God explicitly and repeatedly forbade tlieir course, and still

went on in it, God could not bless them, though he might the

truth uttered by them. He deals leniently with errors of judg-

ment, not with presumptuous sins. “Still,” urges the objector,

“ can it be that he would specially bless the very churches which

err in this respect?” We have no evidence of such special

blessing. Those branches of the household of faith which we

think have made the most real, substantial progress in scriptural

knowledge and Christ-like work for the evangelization of the

world, have no female preachers. But if appearances were in

favor of the woman-preaching churches, and they were to a

superficial observer sweeping away ahead of all others, it might

not so appear to the Omniscient. It is the merest sciolism
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which decides the success of a church by its temporary increase

of numbers, or fiery zeal, or noisy and obtrusive aggressiveness.

It may have adopted principles or encouraged practices which

are already sapping its foundations, though years, generations,

shall elapse before the structure falls. The errors in the Romish
Church, which make it to-day such a monstrous caricature of

the true Church of Christ, have been a thousand years in

bearing their ripe fruit. The germs of popery left in the Eng-

lish prayer book in Queen Elizabeth’s time, gave rise to Tract-

arianism and its disastrous results. And who can, foresee the

ultimate results of unscriptural views upon this subject ? Only

the unthinking can regard the question as trivial or unimpor-

tant, for it is freighted with immense issues. The relation of the

sexes lies at the lowest foundations of human society, reaches to

the depths of the family organization, gives existence to the

state, and touches at every point the welfare of the church.

Destroy the order and harmony of the family, introduce anarchy

there, and you have laid the mine which, if God prevent not,

will in time hurl the whole frame-work of human institutions in-

to hopeless ruin. That only is the 'successful church which is

built upon the eternal truth of God, indwelt by the Holy Spirit

of God, and governed in its order and worship by the revealed

will of God.

If then, though woman’s sphere has been enlarged by Chris-

tianity, the leadership still remains with man, if this is no degra-

dation to woman but rather a discrimination in her favor, and if

the fancied blessings upon female preaching create no shadow

of presumption in its favor, then all devout believers in the In-

spired Word will rest assured, that he who founded that church

which is to fill the earth and gather the race into its bosom, did

not err in giving to man the burden of office-bearing, and to

woman the preeminence in those gentle ministries of that love

which will yet conquer the world to Christ.
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ART. IV.—OUTLINES OF DR. J. A. DORNER’S SYSTEM OF
THEOLOGY.

Translated from the German, by Prof. G. S. Hall, Antioch College, Ohio.*

SPECIAL DOGMATICS.

The result of Apologetics, viz. that in the Holy Scriptures,

Jesus is authoritatively attested as the God-man, is developed

in Special Dogmatics. In Apologetics the possibility and ne-

cessity of Incarnation in the abstract were considered. Now
both are presented in concreto, and therefore sin, which postu-

lates the appearance of Christ, is the subject of the Introduction.

A. Ponerology.

I. Essence of Evil. (More strictly, wickedness, sin
;
das

Bose.)

a. Its General Conception.

b. Actual and Habitual Sin.

0. Evil as a State of Imperfection.

II. The origin of Evil.

III. Its relation to the Divine Order of Things.

a. Sin destroys the divine order of the universe, and is therefore

absolute evil.

b. Divine order reacts against evil by declaring man absolutely

guilty.

c. The decree of atonement is included in the purposes of penal

justice.

1. Evil in its Essence.

a. The Biblical Doctrine of the Bealiiy of Evil as a Presupposition

.

§ 6. Both the Old and New Testaments assume that sin is not

possible without the objective presupposition of the law of God,

or without
.
the subjective presupposition of the religious and

moral nature of man. (How this possibility became a reality,

see in the second division of the subject.) The Scripture re-

cognizes sin only in personal beings. It knows nothing of the

material evil of Manicheeism. Sin does not arise from the law,

nor the law from sin. But law is the necessary objective con-

* Continued from October, 1872, page 747. See note p. 720.
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dition of the possibility of both good and evil. Morality is pos-

sible only through law. Sin according to the Scripture is uni-

versally actual. One objective law, mediated by the individual

conscience, is everywhere authoritative, and the will of man is

subject to this divine law.

§ 7. Evil is opposition to God
,

deviation from the absolute

reason which should regulate man’s relation to God, to his fel-

low men, and to himself. Law forbids man to isolate himself

from God, to centre all in self, or to see the highest good in

creatures
;

but it demands that he love God supremely, and all

else in the order that God ordains
; i.e. that the spirit and not the

flesh rule, that fellow-man and self be equally loved. Thus both

the subjection of the spirit to sense on the one hand, and posi-

tive spiritual selfishness on the other, are to be avoided.

§ 8. Habitual Sin according to the Scriptures is not isolated,

but is most intimately inwrought into the entire being of the race.

§9. B. The Historicalfoundation of the Doctrine of the Refor-

mation. After the suppression of the physical Manichee con-

ception of evil, and after the subjection of Pelagianism, the

doctrine of sin made no advance till the Eeformation.

§ 10. The Doctrine of the Evangelical Church perfects the

antithesis to Manicheeism and Pelagianism. It does not appre-

hend sin as mere clinging to the finite, nor as a disease of man’s

nature, nor as something merely sensuous. This is all there, but

sin is, at the same time, a spiritual disturbance of man’s moral

and religious relations. This ethical conception of evil includes

the necessity of redemption. Hidden away, as it were, beneath

man’s hostility to the good, lies his caj)ability of being redeemed.

Participation in the sin of Adam is wrought only by means of the

commission of individual sin. It is thus that the external juri-

dical debitum becomes a proper ethical culpa
,
so that the liberum

arbitfium is still preserved. On the other hand, those lax con-

ceptions which see no sin in vicious concupiscence, or in the

instincts which seek what is forbidden, must be rigidly excluded.

The Scriptures teach no imposition of burden, or infliction of

disease, without sin. In this both evangelical Confessions agree.

But the doctrine ef both in regard to the origin of evil remains

incomplete.

1. The Reformation Theory of Sin may now be represented by
the words, defedus, affedus, (or concupiscentia) and corruptio.
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2. The natural man is dead to God and good, is without acti-

tudo, habilitas, capacitas. (cf. Confess. Augustana de lib. arbit.)

Hereditary sin is natural sin and induces guilt. On the other

hand Manicheeism is distinctly rejected.

3. Delation of Hereditary Sin to the Conception of Guilt. The
theory of immediate imputation assumed that all men existed in

Adam. Other theories represent that sinfulness is hereditary,

and that actual sin and guilt work in us because Adam was the

physical head of mankind. According to the federal theory

of Coccejus, Adam sinned as the covenant head of the race (so

also Bengel)
;
yet to this covenant his descendants never as-

sented. Hollaz here adduces God’s scieniia media, and declares

that God saw that in Adam’s place we should all have sinned

just as he did. But an inculpation which is not real and actual,

cannot be punished. Thus all such attempts must be regarded

as abortive. Apologetics must show that both Creationism and

Traducianism contain elements of truth. In the latter the unity

of the race, in the former the God consciousness and the per-

sonal consciousness acquire their just significance.

4. Conception of Punishment. Since hereditary sin is an evil

which is to be relegated to personal sin as its first cause, it comes

to be regarded as punishment. This was the apostolic concep-

tion. (Also see Gerhard, ii. 366.) Especially did the Reformed

church affirm sin to be punishment in so far as it is bondage, not

in so far as it is pleasure in wickedness. The Augustana and

the Formula Concordise take more objectionable ground, pec-

catum originis est vere peccatum damnans et mortem afferens

seternam. (Form. Con. 719, 818.) Here arises another problem.

5. Habitual and Actual Sin. The Form. Concordia) lays too

little stress upon actual sin, which it regards as the fruit of here-

ditary sin. Liberum arbitrium and the rights of posterity are

thus too circumscribed.

6. The Doctrine of the Church.

1. From God proceeds nothing sinful.

2. All that is good proceeds from God.

3. Evil retains sway, so far as redemption has not yet ex-

tended.

4. This sad condition is due entirely to the creature.

5. If redemption is not attained, it is the creature’s fault.
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6. Salvation is not by the merits of the creature, but by God’s

grace.

C. DOGMATIC EXPOSITION.

Literature. Baur, DasChristl. im Platonismus. Naegelsbach,

Keligionsglaube der Griechen. Liibke, Ethik des Sophocles.

Zeller

,

Gesch. d. Philosophie. Baur, Manichseismus. Spinoza,

Ethics. Leibnitz, Theodicy. Kant, Eeligion innerhalb del

Grenzen der blossen Yernunft. Fichte, Sitten-Lehre, und Einlei-

tung in die Theol. Schelling, Freiheits-Lehre, Philos, der Qffen-

barung. Mertens, f’A evSspos, Untersucliung iiber die Ereiheit.

Herbart, Gesprache fiber das Bose. Heinr. Biickert, Ueber das

Bose. Hegelian School : Vatke, Menschl. Ereiheit, Yerhiiltniss

zur Siinde. Marheinecke, Schleiermacher .—Theological works of

Augustine, Contra Faustum, Enchirid. ad Laurent, De Lib. Arbit.,

De Civit. Dei. Gottsehalk. Laurentius Valla. Erasmus, De
Lib. Arb. Luther, De Servo Arb. Melanchthon, Loci. Zwingli,

De iEterna Providentia Dei. Calvin, Institutes. Sartorius,

De Lib. Arb., 1821. Tholuck, Sin and the Saviour. Schmidt,

of Tubingen, De Peccato. Grabe, Lehre von der Siinde und
von dem Tode. Julius Muller, Christian Doctrine of Sin. -It.

Rothe, Theol. Ethik. Ernesti, Ursprung d. Siinde im Lichte des

Paul. Lehrgehalts. Weber, Zorn Gottes. Bartholomdi, Zorn

Gottes. Ritschl, De Ira Dei, 1859.

§ 11. The various definitions of evil are derived from the

conception of God. It is correctly defined only -when it is de-

rived from the true, i. e. from the Christian conception of God.

This does not admit of merely physical, or juridical, or exclusively

religious apprehension, but demands a union of what is true in

all of these stand-points. It should be a verum index sui et op-

positi. The conception of God is summed up in the character

of holy love. Physically, it is omnipotent life, absolute har-

mony
;

spiritually, it is absolute intelligence
;

ethically, it is

negative in justice, positive in love, thus constituting the living

personality. Only through the distinctions in his nature can

God be thought of as living.

I. The Physical or Dualistic Conception of Evil. Evil is neither

anterior to nor coeval with good, as this theory asserts. Theo-

logical dualism posits evil in God ; cosmological dualism puts it

in the world. The latter has assumed three different forms :

(a) evil consists in, or is an effect of finitude
;
evil must be evil,
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because God is infinite. Thus Leibnitz thought. But finitude

does not involve sin in the sense of moral imperfection, but

implies merely that it has been posited by God. It cannot be

denied however that evil is only possible where finitude exists.

The ground of this ever-recurring error lies in the non-distinc-

tion of physical or extensive from moral or intensive perfection,

which is only possible in the finite. Where evil exists as a state

of development (w'erden) its absolute worthlessness ceases.

(b). In the cosmos (which is not God) there are two contra-

.dictory principles. When this contradiction is physically con-

sidered, evil is that which is hateful and pernicious, or that

which destroys order and harmony.

(c.) If the antithises in man’s nature lay between spirit and

matter, redemption would be separation from the flesh, and

thus would come from death. Evil would then be merely a

weakness of the spirit, in allowing that which contradicts its

own conception. But in accounting for this weakness the same

problem would recur.

II. The Juridical Conception of Sin is apparently countenanced

by 1 John iii. 4, where sin is called dvopia. The prevailing

view of the Old Testament is that evil is only that which is for-

bidden. This may be called the atomistic view. Still a general

characteristic of the temper or state of heart from which spec-

ific sin arises is quite frequently found.

III. Subjective Moral Conception. The merely subjective good

intention is not sufficient, else the end would sanctify the means
;

but the subjective state must issue in objective good. In oppo-

sition to Kant, whose high estimate of the intrinsic dignity of

man gave rise to this view, it must be remembered that it over-

looks an entire category of evil, viz. spiritual pride.

IY. Subjective Religious Conception. Evil must be conceived

in its religious bearings. It is a contradiction against God,

against the holy primeval love, which man should imitate in the

entire self-renunciation which springs from faith and love. Mys-

tic views, which regard everything as evil save only absorption

in God, must be carefully avoided. This error is similar to that

extravagance of faith which neglects the ethical.

§ 12 Theoretical Characterization of Evil. In order to attain

a true conception of evil it may be best presented in its different
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grades or degrees. As sin, evil is, formally, an abnormal state,

disturbing the proper attitude of the spirit, both towards the

natural world, and towards the divine life. Materially, it is

creature love, in any form of selfishness
;
false, because alienated

from God. Creature-love, especially in its lowest types, assumes

the more passive form of deification of the objective world. In

the second stage, personality co-operates in spiritual selfishness

or self-deification. In both these stages, the creature makes a

false centre of himself; in the former disguisedly, in the latter

consciously and voluntarily. By the ruin which it works, evil

reveals itself as falsehood and folly.

§ 13. Actual and Statical Evil. Actual passes over into stati-

cal evil, causing further evil
;

so that when it has entered the

world, its causality must work ever the same results, and each

result become in turn a cause. Evil thus mediated becomes a

concatenated whole, a common life.

§ 14. Origin of Actual Evil and its Universality

.

Both biblical

and ecclesiastical teachings agree that God is neither the nega-

tive nor the positive cause of evil, but the creature only. Its ori-

gin is not divine, but historical and finite. In this it is also im-

plied that the first evil was not statical, but that it was an evil

deed, and became a state by pervading the being of the race by
a historical process. Both church and Scripture ascribe the ori-

ginal connection between sin and the race to the progenitors of

the race, and do not deny the inculpation of their descendants.

§ 15. Every attempt to conceive evil as necessary, ends either

in ascribing its origin to God, or in dualism. If, then, God is

neither the real nor the apparent cause, its seat must be sought

in the nature of man as a created being.

1. Derivation of Evil from the Nature of the Finite. Evil is a

necessary stage of transition to good. The proof of this theory

is made to rest on

a. The Physical Nature ofMan. (SeeSchleiermacher and Bo the.)

The sensuous precedes the spiritual
;
but if the former is not

evil of itself, how can it become so by the accession of the

latter ?

h. The Spiritual Nature of Man. The development of spirit

evolves a contradiction between consciousness of self, conscious-

ness of the world, and consciousness of God. But in the mere
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• development of these three possibilities no necessity of a con-

tradiction is involved.

c. In the Union of both. The Hegelian system conceives good

only in conjunction with evil, i. e., with its negative. But the con-

verse is equally true. All these theories result in dualism. Not

God, but only a foreign power, can have ordained the transition,

through evil to good.

II. Dualistic Theories.

a. Milder forms speak of evil as /*>) 6 v which limits God.

b. The /.(>) ov becomes crass vkr) by tension. The vhrj cannot

be S7t£ipov
}
but before it can become objective to God there

must be a noioTps. This theory proceeds even to personify

the antithetic element as Ahriman, or the Satan of the middle

ages. (Bohme and Schelling). The latter, however, mtfSt be

carefully distinguished from the Satan of the Scriptures, who is

a spiritual being, although without creative power.

3. Derivation of Evil from God Himself. This may be either

from the divine essence, or from the divine attributes.

1. From God's Inner Essence. (J. Bohme, Hegel, and Schel-

' ling in his earlier writings.) God is posited as the indifference

of opposites, which unfold themselves in the world through will

(Schelling), or through thought (Hegel). But whence arises this-

opposition unless it is germinally in God himself? (Dualism).

2. From his Attributes. Omnipotence, intelligence, justice,

love.

a. From his Intelligence. As a wise being God wills to impart

knowledge. Man knows only dialectically, not in the sense of

Lactantius, “ malum interpretamentum boni,” but rather bonum

interpres boni et mali.

b. From liis Justice. In order that an object exist for the rev-

elation and for the existence of justice, at least some must be sin-

fid (Beza). But how then are all in need of redemption?

c. From his Love. (Schleiermacher). Evil is not an abso-

lute necessity of human nature, but it must always be regarded

as complementary to redemption by Christ. It was in order to

bring this latter into clear prominence, that God ordained evil

and created man in a state of imperfection. With Calvin,

Schleiermacher accepts the distinction between the voluntas, and

the preccptum Dei. This contradiction must not, however, be
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brought into the nature of God. Yet the contradiction remains

that God condemns through our conscience that which he him-

self has posited.

§ 16. Dogmatic Conception of the Origin and Universality of Sin.

The origin of evil, strictly considered, lies in the freedom of the

creature, which is a necessity for the moral ends of creation. In

no sense should the origin of evil be ascribed to God. In revert-

ing to the freedom of the creature, the universality of the nature

of evil seems not fully accordant with the view that it is posited

only by a free act. Hence arises the problem of bringing the

fact of universal sinfulness into accordance with the claims which

personal freedom erects in the interest of morality. Its solution

does not affect either the consciousness of guilt, the conscious-

ness of the race, or the universal need of redemption.

§ 17. The Universality of Evil. Every sinful act leaves its

traces, and especially those deeds which affect the essential

nature of mankind. An evil deed, once done, multiplies and

extends itself, not merely by the external power of example, but

through the nature of man as a secondary causality for the pro-

creation of other human beings, as well as by the nature of each

act itself, which corrupts all man’s faculties and functions. Its

nature became statical by a historical process, which gradually

drew collective humanity into the power of evil. Hence the

empirical universality of innate depravity. The same conclusion

is also reached from the ideas about the race and its sin, which

mankind as a whole has ever accepted. Thus the biblical affir-

mation that the first man became a sinner, is dogmatically

established. Upon the conception now attained depends the

ulterior problem; of so presenting the hereditary nature of sin

that it can come into conflict neither with freedom nor with the

idea of God.

§ 18. Attempts to unite the Claims of the God-idea and those of

Self-consciousness. There is then a sin of the race in which all

participate, but which is not wrought with personal guilt. Hence
the universality of sin in every individual. The character of

this sin of the race is moral worthlessness and evil, but it is not

of such a nature as to determine the destiny of the individual.

Each member of the race is also personally accountable. Per-

sonal guilt is impossible without the racial sin, and is therefore

5
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without necessary universality. The destiny and worthiness of

each are therefore doubly dependent.

First. The evil of the individual passes over to the race as an

abnormal condition, which is not mere evil, but has ethical sig-

nificance. God sustains man as a secondary causality, because

redemption is possible.

Secondly. Has then personality any worth? Here (a) indi-

viduality, (b) subjectivity, and (c) personality must be distin-

guished.

A. Individuality.

This is the earliest stage, or the period before the awakening of

the moral self-consciousness. The question of guilt, or of moral

imputation, cannot arise, because, although physical abnormities

may exist, or non-ethical actions may be committed, there is as

yet no moral or intellectual personality. When the child gqes

astray from the will of God, he suffers the evil of the race, but

not strict personal punishment (peccati).

B. Moral Subjectivity.

As soon as the individual arrives at freedom of choice, he be-

comes a subject of law, and encounters the obligation of casting

off the abnormal state which he finds in his nature. Here not

merely evil but guilt and punishment are imminent. Man must

feel himself free from the law, and free to determine himself ac-

cording to his own mind and will, in order to be ready to meet

judgment. Hence, “ peccatum originis non est requatum repro-

bationi.”

C. The Personal Self-determination.

This the Gospel first brought into the world. God is first

perfectly revealed in Christ, so that now a decision for or against

him is possible. Paul (Acts xvii. 30), calls the entire ante-

Christian world ignorant
;
not in order to deny its guilt, but to

deny the presence of perfect knowledge. Only after Christ’s

appearance, when the Holy Spirit was brought near and its in-

fluence was felt within, was the unpardonable sin (Mat. xii. 21)

possible. The Pharisees are here warned not to neglect or re-

sist the influence of Christ as it is felt within and as applied by

the Holy Ghost ;
the decision is thus made to rest entirely with

the individual.

§ 19. Actual State of Sin in the World, in Itelation to the Chris-
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tian Conception of God. Actual evil, though not posited by God,

is included in his government. God’s pervading power is limited

by the divine providence. Here a broad field is open to Chris-

tian speculation in order to bring wickedness into accord with

good, in the divine world-ordering. Rom. xi. 31, Gal. iv. 4.

Remark. If the origin of sin is to be sought in the freedom

of the creature, the further question arises, whether sin sprung

from a protoplasmic state of the world. This brings- us to Sa-

tanology.

Supplement. Doctrine ofthe Devil. Literature
;
Milton, Para-

dise Lost. Daub, Judas Iscariot, 1816-18. Strauss, Ckarak-

teristiken. Erhard, Apologie des Teufels, 1795. Romancj, Sys-

tem der nat. Religion. Tivestcn, Dogmatik, II. Nitzsch, Sys-

tem. Sartorius, Moral-Theologie. Harless, Ethik, pp. 91, 93 100.

Rothe, Ethik, pp. 517-713. Voss, Satanology. Zeitschrift fur

Luth. Theol., 1S51. Philippi, Kirclil. Glaubenslehre, II. 254.

§ 20. The Scriptures recognize a personal evil being, hostile

to God. According to the New Testament he has been active

ever since the fall of Adam, ever opposing all that is good. He
concentrated all his powrer and brought it to bear upon Christ

and his disciples. Although overcome by the former, he yet

wields a power which is to be greatly augmented just before

Christ’s second coming. This period is to be transitional to the

final judgment, when he is to be condemned to eternal death.

§ 21. Dogmatic Presentation. The doctrine of the Devil and

his angels should form a distinct dogmatic department, because

it is of great significance for religious life, and it is for this rea-

son that the church adheres to it, though not as a fundamental

article.

1. The biblical characteristics of the Devil are thoroughly con-

sistent. He is represented (a) as the tempter,
(
b)

as the accuser,

(c) as the implement of God’s penal justice, and thus, as holding

the Kparos rov Saratov, [d) as God’s enemy, not originally,

but by a gradual development in evil.

2. The Doctrine of Satan exhibits sin and its nature with the

greatest possible intensity and objectivity. A central imper-

sonation of wickedness must be admitted, not as a mere figure

of speech, but as a real sensorium commune wdiich by fusion with

the personality of the creature, has come to be the personal head

of an anti-divine kingdom.
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3. Doctrine of Death ; or of the Divine Primitive Reaction

against Sin.

Biblical Doctrine. Botli Scripture and cliurcli agree that evil

is spiritual and carnal. These two conceptions are both com-
prised in that of death. The latter is not only the natural fruit of

the former, but is also to be regarded as its recompense, as

the punishment of sin. Ante-christian sin and guilt have a col-

lective character, and so,, likewise, the evil which springs there-

from bears the .character of collective guilt and punishment,

which is visited upon individuals unequally, and not in propor-

tion to guilt. The divine love in which the revelation of God’s

penal justice is made, also reacts positively against sin by the

fulfilment of revelation in the Son, which revelation, conditioned

by God’s holy justice, not merely redeems but appeases, and at

the same, time leads on to the final judgment. Cf. Bitsclil, De
Ira Dei, 1859. Weber, Vom Zorn Gottes. The opyg Seov is

something actual and real. It is the divine source of all punish-

ment. It is the divine displeasure and abhorrence of sin. It

well accords with God’s ethical immutability that his nature

should react upon all unrighteousness by punishment. Free-

created man cannot be constrained to do good, but he may be

punished. The varieties of punishment are physical, moral, and

metaphysical (the divine disfavor which manifests itself in the

want of blessedness). These stand in organic relation, although

they are not always simultaneously manifested. Punishment in

general (social and physical evil) stands in relation to general

guilt. Disproportions exist in individual cases, but no sinner

can complain of too much. The final award takes place at the

last judgment. The sufferings of the blessed will become fru-

ition, as divinely ordained discipline, and they can regard even

death with joyful expectancy. Jas. i. 2. Hob. xii. 5-11.

§ 22. The Divine Penal Justice. Kepcntance, the reaction

against sin, is necessarily involved in divine justice, but this ne-

cessity still leaves space for a new revelation of God, which has

now been realized in the form which sin demanded by the In-

carnation of the Son in the fulness of time. Before the appear-

ance of Christ the world was conscious of internal and external

decay. This same consciousness exists still in every man in an

unchristian state, i. e. until he arrives at a full consciousness of

himself.
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§ 23. Thus salvation is necessary not only on anthropological

grounds, but there are also ethical grounds of redemption on the

part of God, which must be considered. Divine justice is ever

immanent in love. Penal justice, and even forgiveness ,£or

Christ’s sake, which the Gospel proclaims, is the strongest con-

firmation of our guilt and of God’s justice. This new creative

revelation of God is his incarnation in Christ, which apologetics

must present as a completion of creation. For (1.) We are cre-

ated imperfect beings
; (2.) Humanity is an unperfected organism

;

(3.) This organism cannot be conceived as existing without ahead.

Incarnation is not a physical act of God. It is neither neces-

sary nor arbitrary, but is in the highest sense a free revelation

which alone satisfies at once his justice and. his ' love. Ps. xlix.

18. Job. xxxiii. 23.

PART II. - FIRST DIVISION.

THE PERSON OF CHRIST.

§ 21. The idea of Incarnation is not reached in the Old Testa-

ment. The Messiah was conceived, on the one hand, as the son

of David, and on the othei’, as the perfect man. The Trinity is

not yet distinguished. God is immanent in men. The world

stands over against God “Ul nsun qxq». Anthropologically, the

antecedents of the New Testament doctrine of Christ may be

found in the expressions, “ Son,” and “ Servant of God.” The
angels are called sons of God : Deut. xiv. 1 ;

xxxii. 1-8
;
Hos. xi.

1 ;
Is. Ixiii. 8. God is called the father of the descendants of

Abraham and Jacob in Isaiah Ixiii. 16 ;
and Kings of Israel and

prophets and priests are called servants (“WJ?) of God : Isaiah

xlviii. 20, Ixvi. 11. This conception became definite and per-

sonal in Isaiah and Deuteronomy.

§ 25. According to the New Testament the perfection of God-
liood appeared in the perfection of manhood in the person of

Christ.

(a) Doctrine of James. His epistle contains very little Clirist-

ology
;
he calls Christ Kvpio ? ti'/S dogr/S through whom comes

the completion of the law
;

ii. 12. He mentions his death but

once, v. 11, and then only as the antitype of our VTtojuovi).

(b)
Doctrine of Peter. His discourses (Acts, 2, 3, 1, 10 chaps.)

must be distinguished from his epistles. The former are trans-

itional to the synoptics. He regards Christ as the nctis Qeov,
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(vid. iii, 13, 26 ;
iv. 27, 30; cf. Matt. xii. 18), as the source of the

miracle-working power, the manifestations of which are exhibited

in Acts iii. 15. He enthrones him at God’s right hand. In his

name God’s forgiveness of sins is announced to the earth
;

ii. 21,

38 ;
iii. 19 ;

x. 43 ;
iv. 12. God gave to Christ the power of im-

parting the Spirit, ii. 33. Calling upon the name of Christ is

designated as a token of discipleship : ix. 14-21. All this is

found in a more dogmatic form in the first epistle. Prophecy

was ordained for. Christ’s sake. It was his ideal pre-existence.

The divine revelation through the prophets remains vital (1 Pet.

i. 22—25), although the doctrine of the immanent trinity was not

yet expressed. The Word attained a personal form in Christ : ii.

3. Aoyoz Qsov is not identical with Aoyo; tov Qsov. To
Peter, Christ’s death had the significance of love which assumed

our place before God : i. 18 ;
ii. 24 ;

iii, 18 ;
iv. 1-8. The Word

of truth is recognized as a pro-creative principle, and thereby an

approximation to the Pauline conception of a second Adam is

made. The Synoptists also regard the Word, which has Christ

for its contents, as essentiallj- the same as Christ himself, so that

this use of the word Aoyoi dates back to primitive Christianity.

C. The Synoptics.

Even the Judaic Christian consciousness acknowledged that

salvation is received through faith in Christ. Matthew and Luke

regard even Christ’s origin as miraculous, and ascribe it to the

efficiency of the Holy Spirit. John ascribed it to the Aoyos in

the sense of divine power, not as a person of the trinity. In

John iv. 24, 2 Cor. iii. 17, 1 Cor. xv. 45, Christ himself is called

Ttvsvpa
;
and even in John i. 14, iii. 34, Christ is represented

not merely as inspired with the spirit like prophets or apostles,

but as being himself hi TtvsvpaToz dyiov

:

Matt. i. 20 ;
Luke

i. 35.

The divine principle is the constitutive element of Christ. The

question of personedity is not here involved.

At the age of twelve he was conscious of being the Son of

God, in a special sense : Luke ii, 49. With this knowledge his

will became actually theanthropic, although as undergoing devel-

opment he is not omniscient : Mark xiii. 32 ;
Matt. xxiv. 26.

Therefore the question of his moral commission and of his bap-

tism was not merely epideictic. The latter was a real epoch.
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Christ’s excellencies are : 1. His holiness and purity. 2. His

wisdom, especially his knowledge of God : Heb. i. 2. 3. His

e^ovaia power; he surpasses all the angels in his power of

working miracles and of imparting this power to others (Mark

xvi. 17) ;
is still active after death (Matt, xxviii. 20 ;

xviii. 20); is

the intercessor for man (Luke xiii. 8 ;
xxii. 25). 4. Relation to

him determines human destiny. He is a daysman between God
and man, and therefore prayer is made in his name : Matt, xviii.

19 ; Luke xvii. 6. His self-consciousness only is expressed by

the designations Son of God, and Son of Man. The Synoptics

nowhere directly teach real pre-existence.

D. Epistle to the Hebrews and Paid.

Christ brings the perfect revelation and is therefore the Per-

sonal Word of God for mankind : Heb. i. 2. This Word con-

cludes God’s manifold revelation to man : i. 1, 2 ;
iv. 12, 13. The

epistle may also be regarded as a polemic against the Ebionistic,

angelological, Nazaritic Christology, Arianism, Patripassianism,

and Sabellianism. He opposes angelology (i. 4-14; ii. 16), and

regards Christ not merely as a historical person with divine

power, but as the divine xaPa,lT7)p r,P v7toGTaG£oj? rov Ssov.

By virtue of this character he discloses an eternally .immanent

distinction in God., It is, nevertheless, remarkable that the

author of this epistle brings the human element into as great if

not greater prominence than any other New Testament writer :

ii. 14 ;
vii. 3 ;

vi. 20 ;
xii. 2.

The union of the divine and the human is attained by distin-

guishing the states or conditions of Christ. In the i/pepai Gapno?

he still needed the tshela, to which he condescended pXarrooptvo^

(ii. 9), but not as a divine person (ix. 14).

Doctrine of Paul. Paul by no means undervalues the human
side, but Jesus is Christ by a higher principle. He has the

Trvevpa ayiooGvyj/5 (Rom. i, 4), otherwise he w’ould not so em-
phasize yevopevov in yvvautos (Gal. iv. 4). According to 1st

Cor. x. 4, 9, Christ is already for Israel the spiritual rock.

Vide also 1st Cor. viii. 6 ;
Rom. xi. 36 ;

viii. 17. Christ is the

general principle through which Si’ ov God works : Rom. xiv.

10-12
;
1 Cor. i. 31.

Paul's later Epistles (Phil, and Col.) contain a fuller develop-

ment of the doctrines of the earlier. Phil. ii. 9 : avrov
vnspvipcoas. He has power to save those vdio call on his name.
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Therefore Paul calls him- Bed? : Tit. ii. 13; Rom. is 5. From
the later epistles the most important passage is, Col. i. 13 (-20),

where Christ is called the inos r;/J dycntg

?

(Eph. i. 6); he is

exalted above the angelic hierarchies Si’ ov ra navra\ he is

the real principle of the world, which is itself not absolutely the

Son of God, but which is distinguished from Christ, Si avrov.

Instead of A oyo; and pgpa Paul uses edioov.

The union of the divine and the human consists in the as-

sumption of humanity by the pre-existent tub's
;
especially after

the resurrection, Horn. i. 3, he became so adequate to the higher

principle manifested in it that he (b via? S-sov sv Svvdpei
,
Phil,

ii. 6) could use life-giving power
;
1 Cor. xv. 4G

;
2 Cor. iii. 17.

The union of the human and divine in Christ is presented in the

image of marriage
;
1 Cor. xi. 3. According to 1 Cor. xv. 24-28,

Christ’s significance will not cease, but only his mediatorship
;

John xvi. 26. Phil. ii. 6, teaches the becoming of the God-man-
hood in Christ, but not the decay of the eternal Aoyo?.

Revelation of John. The expression, 6 Aoyo= tov Seov, des-

ignates the historical Christ, not so much in the sense of von
as of p?/yor, in evident connection with "idx. Christ is the reve-

lation of God. He is the revealed and the revealer. From his

mouth proceeds popcpaiav rt'/v ogsiav
;
ii. 12. cf. xiii. 8, xvii. 8.

These latter passages refer to the pre-existence of Christ; iii. 14

to real pre-existence. The last clause of this latter passage is

sometimes translated, “ The first creature of God,” but apxv
also means principle, source. This latter rendering suits the

context better, because John here argues against honoring the

creature. He calls Christ Alpha and Omega, i. 17 ;
ii. 8 ; xxii.

13, 16; so that apyi) in iii. 14 should be regarded as the ideal-

real principle of the universe, (like Paul’s tcpoor6tokos); and in

several passages Christ is called ffvvS’povos tco Oeco and

navToicpcxTODp
;
xxi. 22. Yid. xix. 16, 17.

The Gospel of John.

The school of Baur denies the genuineness of this gospel in

order to construct a Judaistic Chiistology. Its genuineness is

disputed, on the other hand, by comparing it with the work

of the Synoptics, to show that its Christology is spiritual-

istic and docetic. Therefore Philippi has attempted to place the

Christ of the Synoptics on a level with the Johannic Christ, but
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only the latter is 'represented as pre-existent. Weizsiicker, on

the other hand, without allowing their proper weight to the

declarations of John, complains that historical and speculative

elements were mingled in both cases, and that neither allows

Christ sufficiently to take the Aoyosinto his own mouth. Beysch-

lag (Christologie) seeks to disprove pre-existence from Christ’s

own utterances. The Johannic conception is more correctly

treated by Weiss, Fromman, Messner, Schmidt, and Schulze.

The Johannic Christology is, therefore, not identical with that

of the Synoptics, but peculiar to itself.

A. Christ's Human Side, according to John.

Christ stood in loving and friendly relationships
;
ch. xi. 13, 17.

aapB, eyivsTo expresses the most tangible reality. He had not

merely human nature, but a human soul : cf. x. 17 ;
xv. 12 ;

xiii.

21. He was exhausted : iv. 6, 7 ;
hungry and thirsty: xix. 28,

xii. 1, 51 ;
v. 20

;
gradually revealed the 60Sa. The Spirit de-

scends upon him, but the impartation of it takes place only af-

ter his ascension : vii. 38, 39 ;
xvi. 7. He is contending : xvii. 1-5

;

xiii. 32 ;
xii. 27, refers to straggles and salvation

;
therefore the

Father is greater than He ; xiv. 28
;
yet all these struggles are

pervaded with conciousness of unity with God.

B. Divine side according to John.

He distinguishes himself (x. 30,) from the men of the old cov-

enant, and calls himself the Son whom the Father has equipped

and sanctified : xvii. 5 ;
viii. 8, 56 ;

iii. 13-31
;
vi. 33, 38, 41, 46,

51, 62 ;
vii. 29 ;

viii. 42 ;
xvi. 27 ;

xiii. 3 ;
so that he is descended

horn Heaven. Jealous for the Father’s honor, he said (v. 23 ;

xiv. 6, 9 ;
viii. 12 ;

xi. 25) that God had granted him to have

life in himself : v. 25. He is himself the resurrection and the

life
;

xi. 25. 1610 S naryp, John v. 18.

Hence belongs that doctrine of the Logos, which affirms its

pre-existence both in its unity and differentiation, npoi Qedv.

C. Summary Statement.

Humanity is in a process of development. It appropriates

gradually the actual fulness of the Logos to itself. This it is

able to do because it stands in essential relation to the Logos,

and conversely the Logos to it. His humanity is not only like

ours, it is higher. He is the son of man, nod eSoxyv, v. 26.
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§ 26. Ecclesiastical Christology.

I. The first period (to A. D. 381), evolved, in their general

outline, both sides of the doctrine of Christ’s person.

II. The second period (to A. D. 1800) may be divided into three

epochs. This period affirmed the unity of the two sides of

Christ’s pei'son in their relation to each other.

1. The first epoch (to 1517) asserted the preponderance of the

divine side.

2. The second epoch (the Reformation) attempted an artificial

union.

3. The third epoch emphasizes the human factor.

III. The third period (from 1800 to the present 1871) attempts

a proper union of the human with the divine elements.

Literature : John Bull, 1703, (De fide Symboli Nicaeni). Cotta,

(in J. Gerhard’s Loci de Persona Christi). Baur, Lehre v. der

Trinitat u. Menschwerdung Christi. Schneclcenburger, Ueber die

Kircliliche Cliristologie, 181S. Schweizer, Geschichte der re-

formirten Dogmatik. Sclienkel, (Wesen des Protestantismus).

Schmidt, (Geschichte der Lutlierischen Dogmatik). Kahnis,

(Luth. Dogmatik). Dorner, Geschichte der Dog. von d. Person

Christi, 1865. Translated, 6 vols., Edinburgh.

§ 28. The third period demands especial characterization. By
means of a correct conception of God and cf man, the unity of

Christ’s nature is so represented that both sides assume their

full proportions and are brought into equilibrium. Every Christ-

ological attempt of this period which is worthy of mention, rec-

ognizes at the same time the two sides and their inner and inti-

mate unity. Thus the general foundation of the further growth

of Christology is laid. Yet, (a) either factor may be posited in

its full significance, or more or less abridged.

(b) Their unity may be more or less complete. Thus the va-

rious Cliristologies may be classified according to the attributes

of God, as physical, logical, juridical, or cosmopological. The

most important result of Christological thought since Schelling,

is the consciousness that neither the conception nor the essence

of God and man are mutually exclusive. The factors are
:

(a)

our own time is true to the Reformation in affirming the perfect

human nature of Christ in body and soul. Some (e. g., Ebrard)

show Apollinarian tendencies. Kahnis, Rothe, Plitt distinguish
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Christ’s state of exaltation from his state of humiliation. Ac-

cording to the latter, Christ was the second Adam, a perfect man.

(ib
)
The divine factor. 1. Those views which deny residence

of the divine in Christ in a perfect manner, but merely vindicate

for him a special divine power (Pantheistic and Ebionistic) are

excluded. 2. Schleiermacher, in accordance with his Sabellian

tendencies, ascribed to Christ the being in God, which is thus pre-

formed from all eternity, redeeming, and holy, and perfectly one

with mankind. Weiss and Ewald conceive Christ as the sum of

the divine thoughts in respect to the world, which sum may be

called God’s “image.”

(c) Beyschlag (Christologie d. N. T., p. 249) affirms dis-

tinctions in God himself
;
he adheres to the ontological trinity,

which he also conceives as ceconomic. God distinguishing him-

self from himself in order to reveal himself, wills a counterpart

(anders-sein) of himself, which shall be at the same the principle

and the prototype of the creature, and which is capable of be-

coming, and which has o/xoovGia with the Father only at its

perfection. (Vide Tertullian, Hippolytus.) Others, e. g., Gass,

Thomasius, Kahnis, subordinate the AdyoJ. Aseity does not be-

long to it. But that which is posited by the will of God is

creature and not God. The logical consequence of the Kenosis

is Arianism. Very many other theologians (e. g. Nitzsch,

Twesten, Muller) also affirm that through Christ we are brought

into communion with God himself, and not with a subordinate

being.

I. Unio Physica. Marheinecke loved to use the formula,
“ The divine is the truth of humanity, and humanity is the

reality of the divine.” This is pantheistic, although it is sur-

passed by Strauss, who would apply the term God-man to every

human being.

II. Unio Logics places the unity in knowledge. The human
must know the divine. This is merely theoretical and panthe-

istic.

III. Unio Ethica.

(a) As a type of justice, God, the law-giver, becomes a com-
mon essence with man, (Gunther, Cath.), by acts of will in the

fulfilment of law.

(b) By self-impartation, (e. g., the Kenosis of Thomasius, Lieb-
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uer, Gess, Ebrard, Dclitzseh, Plifct, Meyer, Weiss.) Yet, start-

ing from the Aoyoz, which is uninvolved in Aseity, we arrive at

no real humanity, hut at a temporary Apollinarian machine.

On this point vide Gess, Plitt, and earlier Thomasius and Lieb-

ner. Later Thomasius and Liebner taught that the Aoyoz, as it

were, vacated itself in order to grow and develop in the man
Christ Jesus; was like an embryo till it arrived at the absolute-

ness of the theanthropic Ego. The principle ofthis development

is neither the Aoyo? nor humanity, but the Holy Spirit, and thus

the Trinity is endangered.

If a progressive self-knowledge of the A dyo? bo asserted in

order, like Besser, not to make the Trinity indispensable, there

would be a double Aoyos. Thomasius’ doctrines were rejected

by the church at the time of the Apollinarians and of the later

Anabaptists.

§ 29. Dogmatic Christology. Literature and Prospectus of

treatment.

I. Literature (a) Rationalistic : Wegscheider, Bretschneider.

(b) Lutheran
; Sartorius, Philippi, Thlitige Gehorsam Christi

1844, Kirchliche Lehre v. Christi Person, 1869.

(c) Reformed
;
Schweizer, 1844-47. Heppe. Fiirst zu Solms,

Grundziige fur Christi. Dogm.

(d) Hegelian
;
Marheinecke, Yorlesungen iiber Dogm.; GoscJtcl,

Beitrag zur Spec. Tlieol.; Strauss, LobenJesu; Frauenstiidt and

Rosenkranz, Encyclopaedic
;
SchdRer, Der Historische Christus,

u. die Philosophie, 1838; Conradi, Christus in der Vergangenheit,

Gegenwart u. Zuknnft. (Gnostic).

(e) Recent Theologians. TVeisse, Christus das Ebenbild des

Sohnes Gottes, Christologie des Luthers. Leipsic, 1852, Philos.

Dogm. 1862. Rothc, Ethik II. Ullman, Siindlosigkeit Jesu. R '.nig,

Menschwerdung Gottes, 1842; Yon Christi Hollenfahrt, vide also

Ackerman upon the same subject. Lange’s Dogm. Schweizer

Dignitiit des Religion Stifters, Studien u. Kritiken 1834. Nitzsch,

Schleiermacher, Martensen, Hase, Hahn ;
Hofman, Weissagung

u. Erfulling, u. Schriftbeweis. ScliCberlein. Delitzsch. Kalfnis,

Luth. Dogm. Yol. II. Jul. Muller, in Deutsche Zeitschrift,

1850. No. 50. Gess, Lehre von Christi Person. 1850. Masse,

Jahrbucher fur Deutsche Theologie. Gass, Geschichte der pro-

test Dogm. Keerl, Gottmensch, 1866. Weiss, 6 Yortriige uber
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Christi Person. Schmidt (Leipsic) das Dogm. vom GottmenscH.

1867. Benan, La vie de Jesus. Controverting his standpoint,

vid. Pressense, Deutinger, Fricke, Beyschlag (Anfersteliung

Christi), Schenkel, Characterbild Jesu, Steinmeyer, Wonder u.

Auferstehnng Jesu. "Weingarten. Beyschlag, N. T. Christologie.

2. Prospectus, (a.) Christo!ogy considered in itself, (b.) The
two states of Christ, (c.) The works of Christ. This is the

usual way of treatment, but as it necessitates repetition, and is

arbitrary, the following is preferred :

1. Christ’s pre-existence : A, in God.

B, in Creation.

C, in Religion.

2. Christ’s presence on Earth : A, of the act of Incarnation.

B, of His holy person.

C, of His theanthropicfunction.

i. e. as Prophet, Priest, and King'

3. Christ’s post-existence : A, in Hades.

B, in the Resurrection.

C, in His ascent to Heaven.

and His sitting at the right hand of God: or the continuance of

these offices in heaven.

§ 80. Christ's Pre-existence.

Christ’s incarnation in Nazareth was, on the one hand a mir-

acle, or an original act of God. On the other hand, it "was so

mediated that it does not distract, but rather confirms, the es-

tablished order of the world : the latter inasmuch as the di-

vine principle which seeks revelation -was operative in the ante-

Christian world. This is the hoyos which comes from God, and

is his eternal self-revelation. The necessity of incarnation

rests in God’s liol}' love. For its reality, humanity must be con-

sidered as it existed before Christ. Gal. iv. 3.

A. Christ's Pre-existence in God.

Christian consciousness accords with the teachings of Scrip-

ture, in connecting the doctrine of Christ with that of the Trin-

ity. In God himself exist eternal distinctions which must re-

veal themselves, each in its proper time, in the world. This ne-

cessity is not physical, but inherent in the natiu'e of love. This

impartation to the world is not accomplished in God the Father
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or in God the Holy Spirit
;

hut only in God the Son, the

Xoyos. He alone is the principle of constant impartation in the

world.

B. Pre-existence in Creation.

The world, and especially man, who is made in God’s imago,

must needs become a perfect and harmonious whole with. Christ

as his head. “ Even Adam was created in the image of the fu-

ture Christ,” says Tertulliau.

C. Pre-existence in Religion ancl Revelation.

The religious necessity of the A oyo? in man refers to the A oyoi

in Christ. The law was only an announcement of a future good,

which did not make its advent under the old dispensation.

Every doctrine of the A oyo? anepyaTiHos, and every theory

which regards the holy men of the Old Testament as Christians,

is valid only by virtue of this future good, Joh. vii. 39, viii. 56.

Moreover God had not deserted the heathen. The Aoyos was

written in their hearts, Acts. xiv. 18, xvii. 26. Ideal conceptions

of the anoXkcov acoaio?, or of the Mithra, or Crishna, sustained

the struggle for ethical perfection, although the stoical philoso-

phy knew nothing of repentance. The ethical religions of the

Parsees and of the Germans remained dualistic.

Remark. Care must be taken not to impair the newness, ori-

ginality and unity of Christianity in history, by the doctrine of

Christ’s pre-existence.

II. Incarnation of the A oyos, or Christ’s Temporal Presence

on Earth.

§ 31. Creation and Preservation ; their Relation to Incarncdioii.

The God-man is not a production of the sustaining and creating

efficiency of God upon earth. Neither did he exist merely by
self-producing power of the A oyos. The three conceptions

should be united. The God-man is a new creation upon the

summit of the old, but in such a way that preservation and

creation are only factors of the true conception of incarnation.

The old creation is confirmed and established by the new, by

becoming an element of the incarnation. Christ is affirmed as

the eternal beginning of a new development, which participates

in the divine and spiritual life. The Scriptures employ three

terms, 1. Assumption, Heb. ii. 14 ;
xvi. 17. This is one side of

he divine unfolding. 2. The new creation, Bom. v. 12 ;
1 Cor.
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xv. 42, 44 : Lu. i. 35. 3. Gocl imparted himself, Gal. iv. 4 ; 2

Cor. iii. 18 ;
Col. i. 15 ;

1 Tim. iii. 17 ;
Job. i. 14. The Logos it-

self became man. The first, if too much emphasized, results in

Ebionism, the second in Docetism, the third in the error of

Corinth. The problem is not to unite the first and second fac-

tors, for preservation does not exclude creation (we should thus

not transcend creature limits), but to unite the first two momenta
with the third. The solution is attained by a correct conception

of the idea of creation, which properly embraces, not only the

first but the second creation. They are distinguished not abso-

lutely, (Manicheeism) but according to human powers of recep-

tivity. hi psrpov for the ovn hi ptrpov. By nature men are

children of wrath, but by faith they become sons of God. The
whole process of incarnation depends upon a proper apprehen-

sion that the human and divine are neither mutually exclusive,

nor mingled and confused. This Luther demanded, when he

sought for a new conception of man ; also Schleiermacher.

Three questions here arise :

1. How does the perfect self-impartation of the Logos accord

with the receptivity of the individual man ?

2. How does the vital unity of the personality of a perfect

man accord with divine impartation ?

3. How does the natural development of man accord with the

uncliangeableness of the Logos ?

These questions are answered in the following sections, 32,

33, 34, respectively

:

§ 32. The Unity of the God-man, or Christ as the second Adam.
God, as Logos, could become a perfect man in Christ, only in so

far as Christ was not merely one like others, but was the Son of

man, and as such the centre of creation. But he could be this

second Adam only through the incarnation of the divine world-

centre (Logos) in him. This conception of the second Adam or

archetypal man is of the utmost importance for Christology.

Christ must not be apprehended in merely physical relations,

for his well-defined individuality is distinct from all. The true

conception of Christ, as the head and representative of man-
kind, is the ethico-religious. It is no contradiction to conceive

liim as an individual, and at the same time as a central indi-

viduality for all humanity, which he determines ethically. He
is the archetype of man, and possesses the power of perfecting
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man. He is tlie liead and father of re-created humanity. He did

not penetrate into every department of human activity (which

Strauss makes a subject of reproach), but his sphere was re-

ligion, which is central in man. In the Son of Man, in whose

heart is the seat of holy love, God, as it were, holds the historical

lever which moves humanity. He is mankind reciprocating the

love which God bears it. Infallibility and freedom in time and

space are here involved.

§ 33. Unity of the Divine Human Person. The unity of God
and man hi the Logos threatens the unity of its personality

;
re-

garded however more narrowly, the foundation of the personal

God-man rests upon the perfection of both the human and divine

elements. In treating this double personality, both theocentric

and anthropocentric tendencies must be avoided. The Lutheran

doctrine, in addition to the avvnoGraoia affirms the evvTtoa-

raGia of human nature. God and man must not be made
homogeneous in respect to personality, (Haase and Beyschlag);

nor must the human soul be denied (Gess and Ebrard). The
early church sought by its dyotheletism to avoid a pantheistic

confusion of the two natures. The conception of person some-

times signifies the entire personality ; again it signifies a being

which is complete and incommunicable, solum aliquid et comple-

tum quod alteri non potest communicari. It is only in the second

sense that an anthropocentric union of the Logos with man is

found to be impossible. It is thus that the liability of another

error is incurred, viz., that of conceiving human nature exclu-

sively. Eather with Boethius, it is animae rationalis individua

substantia. The union may be called material or formal, i. e.,

the Logos may be either content or form for the human. The
Logos brings it into such relation with the human as to become
its determining centre, while the latter becomes the organ of the

Logos, (cf. § 32.) Although God and man are and remain dis-

tinct, they may nevertheless concur in consciousness, and the

human may know itself -as bound to the divine. If even our

own self-consciousness were fully clear, it would be the ideal

counterpart of our being. Thus Christ was conscious of' him-

self as God-man. Conversely also, God, whose self consciousness

is perfectly clear, and who has voluntarily united himself, as

Logos, fully and organically with human nature, knows himself

as theanthropic. The entire absolute divine personality is not
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incarnated, so there are not two divine Egos. God knows him-

self incarnated, bnt only as Logos. Christ is a human person-

ality, which is organically and inwardly united with the one

divine mode of being (Seinsweise), or, in other words, through

love is incorporate in the triune life.

Personality adds nothing to Christ’s essential nature (unio

naturalis), save that Christ knew and determined himself in the

age in which he lived, according to what he was by virtue of the

union. The object of this willing and knowing is this indissolu-

ble unity in its immanent difference. Christ’s personality is

merely divine humanity reflected in itself and throughout every

act of will and knowledge. This has its analogy in the human
conscience. Here God comes into man. Yv

7e find a will of God
within us which should grow into knowledge. The witness of

the Holy Ghost with our spirit affords another analogy.

§ 34. Development (werden) as the essential form of the reality of

the God-man. Since mankind is subjected to the law of develop-

ment, and since Christ must present the real life of humanity,

he was also subject to this law. Notwithstanding this, however,

the Logos is united with Christ in the deepest essence of his

being, making his life a theanthropic unity from its very incep-

tion. No capability was unrealized. His human development,

and the immutability of the Logos, concur and accord throughout.

They enter history, where they fully though gradually reveal

themselves. This is because human nature is so constituted as

to grow from the capaciousness and instability of immaturity

into a more fixed and inflexible constitution, although without

essential change. Christ’s obscurity and humanity are at the

same time revelation. Lowliness and exaltation are not mutually

exclusive. So far as the human element was immature or in-

complete, so far the Logos wras not yet present. Growth was

not possible unless soul and body followed their own proper

laws
;

unless knowledge advanced to unity with the Logos,

and the human will afterwards confirmed the best and highest

knowledge. The divine side of the Logos, however, is eter-

nally actualized, and cannot come into a condition of potential-

ity. Hence it may be seen that the Logos transcends human na-

ture. God, the Logos, works on, ruling the world, although

actual knowledge and will cannot at once participate in this

work. This restriction does not infringe upon the living unity,

6
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but rather development (werden) becomes possible only after

mutual separation. Not only a one-sided union, assumtio na-

turae humanse, but a resignation of both the Logos and the hu-

man nature to the union, are involved in incarnation. This Mel-

auchthon and Chemnitz called >'/ovxd£eiv tov Aoyov. Every de-

velopment presupposes a germinal beginning, from which growth

must continue till the idea and reality of divine humanity per-

fectly coincide. Nothing satisfactory can be said concerning

this beginning, save that it took place on God’s part with con-

scious will, and that human nature was formed in anticipation of

it, and that its receptivity is also appropriative. The assumption

of unity was gradual in the life of Christ. Christ’s state of hu-

manity extended through all the stages of this development. His

state of exaltation began with the perfection of this develop-

ment. Phil. ii. 7.

§ 35. Christ's Natural Divine Humanity : or liis Holy Nature

and Excellencies ; its Perfection. The act of incarnation itself can-

not be called the common act of both the divine and human na-

tures, but can proceed only from the former. Christ’s incarna-

tion is connected with the first creation of man. It is super-

natural, inasmuch as by a creative act of God, the God-man
was called forth from the elements of the first creation.' What
was supernatural in the origin of the God-man was negatively

determined by his birth from a virgin, positively by the pervading

influence of God. The product was a holy man, made one with

the Logos, (§ 31.) by virtue of which Christ was God-man from

the first, and was able to present archetypal humanity in his

life and teachings.

The human soul, which evokes the body from the mother-

element, is the medium of the incarnation. Before Christ, man
was not a causa efficiens, but mediens, and thus an abrupt mir-

acle is excluded. The virgin Mary belonged to the world of the

first creation, the boundaries of which were not transcended by

the work wrought in her by the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit

awakened in mankind, and especially in the hearts of the chosen

people, a longing for a Messiah, and thus made his advent into

history possible. Therefore no special purification was necessary

for Mary. The sanctifying power of the Holy Spirit from all

eternity was sufficient. The absence of the masculine factor

from Christ’s birth, did not in any way make him sinless,
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(Schleiermacher); for he would have been tainted with hereditary

sin through Mary, unless it be shown that both she and her pro-

genitors were purified from all sin. Positively, the virgin birth

of Christ is highly significant, because if he had been begotten

by two of the descendents of sinful Adam, his position as the

founder of a new humanity would have been impaired. He
could not have been a cosmic centre, free from all psychological

and physiological one-sidedness.

§ 36. Co-natal pre-eminence of Christ. Christ existed as God-
man by the supernatural character of his birth. He assumed

human nature with all the evils and weaknesses which hereditary

sin had engendered, naSt] adiafiXijra. The excellencies which

the early dogmatists ascribe to him are, singularis corporis et

animse excellentia, i. e., summa formse venustas, mqualis tem-

peries, immortalitas.

(a) Formse venustas; not as an end in itself, but as a result

of ethical good, of worthiness. There is no reason for conceiv-

ing Christ as ugly in his appearance, as many in the primitive

church did. (Clem. Alex). This savors of Docetism. Neither

should the beauty of an Apollo be ascribed to him. It is suffi-

cient to believe that Christ’s body was a worthy temple of his

soul.

( h) Temperies cequalis

;

by temperament Christ was free from

sin, but this does not account for his original goodness, which

must become ethical by a process of will. Ha was likewise a

Jew, though not biased by national prejudices, and was at the

same time the centre of humanity (Son of Man). There was

no defect in his body, but it was full of health and strength. His

power of working miracles was, in part, a result of his ethical

way of living and acting.

(c) Naturalis immortalitas. This is not ascribed to him be-

cause otherwise his death would have been possible only through

a negative miracle. He assumed the possibility of death, in as-

suming a human body. This possibility was so diminished by
the ethical sanctification of his body, that death at last had no

power over him. John x. 18, xi. 33.

(d) Inborn spiritual capacity. This was not actual but poten-

tial, and was a constant impulsion towards purity a*nd truth.
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II. Christ’s Ethical Divine Humanity.

§ 37. Christ’s divine human nature became a perfect divine

human character. This, however, was possible only through an

ethical process, which consisted in overcoming the human
through the holiness of the divine character.

I. Christ's sinlessness and exemplariness. There was an ethical

process throughout Christ’s development (vs. Schleiermacher),

but his will was not inclined to sin (vs. Irving and Menken),

otherwise the incarnation would not be complete. In contem-

plating this ethical process, we must consider the soul, and its

relation to the body.

The soul in itself. Christ’s knowledge was in advance of.

his will (Gal. iv. 4 j Lu. ii. 49). The latter chose freely (Lu. iii.

21 ;
vi. 12) between natural sensuousness and holy ultimate pur-

poses. It is also for will to subject the flesh to the spirit. This

it gradually did. Potuit non peccare, but this freedom is not

a liberium arbitrium indifferens, for its holy nature never for a

moment denies itself.

II. Christ's Theanthropic Temper. John iv. 11, 12 ;
Mat. xi.

27. His nature was endowed with the most exquisite sensibili-

ties, and his life manifested a blessedness which reposed, beyond

the antithesis of joy and sorrow, in a state of perfect harmony

with God. The altar upon which he ever reneweclly offered up

his humanity, was joyful and confiding prayer
;
Luke ii. 49 ;

iii.

21 ;
vi. 12 ;

ix. 18-29 : Matt. xvii. 2. From this altar the SoB,a

was imparted to him in even greater measure; John xvii. 22-24.

For men, and even for the sins of men, and for his enemies,

he had the deepest compassion. John xi. 33-35, Lu. xix. 41.

The possibility of error was not excluded ;
actual error however,

was excluded by his intimate union with God (OeoSiSaxToi).

although not in a way to limit in any manner his being or his

action. Mark xiii. 22 ;
xi. 13. Matt. xxi. 19.

§ 38. Transition to the doctrine of Christ's Offices; Baptism. The

difference between Christ’s official and his ante-official life, must

be also of great significance, in estimating his person. Messi-

anic ripeness cannot have been as perfect before, as during his

official life. ^His maturity could not have been idle. The New
Testament ascribes to Christ’s baptism an epochal significance,

which the Reformed church retains under the name of unctio
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Christi. Christ's pneumatic life cannot be said to have begun

at that time (Itougemont), but the conception of his office must

be kept in mind from the first. John’s baptism was neither an

empty ceremony, nor the baptism of penitence. Matt. iii. 15.

According to the Johannic conception, all the old dispensation

brought its homage (Huldigung) to him, and introduced him

into the office of the New Dispensation, in token of the inner

connection of the two. On the one hand it was the simple ren-

dition of justice to him to whom justice belonged, and on the

other it was an ordination into his office. It was a divine be-

stowment of the utmost stability and endurance upon his office.

By it came both knowledge of the enovpavia, the highest holi-

ness, together with the powrer of working miracles. Matt. iii. 17.

John i. The ethical task remained incomplete
;
John x. 18 ;

xv. 10 ;
xii. 49; though no longer in the character of a personal,

but of the divine consciousness.

III. The Theanthropic office of Christ.

§ 39. The current division of Christ’s office, as prophetic,

priestly, and kingly, is justified by history, and by the character

of the office itself. Christ briugs “light” to illumine sinful

men as prophet, he brings atonement as high priest, and de-

fends them from the might of sin and death as king. On the

side of God are revealed respectively his wisdom, his love, and

his might
;
neither of these must be abridged or distorted. In

each, Christ’s conditions of humiliation and of exaltation must

be equally emphasized.

I. Christ’s offices in statu exinanitionis.

1. The Kingly Office.

§ 40. Christ is a king who must acquire a kingdom before he

can reign. This cannot be done by a mere manifestation of

power, and therefore he makes royal power a means of spiritual

enfranchisement. His regal consciousness began at the baptism

and revealed itself in his entrance into Jerusalem. The most

immediate fruit of his ethical power is the ££,ov6ia in the

“Kingdom of God.” This shows itself (John v. 27 ;
Mat. xxiv.

23; xxii. 42), as absolute legislative power (Mat v. 17), and in

forgiving sin (Mat. ix. 6), and in doing miracles. According to

Mat. xxviii. 18, he had all power before the resurrection. He
claims therefore unconditional obedience, love, and self-surrender.
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Mat. x. 37. The regulations prescribed for the kingdom of God
are baptism, Lord’s supper, and church discipline. Mat. xviii. 15,

19. His miracles are thus essentially dwapsis, for the people

they are only ripara, but they are teleological in themselves
;
in

them he reveals his power over nature. Inasmuch as his own
proper actions are voluntary and ethical, it will be found that

he draws men to himself only thus. Here his office is prophetic.

2. The Prophetic Office.

§ 41. As the revealer of divine truth, Christ is a prophet, and

since the totality of divine truth appeared in him, and since he

is thus a "witness of the self-propagation and self-presentation

of divine truth, he is the end of prophecy: he predicts, although

not that which is not yet present to himself, for what is pre-

dicted is already present in him. He is himself the kingdom of

God, only its establishment among mankind is of the future.

He is himself the lex viva praesensque. In presenting himself

he lives the law, he is the law. Horn x. 3. He fulfils it in love,

and thus we are brought to his high-priestly office.

3. Christ's High-Priestly Office.

§ 42. Biblical Doctrine. The Old Testament does not claim to

be the perfected religion of atonement. It predicts it and pre-

pares the way for it. This preparation is involved, apart from

God’s special providences in the revelation of the law, in the

rite of sacrifice, and in the Messianic idea.

§ 43. It is throughout the doctrine of the New Testament that

Christ’s suffering and death have atoned for man with God, and

that thus eternal redemption has been found. His sacrifice is

the efficient cause of our salvation, and his death was accom-

plished by a divine, though an official, necessity. (Vide Gess,

Jahrbucher fur Deutsche Theologie, III. 1857.)

§ 44. Ecclesiastical Doctrine of the Atonement. See Baur,

(Geschichte der Yersbhnungs-Lehre). Tholuck, (Liter. Angeiger).

Anselm. (Cur Deus homo). Hasse, Anselm of Canterb. Held,

de Opere Christi Salutari. ICstlin, Luther’s Lehre. Thomasius

and Philippi, Christi Person u. Werke. Ritschl, Lehre v. der

Versohnung (trans. Edinb. 1872).

The dogma of the atonement of mankind with God through

Christ, has been at all periods self-accordant in affirming that

the Christian church, which was established in consequence of
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the disruption between God and man, caused by sin, rests upon
the consciousness of a new unity restored by the mediatorial per-

son of Christ, who represents the personal unity of God and

man, and who establishes it in the hearts of men by vicarious

love. From another point of view, however, the dogma is de-

pendent upon Christology, ponerology, and theology.

§ 45. History of the Doctrine of Atonement. The old theolo-

gians cherished a disproportionally objective theory of atone-

ment. Later, too subjective views were held. With the Refor-

mation the inter-susception of both began.

§ 46. The Theory of Atonement as held by the Evangelical Church.

Cf. Conf. Aug. 10. Form. Con. 698. 93 Conf. Helv. C. 11. Heidel-

berg Cat. qu. 58. Colloq. Leipsens, p. 400. With reference to

this department of faith, also, the Reformation concluded an old,

and ushered in anew epoch, in which Christology and Soteriology

have been established on firm foundations. This is especially

true of the whole principle of faith, which rests upon the found-

ation of Christ’s work, and upon experience. Sin is conceived

not merely as a hereditary principle, but as personal guilt in-

curring punishment. Man is required, not only to avoid self-

inculpation, but to make peace with God by holiness and jus-

tice. From this high conception of man’s guilt, and of the task

imposed upon all who would experience atonement, the Refor-

mation epoch sprang. Christ’s sufferings bear a most ultimate

relation to God’s penal justice, not by producing of themselves

good works in us, but by making obedience spontaneous. The
Lutheran and Reformed doctrine was incomplete, both in detail

and in foundation, so that a critical reaction was brought about

in the next century, which served to prepare the way for a satis-

factory summarization of the theory of atonement, which modern

dogmatics seeks.

Worth and Fruit of the Atonement. Its worth is universal, and

does not relate alone to the sinner before baptism. Christ is

still efficient, appeasing God, forgiving sin and removing guilt.

So that it reckons Christ’s merit to our account, and regards us

as holy and just (rechnet uns Christi Verdienst zu u. sieht uns

fiir heilig u. gerecht an). To justification belong (Form. Con.)

gratia Dei, meritum Christi, et fides hominis.

A. The transferability of our guilt and punishment to
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Christ, and of Christ’s merit to us, is the basis of this doctrine,

(Form. C. 697, 58), because Christ, who need not have followed

the law, acquired merit for us by his obedience. But Christ is

evvofxos. The fact of the transference is given in Form. Con.

684, 13. 697, 58. 696, 55 ;
but the transferability is not made to

harmonize with the primeval responsibility of man.

B. Christ's Obedience, Active and Passive . The early church

emphasized the former, Anselm the latter. The Reformation

sought to give proper weight to both, but made passive obedience

relate to our poena, active to our culpa (Grunstadt), so that one

seemed superfluous. Both, however, should be regarded as mu-
tually interpenetrating.

C. The conception of punishment has never been sufficiently

investigated, whether God’s justice is satisfied by the lex talionis

or not. (Pouerological defects.)

D. If, from the Christological standpoint, the diviue in Christ

is regarded as making recompense to God, the entire atone-

ment threatens to collapse to a mere epideictic drama within God.

E. The theological falsity of this view rests upon the torpid

irresponsibility with which God is conceived.

§ 47. Subjective Theories of Atonement. Arminianism is

transitional to Socinianism, and Socinianism to the somnolescence

of eudsemonism. Kant said that the new man vicariously suf-

fers for the sins of his ancestors, but God regards the inmost

intentions of hi3 heart, instead of the empirical reality of his

deeds. Thus self-redemption begins first in the will, in knowl-

edge and in feeling (Jacobi, De Wette). But all forms of self-

atonement end in self-forgiveness. . . . Subjective theory of

indulgences.

§ 4S. Subjective Theories brought into accordance with early

Christian views, and views during the Bcformation. After sub-

jectivism had conducted back to a divine atonement, the old

theories of the early church revived, and a unification of ob-

jectivity and subjectivity was sought.

(a.) Hegel and Schelling attempted this from a pantheistic

standpoint, and referred to the divine humanity and to the atone-

ment of every man with God
;
which atonement Christ was the

first to proclaim, who by his death became the symbol of the

death of the old man in us. So too Baur and Marheineke.
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(b.) Stier, Menken, and Irving apprehend the atonement phys-

ically, and affirm that Christ died for his own sanctification and

perfection, that he unites us mystically to himself by the sacra-

ment of the supper, and raises us above sin and death.

(c.) Schleiermacher found a new standpoint, by excluding

magical and self-redemptive theories. He said if Christ really

wished to share humauity with us, he must suffer, especially

from his sympathy with our sinful race which arises from the

energy of his love. By virtue of his high-priestly office he

draws us into the community of his holiness and blessedness,

while as prophet, he is our antetype, and so eternal. On the

other hand his love attracts us with great power, by it God has

pleasure in us. The kingly office is distinguished from the

priestly, in that from it the personal justification of our life pro-

ceeds. The impartation of blessedness is not possible without

the impartation of holiness. Consciousness of atonement does

not, however, depend on the degree of holiness, but upon con-

sciousness of unity with Christ. Thus God is our surety, and

we may dare to regard present siu as non-existent, and future

holiness as already present. Nitzsch considers Christ’s suffer-

ings on account of sin, as embodying the principle of penance

and of judgment of the world. Schleiermacher fails to show

sufficiently the relation of Christ’s sufferings and vicarious acts

to divine justice. . No essential progress has been made since.

Hofman in 1854 published views arising from Schleier-

macher’s standpoint, which were sharply controverted by Tho-

masius, Harnack, Ritschl and Weizsacker. He sets out from

God’s love, and declares the atonement to have been made as a

sort of self-sustentation against all attacks of sin and death, and

that it presents a relation of God to man, in which the former re-

gards the race, not as determined through Adam’s sin, but by
Christ’s righteousness. In his view of Christ’s compassion,

Hofman is behind Schleiermacher, but in advance of him in

assuming a change in God’s relation to sinners.

Dogmatic Exposition.

Vide Gess, Sartorius (Heil. Liebe), Schoberlein in Herzog’s

Real. Encyc. art.
;‘Versbhnung.” Thomasius, Philippi.

§49.1. God's eternal purpose of atonement. God’s justice must

be appeased, and mankind, which is powrerless in itself to satisfy
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justice, is exposed to divine punishment, which ends in death.

But as in God justice and love interpenetrate, so in the world

where sin obstructs the equal revelation of both, and brings

that of justice into prominence, both are revealed together, as

far as man is capable of atonement
;
and thus God’s eternal

will of atonement, or his will to impart his own will to man, is

made plain. This possibility of atonement is implanted in man
by virtue of his likeness to God.

2. Historical Atonement through Christ.

§ 50. Vicarionsness and satisfaction in general. Atonement is

possible only so far as it gives vicarious power, and so far as

mankind is receptive of it. Christ is vicarious for us in every

respect, save where our sin is of a purely personal nature. Ab-

solute rejection of Christ is a purely personal sin, unless it takes

place in ignorance. It is, at the same time, sin against the

Holy Ghost, which Christ does not consent to bear.

§ 51. Christ's vicarious satisfaction.

A. In relation to Christ himself. Christ wills to assume the

place of mankind to work atonement. He makes God’s decree

of atonement his own will. This he achieves by willing to satis-

fy penal justice, which is directed against a sinful world, by his

vicarious temper (Gestimmung). Christ is the central conscience

and heart of men whose wretchedness he tasted more than even

they
;
Luke xii. 49 ;

Col. i. 24 ;
Gal. iii. 13 ;

2 Cor. v. 21. He
saw that no placation was possible if any claim of divine holi-

ness was slighted, and therefore he offered up his entire person,

and bore not only the penal condition of men in general, but

sunk to the most profound abandonment by God, which man had

not yet felt.

§ 52. Vicariousness objectively considered. Christ’s vicarious

satisfaction has an objective result. God sees in him a perfect

surety and pledge, by virtue of which life and blessedness can

be offered to the world. Since Christ’s longing to make an

atonement was no arbitrary desire, but a law of his boundless

love, how can God otherwise than recognize this wrork as the

best execution of his command?
When the atonement is accomplished, mankind is brought

into a new relation to God. On the part of God it proceeds

from his willingness to forgive
;
on the part of mankiud it is
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brought about objectively by the God-man, and on the part of

the individual it is wrought by faith. Mankind is neither an

object of divine punishment or of infinite forbearance, but man
knows himself already judged, yet in such a way that judgment
is arrayed with victory. Christ, the new principle of life, is our

pledge and surety that God still has something to accomplish

for man
;
and thus by his archetype, ever animated by the Holy

Spirit, all humanity are renewed, and God, at the beginning, sees

in it the completion. Great care must be taken that that di-

vine justice, the wrath of which Christ bore, be not too much
obscured or neglected.

§ 53. Transition. In Christ’s death not only his earthly work

was accomplished, but the internal spiritual completion of his

person wras involved. Hence the profoundest depth of his ex-

ternal humiliation is at the same time the beginning of his ex-

altation.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

Art. V.—CATHOLIC AND PROTESTANT TREATMENT OF
THE CHRISTIAN EVIDENCES.

By Charles A. Aiken, D. D., Princeton, N. J.

According to the estimates of statisticians, a little more than

one-fourth of the population of our globe i3 nominally Chris-

tian. Of this nominal Christianity a little more than one-fourth

is reckoned as Protestant, a little more than one-half as Catholic.

These two elements contain all that is really aggressive in the

world’s Christianity, as it confronts the more than 900,000,000 of

our race who do not bear, some of whom abhor, most of whom
hardly know, the name of Christian. If the Greek and the

feeble Oriental Churches be classed with one or the other of the

more active systems, according to their structure, history, and

general affinities, they must be grouped with Catholic rather

than with Protestant Christianity. • The way in which they

justify and maintain their own existence warrants this assign-

ment. Such is the front which they present passively to the

non-Christian world, though they may make little active demon-
stration against it.
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How far is the nominally Christian world at one in respect to

the methods by which it commends its Christianity to the

non-Christian ? How far is it at one in the reasons which it

gives to itself and to others for being Christian ? This Chris-

tianity of ours must in the first instance vindicate its own right

to be. Its existence as Christianity covers less than one-third

of the period of the world’s history. Its persuasions have even

nominally reached and gained hardly more than one-fourtli of

the race after eighteen centuries. What right has it to even so

long an existence, and to this measure of success ? Then by
commission of its Founder and Lord it must continue to go

forth, and “ disciple all nations.”

It is not proposed now to compare the two great types of

nominal Christianity in respect to the external methods and ap-

pliances which they adopt in executing Christ’s commission,

but rather to inquire how far they agree, and in what they differ,

in their conception and presentation of the evidences of Chris-

tianity. We are not to survey the field of apologetic literature,

and compare the formal or popular treatises on Apologetics

that have come from these two sections of Christendom. We
might select a Pascal, a Chateaubriand and a Yon Drey for

comparison with a Lardner, a Paley, a Sack and a Delitzsch.

We choose rather to compare the modes of presenting the evi-

dences that are set before us in doctrinal and practical treatises.

It will not be unfair to take as authorities on the Catholic side the

Canons of theTridentine and Vatican Councils, and the writings

of such men as Perrone, Gousset, Nampon, Hettinger, Wiseman
and Manning.

If the object of our present inquiry were to ascertain by what

right, and with what relative justice, the two systems lay claim

to the Christian name, one method of investigation would be

plainly indicated. Three things would require to be first de-

fined and then compared,—Catholicism, Protestantism and

Christianity.

The two systems, holding much in common, do stand and

have long stood before the world bearing the Christian name.

It will not be disputed that, as a historical fact, these are forms

which Christianity has assumed. How fully Christianity is in

either,—what beside Christianity may have been or may be in

either, it is aside from our present purpose to inquire.
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A generation ago in Germany, on occasion of the appearance

of Mbhler’s Symbolik, the questions at issue between the churches

were canvassed with an earnestness and power hardly surpassed

since the Reformation. Prof. K. I.Nitzsch, one of the most emi-

nent of the Protestant champions, laid down, as a basis for any

profitable discussion, his statement of the positions in which

the two churches would be declared to agree. “ Christ pro-

vided eternal redemption
;
in him the world is reconciled to

God
;
out of him is no salvation. Every man’s concern now is

to appropriate this salvation. Word and Sacrament are the

Holy Spirit’s means, which the redemption, wrought in Christ,

brings with it and sets in operation, by the use and effect of

which salvation is brought to the sinner. The operation of

these means of the Spirit is partly preparatory, partly convert-

ing and preserving, imparting and developing a new principle

of life. This essential change is called regeneration. It is

grace that makes man righteous, holy, blessed. Where there

is forgiveness of sins there must be sanctification
; where the

calling righteous there the making righteous. The functions in

which the received grace manifests itself are repentance, faith,

love, hope.” So far the agreement extends.* To the comparison

that is to occupy us we may pass on in the spirit of Irenic rather

than of Polemic Theology, entertaining and expressing the hope

that what the two systems thus hold in common may prove to

have had great saving power over the souls of men.

Each system, so far forth as it deserves the Christian name
to which it lays claim, earnestly asks individual men to become
Christian. However strongly persuaded of its own right, even

though the persuasion were to go so far that the right should

be maintained as exclusive, neither would say that the appeals,

“ Be a Christian ” and “ Be a Catholic,” or “Be a Christian” and
“ Be a Protestant,” were absolutely and in all respects identical.

Even the highest claim of Catholicism allows that Catholic is

the epithet and Christianity the substance.

Let us make for a time the violent supposition that the two

confessions forget each other. By what methods does each vin-

dicate Christianity ? By our supposition each is to suppress, at

*Sludien und Kritlken, 1834, III. 498. Nitzsch, Gemmmdte Abhandlungen,

I. 227.
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the outset, the possessive (and exclusive) its. On what grounds
does it appeal to men to become Christians ?

In the third chapter of the Constitutio Dogmatica de Fide Catho-

lics, promulgated by Pope Pius IX. with the approbation of the

Vatican Council, the doctrine of Catholicism on the point before

us is thus defined :
“ Nevertheless, in order that the obedience

of our faith might be in harmony with reason, God willed that

to the interior help of the Holy Spirit, there should be joined

exterior proofs of his revelation, to wit : divine facts, and es-

pecially miracles and prophecies, which, as they manifestly dis-

play the omnipotence and infinite knowledge of God, are most
certain proofs of his divine revelation, adapted to the intelli-

gence of all men. . . And that we may be able to satisfy the

obligation of embracing the true faith and of constantly perse-

vering in it, God has instituted the Church through his only

begotten Son, and lias bestowed on it manifest notes of that in-

stitution, that it may be recognized by all men as the guardian

and teacher of the revealed Word
;
for to the Catholic Church

alone belong all those many and admirable tokens which have

been divinely established for the evident credibility of the

Christian Faith.”*' The reach and bearing of these definitions

will be evident as we proceed.

Among recent expositors of Catholic Theology none is of

higher authority than Perrone, the Jesuit Professor of Theology

in the College at Rome. The first volume of his Prcelectioncs

Theologicce (5th edition, Turin, 1839—with which may be com-

pared the Prccl. theol.in Compendium redaclce, 27th edition, Paris,

1861, pp. 45-103, 212-255] treats “ De vera Religione No writer

would be accepted as a better expositor of the Tridentine

Canons, as none had more to do directly and indirectly with

moulding those of the Vatican Council. In his larger work, to

meet the case of the two classes of men who oppose true re-

ligion, he presents his subject in two parts ;
the first, pointed

adversus incredulos, aims to refute and convince those who hold

all revelation to be superfluous and a human invention ;
the

second is turned adversus heterodoxos, against whom, admitting

revelation, and revelation in Christianity, but impairing and

* For this and other documents of the Council, with the translation from which

we have cited, see the Appendix to Archbishop Manning's Letter on “ The Vatican

Council and its Definitions.” (London, 1870.)
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undermining it by handing it over for interpretation and appli-

cation to private judgment, there must be established and main-

tained the divinely constituted authority of the Church, with

which God has chosen to deposit his revelation, and under whose

guardianship and instruction alone we can possess it entire and

inviolate, and reach a germane interpretation of it.

In dealing with the former class of the opponents of Christi-

anity the natural endeavor is to prove a supernatural, divine

revelation possible, necessary, actual, and actual in its full and

perfect form in Christianity alone. The tribunal addressed, the

general method pursued, the main arguments employed, are

determined by the natural and unvarying conditions of the prob-

lem, and can be substantially no other than those recognized

and used in our own treatises on the Evidences. In Perrone’s

treatise there are found a compactness, sharpness of discrimi-

nation, and frequent felicity of arrangement and expression that

are worthy both of admiration and of imitation. Thus, after

discussing the possibility (1) of an immediate revelation, (2) of

a mediate revelation, and (3) of a revelation of mysteries,—after

illustrating, by various reasonings, the necessity of a super-

natural, divine revelation,—Perrone proceeds to consider the

marks by which such a revelation is to be identified if given.

The chief marks he declares to be, by common consent, miracles

and prophecy. These he finds indisputably present in and
about the revelation made in the New Testament by Jesus

Christ. The divine and supernatural mission of Christ is in-

vincibly confirmed by the excellence and sanctity of evangelical

doctrine. The wonderful propagation of Christianity, viewed in

all its adjuncts, the testimony of Christian martyrs, when all its

adjuncts are duly weighed ;— these too supply arguments that

cannot be evaded or refuted.

In connection with each of these points, difficulties and ob-

jections, theoretical and practical, speculative, historical and

scientific, are canvassed with great vigor and point. With some
modification in phraseology, shading and proportion, the argu-

ment might be gladly and profitably accepted and used by many
a Protestant apologist. It is true, that if this were attempted

the author would become in his turn a most decided protestant.

For he emphatically denies that the subsidiary arguments, de-

rived from the propagation and preservation of Christianity and
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the testimony of its martyrs, can be be used by heretics without

destroying their own cause. The facts on which these argu-

ments, at least, are based, can be found true only in the Catholic

Church. And yet, in presenting the case of Christianity thus

far as against unbelievers, it need hardly have been suggested

that there are opposing claimants to the name of Christianity.

A Protestant pressing these pleas would hardly remember his

Protestantism, but only his Christianity. A Catholic like Perrone

will with difficulty limit himself to the silent assumption, that

the true religion, whose paramount rights he has been vindicat-

ing, is found only within a visible and localised organization.

Church is plainly ever in his mind, and written at least between

the lines. Illustration of this inherent and inevitable tendency

of Catholic Christian Apologetics, will accumulate as we proceed.

Let it be supposed that the reasoning thus far employed with

the unbeliever has accomplished its object, and that he has been

convinced that Christianity is the true religion. The case as

pending before the tribunal of reason has made some progress.

But let us not overestimate the results. The facts presented are

precisely and only “ motiva credibilitatis they are at the best

merely “prceambula Jidei,"
“ extrinseca” “ prcerequisita,” “ non

tcimen absolute necessaria." They evince credibility, and move to

its practical recognition
;
they are external to faith, preliminaries,

prerequisites, yet not in such a sense but that faith may be

wrought independently of them. Unless the convinced unbe-

liever in the existence of revelation, and revelation in Chris-

tianity, is now to be left to opinion or doubt, he must be pressed

with a second line of argument, which, although directed “ ad-

versus heterodoxos,” may be no less fitly used to save hfm from

becoming a heretic, than to refute or reclaim him when already

entangled in error. It must now be made to appear, first, that

an extraordinary divine revelation already made, whether com-

mitted to writing or oi'ally transmitted, ought, in order either to

its identification or its interpretation, to be guarded and pro-

pounded by an authority divinely instituted and infallible. If

this first proposition be accepted the series is made up with a

beautiful and remorseless conseeutiveness, and leaves the intelli-

gent and wilful rejecter of the claim of the one visible and per-

petual Catholic Church without hope of salvation. As a piece
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of reasoning the argument well rewards study, and teaches more

than one salutary lesson.

Julius Muller, in his Essay on “The Principles of the Evan-

gelical Church on its Formal Side,”
(
Dogmdtische Abliandlungen,

p. 52) says of this aspect of the Catholic argument :
“ If the

Evangelical Christian once suffers himself to be surprised by

that bold petitio prindpii which is everywhere characteristic of

the Catholic Church, if he once concedes to her that the first

and most needful thing after the appearance of the Son of God
on earth, is the existence of a closely-organized ecclesiasticism

clothed with binding authority, how defenceless he stands over

against it!

”

The first part of the Catholic argument as Perrone presents it

(cidifersus incredulos)
does not in form shut one up to the Cath-

olic faith
;
yet he cannot dismiss even this part of his discussion

without announcing some corollaries, declaring that the Catholic

Church alone exhibits an entire Christianity, and that the argu-

ment which makes one a Christian makes him a Catholic. Where
in another connection he is disproving the antagonism and as-

serting the helpfulness of faith to reason ( Compendium,
I. 244),

he rests his argument partly on the preparations which faith

demands (apart from the gracious condescension of the Spirit to

the needs of the ignorant) before it can itself exist. Among
these he enumerates preliminaries, like the divine existence, provi-

dence, etc.,—then the discussion and justification of the motive,

credibilitatis, and the setting them in such a light as to produce

evidence,—then the material for maintaining the exclusive truth

of the Church founded by Christ, and establishing its constitu-

tion, distinctive work, prerogatives and endowments, and finally

for the full justification of the supreme visible head of the Church
whom Christ has set up. All this must, when such intelligence

is possible, precede and prepare the way for faith.

The catholicity of feeling with which we entered on the com-
parison of the apologetic methods of the two churches, cannot

be in the least reciprocated. Our friends claim sole right to the

Catholic name, and leave us to cherish the sentiment under dif-

ficulties, when at the close of the second line of argument they

deny us salvation, and pronounce religious toleration impious

and absurd. (See Perrone, Pnelectiones, edit. 5, I, 268, sq.)

Another of the standard treatises of modern Catholicism,

7
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which may serve to illustrate to us its method and spirit, is the

Thcologie Dogmatique of Gousset, late Archbishop of Iilicims and

a cardinal of the Church. The first division of the work dis-

cusses Scripture and tradition, two of the three sources from which

theology must derive its proofs. The third source, the deci-

sions of the Church, which is both depositary and interpreter of

Scripture and tradition, is discussed in the third division, after

the second has set forth the nature of religion in general, of

revelation in general, and then of the three successive stages

through which divine revelation has actually passed, viz., primi-

tive, Mosaic, and evangelical or specifically Christian revelation.

The three revelations belong to one and the same religion, the

Christian, which is as ancient as the world. This view of' the

author’s distribution of his material, will explain the position,

force and bearing of his apologetic argument in behalf of Chris-

tianity. His method is the positive, as distinguished from the

scholastic which is followed by Perrone. Testimony and au-

thority supply the basis of knowledge and the warrant for confi-

dence. Hence the sources of pertinent and adequate testimony

must first be identified, their competence established, and their

bearing indicated. As the author’s aim is didactic and not

controversial he justifies himself in departing from a severely

logical order. Otherwise he could hardly have introduced the

minute characterization and vindication of the Scriptures before

discussing, at least in a general way, religion and revelation.

The apologetic argument "for the evangelical revelation is

presented in an order somewhat new. The proofs of the di-

vine mission of Jesus Christ are : (1) the accomplishment of the

ancient prophecies in his person
; (2) the predictions of which

he is himself the author
; (3) miracles

; (4) his resurrection
; (5)

the miracles of the apostles
; (6) the establishment of Chris-

tianity
; (7) the sublimity and holiness of Christ’s doctrine. We

have here the familiar “ external, internal and subsidiary evi-

dences,” presented, in accordance with the general scope of the

work, in an expository rather than a controversial way. With

less of sharpness and precision than characterizes Perrone, the

author develops his arguments and illustrations with no little

attractiveness and rhetorical effect. The Catholicism of the apol-

ogist, while never disguised, is less obtrusively mauifest. The

reasoner waits more contentedly for the proper time to show
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that the Christianity whose claims he has been defending and

pressing is issued under divine patent onty from Rome.

The aim and right effect of the evidences, Gousset thus states

(p. 7): “ In Catholic instruction the motives of faith accompany

the truths which are its object
;
hence in learning what he ought

to believe, the Christian learns also, and by the same means,

what are the foundations of his belief
;
and as the proofs of rev-

elation are within the reach of all intelligences, man can grasp

them in proportion as the instruction is unfolded, without need-

ing to suspend his judgment to wait for new motives. . . . Rev-

elation rests on facts and testimonies which can be comprehended

without effort, like all proofs of the same kind, and then the

motives of conviction (i. e., which should produce conviction)

always precede or accompany knowledge, and consequently

legitimate immediate adhesion to the objects of faith,” etc.

Changing our authorities, let us consult two of hardly less

eminence in another quarter, men representing their church

before the English mind, Cardinal Wiseman and Archbishop

Manning. We will quote from popular treatises, combining rea-

soning, apology, and persuasion,—Wiseman’s discussion of the

rule of faith in his “ Lectures on the Doctrines of the Church,”

and Manning’s “ Grounds of Faith.” Wiseman in his third

lecture gives this popular summary of the apologetic argument

for Christianity :
“ We are disposed to investigate the authority

on which the faith rests; we begin naturally with Scripture, we take

up the gospels and submit them to examination. We abstract

for a moment from their inspiration and divine authority : we
look at them simply as historical works, intended for aur infor-

mation, writings from which we are anxious to gather truths

useful for our instruction. We find in the first place, that to

these works, whether considered in their substance or their

form, are attached all those motives of human credibility which

we can properly require. We find a body of external tes-

timony sufficient to satisfy us that these are documents pro-

duced at the time when they profess to have been written, etc.

As these eye witnesses in their lives and characters give us tlie

strongest security of their veracity, we conclude all they have

recorded to be certain and true. We thus arrive at the dis-

covery, that besides their mere narrative, they unfold to us a

system of religion, preached by One who wrought the most stu-
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pendous miracles to establish and confirm the divinity of his

mission. In other words, we are led by the simple principle

of human investigation, to an acknowledgment of the authority

of Christ to teach, as one who came from God
;
and we are thus

led to the necessity of yielding implicit credence to whatever we

find him to have taught. So far the investigation, being one of

outward and visible facts, cannot require anything more than

simple historical or human evidence.” And as the Cardinal goes

on to argue, one proceeds “ by mere historical reasoning
” “ from

the word of Christ whom those historical motives oblige him to

believe, to acknowledge the existence of a body depository of

doctrines which he came to establish among men.” Having

reached the Church “ he is in possession of an assurance of di-

vine authority, and has no need to turn back by calling in once

more the evidence of man.”

Mafining’s argument is substantially this : The knowledge which

God has given us of himself is definite and certain. That this

certainty may descend to us, we need an outward or historical

authority, upon which the certainty of revelation as a fact in

history may be known to us, and an inwrard and intrinsic, i. e.,

supernatural and divine authority, which shall ultimately be “no

less than the perpetual presence or our Lord Jesus Christ,

teaching always by his spirit in this world.” This two-fold au-

thority is and can be only the authority of the one, holy, Cath-

olic, Apostolic Church, out of which two things cannot be found,

reality and certainty. Within the proper sphere for historical

testimony, “ this one moral person* (the Church) alone can say:

‘ When the Word made flesh spake, I heard
;
when the tongues

of fire descended from heaven, I saw
;
with my senses I per-

ceived the presence of God ;
with my intelligence I understood his

voice ;
with my memory I retain to this hour what I then heard

and saw
;
with my changeless consciousness I testify to what

was spoken.’ ” And to meet us at the point at which we stand in

need of a supernatural, divine authority, like that of Christ him-

self, “ the Teacher whom He hath sent comes, not with labored

disquisitions, not with a multitude of books, not with texts

drawn from this passage and from that treatise, but with the

* This description of the Church a9 a “ moral person,” is also found in Perrone,

(e. g. Prcelectiones, I. p. 281, § 3311, and lias its rhetorical as well as its doctrinal

uses. The rhetorical use is well illustrated by Manning, as quoted above.
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voice of God saying * this is the Catholic faith, which un-

less man believe faithfully, he cannot be saved.’ It comes with

the voice of authority appealing to the conscience, leaving

argument and controversy to those who have too much time to

save their souls, and speaking to the heart in man, yearning

to be saved.” ( Grounds of Faith, pp. 65-6.)

The difference between Catholics and Protestants, then, in

their view of the scope, issue and sequel of all apologetic argu-

ments for the divinity of Christianity, is this, as Wiseman states

it :
“ To a certain point we may both go step by step through the

same process. We both take up this sacred volume, on human
and historical testimony, and we receive all that Christ has in it

taught us. So far we march together, and then we diverge.

We take for our guide those texts which appoint the Church to

teach
;
the others take the proposition that the Bible is to be

the rule of faith.”
(
u . s., p. 67.)

But there is a still shorter and bolder way of reaching this

ultimate and distinctive position of Catholicism which de-

mands our first real faith for the Church, faith in Christ being

only subsequent. Let our human and historical investigations

have followed whatever course they will
;
let our convictions in

regard to revelation in general, and revelation in Christianity,

have been developed in what order they may
;
this is the inva-

riable order for the exercise of faith : first in the Church, then

in Scripture and tradition, and last toward Christ. The Church

is the nearest authority, the first of whose existence we can be

satisfied. Faith must be exercised virtually toward a person

—

and here is this “moral person,” challenging our obedience. The
authority with which she has been invested is the first by sub-

mission to which we can demonstrate faith. In no other order

and by no other route can one make his way to Christ and sal-

vation.

The authority over us which belongs by absolute right to

God, is that in relation to which faith is ultimately exercised.

The Jesuit Father Nampon, in his Geneva Conferences on “ Cath-

olic Doctrine, as defined by the Council of Trent ” (the Ameri-

can edition of which was issued in 1870, under the expressed

approbation of Archbishops Spaulding, McCloskey and c

and was recommended to us personally by a high ecclesiastic as

one of the best modern presentations of Catholicism), defines
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faith (see p. 22) as “the submission of the human to the divine

intelligence
;

a submission which becomes obligatory, and con-

sequently reasonable and secure, as soon as the obligation of

believing is manifested to the conscience
;
that is to say, as soon

as a man conceives the supreme authority of God to be actu-

ally exercised upon him, and only then.” But this authority

God may exercise, and has chosen to exercise, mediately
;
there-

fore no man has a right to conceive this supreme authority to be

otherwise exercised over him. God is represented here on earth

by the one, holy, Catholic, Apostolic, Homan Church, in which

we must believe on the ground of its superhuman credentials.

As Nampon says again (p. 72) :
“ The fact of her superhuman

existence is, therefore, of itself alone a sufficient foundation and

justification of the obligation it imposes on us of believing her

teaching, her creed, her Scriptures.” ( Would the Father be
willing to add to the inventory of the Church “her Christ”?)

Protestantism is quite content that this shall be the issue be-

tween the churches. It has been common to speak of the two

fundamental principles of Protestantism, the material (justifica-

tion by faith alone), and the formal (the paramount authority of

the Holy Scriptures as teacher and guide for man). Neander, in

his Katholicismus vnd Protestantismus
, p. 30, with logical insight

and to great practical advantage maintains :
“ This is the only

principle, the exclusive reference of the religious consciousness

to Christ
;
a principle which develops itself in two directions

;

Christ the only source of salvation, and Christ the only source of

the knowledge of salvation The main antithesis between

the two Churches is this : The immediate relation of the reli-

gious consciousness to Christ (on the one side)
;
and, on the

other side : This relation resting on mediation through an out-

ward Church.”

Perhaps no other recent Catholic contribution to apologetic

literature can be compared in completeness, attractiveness and

varied value with Hettinger’s Apology of Christianity * The
learned and accomplished professor of theology at Wurzburg
received on the first appearance of his work the special com-

mendation and benediction of Pope Pius IX., and has had from

* Apologie des Cliristenthums, 4te Aufla^e, Freiburg im Brelsgau, 1871 : includ-

ing 1. 1, 2: Der Bewcis des Chrislenlhums ; II. 1,2, 3: Die Dogmen des Christen-

thums.
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the religious and learned public the commendation conveyed in

the call for a fourth edition, within seven years, of a work of some

2,500 pages. The twelfth chapter is entitled “ The Way of Rational

Faith,” and discusses very felicitously and eloquently the way to

faith and the way of faith. He starts with the fact that man cannot

ignore Christianity, deny, hate, oppose, attack it, as he may.

Let him believe or disbelieve, he cannot escape that examin-

ation of the foundations of Christianity, which it is distinctive

of Christianity to demand. Revelation claims to prove itself

under the given circumstances credible, and so credible that

natural reason demands faith with an assurance which excludes

every contrary opinion. After a rapid and brilliant review of the

evidence, the author goes on to say :
“ All these signs, all the

facts and all the doctrines of Christianity, if only the spirit

has estimated them free from all prejudice, touched by no ex-

citement of passion, full of love to the truth, and with the resolve

to follow it wherever it leads, and to devote itself to it without

reserve and even with sacrifices, lead one with quiet, mighty

power to faith—to the threshold of its sanctuary. They bring

him certainty, undoubting certainty of the credibility of the

Christian revelation.” All this, however, is only “ external and

mediate—no internal and immediate evidence.” Faith, which

is “ a free act, an act of the will, the highest moral act,” “ a vir-

tue, the first and highest virtue, on which all others rest,” is

not yet secured. All this is natural
;
to know the supernatural

there is need of a supernatural power—a second birth, the birth

from God—a power of grace, and a supernatural motive (source) of

certainty, God’s authority.” “ Although the evidence of the

credibility of revelation of itself moves in the sphere of nature,

and our reason, after previous investigation of the criteria of

revelation, is able in and of itself to recognize it, still it is grace

that enlightens the spirit and moves the will, so as thus pre-

pared to institute the supernatural act of faith, to which the

natural powers of intelligence and will are not adequate, stand-

ing in no proportion to it.”
(
u . s., I. 2, pp. 122-164.)

The author’s discussion of the Church occurs in the 17th and

18th sections of the second volume, in its natural place among
the Christian doctrines. It would be difficult to find either

more thorough Catholicism in doctrine, or more vigorous, dex-

terous and plausible presentation of the doctrine. Whatever
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Christ has offered us of truth and grace, he has offered in and

through his holy Church. We know no Christianity outside

of and apart from the Church. A Christianity without the

Church is only the product of thought, a dead shadowy ab-

straction, that is not and never was. Christianity is the Church

and the Church is Christianity. The same act by which Christ

founded his religion, founded also his Church. Without the

Church there are no Scriptures, for the Scriptures were composed

within, in the presence of, and for the Church. Without the

Church there is no understanding of the Scriptures
;

without

the Church, no authority in the Bible
;
without the Church, no

faith
;
without the Church no relation of Christianity to the in-

dividual. Such as these are the propositions that crowd the

discussion.

And now an infallible Pope has been set at the door of the

indispensable, visible Church, through which alone one can be

made possessor of the Scriptures; and these may not speak to me
directly and in their own behalf of Christ, but I must go back

through the Church to the Pope to be informed what commu-
nication has been made to me by the Saviour of my soul.

As we gather up the results of our comparison of the apologetic

methods of the two Churches, we conclude that, whatever place

Catholicism may nominally assign, whatever volume or structure it

may give, to its exhibition of the evidences of Christianity, its

apology is logically first and mainly for the Church, and itself as

Church. Before Christianity and in order to Christianity, I must

have the Church. Before and in order to any religion but the most

rudimentary, I must be within this visible organization. No ac-

ceptable manifestation of religious aspiration, impulse or en-

deavor can go up from me to God but through these conduits.

No token of his compassion or his bounty may I expect to re-

ceive for the solace, joy, strength or my soul, but through these

visible media. There is, doubtless, a side of human nature that

craves and rejoices in the external, visible, audible
;
in material

and mechanical helps. If this were all, or the highest and best

in human nature—or if God’s word made it somewhat more ap-

parent that there is no more direct access for the longing soul

to God, there would be more plausibility in this which should

be the logical apologetic order and method of Catholicism. It

seems to meet the wants of the soul to canvass so thoroughly and
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candidty, at the outset, the evidences of the true religion. But is

not my guide laughing in his sleeve as he leads on my unwary steps?

The true religion is far removed from any direct and immedi-

ate inspection or access of mine. I must be fast within the true

fold before I can be put in possession of it. I am innocently

supposing that the results of this scrutiny of evidence will put

it within my power at once to satisfy, reform, perfect my religious

life, in direct dealing with God. ' The essence of religion I have

supposed to be intercommunication and communion between my
soul and God. Let my officious helper show a better warrant.

In a certain sense religion must have a body as well as a spirit,

but a spirit first, a spirit more than a body. If I were only a crea-

ture, and not also a sinner, I should have less need of a mediation

or mediator. As it is, I must have one all-mighty, all-worthy

mediator, standing with one hand clasped in the hand of God, and

the other stretched downward to lay hold on me, and to invite, to

•encourage, and, so far as may be, ensure my laying hold on him.

But what want can my needy, longing soul discern of more than

one? If Imay have him, the fewer other objects, processes, persons

interpose between my religious life and its supreme object the

more reasonable and the more satisfactory. On his clear au-

thority I will gratefully avail myself of whatever he may de-

clare essential, and really promotive of that for wdiich I was

made a religious being. But I must be in communication with

him before I can recognize and defer to this clear authority,

and must be in the exercise of joyful faith in this deference.

Apart from this undoubted direction from him I shrink from

any mediation but his own. I want no intermediate medi-

ators, that cannot be ever efficient and all sufficient. I want just

that, and nothing but that, which will put me into and keep

me in the most direct, constant, refreshing, invigorating, fruitful

intercourse with God.

So Protestantism construes religion and Christianity, and

so sets forth its apology. Thus it judges of Church and Word
and Sacrament. In its sense Christianity exists in order to the

Church
;

the true Church, the invisible Church, gathering up

those in whom Christianity is working out and has wrought out

its results. The Catholic philosophy makes the organism exist

before its elements—the Church before any individual Christi-

anity. Protestantism does not “ keep the word of promise
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to the ear ancl break it to the hope ” by proclaiming salvation

by Christ alone, while insisting that the soul in its extreme need

can identify him, reach him, and become partaker of his salva-

tion, only through a prior and indispensable faith in other

mediation. If this precedent faith, though not called saving

faith, must be exercised before lean exercise any that shall reach

Christ, who is my Saviour ? the Son of God, or the hierachy o f

Rome ?

; Art. VI.—WHY ARE NOT MORE PERSONS CONVERTED
UNDER OUR MINISTRY?

By Thos. H. Skixner, D.D., Cincinnati, Ohio.

The question which we have placed at the head of this article

is one that is often asked by thoughtful, anxious ministers
;
and

the fact which it indicates, serves often to depress the spirits

and weaken the hands of those who are toiling in the Master’s

vineyard. In what we shall say, we aim to present an aspect of

the subject very needful, we think, to be carefully examined by

all who are called upon to preach the gospel. The suggestions

we offer were prepared for an association of ministers, who
during several meetings had the matter under earnest consider-

ation.

In answer to the inquiry, Why are not more persons converted

under our ministry ? we first remark, that any answer which, in

its elements, legitimately tends to abate the fidelity of the minis-

try is a wrong answer. Such a tendency would be a signal and

sure test of its error and worthlessness.

The peculiar form in which the question is put suggests these

two inquiries : (1) Is not success in converting souls made, by

implication at least, a criterion of fidelity? and (2) Is not the

relation of the stated pastor to the church somewhat over-

shadowed by the prominence given to his relation to the world ?

Now, fidelity, fidelity to God, to God’s truth and to souls, is

the one paramount, ever-present and ever-pressing duty of the

minister. The discharge of duty
,
honestly, earnestly, scriptur-

ally, should be our one great concern, our supreme anxiety.

And this duty consists chiefly in two things : 1st, Preaching the
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Word ;
and, 2d, Prayer

;
according to that declaration of the

apostles when they freed themselves from certain other church

work, “ We will give ourselves continually to prayer and to the

ministry of the word
;
and illustrated by the prophet Ezekiel

preaching to the dry bones of the valley, and then crying, “ Come
O breath from the four winds, and breathe upon these slain that

they may live.” God commands us to preach the gospel to

every creature
;
to do this faithfully

;
so to do it as to quit our-

selves of responsibility, “ to deliver our souls.” Our business is

to declare “ the testimony of God,” to be his mouth to our

hearers
;
to preach the word, to be instant in season and out of

season
;
to reprove, rebuke, exhort, with all long-suffering and

doctrine
;
and then to leave the hearer and God together. But

does God require us to expect, in answer to our preaching and

our prayers, that every creature who hears us will be renewed

by the Holy Ghost and come to Christ ? Does he require us to

expect that any particular person will be thus the subject of His

effectual call, and does he blame us if that person is not con-

verted ? Was this the manner and spirit of Christ’s preaching?

Did he expect the conversion of those to -whom he spake, and

was his expectation disappointed because they were not con-

verted ? The same inquiry may be made respecting the preach-

ing of Peter and of Paul. Did they evince the more anxiety as

to the results or the manner of their preaching ? The discharge

of their duty as the messengers, the ambassadors of God, -was

not this the one, the supreme thing in their ministry.

Fidelity must be measured by some standard. Unquestion-

ably, a want of success in leading souls to Christ may and

should awmken the inquiry, Am I faithful ? and should stimulate

self examination
;
but success cannot be the standard of duty.

Duty, as God’s ambassadors, is to be tested by the faithfulness
;

i. e., the truthfulness of the delivery of our message, to -which

nothing of human opinion may be added
;
from which nothing

may be subtracted. Duty, as the shepherds of souls, is to be

tested by the care and watchfulness and
i
prayerfulness used in

its discharge. Duty, as Christians engaged in seeking the sal-

vation of our fellow men, is to be tested by the zeal and love

manifested in the sacred pursuit. Success, or the want of it, is

not the guage or criterion by wdiich to estimate our fidelity.

And is there not danger in making success in winning soul s
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a chief direct subject of thought and contemplation? May there

not be a subtle pride in constituting tangible sensible usefulness

a direct motive of action ? May not an unlawful egotism insin-

uate itself into our souls, as we think of our own usefulness, our

oion success ? especially as we will be likely to compare that suc-

cess with the want of it in others. Yerily it is wisdom, “ to

think as little and talk as little as possible about ourselves.”

That there is a lack of fidelity in the ministry, no one doubts,

buj: that that lack is of such a nature as to account for the non-

conversion of many souls, is by no means a self-evident propo-

sition. It may be so, and it may not be so. Fidelity is always

a matter of degrees, and were we tenfold more faithful than we

are, our consciousness of shortcoming would be far more vivid and

painful than it now is
;
only we are inclined to think, the ques-

tion of happy results, of success in converting souls, would not

disturb and depress us as much as it does in our ordinary state

and work. God is not tied to a certain fixed standard or meas-

ure of fidelity in advancing his kingdom. The instruments he

uses are often very surprising to us
;
“ weak things,” and “ de-

spised thmgs,” and “ things that are not
;

” “ dust and ashes ;”

“ earthem vessels,” “ignorant and unlearned men,” and even sin-

ful men like Balaam and Judas and Dernas, and those who

“preached Christ of envy and strife, of contention and not

sincerely.”

That we individually are not as faithful as we should be is

frankly, sorrowfully confessed. Our duty is plain and impera-

tive to preach the gospel to every creature who comes under our

influence ;
to labor and be in travail for souls ;

to seek their

salvation unhampered by any views of Divine decrees, predes-

tination, reprobation, election or effectual calling ;
by any views

of original sin, depravity, or inability. The Bible truth on these

subjects is no more in our way, than is God himself who com-

mands us to offer his mercy to the guilty and the lost, who is

not willing that any should perish, and who will have all men to

be saved and to come to the knowledge of the truth. Our duty

is as plain in this matter as if we knew each and all were chosen

unto life in Jesus Christ. In this aspect of our work election,

decrees have nothing to do
;
they play no part, they serve no

purpose. But when we stretch out our hands all the day, all

the year long, to a disobedient and gainsaying people
;
when
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we seem to labor in vain, and to spend our strength for naught,

then we are permitted to fall back on God’s eternal purposes,

and rest on the bosom of the all-wise, omnipotent, and • self-

restraining God. This is the great solace of our missionaries,

who often toil for years without visible results. "We preach and

pray, and pray and preach, and the issues are all with God, who
dispenses or withholds his spirit as he pleases, with whom
alone is the increase, and whose exclusively is the glory.

If the question before us had been put somewhat differently
;

if it were, Why are any persons, why is a single person in a

year, converted under our ministry ? the answer would be, not

because we are faithful or skillful or prayerful, but because of

God’s rich and free grace. If twenty persons a year were con-

verted, the answer would be the same. If a hundred were

brought to Christ, the answer would still be the same. Three

thousand were converted on the day of Pentecost. Why ? Be-

cause Peter was so consecrated and holy and faithful ? No ! but

because Christ, according to his promise, sent the Holy Spirit

from heaven. “ Tarry ye in Jerusalem till ye be endued with

power from on high and this endowment, while preceded by

ten days of prayer, was of sovereign goodness.

Now, with a somewhat increased degree of faithfulness, would

we be sure of greater results than we at present attain ? Gen-

erally, .we -would say, yes
;
because the grace that makes us more

faithful, may often be supposed to haVe this in view. Still there

are considerations and facts that require us to qualify this con-

clusion. The spirit of increased fidelity may be given for other

ends
;
ends personal to ourselves, judicial to sinners, sifting and

sanctifying to the Church. The Bible and history and observa-

tion show that extreme fidelity often has failed of success in

saving souls, while the almost utter want of it has sometimes

been attended with large ingatherings. Noah seems not to have

converted one soul in one hundred and twenty years. Moses

sadly failed with Pharoah and his court, and often with the

children of Israel. Elijah gave up in utter despair. Jonah

brought a vast city of pagans to repentance, against his wishes

and against his prayers. Jeremiah’s whole ministry was a fail-

ure so far as success in his preaching was concerned. Y/e have

the following remarkable record about Ezekiel
;

“ Son of man,

go, get thee unto the house of Israel, and speak with my words
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unto tliem. For thou art not sent to a people of a strange speech

and of an hard language. . . Surely had I sent thee to them they

would have hearkened unto thee. But the house of Israel will not

hearken unto thee, for they will not hearken unto me.” Our Lord

says, “Who hath believed our report, and to whom is the arm of the

Lord revealed ?

His was a ministry with a great number of backsliders and apos-

tates
;
a ministry which, while it would have saved Sodom and

Gomorrah, Tyre and Sidon, failed in Choruzin and Bethsaida

and Capernaum. Peter’s first sermon, after denying Christ with

oaths and curses, resulted in three thousand conversions
;
while

Stephen, a man full of faith and of the Holy Ghost, wrought

great wonders and miracles among the people
;
and many (Acts

vi. 9) instead of being won to Christ disputed with him, and

were not able to resist the wisdom and the spirit by which he

spake
;
and they stirred up the people and the elders and the

scribes, and came upon him, and caught him, and brought him

to the council and set up false witnesses against him. And his

sermon before the council cut them to the heart and they

gnashed upon him with their teeth; and they cried out with a

loud voice and stopped their ears and ran upon him, and stoned

him to death.* The fidelity of the Apostle Paul was unsur-

passed. His heart’s desire and prayer to God for Israel was

that they might be saved. He had great heaviness and con-

tinual sorrow in his heart-and could wish that himself were ac-

cursed from Christ, for his brethren, his kinsmen according to the

flesh
;
and yet, while sometimes successful, at Antioch he and

Barnabas shook off the dust of their feet against them, and said :

“
It was necessary that the word of God should first have been

spoken to you
;
but seeing ye put it from you, and judge your-

selves unworthy of everlasting life, lo, we turn to the Gentiles.”

At Iconium, such was the opposition that he fled to Lystra and

Derby and other places. At Athens the results of his labors were

very meagre. At Corinth, where he was specially earnest and

was pressed in the spirit,” when the Jews opposed themselves

and blasphemed, he shook his raiment and said unto them

:

“ Your blood be upon your own heads ;
I am clean : from hence-

forth I will go unto the Gentiles.” And at Home, “he departed,

after speaking this word, Well spake the Holy Ghost by Esaias

* Acts, Gth and 7th chapters.
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the prophet unto our fathers, saying, go unto this people and

say : Hearing ye shall hear and shall not understand
;
and se-

ing ye shall see and not perceive
;
for the heart of this people is

waxed gross and their ears are dull of hearing, and their eyes

have they closed
;
lest they should see with their eyes and hear

with their ears and understand with their heart, and should be

converted and I should heal them. Be it known unto you,

therefore, that the salvation of God is sent unto the Gentiles,

and they will hear it.” These and such like facts, in which post-

apostolic history abounds, are facts bearing not so much on the

question of fidelity, but of success, and they tell their own story.

The principles indulging them we will speak of presently: the

facts themselves are very instructive.

Fidelity in darkness and in difficulty, when the Church is cold

and apathetic, and God’s Spirit is withheld
;
fidelity when a

whole nation seems apostate and there are but seven thousand

of the Lord’s hidden ones
;

fidelity, like that of Athanasius,

when the word became proverbial, “ Athanasius contra mundum,
mundus contra Athanasium such fidelity, compared with the

richest harvest ingathering, marks ministerial heroism of the

highest order. Such heroes were John Howe and John Owen in

the days of Charles the Second. Such heroes, to-day, preside

over multitudes of churches in our own land.

If we depend on God for success—and on him alone should

we depend—and success does not come, then we may not, just

on that account, blame either God or ourselves. Ministers “are

unto God a sweet savor of Christ, in them that are saved, and in

them that perish.” Our Lord says, “ He that reapeth receiveth

wages, and gathereth fruit unto life eternal, that both he that

soweth and he that reapeth may rejoice together. And herein

is that saying true, one soweth and another reapeth. I sent you
to reap that whereon ye bestowed no labor

;
other men labored

and ye are entered into their labors.” The reaper is scarcely

accounted a laborer, so light and easy is his harvest work : but

he is permitted to rejoice in the harvest home, with the hard-

working, watching, waiting, praying sower. “ Behold the hus-

bandman waiteth for the precious fruit and hath long patience

for it, until he receive the early and the latter rain. Be ye also

patient.” “ It is good that a man should both hope and quietly
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wait for the salvation of God.” The time is set to favor Zion.

Though the blessing tarry, wait for it.

Doubtless, the chief end of a minister’s work maybe lost sight

of in the thought of subordinate ends. Important as it is to build

up God's church in their most holy faith
;
important as it is to'

secure the renewing power of the Holy Spirit in the unrenewed,

and so secure their conversion
;
important as are Christian re-

formatory movements in society
;
important as are the institu-

tions of the church at large, and of the local church
;
important

as are one’s usefulness and success
;
the highest, most healthful

inspiration of the minister is his supreme, all-embracing end, the

the glory of God
;
the glory, not of one or of two, but of all the

attributes of his nature, of his justice and wisdom and holiness

and truth, as well as of his mercy and grace. A calm and can-

did consideration of this view of the question: “Wherefore do the

wicked live ?” will result in some other answer than that they may
all be born again and brought to Christ. To be in profound

sympathy with the Most High God, to be his willing instruments

for his sovereign pleasure, ready either for hard work or still

harder endurance, for success or for seeming defeat; to live for

God’s great glory, this is the chief end of the ministry, as it is of

all men who live aright.

In regard to the other inquiry : Is not the relation of the Pas-

tor to the church somewhat overshadowed, in the question be-

fore us, by the prominence given to his relation to the world ?

a few words only are requisite. The stated pastor is specially

appointed and set apart to feed the flock of God over which the

Holy Ghost has made him overseer. To edify the church with

God’s word
;
to instruct and comfort and guide and counsel and

reprove the people of God who are committed to his keeping

—

this is his peculiar calling, his first duty. On this he spends his

strength, in study, in prayer, in preaching, in visiting. He is

not chiefly an evangelist, a preacher at large to the world, but

more a teacher and bishop of souls professing Christ. He is in

solemn covenant with them to serve, to spend and be spent for

them. And as the children of the church form an integral part of

the body of Christ, as they are of, and with, and in the church,

they necessarily engage no small share of his thought and labor

and prayer. With the younger of them his ‘influence is mainly

exerted through their parents, whom he is to instruct and coun-
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sel in their duties, according to his best ability. With those

that are older his influence should be more direct and positive.

Feed my sheep, feed my lambs, says the Master. A study of

Paul’s letters to Timothy and Titus indicate the great work of

the pastor, who endures all things for the elect’s sake that they

may obtain eternal salvation. These epistles are the thesaurus

of subjects for charges to ministers, and we think abundantly

vindicate the justice of our statements. Unquestionably, we
have relations and duties to those outside of the pale of the

church
;
but v'e are of the opinion, that whatever shortcomings

our ministry may be guilty of in respect to the church, they are

eminently faithful in their preaching to the unconverted mem-
bers of their congregations. A large proportion of their sermons

is directed to them. And there is no doubt that a church, rightly

trained and educated by the pastor, will become efficient agents

in bringing souls to Christ out of the world. A wide field here

opens before us, but these hints must suffice on this topic.

We pass now to consider briefly some of the great underlying

principles of the minister’s work, especially in relation to unre-

generate persons coming under his preaching and influence.

There is, then, (1) God’s unchangeable complete plan, cover-

ing all time and embracing the end from the beginning, infalli-

bly sure and unfailing. Every sheep and lamb belonging to the

Great Shepherd, every individual soul constituting the Bride of

the eternal Son of God, every living stone selected for the Tem-
ple of glory, every person given to Christ in the covenant of re-

demption, every mortal chosen in him before the foundation of

the world, will be saved. Not one grain of this precious wheat

shall fall to the ground when God sifts the w7orld in his judg-

ment sieve. No fidelity can by any means save the chaff, can

save any but the wheat. And the ministry are God’s appointed

agency by which the wheat is formed and ripened
;
they are his

instruments for taking out of the world a people for his name.

As many as are ordained to eternal life will believe in Christ

mainly through their preaching. It has pleased God by the fool-

ishness of preaching to save them that believe.

And then (2) there is the condition of those to whom we
preach. They are spiritually dead; dead in trespasses and sin;

dead in law, condemned to eternal death, dead to God and

goodness. We are not Pelagians, we are not semi-pelagians or

8
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Synergists; we are no Arminians. We believe, in accordance

with our Confession of Faith, that every man is by nature indis-

posed, disabled, and made opposite to all good, and wholly in-

clined to all evil. That he hath wholly lost all ability of will to

any spiritual good accompanying salvation . . . and is not able

bj* his own strength to convert himself or to prepare himself

thereunto; that in his effectual calling or renewal, he is alto-

gether passive therein, until being quickened and renewed by

,the Holy Spirit, he is thereby enabled to answer this call, and

embrace the grace offered and conveyed in it. As Christ in His

body was dead and buried, was raised from the sepulchre by the

exceeding greatness of God's power, so the sinner is dead and

buried in the grave of sin, and his resurrection therefrom is by

that very same power exerted in him.

And then (3) there is the secret, by us uncontrollable, and in-

vincible agency and operation of the Holy Ghost. In nothing is

Divine Sovereigntj- more manifest than in this. The Holy

Spirit acts his free pleasure according to the counsels of eternal

wisdom, and not according to our wishes
;
dispensing or with-

holding his grace as to the subject, the time, the manner, and

the measure in his own most blessed goodness. None can say

unto him, what doest thou? “It is not of him that willeth,

nor of him that runneth, but of God wdio sheweth mercy.”

“ Who are bora, not of blood, nor of the will of flesh, nor of the

man, but of God.” King Manassah, the dying thief, Saul of

Tarsus, for whom few prayed, with whom few labored, none so

far as we know, were the ready subjects of his call; while Judas

and Simon Magus, Alexander the coppersmith and HermogeneS,

embosomed in church influences, perished.

We talk much of conversion, if we talked more of Regeneration,

woidd we not do better ? Eegeneration is first and in order to

conversion. A man may be converted many times, he can never

be bora again twice. If our minds were more distinctly fixed

upon the regeneration of our hearers who are bora in sin and

depravity, not to speak of the spirit and character of prayer

under this condition, would not our preaching be more with a

view to supply the Holy Spirit with suitable channels of grace ?

Regeneration is the work of the Spirit through the word. Con-

version is the act of the sinner’s ow n mind. With the former

vividly in our thoughts, our preaching would have a certain
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cast and tendency Godwards. With the latter vividly before us,

our preaching would aim more specially at moving, persuading,

convincing the sinner. The idea of regeneration directs us to

God. The idea of conversion turns us to men. Both styles of

preaching are scriptural; but do we not often use them out of

their due proportion.

God’s plan respecting communities and individuals are un-

known. Revivals are not constant, but occasional things. We
think that President Edwards has demonstrated that the world

is to be largely brought to Christ by means of them
;
and many

things are necessary to prepare the way for them. We might

name numerous illustrations of this
;
let us refer to one or two.

The preparations for the advent of Christ and the work of Pen-

tecost’ were manifold, and protracted through ages, and involved

the captivity of the Jews, the overthrow of three imperial na-

tions, and the establishment of the Roman Empire. Preaching

during these movements of Providence, and preaching after

them, were very different things
;
and this not in respect to the

fidelity of the ministry, but in respect to the immediate results

of their preaching. The reaping time came and the harvest was
gathered. The preparations for the Reformation in Europe were

signal and peculiar and protracted. The Reformation was a

second Pentecost, sermons and preachers seemed magnetic with

the Holy Spirit. • This principle of the divine administration ap-

plies, with more or less force of application, to towns and
churches and individuals in our day

;
just as it did to the apostle

Paul, who, though he was separated from his mother’s womb for

his renewal and mission, wms not brought to Christ until the

prime of life, when in that “ nick of time,” it pleased God to

call him by His grace and furnish and ordain him for his great

work. He that believeth maketh not haste. Time with God is

not as it is with us. A human life of three-score years and ten

is as the passage of a weaver.’s shuttle. A thousand years are

as one day. According to this standard, not quite two days

have elapsed since the dispensation of the spirit began.

God, for reasons more or less concealed from us—and no min-

ister, in fancied or real humility, should imagine them to relate

mainly to himself—withdraws His spirit from communities, as

he did from Capernaum, and Bethsaida, and Jerusalem, and
also from nations whom he gives up to blindness of mind and a
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reprobate heart. His Holy Spirit is not at human command or

bidding. His love for the souls of men, surpasses that of all

churches, of all ministers ;
but he has seasons of judicial visita-

tion, temporal and spiritual
;
and He shakes nations that the

church, -which cannot be shaken, may be settled more firmly

and permanently. He is Xing in Zion, and it does not become

us to sit in judgment upon the Almighty, because of his delay

in his merciful visitations. Careful, constant fidelity is our

great duty. We are often tempted to say, “ I have labored in

vain, and I have spent my strength for nought and in vain
;
yet

surely my judgment is with the Lord and my work is with my
God, and now, saith the Lord that formed me from the womb to

be his servant, to bring Jacob again to him, though Israel be

not gathered, yet shall I be glorious in the eyes of the Lord,

and my God shall be my strength.”

This is a great subject, and we have presented what some

may call, the Divine side of it. There are other aspects in

which it may be viewed, but this one we deem of great import-

ance at the present time. The intelligent adoption of the prin-

ciples we have presented, would impart boldness, courage, and

fidelity to the ministry
;
would give dignity and strength to our

office as ambassadors of Christ
;
would make irs and make others

think more of God and God’s glory
;
would solve many prob-

lems, illustrate many historic providences,' interpret many parts

of Scripture, and give consistency and completeness to the ideal

of the Christian church and ministry.
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Art. VII.—BENEFICIARY EDUCATION FOR THE MINISTRY.*

By Lyman H. Atwater, D. D., Princeton.

The Board of Education finds itself seriously crippled, and

without funds to meet the appropriations voted by the Assembly,

as they became due . From recent circulars addressed by the

Corresponding Secretary to the several Presbyteries and Syn-

ods of the church, we learn that the special contribution ordered

by the last Assembly to pay previous indebtedness, and the ap-

propriation due May 1st, has, as we now write, been but par-

tially successful. The debt has been paid, but means as yet

have not been obtained from it sufficient to pay more than a

portion of the May appropriation. The November appropria-

tion of the present year is delayed, and has to be largely met by

loans.

We must look for the causes of this appalling deficiency,

before we can discover the remedy. It is clearly due to three

causes

:

1. To the unprecedented increase in the number of candidates

for the ministry, who are dependent on the Board for means to

prosecute their education. The number is now over seven hun-

dred, and, as the Secretary of the Board, Dr. Speer, informs us,

more than double the aggregate number in the late Old and New
School churches a few years since. This increase again comes

from three, if not more, sources. First is the general and rapid

expansion of the church itself, both in the field previously occu-

pied by it, and the unprecedented enlargement of self-denying

pioneer evangelistic work on our ever-advancing frontier, in our

vast interior, and on the Pacific slope. Next are the German
schools theologic, if not the academic, especially the German
theological seminaries at Newark and Dubuque, whose students,

almost without exception, are unable to pursue their studies

without this aid. No church-work in this country is now more

* Fifty-third Annual Report of the Board of Education of the Presbyterian

Church in the United States of America. Presented to the General Assembly at

Detroit, May, 1872.

Fifty-sixth Annual Report of the Directors of the American Education Society.

Presented May 29, 1872.
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important than German evangelization. This must be very

limited without a German ministry trained in this country. And
such a ministry cannot be provided unless assisted in training

themselves for the work The third source of increase is the

freedmen who are in various training schools for the ministry,

and whose indigence is too obvious to admit any question as to

the necessity of aiding them in preparing for it. Nor will any

intelligent person question the great importance of rapidly ad-

vancing the numbers, the education, and the intelligence of the

colored preachers of the country, as our main reliance under God
for christianizing the colored population.

2. The second source of the deficiency in question is the or-

der of the Assembly of 1871, repeated by that of 1872, increas-

ing the allowance to its beneficiaries 33| per cent . The increase

of the regular contributions to this cause by our church for the

last few years, has scarcely been equal to the increase of her

beneficiaries. Any deficiency from this cause, however, would

have been surmounted without difficulty, had it not been aggra-

vated by the latter. But the two united have thus far proved too

formidable to be overcome by any means yet employed for the

purpose. No practical conviction has yet been wrought in the

church, commensurate with the exigency which has arisen from

these two causes. Liberality to the Board of Education has

indeed increased, but not in any proportion to its increased ne-

cessities.

3. This is in some measure due to the fact that the sentiment

of opposition to all systematic aid by the church to her indigent

candidates for the ministry, has lately found expression and ad-

vocacy in quarters fitted to invigorate and embolden it. To a

certain extent, of course, we know not how far, this counter cur-

rent has tended to arrest the increase, if not the continuance, of

contributions to this cause. This is its natural and inevitable,

whatever the intended, effect. We call this opposition a “ senti-

ment,” because we think its deepest root lies in a very natural

antipathy to helping young men, supposed, in some occupation

at least, to be able to support themselves
;
and in the want of

that thorough comprehension of the subject in all its aspects

and bearings which is requisite to a judicial and weighty opinion.

We have ourselves seen the time when we shared this prejudice.

We can therefore more readily appreciate and allow for i in
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others . Longer experience and wider observation have changed

all this in our case. As we proceed to state the reasons which

have weighed with us, we hope they may have weight with

others. It is plain that in regard to the first two sources of

present embarrassment, the Presbyteries and General Assem-

bly are responsible, whose orders are imperative upon the

Board—the Presbyteries deciding who shall be candidates, the

Assembly how much shall be allowed them. The General As-

sembly is also responsible for laying upon the Board pecuniary

obligations which it does not furnish, nor sufficiently stimulate

our church to furnish, the means to discharge; in short, for au-

thorizing and enjoining outlays in advance of the liberality of

the church

.

A little calculation will show that 'the combined increase of

the number of beneficiaries, and of the amounts respectively al-

lowed them, making all due allowance for the increase in the

membership and wTealth of the church, will require an advance

of at least 100 per cent in the average rate of giving to this

cause, to provide for it. A part, but a part only, of this indis-

pensable increase has been obtained. The effort to procure the

residue is, we fear, much embarrassed by the last of the three

causes of present difficulties above noted. The principle of

systematic aid to indigent candidates for the ministry, has been

questioned in ways and through channels likely to reach and

influence some of the largest givers to evangelistic causes, for

there is, wre repeat it, no cause against which it is easier to kin-

dle the groundless prejudices, alike of the really benevolent,

and of those who seek excuses for not giving. And yet we
think the arguments advanced in this behalf are quite one-

sided and inconclusive. There is indeed just enough basis of

fact to give a thin plausibility to them. We freely admit that a

few incompetent and unworthy men have contrived to obtain

a share of this aid, and will continue to do so under any pre-

millennial system of preparing for the ministry, certainly until

the ministry itself becomes purged of all weaklings and world-

lings. Nay, we admit and contend that the methods and pro-

cedures hitherto adopted to prevent or lessen this evil require

reconsideration, and that, with the help of due discussion, they

probably can be more or less improved, that this whole subject

urgently needs the attention of the wisest men in the Church,
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that thus we ought to lessen what we cannot wholly prevent.

But so to reform and improve is one thing. To destroy the

system directly, or indirectly by stopping benefactions to it, is

another, and most fatal thing. It kills in order to cure.

1. It is certain that no sufficient supply of liberally educated

ministers can be provided, unless indigent candidates for the

sacred office can be aided by the Church. This arises from

various causes. First, the instances are as rare as noble, in

which the sons of abundant wealth and luxury will devote them-

selves to the laborious and self-denying life of the ministry.

They mostly persuade themselves that they can better serve the

cause by contributing to sustain others in the work, and to aid

them in preparing for it. And even if it be otherwise, they

rarely have that robust health, and power of persistent and

wearing toil, which are requisite to the due and successful dis-

charge of the office m most places. Nor can the ranks of the

ministry be duly replenished by voluntary enlistments of the

sons of well-to-do people, who, though not affluent, may and

often do, by struggles and self-denial more or less severe, edu-

cate at college and professional schools one or more of their

offspring. The great majority of this class, even if pious, feel

that after the great and self-denying struggle to procure an edu-

cation, so wearing and exhausting to themselves, and their fam-

ilies as well, they are bound to enter some occupation which

promises a more certain, competent and enduring support
;
first

for themselves, and then in many cases to aid in supporting

those in the family who may have become straitened and de-

pendent, by their very sacrifices made to educate the favored

one. They feel that after the sacrifices already made, they can-

not risk all for a precarious clerical support. Nor can the

deficiency be supplied by that exceptional class, of which we

hear so much and see so few, who, without means of their own,

or aid from others, succeed in earning enough to defray the

expenses of their education. For ourselves, after an extended

experience and special observation in some important colleges

and seminaries, we have yet to know the first man who has

educated himself without other means than his own earnings

during the period of study. We hesitate not to pronounce it

utterly impossible, unless by means of some special endowment,

and opportunity (as conducting the music of a church on a
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handsome salary), without spending so much time and strength

in outside labors, as to greatly injure the health or education :

probably, as experience has shown, ruin both. We need spend

no time to show that no dependence can be placed on this excep-

tional class, which, scarce as they always were, are and must be

now scarcer than ever before, for reasons which will presently

appear. At the best, the foregoing classes will only supply

ministers enough on the average to fill the more inviting posi-

tions in the church, scarcely that. All experience proves this,

and none the less, although occasionally those bom to affluence

and reared in luxury, may make a noble consecration of them-

selves to missionary and other self-denying work. r

The only resource then for an adequate supply of ministers

for the missionary, aggressive, and other more arduous ser-

vice demanded, is for the church to make systematic provision

for aiding the due
_
education of those aspirants for the sacred

office, who cannot properly prepare themselves for the work

without such aid, or without suffering hindrances and' draw-

backs that go far to neutralize its benefits. We do not mean, of

course, all aspirants for it. We mean only duly approved young

men of promise, who seek thus to serve the Master, and, so far

as human wisdom and vigilance can prevent, no others. We
mean not every and all young men making a credible Christian

profession, who would like to be ministers, but such only as give

such positive and discernable tokens of intellectual, moral,

spiritual, and shall we add physical, aptitude for some work in

the ministry, as afford a reasonable presumption of a divine call

to prepare for it.

It may prevent misconception if, before going further, we de-

fine a little more closely what is meant by indigence as related

to this subject. It does not mean extreme poverty, or inability

to support one’s self in any calling. Few beneficiaries come

from the absolutely poor and destitute. They are simply poor,

relative to being able to spend eight or ten years of the spring

time of life, and not merely a hundred, but hundreds of dollars

a year, to qualify themselves for the ministry. Many of

them are sons of clergymen with a support more or less slender.

A few are sons of mechanics who may be pillars in their churches,

and yet toil for their daily bread, finding themselves strained to

the utmost to obtain a decent living and carry a small policy of
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life-insurance. The most, however, come “from that great mid-

dle class which is the very strength and backbone of society, and

which lurnishes the vigorous and successful actors in almost

every department of life. These young men are, more often

than otherwise, the sons of small farmers, working hard for a

livelihood, but lifted above want. Their sons are poor, not in

the sense that they are not able to obtain a good living in the

common forms of industry, and many of them, like their com-

panions in the same class, would in this way become rich men.

But they are poor, exceedingly poor, in reference to an enterprise

which demands that they shall take ten years of their early life

away^from productive industry, and make them instead years of

heavy expense. A man often congratulates himself proudly

that he did not have to call upon any society for help to make
himself a successful carpenter, or manufacturer, or tradesman.

Very true
;
and he Dever had to pass one single year under the

conditions in which these men are kept for ten years. The cir-

cumstances are entirely different, as any one can easily see who
will look at the problem with a fair and candid mind/’

—

Report

of Am. Education Society.

Arguments, however, are urged in opposition to these views

with an earnestness which entitles them to serious consideration.

Some of them we will consider.

It said that the secular professions are supplied with ample

recruits from volunteers who prepare themselves for the work at

their own charge. But it is easy to show that this is true only

in part, and that so far as it'is true, the case is no way parallel

to the ministry. The allegation is untrue, first because all can-

didates for the other liberal professions, who are furnished with

a liberal education, in fact receive a large amount of gratuitous

aid. We do not believe there is a college in the land, the stu-

dents in which do not receive two dollars or more, as the fruit of

benefactions to endow and furnish it, for every dollar they pay

to support its teachers. The income of the moneys given for the

buildings, libraries, apparatus, cabinets and productive funds of

such colleges, we think would be nearer five, than two, dollars for

ODe that the students now pay for tuition and other means of

instruction. Without such charitable donations and foundations,

colleges and liberal education would be simply impossible. Not

only so, very large aid is afforded in most colleges by scholar-
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ships, the partial or total remission of tuition, and by other do-

nations to indigent and promising students, for whatever profes-

sion they may be destined. Many colleges possess some, a few

very considerable, permanent funds for this purpose. Very many
needy students for secular professions are aided privately by in-

dividual benefactions to them. The question, therefore, is not

whether indigent students for the ministry shall receive eleemosy-

nary aid in procuring their education while others, do not
; but

whether they shall receive that special systematic aid for a por-

tion of the cost of education, which all churches requiring an ed-

ucated ministry have found cause to provide.

But still further, a large part of the legal profession, and by
far the greater part of the medical, enter them without liberal ed-

ucation, and this, we have abundant cause to know, to the great

injury and degradation of their profession.* In saying this, we
only say what their own most eminent members declare. This

is none the less true, although there are enough poor physicians

and lawyers who have college diplomas, while some are eminent

in their professions without that advantage. The same might

be said of military and naval officers, educated or not educated

at West Point or Aunapolis
;
yet whence have the officers, as a

whole, come, who have carried us triumphantly through our wars ?

At all events, Presbyterians demand a liberally educated minis-

try, and even then tax its resources to the utmost. And Eone

the less so, although in exceptional cases we have a “ bright

* So far a3 the medical profession is concerned, this is largely due to that impos-

sibility of judging of their knowledge by their patients, which makesit so tempting

a field for quackery. "With regard to lawyers, so many of whom have political as-

pirations, it is undeniable that universal suffrage has made success largely depen-

dent on gaining the immense vote of the most ignorant and debased of our varied

population. This brings other qualities into requisition besides high education, in

order to success; such a3 wealth, editorial eminence, military power, shill as dem-

agogues, adroitness in touching tho lower passions. There yet remains and, we
trust, always wili remain, among our legislators, a wholesome infusion of men high

in culture and statesmanship. But that, from this and other causes, the politics of

the country are too largely drifting away from its educated mind, has been remarked

by De Tocqueville, and more recently by John S. Mill, and is evident enough from

the fact, that, during the senatorship of S imuel L. Southard, one-sixth of the mem-
bers of the U. S. Senate were graduates of Princeton College

;
now, Harvard,

Yale and Princeton together have less than one tenth of its members among their

graduates. Less than half its members are graduates of any college. In the House

of Representatives the ratio of college graduates is much lower, only 31 per cent.
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particular star
”
-who has riseu to eminence in spite of his want

of it. There is no parallel, therefore, between them and profes-

sions largely filled with men not literally educated.

But this is not all. The legal and medical professions draw

not, only or chiefly, from the religious clas3. They draw also

and largely from the much greater worldly, and from the posi-

tively irreligious, class. They, therefore, have an immensely

greater field from which to enlist volunteers. Withal they do
not restrain or hinder their members from engaging in worldly

speculations or secular enterprises, to eke out any insufficiency

of professional earnings, or to contest with other men for high

prizes which tempt covetousness or ambition. On the other

hand, the ministry, except Its few more lucrative positions, few

at best, certainly offers no opportunity for accumulation
;
too

often a scanty support, in our feebler churches and fron-

tier stations, so utterly insignificant and precarious as to

mock hunger, and only expose the nakedness it should cover.

We shall recur again to the bearing on this subject of the miser-

able support so largely awarded to the profession. We think it

clearly proved, therefore, that the argument against aiding needy

candidates for the ministry, from this analogy, utterly fails.

It is sometimes said that the churches in the old country find

no difficulty in obtaining an ample supply of educated ministers

without this aid. But the fact that in these old and thickly set-

tled countries, there is little missionary ground, few parishes

not giving a fair support to their ministers, little uncertain and

precarious tenure of charges worthily filled, little that is anal-

ogous to our vast frontier stations and new settlements, and far

fewer openings for secular adventure and enterprise than are

afforded by our great undeveloped country, destroys the sup-

posed analogy, and the argument founded on it.

Nor is the argument from the experience of our own country,

prior to the last half century, any more to the purpose. Not
only was the foreign work substantially unknown, but the home
work was in a vastly smaller relative scale than now . But the

average support and permanency of the ministry in rural towns,

t. e. in the great majority of congregations, was above what it is

now, as compared with the average income and style of living of

other people, and with the reasonable demands upon each class

respectively, it on the whole gave greater security, dignity and
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comfort tlian now . It was less in dollars, but more in purchas-

ing power, as compared with the average standard of expense in

living. Aside of all other things, the greater permanency and

less precarious tenure of the office, pastorates often lasting for

life, gave an immense advantage. Thus the office was relieved of

disabilities and drawbacks which now repel many from aiming

at it. On the other hand, this diminution in the purchasing

power of money, with equal advance in all the standards of de-

cent living, prodigiously increases the difficulties of youth with

small means or no means, and of families in slender or moderate

circumstances, in bearing the expense of liberal education.

Within forty years the tuition fee at Yale College has been

trebled, and in most colleges at least doubled. This is only-

typical of a proportionate average advance in the cost of sub-

sistence, of a general if not equal increase in the price of living

in colleges, or elsewhere, of the embarrassments therefrom to

be surmounted by families of small means in supporting a son

in college. We have lived long enough to see and know that

the average country minister of the last generation could sustain

his son at college, and pay tuition too, with greater ease than

he can do it now and pay no tuition, both because he now finds

it more difficult to spare any thiug from his salary, and what he

does spare by the hardest effort is so much less effective than for-

merly. The simple fact that the wages of labor, skilled and un-

skilled, including indispensable domestic service, is never less

than double, often triple and quadruple what it was formerly, at

once proves and explains all this. For all expense of living is

either for labor or the products of labor. The salaries of a

large portion of clergymen are now less, often very much less,

than the average compensation of good mechanics.

But the supposed analogy between the present and past fails

still further, from the lessening of the opportunities for indigent

students to help themselves by teaching and otherwise
; first,

because the main vacations are now during the heated term

when nearly all schools and teaching in the country are sus-

pended, then because there is now little demand for teachers of

public schools who have not before had special training in nor-

mal schools
;
and, still further, because the curriculum of col-

lege studies has been so expanded by the wedging in of new

sciences, physical and metaphysical, and of modern languages
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and literature, that the good student requires his whole time

and thought for the successful pursuit of his studies
; and any

serious interruption or addition to his labors makes havoc alike

with his education and his health—his capacity for further use-

fulness. As to other resources for self-help besides teaching,

such as clerkships, etc., it is notorious that the crowd into them

has of late been so great, that for every vacancy there are scores

of applicants, and that only those who have already attained

expertness by a previous business training can obtain more than

nominal, if any, wages. This was not always so. The causes

of this change are obvious and certain, but we have no time

to detail them. The fact is enough. All occupations for

impecunious gentlemen, or which are more mental than manual,

are so over-crowded, that an advertised vacancy is usually

answered by applicants enough to bewilder the advertiser.

At best, all resources of this kind are slender and pre-

carious, and like teaching, nay, worse than teaching, they con-

sume strength needed alike for study and health. At present,

the actual labors of the course of study are all that can pru-

dently and safely be exacted of the student. In a recent num-

ber of the Insurance Monitor, Rev. Walter Nichols, who was

driven by loss of health from a ministry of great promise, at its

very beginning, to the editorial desk, has proved, by a wide in-

duction of ascertained facts in regard to the Alumni of Andover,

Princeton, and Union Seminaries, that the average mortality of

clergymen in the earlier years of their professional life, quite

exceeds that of men in other professions and vocations
;
while

those that survive the exhausting labors incident to this period,

exceed the average of other callings, in longevity. The reason

he assigns is quite indisputable, viz., that clergymen, unlike

other professions, at once enter on the fulness of their labors

and responsibilities immediately after their ten years of con-

finement to preparatory study. If they survive this period, they

have accumulated resources and aptitudes which steadily reduce

this draft upon their health find strength. Moreover, many of

them, after beginning their ministry under pressure of their

heaviest labors, are thrown out of place and regular employment

just at that age of three-score, when the labors of other profes-

sions culminate in amount and intensity. Hence, those who

live to this period reach an extra longevity. But the principal
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fact remains, that from the depressing effect of their long-con-

tinued labors in preparation for the ministry, and the exhaustive

labors which attend its early years, the mortality, of young cler-

gymen exceeds that of other professions. Is it not, then, the

worst conceivable economy to aggravate this prostration and

mortality, by burdening the period of training for the ministry

with the additional labor of earning the means of support, and

the cost of education? Other considerations aside, is it not a

most wasteful and destructive procedure ?

Nevertheless, wTith scarce an exception, the beneficiaries, not-

withstanding these risks, to our certain knowledge, seek out every

opportunity of vacation work, in order to help themselves, and

if they fail to find what they would like to do, cheerfully do with

their might what their hands find to do. On this subject there

is quite too much uncharitable surmising and insinuation. We
have been conversant with many of them, and have known few who
did not crave chances of employment during their vacations, and

at other times, if practicable, to eke out their support. One who
had been trained to printing, spends every hour he can spare in a

printing office. Another, trained an accountant, spends his

vacations, which are needed for rest, in a counting-house, and

came back to resume his studies worn dowm, when he should be

recruited in vigor. Others work on farms at harvesting, With

more advantage to health
;
others obtain positions as colpor-

teurs or book-agents. Most toil through their vacations, ac-

cording to their best opportunities, and to their utmost strength.

Some board themselves in their rooms, with great detriment to

their health
;
others get their own board by keeping boarding

clubs for others. In all these ways they help themselves, and

then, with all the help the church gives or promises them, they

can scarcely make ends meet. If the church fails to fulfil these

promises, they must give up. the effort to be liberally educated,

or prosecute it with .injury or danger to their education, or to the

health and strength left to turn it to account when once gained.

As we now write, a young man of excellent character for piety,

talents and scholarship, calls upon us to ask leave of absence

from college for the winter, in order to take a school, while he ex-

pects to keep up -with his class by studying out of school hours.

He has no means except his own earnings, and has exhausted

the fruits of years of teaching in supporting and preparing him-
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self for college, and reaching the present period in his Sopho-

more year. He- has kept along till now by boarding himself at

about SI per week. He had expected to continue to do it, and

meet other expenses, with the aid of the November appropriation

of $40, till January. But that has not come. He has no other

means. We loan him something for the present distress, and

the Faculty are compelled with great reluctance to let him de-

vote the very heart of the college year to outside labors
;
as we

know, with certain injury to his education, and the more serious

peril to his health. Many others, after toiling as above through

the summer vacation, are imploring us to find something for

them to do, because, greatly as they need all their time for study,

dire necessity is laid upon them to provide for the debts incurred

by the loss Ifc- delay of the appropriations due May 1st and No-

vember 1st, not a dollar of which, as we now write (Nov. 15th),

has yet been received. (That for Nov. has since come.)

Besides, aid to needy young men in preparing for the ministry

is nothing new. Its necessity was perceived and acted on be-

fore the era of Boards of Education. Only, in this case, as in

that of Missions, Bible circulation, etc., it had not been devel-

oped into an organized, systematic shape. Princeton College

has, a considerable fund, conditioned that its income shall be

given to needy students preparing for the Presbyterian ministry,

which was given to it before the day of our present Board of Ed-

ucation, and has been religiously applied to this purpose. It

was probably, in its day, as much proportioned to the needs of

those who then enjoyed its benefits, as the present appropria-

tions of the Board of Education are to its existing beneficiaries.

This is but a sample of the private and public aid even then pro-

vided for this cause by the friends of Christ.

But, it is said, we have now a surplus of ministers. What we
want is not more, but better ones

;
and better ones can best be

otherwise obtained. This allegation is not true in any such

sense as to warrant the inference drawn from it .
* It is true

indeed that less than half of our churches have regularly in-

stalled pastors. It is no less true that nearly one-third have

* The Presbyterian of Nov. 9, makes some valuable statistical footings, from

the Minutes of the Assembly for 1872, -which we thus summarize : Total number of

churches, 4,730, of ministers, 4 441, of pastoral churches, 2,075, pastors, 1914,

churches with stated supplies, 1482, number of stated supplies, 943 ;
thus making
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stated supplies, in which quasi form of pastorate, some ministers

remain longer over the same flocks than some who are in the

more normal relation of pastors by formal installation. It is

to be further considered, that more or less churches are always

temporarily without either pastors or stated supplies, because

they are for the time in transitu, seeking the regular pastors

or supplies of which they are for the time destitute. Mean-

while, they are employing a portion of the licentiates or minis-

ters who are without regular charges. Then a very large num-
ber of churches are pioneer, missionary, or otherwise weak

churches, yet in the germ, too feeble, even with missionary aid,

to sustain a settled ministry, and obliged to depend on casual

supplies. They thus occupy another portion of those who have

attained the degree of W. C., w’hich is far from being always, or

even presumptively, as is too often heedlessly and even cruelly

implied, a badge of dishonor. It is often a consequent or

attendant of most honorable service in the ministry. Then there

is the large body of missionaries, and others wdio are engaged in

purely evangelistic work, and set loose from all particular con-

gregations. Who would have presumed to reproach Whitefield,

Nettleton, the missionaries who are doing the work of evangelists,

before they gather or are set over particular churches, as dishon-

ored W. C.’s? Then comes the long catalogue of those ministers

who are serving the church, and their generation in the ca-

pacity of teachers and propagators of the truth as it is in Jesus,

through the issues of the press, periodical or otherwise, or in

some department of Christian education, as their main work,

w'hile they do much preaching and other important ministerial

service for vacant churches or other fields of evangelism, or for

the relief of pastors when unavoidably absent or disabled. Look
at the men toiling in the indispensable work of superintending

the administration of the different departments of church work.

Then consider the number of W. C.’s who are actually employed

more or less, and often to the full measure of their strength, in

preaching and other ministerial services. How small the re-

3557 churches with 2857 ordained ministers over them
;
churches in some sense

vacant, 1173
;
ministers without charge, 893

;
professors and teachers, 147 ;

foreign

missionaries, 125; home missionaries not otherwise enumerated, 52 ;
secretaries of

Presbyterian or other hoards and societies, 47 ;
agents, 25 ; chaplains, 15 ;

city

missionaries, 12 ;
editors, 12.

9
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siduum of really unemployed ministers. And this residuum con-

sists of three classes : first, the superannuated, and those dis-

abled by various maladies, who have worn themselves out in the

ministry ;
next, the few who have fallen out of service because

they mistook their calling, and who, therefore, ought to be al-

lowed in some regular, orderly manner to demit the exercise of

the ministry. But the proportion of such failures in the minis-

try is much smaller than in any other profession. What a pro-

portion of lawyers or merchants fails? Thirdly, there is the

class, unduly large we admit, who being still able and willing,

yea, often ardently desirous to continue pastoral work, have been,

without serious fault of their own,thrown out of then- former charges

and are not able to find their way to new places. This happens

much more in small and feeble than in strong churches, because

here a few, or even a single one, who becomes disaffected, can

often render a minister’s situation intolerable, and compel him

to leave. The very fact too of possessing this power is of itself

a temptation to wield it, by parties who would be as quiet as in-

significant in large congregations. Not only so. But the material

and composition of congregations in our new settlements, and

again by emigration from old churches to the frontier, change

so rapidly and entirely, that the kind of minister suited to them

in one decade, or semi-decade, is often unsuited to them the

next. Thus, from these and other causes mostly special to a

rapidly growing and changing country, it comes to pass, that

many worthy and excellent ministers are set afloat at from fifty

to sixty years of age, who find it exceedingly difficult to get set-

tled in new pastorates afterward. This gives origin to many of

the stated supplies or vacancies in churches. For the secret of

this difficulty we have not far to look. The great majority of

churches, especially small churches, while quick to unsettle min-

isters thus advanced in life, every way worthy and more than

worthy of them, are slow to call men to be over them in the Lord

who have attained this ripe age, unless they are unusually bril-

liant and prepossessing. At this period of life too, when all their

habits and tastes have been rooted and fixed in our older states,

men cannot easily or without peril migrate to the frontiers for a

totally different kind of work. Nor will health and strength usu-

ally outlive such a change. It is like transplanting old trees ;

most likely they will not survive. If they do, perchance, they
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-cannot thrive. Another cause of the increase of this class of

ministers is the starveling support granted them, so that, finding

themselves unable to support their families and pay their debts,

they are driven into other occupations for this purpose. This fact

explains in part the rush of candidates to the more desirable va-

cancies, but only in part. This crowd of candidates is most
largely made up, not of W. C.’s, but of those now having pastoral

charges and seeking a change. This rush proves no surplus of

ministers.

But how does the case of this class of W. C.’s bear upon the

•question of supplying church aid to needy candidates for the

ministry in order to replenish its ranks ? Does this state of

things attract or repel that class who prepare for professional

life at their own charges ? Are the future prospects of the

ministry, as thus indicated, such as draw or turn back spontane-

ous recruits? All know its natural effect upon those who are

not impelled to the work as by a fire in their bones, so that they

say “ Woe is me if I preach not the Gospel.” It proves that

we must draw largely from the ranks of those requiring aid, to

carry them through the nine or ten years of expensive prepara-

tion for the ministry, such as are ready thus to “ endure hard-

ness as good soldiers of Jesus Christ.”

Again, this view is supported by the experience of other

Christian bodies who demand an educated ministry, and bv
the course of the State with reference to the training of her
military and naval officers. Long experience has proved
that the State cannot supply itself with officers and com-
manders adequate to large and successful military oper-

ations, except as it trains them in its own schools and at

its own expense. It is notorious that the Roman Catholic

Church provides itself in this way with a priesthood, which,

however faulty according to our standard, is indisputably

efficient, and amply furnished with able and brilliant leaders.

We have known instances of candidates for the ministry at-

tracted from Presbyterian to Episcopal training schools, by the

more generous assistance there provided, sometimes not less

than $300 per annum. It is even so in the various branches of

the Reformed and Evangelical Church. The Congregationalists,

after an experience of nearly half a century, in the early stages of

which the system was brought under a shadow by the over-
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doing and other oversights in the conduct of it, such as are inci-

dent to the inexperience of all new undertakings, have been

gradually but surely restoring the American Education So-

ciety, and other like agencies for this end, to more than their

former vigor. It has passed the stage of partial eclipse and em-
barrassment with which ours has been threatened. After

trying the effects of first supporting and then partially abandon-

ing it, the final and deliberate conclusion is, that it must be

fully and permanently sustained, in order to supply a ministry

adequate to the wants and growth of the denomination. It

never was on so firm a footing as now. It aids three hundred

and fifty young men. This, too, let it be noted, in a denomina- .

ation covering those sections of country, and including that order

of people, which from various causes spontaneously furnishes

the largest proportion of liberally educated young men, who are

pressing into all professions and occupations which require

cultivated mind. Surely no part of our country compares with

New England and portions of our Middle States in this particu-

lar.
“ The character of our New England population is such,”

says the Annual Report of Am. Education Society, “that it fur-

nishes young men for an education more largely, probably, than

a like population as to numbers in any other part of the land.”

Yet during the past year the Education Society has given aid to

216 young men in their theological seminaries. This can scarcely

be less than two-thirds the whole number of theological students.

If such is the result of trying to sustain and advance religion at

home and abroad, with and without aid from the church to help

her needy sons train themselves for the minisfry, what must it

be among us ?

If it is thus past all doubt that such systematic aid must be

provided by our church in order to maintain her due position in

the present and the future, it is no less evident it should be

allotted in such a way as to reach worthy and not unworthy

recipients. To look for perfection here, so that no mistakes,

will ever be made, and no unfit persons ever partake of these

benefactions, is of course visionary. Nothing human attains

this immaculateness. To refuse to do good, unless it can be

wholly unmarred by imperfection, in itself and its workings and

fruits, is to refuse to do it at all. Among the twelve apostles,

one denied, and another betrayed his Master. Nevertheless any
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scheme claiming Christian support must be, in its normal and

average operation, good. And the youth educated in whole or

in part by church aid for the ministry, must as a class be worthy

recipients of that aid, or contributions for the purpose cannot

reasonably be asked, and if asked, will not long be given. We
believe that the system pursued in the Presbyterian Church has

in the main accomplished this object. There have been excep-

tions unavoidably, but we are quite sure that the average stand-

ing, as to scholarship, of beneficiaries in our colleges and semi-

naries, has been ordinarily above the general average. They
have included many now among the brightest ornaments and

strongest pillars of the church, who otherwise would have failed

of 'a liberal education, or procured it under disadvantages that

would have impaired it, and put at hazard health and useful-

ness. Still there have been and constantly are some few enjoy-

ing its benefits, who give feeble evidence of being worth

educating by public charity for the sacred office. It is a duty

to do our utmost to reduce the number of such to the lowest,

if possible to a vanishing point. Not only is this right in itself,

but every unworthy beneficiary costs the church enough, in

the loss of contributions, to educate two good candidates. What
then can be done in this behalf? And still further, what can

be done to enable the Board of Education to fulfil its promises

to worthy candidates, on the faith of which they have under-

taken the arduous work of equipping themselves with a liberal

education for the ministry, and from the breach of which, they

are now suffering untold embarrassments ?

As we understand the present system, in its practical ope-

ration, whatever may be its formal or theoretical details, it

amounts to this : the General Assembly orders the amount to

be paid by the Board to the several classes of beneficiaries.

The Presbyteries determine, each for itself, what persons under

their care shall be beneficiaries of the Board, entitled to receive its

appropriations. Each and every Presbytery can recommend to

the Board whomsoever it pleases, and the Board regards and

treats such recommendation as practically conclusive. True,

the Board requires a testimonial from the teacher, or some

representative of the institution where he is pursuing his studies,

that he has been present and pursuing them for the quarter

•covered by the appropriation, as the ordinary condition of pay-
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ing it. It also calls for a report of the standing of the student

in various particulars to which we shall yet advert. But we do
not understand that a damaging report, in these particulars,

from a teacher or professor against any student, is itself con-

clusive with the Board, or avails at once to stop the payment of

appropriations. It is usually sent hy the Board to the Presby-

tery, and thither the whole case is remanded for decision.

From this system it comes to pass :

—

1. That the body furnishing, and determining the amount of,

money to be paid, i. e., the whole church through its Assembly,

Board, and the contribution, of its churches, exercises no imme-
diate control over the number or the character of the candidates

to whom it is to be paid. Hence the liability to such exigencies

and dead-locks as the present, in which the number of candi-

dates entitled to the stipends ordered to be paid, goes beyond,

the funds provided for them by the church, with all the evils of

a bankrupt treasury, and unfulfilled engagements.

2. It results further, that the Board, as the agent of the whole

church to receive and disburse its contributions for this purpose,

is powerless to bring its dues within its means, by reducing the

number of its beneficiaries. . It cannot decline whatever new
candidates are offered and certified by Presbyteries

;
it cannot

reduce the number on hand by withholding appropriations from

the apparently less promising of its candidates, or, without Pres-

byterial approval from those, who are prirnafacie, according to re-

ports made to it, in some respect unworthy
;
or by lowering the

rate of allowance to the level of its funds. It is helpless to avoid

financial shipwreck, unless the contributions of the church rise

with the demand thus created. Alone it cannot control the char-

acter of its candidates, which has such an intimate connection

with its ability to persuade people to give for their support.

Now it seems to us that some slight changes would give us a

more excellent way. Certainly, while the Assembly should di-

rect that a certain stipend should be paid to beneficiaries if the

funds can be obtained, it should make the order subject to this

condition, and require no more than a pro rata payment to each

beneficiary of the funds actually provided. Then some discre-

tion should surely be given to the Board as to accepting new

candidates when its means are exhausted, until a sufficiency is

obtained. Then, if the funds are insufficient to aid all that are
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offered and certified by Presbyteries, cannot some method be

found of lessening the allowance to those less advanced, or as 3
ret

showing no decided marks of promise, and of reducing the de-

mand upon the Board, by eliminating, besides those proved

positively unworthy, those who as yet are only negatively wor-

thy, or those who show no positive marks of promise ? May not

the Board (itself) have some voice and some tests, in such emer-

gencies, and for such cases ? Some way it must have of adjust-

ing its obligations to its means, if it would preserve its credit,

dignity and usefulness. And it is important, if possible, that

this should be accomplished, first by enlarged and adequate

contributions
;
but if this cannot be, by giving the full allow-

ance to those evincing positive promise, and witholding or

shortening allowances, if any where, in the case of those least

needy, or of least positive promise.

Under the present system, the only resource for accomplishing

this end is for the Board to appeal to the Presbyteries to exer-

cise increased vigilance and care in its recommendations of can-

didates. In their last annual report they say :
“ Care as to the

recommendation by the Presbyteries of devoted and capable

men, as has been said year after year by those related to the

work of education, is the one point upon wrhich most of all its

value, usefulness and success depends.” Nothing can be plainer.

This care should extend to two points, viz. that the candidates

be 1. “ devoted,” and 2. “ capable.” But, so far as we are in-

formed, the examination of candidates by Presbyteries, with

reference to being recommended to the Board of Education, is

no other than that for the purpose of being taken under their

care as probationers for the ministry
;

i. e. as to personal piety

and motives in seeking the ministry. Now personal piety, and

right motives in seeking the ministry, are merely qualifications

sine qua non. The want of them would indeed be an absolute

disqualification. Personal piety positively entitles to church

communion. But it is not of itself, without other gifts, any

token of a call to the ministry, or to prepare for the ministry.

It does not necessarily involve the “ capacity” for the ministry,

whether potential or actual, which our Board so justly urges the

Presbyteries to make sure of. How shall this be attested? If

the Presbyteries can ensure it ultimately by means of their trials

and examinations for licensure, can they ensure it by any 'prac-
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ticable examination in those previous stages of education to

which the Board gives aid? It is very plain that they can ob-

tain evidence of the existence of these gifts, inposse or in esse, only

from the testimony of teachers or other disinterested parties who
have had some proof of them. If then it depends upon the Pres-

byteries to determine who shall receive the benefactions of the

Board, ought they not, in all cases, to require satisfactory evidence

of piety and “capacity,” and to include in this latter, proof of what-

ever is essential to a fair prospect of usefulness in the ministry?

Besides, ought they not to have evidence of some real need, on the

part of the candidate, of the aid he seeks ? And ought not the Pres-

bytery to certify to the Board that they have satisfactory evidence

on these three points, viz., piety, capacity, indigence ?—the lat-

ter not in the sense of absolute poverty, but still of being unable

to procure the requisite means for high ministerial education,

without unreasonable embarrassment to his family, or detriment

to his education ? The constitution of the American (Congre-

gational) Education Society requires that all applicants for aid

produce, from serious and respectable characters, unequivocal

testimonials of hopeful piety, promising talents, and real indi-

gence
;
and that each annually present from his instructor, or

instructors, “ satisfactory evidence that in point of genius, dili-

gence, literary progress, morals and piety, he is a proper charac-

ter to receive aid from these sacred funds.”

It is quite clear that testimonials worth anything must come

from parties having knowledge
;
and that the only parties hav-

ing present knowledge of, those who have once entered on a

course of study, must be the persons, with and under whom they

study, and among whom they for the time live. These are the

only parties competent to give evidence on all points, except in-

digence
;
generally they become pretty conversant with that too.

Hence in some form such testimonials from teachers are re-

quired by all Boards of Education. To whom should they be

made ? It is plain that to whomsoever else they may be made,

they should be made directly to the party that really determines

whether the candidate shall or shall not receive the benefactions

of the churches. The authority that decides should not learn

the facts about the beneficiary merely at second hand. No evi-

dence, especially on subjects so delicate as this, is comparable

to that received immediately from the witness. If unfavorable,
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it is more likely to be gently intimated than expressly and posi-

tively charged, unless in gross cases
;
hence to be incapable of

.a second transmission. If our Presbyteries are really and finally

to decide the question, it seems to us that they, by their proper

officers, should write immediately to the institution in which

their beneficiary is a student, for information. The present sys-

tem requires reports from these to the Board, and mediately

from the Board to the Presbyteries. It should indeed be given

directly to the Board as now. But if the ultimate decision rests

with the Presbyteries, they should procure direct reports also.

We have more than once seen the evils arising from the want of

them.

But in the very nature of things, if the Presbyteries recom-

mend candidates, which, at the rate of allowance ordered by the

Assembly, more than exhaust the funds provided by the church,

the Board must have the power of adjusting its outlays to its

•means, either by reducing the payments pro rata to all the

beneficiaries, or by some method of dropping from its list

enough of the candidates recommended to meet the deficiency.

A few plain principles, it seems to us, suffice to guide us here,

other things being equal.

1. Those of feeble piety, zeal, talents, scholarship, diligence,

eloquence, or any requisites to an efficient ministry, should give

place to those of decided eminence, or who are beyond all rea-

sonable doubt, in these respects.

2. Those studying in Presbyterian institutions should be pre-

ferred to those studying elsewhere.

3. Those more advanced are to be preferred to those less ad-

vanced in their course. Especially those in their collegiate

course, to those whohavenot enteredit, both because the tokens' of

promise, or want of it, become more decided with progress, and

because the further education has advanced, and the more that

has been expended upon it, the greater the loss from arresting

or crippling it.

4. On the same principle, those already on the Board are enti-

tled to the preference over new candidates, in regard to the ac-

ceptance of whom the workihg system of the Board must be
elastic enough to equalize its obligations with its means. All

these grounds of preference are distinctly recognized in the pre-

sent allotment of aid to different classes—largest to theological
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students, less to those in college, still less to those preparing for

college, while our last Assembly excluded from all share in it

those who had not been preparing for college at least a year.

The American Education Society helps none till they liave en-

tered college. It certainly is a fair question whether, in most

cases, tokens of promise for the work of the ministry can have

been very decidedly developed at an earlier stage.

Such a relation of the Board of Education, as quoad hoc repre-

senting the whole church, to the Presbyteries, is precisely what

it is in the case of the other Boards for the benevolent work cf

the church. In Home and Eoreigns Missions, Sustentation,

Church Erection, the endorsement and recommendation of the

Presbyteries within whose bounds they are, is usually an indis-

pensable condition of aid. They are a negative sin qua non. But

it is left to these Boards, in view of the means at their command,

and the comparative urgency of different calls, or advantages of

different openings, to determine the fields to be occupied, the

ministers to be sent, the congregations to be aided in building

churches and supporting pastors, from among those recommended

by the Presbyteries. So the church, acting through its Board of

Education, must wisely and well, in. view of the means at its com-

mand, and in more or less conformity to the principles just laid

down, determine to what classes of persons, and in what propor-

tions, among those certified by the Presbyteries, it can most ad-

vantageously for the great cause distribute what is cast into its

treasury for this purpose, if there be not enough to respond to-

all properly attested calls.

And let not Assemblies by their votes promise what they are

unable to perform, or suppose that mere votes to appropriate

given sums of course ensure the contribution of them, even

though pathetic and impassioned speeches about the trials and

privations of beneficiaries bear away the members on a “ tidal

wave ” of sympathy. It requires more than all this to bring the

money so pledged from our people. A vote to make such pledges

is justifiable on the part of those only, who intend within the

sphere of their influence, and who reallj' believe a sufficient num-

ber besides themselves likewise intend, to use such means for

persuading the church to give the promised amount, as may be

reasonably expected to secure it.

A word m- re as the best means of securing the needed infor-
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mation in testimonials from teachers and professors, in regard to

the character of the beneficaries under them. This, too, has

tasked the wisdom of those charged with it. We have seen what

that required by the American Education Society is,
—

“ satisfac-

tory evidence that in point of genius, diligence, literary progress,

morals and piety, he is a proper character to receive aid from

these sacred funds.” It would seem that such a testimonial,

intelligently and sincerely given, were sufficient, and could not

well be made more decisive. It is, however, notorious that such

certificates may be given in a way of loose generality, without

due consideration of all the points they fairly imply. To obvi-

ate this danger, our Board has elaborated a blank form of testi-

monial to be rendered by teachers, under several distinct heads,,

in respect to each of which it asks that the grade of the candi-

date be reported. These heads are, Piety, Talents, Diligence,

Scholarship, Eloquence, Economy, Prudence, Zeal, General In-

fluence and Enterprise, Health. The Board tells those concerned:

“ This form is for the use of teachers or professors of literary

or theological institutions, in reporting to the Board the prog-

ress and character of students for the ministry, under their care,

who have been recommended by the Presbyteries for aid from

the funds of the Church.
“ The most convenient and accurate method of specifying the

points of information desired by the Board is to employ the

numerals 1 to 10 ;
10 indicating the very highest grade, (attained

by few individuals, it may be said), 1 the very lowest, and 5 a

medium. Reports, however, will be received in which the words

high, medium and low, are employed under the several heads.

Any additional remarks or statements (upon the back of this, or

on a separate sheet of paper) wall be gratefully received, and

may be very useful to the Board.”

This method at first sight seems exhaustive and mathemati-

cally exact. When wre first saw it we confess we felt that the

venerable fathers whose wisdom had devised and elaborated it,

had found the sovereign specific for the difficulties involved.

We felt somewhat of the “rapturous eureka” of the ancient ge-

ometer, when he discovered the 47th proposition of Euclid.

Experience, however, in the attempt to use it, somewhat chilled

our enthusiasm. It often happens that the theoretically perfect

is practically impossible. This is manifestly the case when we
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attempt to estimate arithmetically, or mathematically, moral,

religious, or analogous qualities. Let any pastor, however long

he may have been over his flock, and intimately acquainted with

them, undertake to guage them on a scale of 1 to 10 under the

foregoing heads
;
let him be required to do it four times a year,

and this not merely as a matter of personal private opinion, but

with the responsibility of reporting it to the officers of an or-

ganization, in writing, (litem scripta manet), and he will under-

stand the force of what we say. It is only possible, even ap-

proximately, with regard to the single element of scholarship

—

and this as the result of a series of direct searching recitations,

with an exhaustive examination, conducted partly or wholly for

this very end, and each exercise numerically marked as it oc-

curs. Then each department of study makes out its own aver-

age, and at last a resultant average is made by combining the

several averages. Even this is possible only after the formal

examinations occurring from one to three times a year. Re-

ports to the Board of this kind can only be upon scholarship as

shown by the last examination. This, however, is impossible in

Theological seminaries, where no such numerical account of reci-

tations is kept, and examinations occur only at the end of the

year. The same is partially true of some colleges. But in re-

gard to everything except scholarship, such an arithmetical es-

timate, worth anything, is simply impossible.

But is not the other allowed system of grading, as “ high,

medium and low,” practicable and reasonable ? Again we say,

let any pastor try making a report upon his own membership,

upon this scale with reference to the several heads above re-

quired, to be the basis of conferring or withholding important

privileges. Will he be willing or able to execute the task ? The
difficulties are manifold. The general presumptive character of

men in a community may reveal itself very soon to those who
have much to do with them. In the present case, the presump-

tion of course is that the character of young men entering in-

stitutions of learning to prepare for the Christian ministry is

above question, till the contrary appears. But suppose the con-

trary does or does not appear sooner or later
;
how long may it

be, even as long as the collegiate four years, before any clear in-

dications appear, which would warrant the teacher in reporting

his pupil as “ high,” “ low,” or “ medium,” in piety, prudence,
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economy, zeal, diligence, general influence, enterprise. And as-

to “ eloquence,” it is often long before those in the end most
eloquent, manifest or even acquire it. It is most frequently de-

veloped in the later stages of education, and as the result of la-

borious culture . So with the other religious, moral and semi-

moral qualities under the several heads specified. Occasionally

one may exhibit marked defects, or marked excellencies at once,

in reference to such things as economy, enterprise and the like.

And he might exhibit nothing special or noteworthy, that would

come under the eye of his instructors during his whole educa-

tional course. Desirable, therefore, as such minute specifications

and exact grading might be, if practicable, it is hardly practica-

ble, because not applicable to the moral and prudential sphere
;

and, at all events, commonly beyond the possible means ot

knowledge of those called to render it. Plain as this seems to

us, we should state it with a diffidence proportioned to our rev-

erence for the wise and holy men who instituted it, had we not

found all others who have been called, like ourselves, to apply it,

and whom we have had opportunity to consult, of a like opinion.

It seems to us, therefore, like all standards of such ideal perfec-

tion as to be impracticable, to be likely to secure less satisfac-

tory reports than one more level to the requirements of the case.

At least we know that we only voice the sentiments of many of

the most devoted friends of the Board, when we suggest that

this subiect deserves the careful consideration of all concerned.
o

Suppose that in place of all this, the call be made for an an-

swer to the question, now in the column last but one, “whether

they can consistently be recommended for patronage,” and, if

not, why not? With possibly the two following, in addition:

“ What signs of promise of future usefulness in the ministry do

they thus far exhibit ?” “ Do you know of anything specially

high or low which deserves notice in their grade of piety, talents,

diligence, scholarship, eloquence, economy, prudence, general in-

fluence and enterprise? If so, please state it?” We apprehend

that something like this would be far less perplexing to teachers

and professors than the present form, and would bring out more
adequate and reliable accounts of the merits or demerits of the

beneficiaries.

And all the more so, because, aside of the indispensable requi-

sites of piety, diligence and zeal, the qualities that lead to useful-
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ness in the ministry are so diversified. It will not do to make
scholarship the only criterion. For so it is, that men low in

scholarship sometimes have other gifts which make them suc-

cessful preachers and pastors. Nor can we make eloquence the

only criterion. There are great numbers of ministers successful

as pastors and in other spheres, by their prudence, tact, zeal,

activity, scholarship, power as thinkers and writers, who are in

no proper sense eloquent
;
“ in letters weighty and powerful, in

bodily presence weak and in speech contemptible all which

was true of one “not a whit behind the chiefest of the apostles.”

In short, we must be slow to limit the Holy One of Israel as to

bis allotments of grace or gifts, or that concrete assemblage and

manifold proportion of powers which may be so attempered to-

gether as to make a “good minister of Jesus Christ,” if not for

one field, for another. “ There are diversities of gifts, but the

same Lord.” “ As every man hath received the gift, even so

minister the same one to another as good stewards of the mani-

fold grace of God.” We must not fetter the Holy Ghost with

man-made limitations.
9

A word now on another point, emphasized in some recent doc-

uments of the Board of Education, a clear understanding of which,

it seems to us, would have saved a vast deal of discussion and

complaint in, and in relation to, Presbyteries and Synods geo-

graphically including, or near to, gut Theological Seminaries.

Such Presbyteries usually have a large body of candidates who
are in the connected seminaries, that leave the distant Presby-

teries in which they were born and bred, and join those near

their place of study, for the sake of convenience in their exam-

inations and trials for licensures, and to avoid the expense and

interruption to their studies, involved in journeys to distant Pres-

byteries for the purpose. This has caused complaint in the

Presbyteries thus burdened with the labor and responsibility of

watching over and examining so many candidates, in a sense,

“naturally belonging” to other Presbyteries. Moreover, it has

been alleged that it produces an “unhealthy plethora” of can-

didates in such Presb3’teries and neighborhoods. The Secretary

of the Board has expressed this opinion in recent circulars, urg-

ing that Presbyteries and Synods should aim to support their

own beneficiaries, and that those specially burdened and disa-

bled from doing so, by tho causes -referred to, should generally
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be slow to receive candidates from a distance. Thus they might

equalize their own contributions to the cause, with the appro-

priations asked for their own candidates. In regard to these

viewrs and claims wre observe

:

1. That there is, and ought to be, no power to prevent church

sessions from receiving to their membership young men of piety,

who come to reside within their bounds for a term of years, to

be educated for either of the learned professions, or any other

pursuit

.

2. If candidates for the ministry thus become members of a

church in any Presbytery, they “naturally belong” to that

body for all purposes of Presbyterial supervision. Nor can

such Presbytery refuse to receive them under its care on any

recognized principles of our system.

3. No churches or Presbyteries have such opportunities and

advantages for the proper “ inspection and government ” of

them, as those w'here they must constantly reside.

4. To say that candidates may receive licensure only from the

Presbyteries within whose bounds they resided before they be-

gan to study for the ministry, is to say that none can study in

seminaries distant from their homes, without incurring the ex-

pense and interruption to their studies involved in the neces-

sary successive visits to their respective Presbyteries. This is but

another form of saying that they, and especially poor and bene-

ficiary students, shall not be at liberty to go to the seminaries of

their choice, if far distant, e. g. that the students from New Jer-

sey and other Eastern States, who have chosen to go to Lane,

Chicago or Danville should not be free to do so. The Church
will not make such restrictions on reasonable liberty.

5. Presbyteries who are thus crowded and loaded with special

labors and responsibilities, must bear them patiently, as being

the burden wThieh the Master has specially laid upon them
;
and

consider that other Presbyteries also have their special cares.

Finally, while Synods and Presbyteries should do their

utmost to have their churches contribute to the Board according

to their ability, whether this be enough, or more or less than

enough, to sustain the beneficiaries within their bounds
;
and

while they should recommend no beneficiary for aid, whom they

would not deem worthy, if his support wholly came from them-

selves, it is quite another thing to say that the aid to candidates
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in any Presbyter}' or Synod should be graduated by the con-

tributions of the latter to the Board. This would be virtually

to leave the whole thing to Synods and Presbyteries to help their

own candidates as best they may, and relieve from the obliga-

tion of proportionate giving those having great wealth and few

candidates. It woidd do away with all need of a central or

Assembly’s Board of Education. The very idea of that Board is

to bring the resources and the indigent candidates of the church

together
;
to obtain the money wdrere it can be found, and the

men where they can be found
;
and thus to let each make the

necessary' contribution towards raising up a duly qualified

ministry for the church, and sending forth more laborers into

the harvest.

Art. VIII.—WHO WAS THE SISTER OF OUR LORD’S MOTHER ?

By the Rev. C. C. Starbuck, Berea College, Ky.

We read John xix. 25 : “Now there stood by the cross of

Jesus, his mother, and his mother’s sister, Mary the wife of

Cleopas, and Mary Magdalene.” The question is, Are three

women mentioned here, or four ? It is usually assumed that

three are mentioned, and that the evangelist means to say, that

his mother’s sister wras Mary the wife of Cleopas. This opinion

is supposed to be confirmed by the parallel passage, Matt, xxvii.

56, where, omitting the Virgin, we have mentioned Mary Magde-

lene, Mary the mother of James and Joses, and the mother of

Zebedee’s children
;
and in Mark xv. 40, which mentions Mary

Magdqlene, Mary the mother of James the Less, and Salome,

wlio is doubtless the mother of Zebedee’s children. The fact

that in these tw7o passages three women are mentioned (the

mother of Christ being omitted from both) favors the interpreta-

tion of the passage in John, as also mentioning three besides

the Virgin. But waiving this for the present, let us see w’hat

bearing the relation of Mary, the wife of Cleopas, or Alphams

(two forms of one name) to James and Joses has on the ques-
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tion of her relationship to our Lord. We know that her son

James was one of the twelve, and, as the less important of the

two Jameses, we can easily understand why he is called

James the Less. It has been usually assumed, that after

the death of the elder James, or at least the more influential one,

the brother of John, he rose to the presidency of the church at

Jerusalem, and to the virtual headship of the Jewish believers,

under the title of James, the brother of the Lord. This view

derives force from the passage in Galatians i. 19, where Paul,

after mentioning his visit to Peter, says :
“ But other of the

apostles saw I none, save James, the Lord’s brother.” Assum-

ing that James is here described as one of the twelve, he can of

course only be James the son of Alphaeus, and in this case his

being called the Lord’s brother would settle the relationship of

his mother, as the sister of the Virgin, and would settle the fact

that he is called the brother of Christ, according to the Hebrew

idiom, by which collateral kindred, even more distant than first

cousins, may be called brothers.

But there are grave objections to regarding this James as

merelj7 the cousin of Christ. In the first place, there is no neces-

sity of regarding him as one of the Twelve at all. It is ad-

mitted that the Greek idiom allows us to interpret Gal. i. 19,

thus: “ But other of the Apostles saw I none, but I saw James
the Lord’s brother.” Then, even supposing Paul to designate

him as apostle, it by no means follows that he was one of the

Twelve. Paul and Barnabas were both apostles, but they were

not of the Twelve. And a man like James, the near kinsman

of our Lord, an important circumstance in the eyes of Jewish

believers (who after his martyrdom chose a cousin of Christ to

succeed him), of earnest, prophetic character, the model of

Israelitish piety spiritualized by the gospel, might well acquire

a standing in Jerusalem equal to one of the Twelve, or even su-

perior. Indeed, we find Paul placing him, in the church of cir-

cumcision, even before Peter. Now, it is easier to conceive a

highly-gifted man of Christ’s immediate family rising to a rank

in Jerusalem in some respects superior to the Twelve, than to

suppose one of the Twelve themselves, one of the less important

nine, (whose subordination to the chief three had, through

our Lord’s whole ministry, been so pronounced, and which

must doubtless have rested on an inferiority of endowment),
10
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afterwards taking precedence of Peter himself. Besides,

in Acts i. 13, the brethren of Jesus are sharply distin-

guished from the eleven, and in 1 Cor. ix. 5, they are also dis-

tinguished from them, though not quite so decidedly. More-

over, 1 Cor. xv. 7, our Lord after his resurrection is said to have

been seen of James, then of all the apostles. This, indeed, ap-

pears to include James in the number of the original apostles,

although, if he had subsequently risen to isapostolic rank, he

might in Paul’s associations be identified with them anticipa-

tively. If, however, wTe take James here to be one of the Twelve,

it is easier to take him to be James the son of Zebedee than the

comparatively unimportant James the Less. Still, there is a

reason for Christ’s special appearing to his brother James, sup-

posing him to have been, as Acts i. 13 appears to determine, not

one of the Twelve, which there is not for his appearing to any

one of the Twelve, except Peter. IVe learn from John vii. 5,

that during our Saviour’s ministry his brethren did not believe

on him. But there is not the least doubt that they were devout

and pious Israelites. To believe otherwise of the household of

Joseph and Mary is unnatural. And immediately after our

Saviour’s ascension we find them undoubting believers. The

very decidedness of their Israelitish piety (beyond which type

we do not find James ever proceeding) may have stood (to-

gether with the hindering influences of near relationship) in the

way of their acknowledging the Messianic claims of their brother,

till the outrageous iniquity of his crucifixion had severed them

fromjhe ruling party, and the stupendous miracle of his resur-

rection had overcome all their doubts. And our Lord may well

have'aecouuted the complete conversion of his own brothers,

especially in view of its influence on Jewish feeling, worthy of a

separate appearance to the eldest of them. Any motive of equal

cogency for a special appearance to either of the Jameses in the

nnmber of the Twelve is, at least, not easy to make out.

Moreover, although the Hebrew idiom permits a cousin, in a

general way, to be called a brother, yet even in the Old Testa-

ment, where attention is specifically drawn to the relationship,

we usually find some nearer definition, as “ Lot, Abraham’s bro-

ther’s son “ the sons of the uncle of Aaron “Abner, the son

of Ner, Saul’s uncle “ Shallum, the son of my uncle,” etc.

And in the Now Testament, written in the more finely discrimi-
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Bating Greek, and at a time when more delicate distinctions were

made under Greek influence, we find, instead of “ brethren,”

'“kinsmen” more common, as repeatedly in Paul’s salutations. So

Mark is not called by Paul Barnabas’ brother, but distinctly

his cousin. And Eusebius says that James, the brother of our

Lord, was succeeded by Simeon, a cousin of Christ, showing

that the sense of distinction between the two degrees of kindred

was by no means lacking to the church of Jerusalem, as indeed

it never was lacking to the Israelites, though somewhat circuit-

ously expressed.

Besides, we find early in our Lord’s ministry mention made
by the Nazarenes of our Lord’s brothers, James and Joses and

Simon and Judah, in a way far more natural as referred to the

sons of his mother and of his supposed father, than to cousins.

If, however, any one should be disposed to insist upon the

perpetual virginity of Mary, these may be regarded as the sons

of Joseph by a former marriage, and therefore legally the bro-

thers of Christ. There is, at least, as Dr. Schaff well remarks,

this in favor of such an opinion, that it still better explains their

slowness to believe on him, and the tone of cold Superiority

which they assume toward him in John vii. 1-5. I myself, how-

ever, think it more natural to regard them as the sons of Joseph

and Mary. In either case it removes all collateral reason for

regarding Mary, the wife of Alphaeus, as mother of kinsmen of

our Lord, and leaves us free to make out the list of the women
at the cross from the three passages which give their names.

Now, omitting the virgin, we may read John xix. 25 : either

“ His mother’s sister, that is, Mary the wife of Alphaeus, and Mary
Magdalene,” which gives us two

;
or, “ his mother’s sister (un-

named ), and Mary the wife of Cleopas, and Mary Magdalene,”

which gives three, like the two parallel passages. This is cer-

tainly so far in its favor. It relieves us of the embarrassment of

supposing two sisters of the same name. I do not attach very

great weight to this consideration, yet it has some
;
as the Jews

appear to have individualized their daughters quite as distinctly

as their sons, unlike the Romans, who gave all the daughters of

a family the name of the gens, distinguishing them as Prirna, Se-

cunda, etc.

It seems, then, at least plausible to make out the list in John
thus :

“ His mother, and his mother’s sister (unnamed by John,
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but from the parallel passage in Mark seen to be Salome), Mary
the wife of Cleopas, and Mary Magdalene.” It appears that the

Peschito, the most ancient and one of the most authentic ver-

sions of the New Testament, actually inserts the copulative be-

tween “ mother’s sister ” and “ Mary the wife of Alphaeus,” thus

making them out to be two different women.

If now we take Salome to have been Christ’s aunt, we see at

once why John does not name her. He does not name himself,

and his shrinking modesty would naturally suppress his mother’s

name where it would disclose his relationship to the Lord.

There are some other considerations, which would have no

great weight if we had not this independent reason for regard-

ing Salome as the aunt of our Lord, but which have a certain

confirmatory weight.

One is the essential intimacy between the two sons of Zebedee,

especially John, and our Lord. This, as we see fiom the case of

Peter, by no means implies consanguinity, but consanguinity,

being on other grounds probable, renders special intimacy prob-

able. Our Lord, in his humanity, must have had a specific for-

mation of native character. And by the laws of descent,

there must have been something in the native character of his

near kindred analagous to his own, which, elevated and purified

by grace, may well have been the foundation of a peculiarly

near friendship. It is some confirmation of this that painters,

quite without knowledge of this hypothesis of relationship, ap-

pear strongly disposed to bring out a decided resemblance in

countenance between our Saviour and St. John.

There is also a peculiarity in the relation of cousins, which

might appear to have worked as favorably for their early dis-

cipleship, as the nearer relationship of brother worked against it.

Cousins are the link between a man’s immediate family and the

world at large. On the one side they are his own flesh and

blood, on the other they are strangers. They are near enough

to be attracted towards an eminent kinsman and to identify

themselves with his fame
;
while they are not, like brothers, so

one with him in origin as to find it hard to believe that there is

anything in him which is not in them. An odious, but not unin-

structive parallel is found in the fact that the victory of the mis-

sion of the false prophet Mohammed was first determined by the

zealous adhesion of his cousin Ali.
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Another confirmation may be found in the petition of James
and John that they might occupy the places of honor on his

right and left hand in his kingdom. Their special intimacy

might easily have prompted this request, as against the nine,

independently of relationship, but hardly as against Peter. But
as cousins of the Messiah, and therefore according to their as

yet unspiritualized notions, princes of the blood, they might

not unnaturally hope for the chief places of honor, quite consist-

ently with deferring to Peter as the prime minister of the Mes-
sianic kingdom. But this inference becomes stronger when we
turn to the more particular account in Matthew xx : 20, where

it appears that the request of the two brethren was preferred

through their mother. Now, if James and John were not kins-

men of Christ, their relation to him would have been immeasura-

bly nearer than their mother’s. But assuming that their

request was, as appears not improbable from the above sug-

gested reasons, founded on actual kinship, then, as the relation-

ship if it existed came through Salome, she would stand nearer

to the Lord than themselves, and might well imagine herself en-

titled to assume a quasi-maternal influence over him on behalf

of his two cousins. This interference would be then a less

authenticated form of the one or two attempts of the virgin

herself to guide her son’s official conduct, only that the authority,

being so much less, needed to be repelled with less vigor.

We may wonder why if these two chief apostles were really

first cousins of our Lord they are not somewhere mentioned as

such. This is not without weight as an adversative argument.

On the other hand, we must bear in mind that the prominence

into which Christ’s brothers, James especially, afterwards rose,

might well obscure the more distant relationship
; that the high

official dignity of the two sons of Zebedee, and the early check

•given by our Lord to any pretentions apart from this, might

have still further obscured the sense of consanguinity, or at

least the memory of it in the church
;
that James was soon mar-

tyred
;
and that the spirituality of John developed so far as to

swallow up almost all sense of any other relation to the Lord
than the one dear reminiscence that he was the disciple whom
Jesus loved

;
and that with the development of Gentile Christen-

dom the value which the Jewish believers for awhile put upon
outward relationship to Christ soon vanished quite away. The
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subsequent development of excessive veneration for Mary is a

very different thing.

The uncertainty in -which all such questions as these must re-

main, and their absolute unimportance except from an entirely

subordinate point of view, is one of the most striking evidences of

the fundamental distinction between Christianity, and its degen-

erate and clumsy imitation and depravation, Mohammedanism.
Certainly, the early Jewish believers knew as much about our

Lord’s kindred, as the early followers of the false prophet did

about his. But how evanescent were all these remembrances in

the growing light of his Divine glory. Whereas Mohammed’s
first wife, and his uncle, and his daughter Fatima, and his

cousin and son-in-law Ah, are hardly less important in the scheme

of Islam than the camel driver himself. And the great schism

of Shiite and Sunnite, which is in Islam even more than the

schism between Papists and Protestantism in Christendom, and

which, unlike that, dates back almost to its beginning, turns

upon certain paltry questions as to the claim of Mohammed’s,

descendants to the succession in the Caliphate as compared

with some who wrested it from them. The difference between

this schism and the two great schisms of Christendom, measures

the difference between the essential earthliness and emptiness

of Islam, and the divinity and fulness of Christianity.
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Art. IX. — THE PRESBYTERY OF WANDSWORTH, ERECTED
IN 1572

*

Ey Rev. Peter Former, D.D.

The year 1572 was- an annus mirabilis in the history of Protestantism.

It was the year of the successful revolt of the Protestants of the Nether-

lands against the cruel tyranny of Spain, and of the foundation of Dutch

independence—a grand event in the history of religious liberty, whose ter-

centenary was celebrated in Holland last spiing with immense enthusiasm.

It was the year of the Bartholomew massacre, that carnival of blood whose

victims, many of them illustrious, the Protestants of France would no

doubt this year have recalled to public memory, not in bootless anger,

but in pious sorrow, had not their country been lying under the pall of

a great recent disaster and overthrow. In Scotland, too, the same year

was ever memorable, for it saw the beginning of her great struggle against

the despotic imposition of Episcopacy
; a battle which lasted, with few in-

termissions, for more than a hundred years, handed down from sire to son,

and which nothing short of a national revolution at last crowned with vic-

tory. It was also the death year of John Knox, than whom, as Mr. Froude

has recently remarked, “no grander figure can be found in the entire his-

tory of the Reformation in this island. ” His death was the passing away

of “the greatest of living Scotchmen.”

In 'England also, 1572 was a year of crisis in the history of the national

church ;
for that was the year when Parliament was first solemuly sum-

moned by the young giant, Puritanism, to carry out to a more satisfactory

issue the great work of reformation which had only been re-begun at the

accession of Elizabeth—the year of the two famous “ Admonitions to Par-

liament,” which shook with repeated shocks all the liigh places of the land,

the palaces of the Legislature and the bishops and the Queen. It was

also the year when the first steps were taken to give the Puritanism of the

country an organization conformable to the Presbyterian type ;
a step in

advance, which meant that all that had been done for fourteen years be-

fore by the Queen and the bishops to put down this reformation-power

had been in vain, that this power had a future big with destiny both for

a despotic crown and an oppressive church—big with promise both to the

civil and to the religious liberties of the realm.

The first step taken in the organization of English Presbyterianism was

the erection of the Presbytery of Wandsworth. Up till 1572 Presbyterian-

ism in England was a church theory, an ecclesiastical programme. Then

first it became a fact, an institution
;
in Bacon’s phrase, “a germinantand

springing accomplishment.” And singularly enough, the only original re-

cord remaining of this significant incident has been preserved to us in a

work written for the purpose of discrediting and defacing the whole move-

* From the British and Foreign Evangelical Review, Oct. 1872.
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ment. In Dr. Bancroft’s “ Dangerous Positions ancl Proceedings, publish-

ed and practised within this Island of Britain under pretence of Reformation

and for the presbyterial Discipline,” which appeared in 1593, we read the

following brief passage :

“ Whereupon—presently after the said Parliament (viz., the twentieth of Novem-
ber, 1572)—there was a Presbytery erectelat Wandsworth,in Surrey as it appeareth

by a Bill endorsed with Mr. Field's hand, thus: The order of Wandsworth )—in

which order the elder’s names, eleven of them, are set down
;
the manner of their

election is declared ;
the approvers of them (one Smith, of Mitcham, and Crane, of

Roehampton) are mentioned
;

their offices and certain general rules then given

unto them to ba observed were likewise agreed upon and described.’-'

This is really all that we know of the incident. The story indeed grew

considerably in the hands of later writers on both sides of the question,

—

in the hands of Heylin, Fuller, Collier, Neal and Brooks, and in this enlarged

form it is still repeated, and even added to, by writers of our own times.

In Neal’s “ History of the Puritans ” it takes the following shape :

“ There being no further prospect of a public reformation by the Legislature,

some of the leading Puritans agreed to attempt it in a more private way
;
for this

purpose they erected a Presbytery at Wandsworth, a village four miles from the

city, conveniently situated for the London brethren, as standing on the banks of

the river of Thames. The heads of the Association were Mr. F.eld, lecturer of

Wandsworth, Mr. Smith, of Mitcham, Mr. Crane, of Roehampton, Mr. Wilcox,

Standen, Jackson, Bonham, Saintloe, and Edmonds, to whom afterwards were

joinel Mr. Travers, Charke, Barber, Gardiuer, Crook, Egerton aud a number of

very considerable laymen. On the 20th of November eleven elders were chosen,

and their offices describe! in a register entitled, “ The Orders of Wandsworth.

This was the first Presbyterian Church in England ”

In Marsden’s “ History of the Early Puritans ” * the story is developed

still farther

:

“ In 1572 a Presbyterian Church was formed and a meeting-house erected at

Wandsworth, in Surrey. Field, the lecturer of Wandsworth, was its first minister;

and several names of consideration with the Puritans,including those of Travers and

Wilcox, were amongst its founders. The step was a decisive and, in all the cir-

cumstances, a daring one. The Court resided in the adjoining parish of Richmond,

and would not fail to regard the proceeding with indignation; while the river

Thames, on the banks of which Wandsworth stands, and which was at that time

the highway of communication even for the higher classes of society, brought it

under the immediate observation of the metropolis. The Bishop of London gave

information to the Government, and the Queen issued a proclamation enjoining

compliance with the Act of Uniformity. The Conventicle—for by this obnoxious

term such assemblages were now designated—was immediately suppressed, though

after a while it reappeared; and in a retired court-yard in this suburban village

there yet stands a meeting-house, the representative of the modest structure which

once gave note to England that a division had taken place among her sons, which,

alas ! was never to be healed.

Such are the successive amplifications which the account first given by

* 2d Edition. 1853.
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Bancroft lias received ;
but to justify them no additional records have been

alleged
;
they have been added by mere conjectural inference, or by in-

genious combinations of names or oral traditions, unsupported by any

documentary warrant. The only original source of information which was

ever available was the “Bill” or paper endorsed with John Field’s own
hand, thus: “ The Order of Wandsworth and it is to this source alone that

all the subsequent historians refer, even when they add most largely to its

contents as first given by Bancroft.

This “Bill,” probably came into the hands of Bancroft along with other

papers seized by the High Commission Court, of which he makes such

abundant use in other parts of his work. It had doubtless been seized

among other papers of John Field, when he was apprehended by order of

the High Commission, and lodged with his fellow offender, Thomas Wilcox,

in Newgate. When Bancroft wrote his work, he had been chaplain suc-

cessively to Sir Christopher Hatton and Archbishop Whitgift, two of the

chief commissioners, at whose suggestion apparently the book was w'ritten,

and by whose aid he could have easy access to the papers.* It was in this

accidental way that the “ bill ” seems to have fallen under Bancroft’s eye,

and that the incident recorded in it became known to him. In all proba-

bility, if Field’s papers had never been seized, the incident would have been

entirely lost to history, because the transaction was a secret one. It was not

known at first beyond the presbyterian circles of London and its neighbour-

hood
;

it could never have been known to Bancroft had not this paper

chanced to come into his hanls. The common impression that the “Order
of Wandsworth ” was a printed book, is without any warrant. No such

book was ever known to exist. No such book is to be found in any of our

great libraries. Bancroft plainly had never heard of such a book. It was

a “ bill ” he had before him, not a book—a bill endorsed with Field’s hand
—i.e. a MS. with a MS. endorsement.

The step taken at Wandsworth was the first carrying out of several im-

portant conclusions adopted in the same year, 1572, in certain “ conferences ”

of ministers which were wont to assemble in London. These had been

going on for some years ;
and the chief men who frequented them, in the

first instance, were, as Bancroft tells us. Field, Wilcox, Standen, Jackson,

Bonham, Saintloe, Crane and Edmonds. In these London meetings, he

adds, at the first little was debated, but against subscription, the attire,

and the Book of Common Prayer, Afterwards, however, when Charlre,

* In liis “ Advertisement to the Reader,” the author, then anonymous, mentions

that he had undertaken the work at the requirement of “ some persons of honour,

who might dispose of him and his labours;” and he assures his readers that

“ nothing is alledged therein which is not to he found either in books and writings

published to the view of the world, or in public records, or else is to be shewed

under those parties’ own hand that have been either the principal procurers,

favourers, or dealers in those things whereof he entreateth.” Most probably the

allusion in these Lst clauses is to the registers and papers of the Courts of High
Commission and Star Chamber.
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Travers, Barber, Gardner, Ckeston, and lastly Crooke and Egerton joined

themselves unto that brotherhood, then the handling of the discipline began

to be rife.* Then many motions were made, and conclusions were set down.

As for example :

“That forasmuch as divers bioks have been written, and sundry petitions ex-

hibited to her Mvjesty, the Parliament, their L ordships [meaning the Lords of

Council], and yat tolittla purpose: Therefore, every man should labour, by all the

means he could, to bring into the Church tho said Reformation themselves. That

the present government of the Church by Archbishops and Bishops was anti-Chris-

tian; and that the only disc'pline and government of Christ, viz.; by pastors,

doctors,"elders and deaeons, should be e3t iblished in place of the other. That for

the better bringing in of the said form of discipl ne, they should not only, as well

publicly as privately, teach it, but by little and little, as much as possibly they

might, draw the same into practice, though they coace ded the names either of

presbytery, elder, or deacon, making little account of the name for the time, so

that their offices might beseeretly established.”

One name is conspicuous by its absence from these London conferences

—that of Thomas Cartwright, the first man who had declared openly (in the

chair of the Margaret Professorship of Theology, in' Cambridge) for the

Presbyterian order and government. This was in 1570. In 1571 lie was

deprived of his professorship and fellowship, and driven from the university

which he had long adorned by his piety and learning. Towards the closo

of that year ho had repaired to Geneva, to enjoy the intercourse of Beza

and other divines ; and he had not yet returned to England in 1572, when

these important conclusions were arrived at in the London conferences.

But he arrived soon after, and instantly followed up the first “Admonition

to Parliament,” which had been drawn up by the bold hands of Field and

Wilcox, and for which they were now suffering in Newgate, by the publica-

tion of a “ Second Admonition,” still bolder than the first, “with great

thunder and lightning,” says Bancroft, “as though heaven and earth

should have met together.” It was in the very midst of these thunderings

and lightnings, when Parliament was deeply agitated, the Queen and bishops

in high displeasure, and the ecclesiastical commissioners stirring up their

strength and putting forth all their engines of oppression, that, in the quiet

locality of Wandsworth, was instituted the first Presbytery of England. The

date assigned by Bancroft is the 20th of November, and no doubt ho found

that date on the bill from which he derived all he knew on the subject.

But it is certain that at that date John Field, the lecturer of Wandsworth,

and the instigator of the movement, was in close prison in Newgate. A

difficulty of date thus emerges, which suggests the doubt whether the date

* It will be ob ervel that these are the same leading names which are brought

by Neal into the membership of the Presbytery of Wandsworth. But lor this

he has no authority in the statem n's of Bancroft, who mentions them as members

of certain conferences meeting in London. These conferences had deliberated and

concluded on tho. formation of such local pre byteries, but it was an illegitimate

inference to represent their members as constituting' tho Presbytery of Wands-

worth.
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found by Bancroft was meant for that of the event, or that of the endorse-

ment of the bill, and which nothing but a sight of the original document

itself would enable us to settle ;
but no trace of tne paper has yet been any-

where found.

As to the significance of the document itself, as summarized by Bancioft,

how are we to understand the Presbytery of which he speaks ? borne un-

derstand it to have meant a Presbyterian church assembling in a meeting-

house, distinct from, and in rivalry to, the parish church
;
and theie still

exists a tradition among the Nonconformists ofWandswortli, that the earliest

Puritan chapel of that place goes back to that date. But that tradition is

justly set aside as a historical impossibility by Dr. Waddington, in his work

on the Nonconformist chapels in the county of Surrey, and of course a

church, or congregation, or meeting-house, is an impossible Presbytery.

The Presbytery of Wandsworth can only have been a Presbylerium or

eldership of some sort, and the only question can be, what kind of pres-

byterium it was ;
whether a presbyterium or eldership of a congregatron, or

a presbyteriunr or eldership of a district including a number of congrega-

tions with their several local elderships ? Bancroft does not say which of

the two it was
;
but I dare say he has almost always been supposed to mean

a Presbytery in the Scottish sense, which is also our own modem English

6ense. I am persuaded, however, after careful study and full consideration,

that this is a mistaken interpretation. I take what was really set up at

Wandsworth at the instance, if not in the presence, of John Field, to have

been what in modem Scottish phrase is called a kirk-session ;
but what in

the earlier ecclesiastical phrase even of Scotland wras called the lesser pres-

bytery or eldership, to distinguish it from the greater presbytery or elder-

ship, i. e. , the court immediately above the session. I admit at once that

this is a new reading of a very old document, and that any new reading of

it is not very likely to find public favour. Certainly I should never have

brought it forward if the argument to sustain it did not seem to me of tne

most cogent and imperative kind. The argument may be presented suc-

cintly under the three following heads :

(1.) It can be shewn that in several other passages of his work, Dr.

Bancroft makes U3e of the word “ Presbytery ’’ in the parochial or congre-

gational sense, and never in the sense of a district classis or con/ei’ence,

which are the names he always applies to what we are accustomed to call a

presbytery.

Take the following instances. In Book III. chap. 10, he quotes from the

Book of Discipline drawn up by Cartwright and Travers, the aphorism,

“Presbyterium in singulis ecclesiis constituendum est,” which he translates

thus : “There ought to be erected in every church a Presbytery," shewing

that he understood and used the term in a congregational sense. Again, in

chap. 14, he writes :

“ Concjming the Presbyteries (which the hook affirmeth should he in every par-

ish) they want in effect nothing of all their whole plat one, if they could bn cnco

attain unto the public erecting up of those thrones. And how far it is likerv they

have already prevailed therein, Without staying any longer for her Majesty, let
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-these things following make it known unto you. Mention hath already been made
of a presbytery set up at Wandsworth. Richard Holmes affirmeth [in a deposition

made before the High Commission] that by such speeches as he hath heard he doth

verily think that the ministers in their classes have resolved to erect up their several

presbyteries in their own parishes.” . . . “There was an order set down in an As-

sembly (1583, as I take it) for the convert'ngof church-wardens and collectors into

elders and deacons. Lastly, there was a nomination of elders atKdsby in North-

amptonshire, made by Mr Lse, the pastor, in the year 1588. So here then it

appeareth (in some sort) whether the brethren mean to stay for the civil magistrate

iu erecting of their presbyteries. Besides, it doth also appertain to the further

proof of the said presbyteries, that some of those censures have been used wh ch by
the rules of the Discipline Book are of right to be exercised by them; for example,

• excommunication.”

(2.) It can easily be shewn that this was the usage of ecclesiastical language

.-among the Presbyterians themselves. The passage already given from their

Latin Book of Discipline, as quoted by Bancroft, is a decisive instance of

this,* to which may now be added their own authorised translation of the

words made and published at Cambridge by Cartwright: “In every par-

ticular church there ought to be a presbytery, which is a consistory, and as

it were a senate of elders. Under the name of elders here are contained

they who in the Church minister doctrine, and they who are properly called

elders. ”f Another example of the same use of terms is to be found in

“ The Sum of a Speech in Parliament, anno 1586, upon the Bill and Book

of the Puritans then offered,” preserved by Strype in the Appendix to his

Life of Wliitgift. This speech was an attack upon the “ bill and book ” in

the House of Commons, and was founded upon the proposals made in these

by the Puritans, in language of their own choosing. One of the strictures

put forward was as follows :

“ It appeareth both in the bill and book that if any difficulty or aggrievement

do arise in their presbyteries there lyeth no appeal but from th > Presbytery to the

Conference, from that to a Provincial Synod, and thence to a National. Whereas,

when her Majesty's father did first abandon popery, this was his chiefest endeavour

that the appeals which were made to Rome might by degrees come in o his chan-

cery. So as hereby it is manifest, as I think, (hat this new device is very injurious

to her Majesty’s supremacy. ’ Another criticism runs thus: “It appeareth in the

sixth chapter of this book that when any ecclesias deal man should die or be re-

moved, pafr'onafws should be in every presbytery,—an 1 so elders, I know not

how, should present to the living, which toucheth us in all our inheritance?, &c.

Nor was this English usage of the word Presbytery confined to the period

of Elizabeth ; we find it still common at the time of the Westminister As-

sembly. in the famous treatise drawn up “by sundry ministers of Christ

* “ Presbyterium in singulis ecclesiis emstituendum est.”

f Vide A Directory of Church Government drawn up and u-ed by the Eliza-

bethan Presbyterians. Reprinted in fac-sim le from the edition of 1644 Nisbet

,& Co., 1878. Prepared as a Contribution to the Ter-centenary Commemoration by

the Synod of the Presbyterian Church in England, in April last, of the erection

of the Presbytery of Wandsworth.
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within the city of London,” entitled, “Jus Divinum Regiminis Ecclesi-

astici,” or, The- Divine Right of Church Government, “congregational

presbyteries ” is the name constantly used to denote what we now always call

sessions. “ All censures and acts of government in single congregations,”

we there read, “ are dispensed in congregational presbyteries, subordinaiely,

with liberty of appeal, in all cases, to presbyterial or synodal assemblies.”

And the heading of the twelfth chapter runs thus : “Of the divine right of

parochial presbyteries, or congregational elderships for government of the

Church.” “ These,” it is added, “are called the lesser assemblies or smaller

presbyteries.” While the heading of the following chapter is, “Of the

divine right of greater presbyteries ” (for distinction’s sake called classical

presbyteries).

To all which proofs of the correctness of my interpretation of the Wands-
worth Order, I need only add (3), that the contents of that Order, as given

by Bancroft, do not at all apply to the constitution of a presbytery as now
understood, whereas they are every way applicable to a congregational

presbytery or eldership. No mention is made of ministers of the Word as

members of the presbytery—only of eleven elders. The manner of their

election was declared, and two neighboring ministers’ names are given as

approvers of the elders. But elders become, by election to that office, mem-
bers of a congregational, not of a classical, eldership ; and elders sit in a

classical presbytery not by the approval of neighbouring ministers, but by

the delegation of their own congregational presbytery. In addition to all

which, it is quite an incongruity to suppose that elders already ordained,

coming up to a classical presbytery, would be then taught for the first time

what their functions were, and receive “ certain general rides to be observed ”

by them in their offices
;
whereas all this is perfectly congruous and appro-

priate, if understood of the constitution or ordering of a congregational

eldership.

Here then, at Wandsworth, on the 20th day of November, 1572, we are

in presence of the first parochial or congregational presbytery of the English

Presbyterians. But how are we farther to conceive of it, and of its action

and jurisdiction ? Was it a presbytery for the whole parish of Wandsworth,

proposing to exercise discipline upon all the parishioners, whether Puritans

or not ? Was it a congregational presbytery in the sense of ruling the whole

congregation assembling in the ancient parish ? We should greatly err if

we conceived of it in that way. John Field was not the beneficed incum-

bent of Wandsworth
;
he was only the lecturer, and the lecturer was, in

many cases, only the favorite preacher of a portion of the parishioners who
set a value upon good preaching and were willing to contribute for the

preacher’s support. It would only be the Puritans of the parish who came
to church when so zealous and outspoken a Puritan as John Field was
preaching

; and it was doubtless only among them that he found his elders,

and the people who were willing to accept and submit to the discipline of

the eldership. In a word, it was purely by consent, or by the voluntary de-

sire and submission of the Puritan people of the parish, that any room could
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have been found at that time for the exercise of presbyterial discipline over

them, or for the erection of a presbytery or consistory to exercise it. Many
devout Christians in the national church accepted it as the yoke and burden

of the Lord Christ
;
and to such the yoke was easy and the burden light.

They accepted it as a pri vilege
;
they were in earnest to enjoy it as a part of

the provision intended for their souls’ good by the Saviour himself. But it

was recognised by none else
;
it was forced upon none ; and it interfered

with none of the jurisdictions or authorities existing by law in the parish.

It was as free to every parishioner in Wandsworth to come under the “ holy

discipline,” as it was called, or to continue under it, as it was free to him to

come to the preaching, or continue under the preaching, of the popular

lecturer, John Field. It was the same with the hundreds of similar presby-

teries which were formed throughout England in subsequent years
;
and no

less so with all the numerous classes or district-presbyteries, as well as with

all the higher assemblies, which sprang out of these presbyteries. They
were all purely voluntary associations of ministers and elders, without any

jurisdiction over their own members or others, except what was spon-

taneously accepted. They attempted nothing but to administer the laws of

Christ among those who were willing to embrace the administration. Surely

this ought not to diminish our interest in these really most interesting or-

ganizations. What are all our own ecclesiastical organizations in these days

but voluntary organizations ? Wuat are even the churches established by law

in Great Britain but voluntary organisations, in the sense that no man is

compelled to belong to them or submit to their discipline against his own
will. The case was. indeed, very different with the Established Churches in

the 16th and 17th centuries
;

but the formation of these voluntary organi-

zations was an ecclesiastical phenomenon, all the more interesting and

memorable on that very account. They formed a kind of imperium in im-

perio, an empire of spiritual freedom in the bosom of an empire of spiritual

bondage—a voluntary system in the very lap of a compulsory system—free

church-eourt3, where nobody was compelled, existing and in action side by

side with the oppressive courts of the bishops and the tyrannical inquisitor-

ships of the Court of High Commision and Star Chamber.

Nor ought it to surprise any intelligent Presbyterian that the Presbyterian

church-builders of England of that early date began their work with the

institution of the lesser and not of the greater presbytery. For was not this

the only proper place to begin it ? It is not the greater presbyteries of a

Church which constitute its basis, but its lesser presbyteries. The primary

ecclesiastical unit, the rudimentary Church genu is the “ particular Church,”

with its own “particular eldership.” It is when particular churches and

elderships multiply that they are distributed into “ classes,” with classical

elderships. It was quite in the order of nature that the very first stone of

the new ecclesiastical pyramid should have been a Presbytery of Wands-

worth, and not a classical Presbytery or a Synod of London. It was in truth

about these disciplinary Presbyteries of the first instance that the Elizabethan

Presbyterians were chiefly concerned for the whole decade of years reaching
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from 1572 to 1582. At a later period it was in season and in order that they

should establish a series of courts of review culminating in the national

Synod. But that was not done till 15S3, i.e. ten years later, when they

first drew up their Book of Discipline, or the “ Directory of Church Govern-

ment,” afterwards reprinted in 1644, by authority of the Long Parliament,

and in which the whole order of the Church, liturgical and disciplinary,

which they contended for, was set forth. In the ten years of interval the

ministers busied themselves in the capital and in many of the counties with

the preaching not only of evangelical truth, but of what they were accustomed

to call “ the holy discipline, ” and in thus preparing their flocks, or at least

the devouter portion of them, for the introduction of congregational presby-

teries. No one who has looked into the writings of Cartwright, and Travers,

and Fenner and others, can be ignorant of the great stress which they laid

upon this point of reformation. The doctrine of Congregational Church

Discipline had come indeed to be regarded by Puritans of all classes, Pres-

byterian, Congregational and Baptist, as an essential and vital portion of the

whole doctrine or gospel of Christ. It was their constant complaint against

the jurisdiction of bishops and the administration of the canon-law, that

these had usurped the place of the discipline appointed by the Lord .Tesus

himself. Discipline administered by presbyteries—constituted of pastors,

doctors, and elders—was held by all the Presbyterian Puritans to be the

only authorised and legitimate discipline of Christ’s Church
;
and pending

the removal of the Episcopal jurisdiction by the arm of the State, a boon

which they had as yet supplicated in vain, it became their ardent desire and

aim to introduce the platform of Presbytery a3 far as was practicable, with-

out farther waiting for the action of the State.

More explicitly, here is their own summary of this disciplinary action of

congregational presbyteries, as given in their own authoritative Book of

Discipline

:

“ By the common council of the eldership all things are directed that belong to

the state of their particular Church. First, such as belong to the guidance of the

whole body of it, in the holy and common assembly gathered together in the name
of the Lord, that all things may be done in them duly, orderly, and to edification.

Second, then also such as pertain to particular persons, (1) to all the members of

that Church, that the good may enjoy all the privileges that belong to them, that

the wicked may be corrected with ecclesiastical censures, private and public, ac-

cording to the quality of the fault, by admonishing and by removing either from

the Lord’s supper by suspension (as it is commonly called) or out of the Church

by excommunication. Tue which censures belong specially to the ministers of

pub ic charge in the Church, to their calling either to be begun or euded, and

ended either by relieving or punishing them, and that for a time by suspension, or

altoga' her by deposition. But yet in all the greater affa'rs of the Church, as in

excommunicating of any, and in choosing and deposing of Church-ministers, noth-

ing may be concluded without the knowledge and consent of the Church.”

Such then was the disciplinary action of the congregational presbyteries

or elderships of the earliest Elizabethan Presbyterians. In what did it differ

from the sessional discipline of the Presbyterian churches of our own times ?
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Scarcely in a single feature or circumstance. The only difference was in the
outward conditions of its administration. It was without the sanction of
public law, and was placed beyond the protection of the State. It was liable

at any moment to the challenge of the bishops, and to the terrible compulsitor
of the High Commission and Star Chamber. It could not therefore be ex-
ercised under the public eye, or openly infacie ecclesice. It was founded
and maintained in secrecy

; it grew and spread through the land under con-
stant danger of discovery and persecution. Yet it grew rapidly

;
it spread

far and wide. It kept pace with the multiplication of learned and godly
ministers ; and these for twenty years after 1572 were supplied in greatnum-
bers from both the universities, especially from Cambridge

; Cambridge, in-

deed, in that period was acknowledged by the bishops themselves to be
“a nest of Puritans.” The leaven which Cartwright and Travers had intro-

duced there in the years immediately preceding 1572, continued to ferment
till it had leavened almost the whole lump. There is in the State Paper
office a petition to Lord Burleigh, signed in that very year 1572 by no fewer

than 167 regents and non-regents, directed against a body of new statutes

obtained thvough the influence of Whitgift and a few other anti-Puritanic

heads of houses, with the view of checking the influence and power of the

new Presbyterian party. This accounts for the rapid multiplication of

Presbyterian ministers in the country in the face of all the pains and penal-

ties which Bishops Parker, Whitgift, Sandys, Aylmer and others never ceased

to inflict upon the Nonconformists. Between 1583 and 1590 the number of

such ministers was reckoned to be as high as 500, and wheresover they ex-

ercised their ministry they laboured to introduce the Presbyterian discipline.

In 1590, one of their own number, Mr. Johnson, of Northamptonshire, in-

formed the High Commission that “this device” (meaning the Presbyterian

platform) was commonly received in most parts of England, as he had heard
in sundry of their meetings, but especially, beyond his own county, in

Warwickshire, Suffolk, Norfolk, Essex, &c. Provincial Synods were repeat-

edly held in Cambridge, under the roof of St. John’s College. As early as

1584 there was a remarkable assembly of a similar kind convened in Oxford,

which was attended by some of the Scottish ministers then in exile on ac-

count of the troubles arising out of the attempt of the Scottish Court to

force Episcopacy upon the national Church. Mr. Gellibrand of Magdalen
College, and the other Oxford brethren, gave the Scottish exiles “great en-

tertainment,” and discussed along with them what Bancroft calls a notable

question, viz., “Concerning the proceeding of the minister in his duty,

without the assistance or tarrying for the magistrate.” In 1588 Mr. Snape,

the zealous Presbyterian minister of Northampton, affirmed, in presence of

several witnesses, who afterwards testified to his haring done so :

“ That there were three or four small classes of ministers in every shire where
there were any learned preachers, who did use in their meetings to debate of the

discipline, and that the sail several small classes did tend their resolutions and
opinions to the greater Assemblies at Cambridge anl at London, which did meet
together also for the same purpose

; and that if the said great Assembly did like
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of that which was dene by the smaller classes, then was the same generally con-

cluded to be that which ought to he or stand in the Church.”

Of all the counties in England the most fully organized in a Presbyterian

sense was that of Northampton. It had three Presbyterian centres, North-

ampton, Daventry, and Kettering. Each of these was the seat of a classis,

and the three classes sent two delegates every month to a county Assembly

at Northampton, and by means of this Assembly the whole kept up a stated

correspondence with the provincial and national Synods. As Fuller quaintly

remarks :

“ These classes were more formally settled in Northamptonshire than anywhere

else in England
;
for as the west part of the shire is observed to be the highest

place of England, as appeareth by the rivers rising there and running thence to the

four winds, so was that county a probable place, as the middest of the land, for

the Presbyterian discipline there erected to derive itself into all the quarters of

the kingdom.”

Still the two chief centres of influence were at Warwick and London
; at

Warwick, because that was the home of Cartwright during the last twenty

years of his life, in the Mastership of the Leicester hospital there, and Cart-

wright was the acknowledged leader of the whole party—its head and heart

both
; and at London, by reason not only of the high character and talents

of many of its ministers—men like Field, Wilcox, Travers, Egerton, Gardner

and Barber—but by reason also of the large extent to which the highest

classes of the capital were leavened with Presbyterian ideas and predilec-

tions. It was a stinking proof of this important fact, that in 1572, when a

proclamation was issued by the Queen prohibiting the sale of the Admoni-

tions to Parliament, and commanding all copies to be brought in without

delay to the Bishop of London, it remained utterly without effect
;
and such

was the demand for these tracts, that instead of being suppressed they were

rapidly multiplied in four editions within two years. Cartwright himself,

the author of the second Admonition, was entertained as an honored guest

by several of the best families of the city
;
and to a large extent this feeling

of the capital was also the feeling of the House of Commons. In the State

Paper office is to be seen a letter, dated 20th May of the same year, 1572,

written by Robert Bell of the Middle Temple, then speaker of the House

of Commons, in which he informs Lord Burleigh, the Queen’s chief adviser,

that a Bill had been brought that day into the House, the effect whereof

was, that every bishop within his diocese should have power to give liberty

to any authorized preacher to use other rites and ceremonies than those set

forth by the Book of Common Prayer—so as the said alteration did not dif-

fer from the order which is now allowed and set forth in the French and

Hutch Churches
; which (be it remembered) was a Presbyterian order, the

order either of Calvin or of John Alasco. The Bill itself has been preserved

in the form in which it was read a first time on the 24th of May, and is a

highly interesting historical document. It is indorsed with the names of

Mr. Treasurer (Sir Francis Knollys), Mr. Attorney of the Duchy, Mr. Pop-

ham, Mr. Yelverton, and eight other influential members of the House. Mr.

.
~ 11
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Neal relates that the Bill “ passed smoothly through the Commons, and was

referred to a Select Committee of both Houses.” It came indeed to nothing

in the end, for the Queen interposed her prerogative to quash it. She de-

manded that it should be given up to her by the House, and she never re-

turned it. The despotic powers of the Crown were still too strong for the

free, reforming and progressive spirit of the House. But the House was the

true representative of the spirit of the nation, which was undoubtedly, even

at that early period, much more on the side of the Puritans than of the

bishops and the Queen. It was on this very occasion, and in this very year,

that the long constitutional war between the House and the Crown began

—

the war which ended in the great overthrow of despotic government in the

following age. The brave Sir Peter Wentworth made a noble and patriotic

speech on the occasion, for which he was sent to the Tower.

“It grieved him,” he said, “ to see how many ways the liberty of free speech in

Parliament had been infringed. Her Majesty has forbid us to deal in any matter

of religion unless we first receive it from the bishops. This was a doleful message.

There is then little hope of reformation. I have heard from old Parliament men
that the banishment of the Pope and the reforming true religion, had its beginning

from this House
;
but not from the bishops. Few laws for religion had their

foundation from them, and I do surely think (before God I speak it) that the

bishops were the cause of that doleful message.”

It was a speech of evil omen both for the crown and the mitre. These

deep, half-suppressed growls of discontent were the first mutterings of the

coming, though still distant, storm. They were the first tremors of that

great political earthquake whose intermittent vibrations went on increasing

in intensity for the next seventy years, till at length the last explosion and

grand upheaval came, and a yawning chasm suddenly opened its mouth and

swallowed up) at once crowns and sceptres, with all the bishoprics and arch-

bishoprics of the three British kingdoms.

Art. X.—DR. FORBES ON ROMANS, ts. DR. HODGE.

Analytical Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, tracing the train of

thought by the aid of Parallelism, with Notes and Dissertations on the Prin-

cipal Difficulties connected with the Exposition of the Epistle. By John

Forbes, LL.D., Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark. New' York : Scribner, Arms-

trong & Co. 1873. This volume, faultless in p>ap>er and typography,

came into our hands after matter for nearly all available space had gone to

the printer. Some weeks in advance of it, we received the following

note from the respected publishers.

The Editor of

The Princeton Review'.
Sept. 24, 1S72.

Dear Sir.:

In our first parcel we will send you a copy of Professor Forbes’ Com-

mentary on the Romans. The author desires us to say with his compliments,
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“ that with, feelings of the highest respect for Dr. Hodge, he had yet felt

constrained to controvert some of the leading views of his (Dr. Hodge’s)

school, particularly on Forensic Justification and the interpretation of Ho-

mans v. 12-21, and on Free-will and Predestination, and his Supralapsaiian

interpretation of Homans ix.; and that his (Dr. Forbes’) sole desire being

the establishment of the truth on these points for himself and others,he feels

anxious to hear what can be said in reply to his arguments, and to be put

right where he is wrong.”

We are, sir, faithfully yours,

T. & T. CLAKK.

We regret that our limited space and time render impossible that full

response to this call which it would be a pleasure to give. Of course, it

would be easy to fill a volume in answering a volume, and it requires great

condensation to do full justice, alike to Drs. Forbes and Hodge, within the

usual limits of a review article. Nevertheless we will do the best we can in

the limited space and time at command—a task less difficult, because as wre

think will soon appear, Dr. Forbes so largely answrers his own criticisms of

Dr. Hodge, who, by the way, has neither seen the book, nor had any

thing to do with our observations upon it.

1. Supralapsarianism. Dr. Hodge expressly rejects it and maintains In-

fralapsarianism. Systematic Theology, Yol. II. pp. 316-20. Also, Commen-

tary on Romans, on Chap. ix. 18-23. We can hardly account for this

ascription of Supralapsarianism to Dr. Hodge by Dr. Forbes, unless the

latter misunderstands the doctrine. Much that he says gives color to this

supposition. He frequently argues as if it were Supralapsarianism, not to

hold that the decree of election or reprobation is conditioned on a foresight

of consent to, or stubborn rejection of, salvation in Christ. This latter doc-

trine, however, is not Supralapsarianism but simple Arminianism. Sublapsa-

rianism does not condition election or reprobation upon any foresight of ac-

ceptance or rejection of the salvation of Christ, or upon any antecedent

consent or refusal to receive the same on the part of the sinner. It simply

founds them in the pmpose of God according to the good pleasure of his

wall, irrespective of all foresight of faith or good works. It differs from

Supralapsarianism in this, that the latter contemplates men as simply to be

created, and, out of such simply creatable beings, elects some to bliss and
glory, and the residue to woe and shame, without reference to them fall into

sin. Sublapsarianism, on the other hand, makes election and reprobation

act upon the race viewed as fallen, sinful, already deserving and bound over

to perdition. Election is an act of special mercy and grace which chooses

some to be rescued out of this doomed mass and made heirs of glory, and
ensures all the requisites to the fulfilment of this purpose. Reprobation,

otherwise called Preterition, is simply the passing by those not thus included

in the purpose of election, and leaving them to go on unreclaimed to mer-

ited perdition. It is thus a judicial and punitive, and, in this sense, not

a merely arbitrary act.

At times Dr. Forbes seems to adopt this view, which is just that of the
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Word of God, our Confession of Faith, and of Dr. Hodge. Thus he quotes

(p. 341), with approbation from the Outlines of Theology by Dr. A. A. Hodge,,

as if the son were in contradiction of his father, telling us “Dr. Hodge, it

maybe presumed (see Preface), endorses this proposition of his son, and

yet interprets Horn. is. in direct opposition to it.” What will Dr. F. say

next ? A glance will show that Dr. Hodge has interpreted Horn. ix. in

strict accordance with this quotation from his son, which is as follows :

“ This view (the Supralapsarian theory of Predestination) represents

God as reprobating the non-elect by a sovereign act, without any respect

to their sins, simply for his own glory. This appears to be contrary to the

Divine righteousness, as well as the teachings of Scripture. The non-elect

are ‘ ordained ’ to dishonor and wrathfor their sins to the praise of his glo-

rious justice.” Confession of Faith, Ch. iii. Sec. iii., Faith, with which there-

fore, (says Dr. F.) this (Supralapsarian) view is inconsistent.” So also, there-

fore, is Dr. Hodge’s, which is in undeniable accord with the Confession. Dm
Forbes is fond of telling us that “ reprobation originates in the free-will of

man,” which is true in so far as the sin on which it is grounded so originates ;

also that it is a “ judicial act” of God, which is taught by Dr. Hodge.

2. Predestination and Free-will. On this, as well as other topics, Dr. Forbes

advances much that accords with Dr. Hodge. We shall only touch on some
of the most salient points of difference. These are in the line of a more
Pelagian or semi-Pelagian conception of what is involved in freedom of will

and responsibility, at their points of contact with Divine predestination

and regeneration, and man’s enslavement to sin. Dr. F. founds much on

that part of the Confession of Faith, Ch. iii. 1, and further in Ch. v. 2,

which asserts God’s free predestination, “ yet so as thereby neither is God
the author of sin, nor is violence offered to the will of the creatures,

nor is the liberty or contingency of second causes taken away, but rather

established.” But this decides nothing, for none can hold it more strenu-

ously than Dr. Hodge and his followers. The only question is, against

whose view does it militate ?

Dr. F. dwells with emphasis on the distinction between necessity and cer-

tainty in human actions as related to the Divine causation. This distinc-

tion is real and important. The wicked acts of men are at once free and

certain, yet God is not the cause, in the sense of being the efficient author

of them. The sinner is the true author or efficient of his own sins, and

so justly incurs the guilt thereof. Yet, as Dr. F. shows (p. 383), if not

always the efficient cause, God is causa sine qua non of all beings and events.

Says he, “every act of the creature is also an act of God—even the most

wicked [we would not say this]
;
namely, in as far as he permits it, and gives

power for its performance. But it is wicked only in so far as man’s will and

intentions are concerned ; on the part of God it is good, being permitted

only a-vmade to issue in the wisest and best ends. Thus the most heinous

exhibition of man’s depravity ever perpetrated, the crucifixion of our Lord,

was on the part of God the highest manifestation of his love and goodness

ever made to the universe, and, as such was permitted and predestined by
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him.” This states, and in the main well states, the truth in regard to

this most difficult subject. But when he proceeds still further to separate
“ certainty from any supposed causal influence on the part of God as requi-

site in all cases to ensure it,” and tells us “ it is an unwarrantable limitation of

God’s foreknowledge to deny that he can with certainty foresee what he leaves

dependent on the free will of his creatures, and can adjust it so as to work

out infallibly his own prearranged purposes ”—we take leave to add, that

nothing can be known as certain which is not certain when known to be so
;

that whatever God foreknew as certain, must have been certain when so

foreknown
; that the free acts of creatures could not have been certain eter-

nal ages back without some ground of that certainty then existing
;
and

that no such ground of certainty could then have existed but the Divine pur-

pose that the event should occur—a purpose ensuring its own fulfilment

:

that “although in relation to the foreknowledge and decree of God, the

first cause, all things came to pass immutably and infallibly
;
yet by

the same providence he ordereth them to fall out according to the nature of

second causes either necessarily, or freely, or contingently^ ” Hence, while
“ God cannot be the efficient ” cause or “ author of sin,” yet to deny “ that

any supposed causal influence is necessary at any point, or in any relation,

on the part of God to ensure the certainty of events, is going too far.

His providential government of the universe would be impossible if this

were so. He could not, without causal agency at some points, in the lan-

guage of Dr. F., “ adjust it so as to work out infallibly his pre-arranged pur-

poses. ” As he has shown above, the crucifixion of Christ, certainly a typ-

ical example, ‘
‘ was permitted and predicted by him. ” Nor will it do to say,

as Dr. F. says in a note, unless subject to the foregoing qualifications, “ such

an act has been only permissively, not causally ordained.”

All this Dr. F. admits without qualification (p. 432), whatever he may say

elsewhere. “Notwithstanding the abuse which, in choosing evil, God fore-

saw that his responsible creatures would make of their free-will, he still

brings them into existence, and permits the evil to manifest itself, nay
* arranges and disposes ’ the very circumstances and objects that are to callforth

the evil manifestations. But it is by his permissive, not his causative will,

that moral evil has a place in this w'orld. Not, indeed, by a bare permission

(as the Confession states, Ch. v. 4), but such as hath joined with it a

most wise and powerful bounding, and otherwise ordering and governing

them in a manifold dispensation to his own most holy ends •; yet so as

the sinfulness thereof proceedetli only from the creature, not from God
;

who being most holy and righteous, neither is, nor can be, the approver of

sin.” The truth could not be better stated than in this language of the

Confession. The sinner, not God, is the cause or author of what is sinful

in his acts. What he means for evil, God means for good. (Gen. 1. 20.)

But then has God no causative agency in this “ most wise and powerful

bounding and otherwise ordering and governing of them in a manifold dis-

pensation to his own most holy ends ?” or where, in the language of Dr. F.,

he “arranges and disposes the very circumstances and objects that are to

call forth the evil manifestations ?”
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3. Efficacious Grace in Regen eraiion and Conversion. In reference to

many parts of these subjects on which polemics have waged interminable

controversy, Dr. F. is in entire agreement with Dr. Hodge, and the Confes-

sion. He insists in the strongest manner on the sinner’s utter impotence to

renew or convert himself, his passivity in regeneration, the certain persever-

ance of the saints, the nnfailing connection between eternal election by
God and eternal glory in the elect. We wish we had space to quote many of

his strong passages to this effect. We can only produce one, which perhaps

will reveal the points of difference as well as agreement.
‘ ‘ Most truly does the Confession of Faith pronounce man to be ‘ altogether

pass ire in regeneration. ’ And does not Scripture, we would ask, does not reason

affirm the same ? Scripture represents fallen man as being * by nature dead

in trespasses and sin,’ and his conversion as being equivalent to a ‘new birth,’

a ‘new creation.’ This birth, this creation, reason tells us, must be wholly

God’s work. If the very change consists in leading the will to choose holi-

ness and God, instead of sin and self to which it had become in-

seperably wedded by habit, how can the will change its own fixed bias and

will against will ? .H the cure to be effected is the removal of the moral ina-

bility of the will for good or holiness, the unconverted must be equally,

powerless, to make any movement toward holiness, as the impotent man to

restore power to his own limbs. But where then, you ask, is there any place

for man’s agency to commence in? Evidently man’s place must be previous

to regeneration.” (p. 400.) How if, as Dr. F. says, he is “ powerless to make
any movement toward holiness ?” Our auther answers, “ The sinner’s con-

sent, however, must first be given before the cure is wrought, since herein

consists our very probation. The moment the consent is given the blind

eye is opened, the deaf ear is unstopped, and a new life and world burst on

the enraptured sense,” p. 405. This “consent ’’and the absence of it, re-

spectively, are, according to Dr. F., as foreseen of God, the conditions of

reprobation and election. He says (p. 418): “If, on the contrary, it is

asked, what is the moving, conditionating cause of God’s reprobation of the

non-elect? The answer is : The man’s own obstinate resistance to all the in-

vitations and motions of God's Holy Spirit, as foreseen, is the sole cause of

his ruin and rejection. . . . The non-existence in the elect, foreseen by God,

of this obduracy is an indispensable condition of their election and salvation,

though not in the smallest degree 1 moving him thereunto.’ ”

Here is a strange mixture of truth and error. It is certainly true that the

presence or absence of this obduracy or resistance to all the invitations and

motions of God's Holy Spirit, like impenitence or penitence, unbelief or

faith, involves, each in its own way, all the difference between the non-elect

and elect. But neither of these, as foreseen in the sinner, is the first

ground of election or reprobation. Contrariwise, it is the antecedent elec-

tion of some which induces the efficacious operation of the Holy Spirit for

the removal of this obduracy, and the"production of this consent, whenever

given
;
and it is the decree of reprobation, i. e., of non-election or preter-

ition, which accounts for the omission to impart, the “ special grace ” that re-
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moves this obduracy, to the non-elect. Otherwise clearly the saved make
themselves to differ ; a conclusion which Dr. Forbes attempts in vain to

parry, pp. 401-5.

Dr. Forbes 'even goes so far as to teach that the only reason why all are

not saved, is “ a want of power (on the part of God), necessitated by the cir-

cumstances of the case. ” He signifies that, for God to overcome the ob-

duracy of the finally impenitent, were so to “ constrain the will ” as “ to de-

stroy the very nature of the responsible creature he has made,” and that

such inability to bring stubborn sinners to himself does not limit his omnip-

otence, because this is not really limited by the impossibility of reconciling

direct contradictions. It is enough to say that whatever has been -or may
be effected involves no contradiction; that the subduing of the stoutest

hearts to the obedience of the faith is what has often been effected to the

praise of God’s grace; that it is his prerogative to take away the heart of

stone and give a heart of flesh, and out of the very stones to raise up chil-

dren to Abraham. What if sin abounds, does not his grace much more

abound ? And if not, what is to become of a race dead in trespasses and sins?

Is it not a greater forth-putting of power to new-create the sinner’s soul,

than “ to induce him to give his consent to his recovery from that state of

corruption in which all are involved” ? (p. 340.) Is not the “exceeding

greatness of his power to us-ward who believe, even according to the work-

ing of his mighty power which he wrought in Christ when he raised him
from the dead,” enough to draw the most obdurate rebel even, to run after

his God without impairing his free-agency?

But Dr. F. is obliged to concede all this when confronted with the perfect

control exercised by God over the saints and angels to preserve them forever

from apostacy. He says (p. 435): “There is no question but that God
could, by placing overpowering motives before the mind, turn it either wray

without putting any constraint upon will. But tliis would not answer the

purpose he has in view, which is to prove his moral creature.” Indeed! If

he can infallibly turn men to himself by a mere array of outward motives,

can he not much more do it by a direct inward operation of the Spirit on the

heart ? Further, if he has power thus to turn the hearts of all men to him-

self, but does not, because he will “prove men,” how does Dr. F. know that

he may not have “other prrrposes,” additional, which would be frustrated if

he put forth his utmost power of omnipotence to convert all men ? Does he

not, in a sentence, undermine the whole superstructure he has so toilsomely

built ? Does he not prove that this omission to interpose effectually for the

salvation of the reprobate, is due neither to lack of benevolence nor to lack

of power, but to that infinite wisdom whose depths are unfathomable and

whose ways are past finding out ? Not only so, but Dr. F. still further com-

pletes his suicidal process by asserting that the whole preparatory work which

precedes or induces the acceptance of salvation is itself due to divine grace.

“ For all this state of preparedness, I say, the sinner is indebted to the gift

and grace of God.” “It is through the influence of the Spirit, pur-

chased by Christ, that the dead soul is awakened to any sense of spiritual
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things.” “ Special grace is that by which a man is converted, regenerated,

born again, made a new creature. Common grace is that which is common
to all, of which all men, even the unregenerated, are partakers.” (pp. 408-

9). There is an abundance more to the same effect. And still further : he

repeatedly disowns that foresight of conditions, as grounds of election and

reprobation in the subjects of them, which we have seen he so strenuously

insists on as the back-bone of his system. “ If it is asked, Is there anything

foreseen in the creature, either as conditions or causes moving God to the

choice of the elect, the answer is, None. His own mere ‘free grace and
love’ moved him to elect or choose them out of a godless world” (p. 417).

He more than once quotes “ as highly important truth, that part of the Con-

fession (Ch. v. 3), which attributes the glory of the salvation of the elect

to “His mere free grace and love, without any foresight of faith or good

works, or perseverance in either of them, or any other thing in the creature

as conditions or causes moving him thereto ” (p. 431-39).

4. Imputation of Adam’s Sin and Christ's Highleoustiess. Rom. v. 12-21

.

Here too, we say it with all respect, the author shows alike vacillation : he builds

and he tears down, he assails Hr. Hodge and yet concedes what he assails. "W

e

are glad to signalize the precious truths he maintains. He in various forms

asserts that Adam was the “ representative ” of his posterity “ in the pro-

bationary trial to which he was subjected. By his transgression, the princi-

ples of sin and death entered into man’s nature, and extended over all.

He is to this extent the head and representative of all
;
his act is then act,

his transgression their transgression.” (p. 212.) “In him humanity was

put on its trial.” “In Adam humanity fell.” “ Death passed upon all men
for that all sinned through one having sinned, who was the head and repre-

sentative of humanity. ” He was such, “ natural ” and “ legal” (pp. 1 94-5, 218).

He maintains that all the objections against this scheme He against any

other, and that the oneness of the race with its progenitor in this trial, and

its consequences, is a benevolent constitution, immensely superior to any

other (p. 213-15-239); and that to charge it with injustice, is to charge

God with injustice in all that natural ordering of things which so largely

visits the sins of parents on their children. He moreover maintains that

“ any defect in our mode of viewing original sin, must lead to an equally

defective mode of viewing the opposite side of the parallel (in Bom. v. 12-

21), the communication of Christ’s righteousness to the believer” (pp. 218-

19). Hence that Adam’s sin is “ causative ” of the sins of his posteiity.

“Adam is distinctly represented as the cause and not merely as the occasion

of sin and death to all his race, otherwise we cut entirely the nerve of the argu-

ment arising from the parallel betweenAdam and Christ. ” “ The principle of

sin, which, immediately on his transgression, took possession of his (Adam’s)

nature, is represented as affecting their (his posterity’s) nature ” (207-8). “ His

nature is declared to be our nature, his trial our trial, his fall our fall, his

six (sinfulness) our sin, and his death (mortaUty) our death ” (p. 217).

How then does Dr. F. come into collision with Dr. Hodge ? Why, simply

thus: Dr. F. objects to making this dreadful visitation upon the race of de-
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pravity, and its inseparable penal consequences—deatli and woe—a judicial

visitation for the sin of their representative head, when confessedly acting

as such, and standing on trial for them. This inherited sin, from which all

consequent evils flow penally, in his view, is itself inflicted in mere

sovereignty, not as any penalty of siu, inherent or imputed, personal or re-

presentative. Dr. F. complains that the doctrine of imputation “makes sin

to be entailed on all, not by a necessity of nature (‘ that which is born of the

flesh, is flesh ’—the branches necessarily partaking of the corruption of the

stem) but by a judicial sentence of God.” p. 236.

On this it is obvious to remark : 1. That his system gives no relief from

the objections that can very plausibly be raised against any mode of account-

ing for the fall of our race into sin and ruin. Certainly it relieves nothing

to found it in a “necessity of nature.” Who is the author of this nature,

and of this necessity ? Certainly not man, but God. What kind of a

theodicy is this ? Who is the author of its sinfulness ? Not sinners, surely

—but a dire “necessity of nature ” before and independent of all free and

responsible action of man, whether personal or by his representative.

2. This view makes human corruption a positive product of a “necessity of

nature,” divinely created, and this not for sin, but in sovereignty. The
doctrine of Imputation, on the other hand, as taught by Dr. Hodge, makes

the agency of God in the causation of human depravity simply negative, in

withdrawing from communion with the creature and withholding the positive

agency of his Spirit, which alone will preserve the mere essential principles

of humanity from disorder and lawlessness
;
and this mere privative inflic-

tion is in punishment for the sin of their covenant head while standing for

.them. Which gives the best theodicy, even to the eye of reason ? That it

is in accordance with the ordinary way of divine administration thus to

abandon men to their owm hearts’ lusts, and in this privative sense, as Dr.

Forbes says, “ judicially to harden” them, for their sin, is the plain teaching

of Scripture. This does not, while Dr. F.’s “ necessity of nature ” does,

make God the author of sin. Moreover, the natural evil consequences of

sin, even if by “necessity of nature,” may be as truly penal as any more
direct infliction . The disgrace and disease of the drunkard or debauchee

are at once both natural and penal effects of their sin.

3. The plain meaning of Scripture in Rom. v. 12-21 is so obviously in

favor of this view, that Dr. Forbes, in saying (p. 206) that “ Imputation as

a distinctive idea is to be found in it only in ver. 18,” does none the less

thereby confess that it is there, whatever else may be there. But we do not

see how the doctrine can be more unequivocally asserted than is done by
Dr. F. (p. 217—note). He says :

“ It seems very strange and illogical that

this doctrine should ever have been questioned by those who admit, that it

is for Adam’s sin that the race is condemned, and for Christ’s righteousness

that we are justified.” The very words “condemnation” and “justification”

are forensic terms, and imply imputation of guilt or of righteousness. To
say that a man is condemned presupposes that guilt has been imputed to

him
;
to say that he is justified, involves that innocence or righteousness

has been imputed to him.
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Now (according to tlic connection of ideas familiar to St. Paul

Adam all die”—infants die. But “death is the wages of sin.” Whose sin?

Not their own, for infants are incapable of personal sin. They are con-

demned to death, therefore, for Adam’s sin. In other and equivalent terms,

—the guilt of Adam's sin has been imputed to them.

Believers in Christ are justified, or pronounced righteous
;
that is, right-

eousness is imputed to them. Whose righteousness? Not their own, for

their righteousness cannot justify, being imperfect. It is, therefore, Christ’s

righteousness that is imputed to them.”

If there can be a more distinct, unambiguous, emphatic avowal of the

ve ry doctrine (nay more, for according to that, the death of infants is also

due to inherent corruption) which Dr. F. so laboriously tasks himself to

overthrow, we have yet to see it. Why then does Dr. F. talk about con-

demning and justifying by a “forensic act” alone being a mere “ legal fic-

tion,” and charge upon Dr. Hodge the making an “unnatural disjunction”

of the “ guilt from the corruption of sin as conveyed to Adam’s posterity,”

and holding that “ Christ’s righteousness is imputed to the penitent with-

out any real change immediately and necessarily passing to the believer

himself? (pp. 218, 19.) With putting asunder what God hath joined

together, “sin and death,” “justification of life,” “righteousness unto sanc-

tification?” (p. 234) And quote Owen as in contradiction to Dr. Hodge,

where the former affirms that, “ When God doth justify the ungodly on

account of the righteousness of Christ imputed unto him, he doth, at the

same instant, by the power of his grace, make him inherently and subjec-

tively righteous?” And what does he quote from Dr. Hodge of a contrary

import ? He quotes the latter on the nest page, as if he were coutradicting

himself, when he joins together guilt, depravity and actual transgression,

as included in the sin which entered the world, in his comment on Bom.

v. 12. Where has Dr. H. said or implied anything to the contrary ?

All this misconstruction of Dr. Hodge’s and confusion in Dr. F.’s views,

arise from the attempt to make the inherent corruption of the race the first

ground of its condemnation for Adam’s sin, instead of making condemna-

tion for that sin the first ground of its corruption, as before explained
;
also

in correspondence with this, the inherent righteousness imparted to the

believer a ground of his being justified, or having the righteousness of

Christ imputed to him, instead of the 'reverse. There is no difference

between him and Dr. Hodge as to the inseparableness of sin and guilt, jus-

tification and sanctification, but only as to their order and relation in respect

of Adam’s sin, and that of his posterity, and Christ’s righteousness, and the

believer’s justification and sanctification
;
and here Dr. F. is far from being

uniform or consistent with himself. While he is abundant in disclaimers of

good works previous to justification, and “of righteousness previously

infused,” he is very strenuous that justification, which he admits to be

always used in Scripture in a forensic sense, nevertheless “ involves and

suggests the idea of a change, not of state alone, but of character also. If

God justifies a man,

—

dixaiot, pronounces him righteous, he is, and must
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be, "what God calls him, SixaioS, righteous.” (pp. 220-22.) This is

plain enough
;
justification must have respect to inherent righteousness.

This we understand to be the grand result arrived at by Dr. F., in his new

analysis of this pregnant passage, in Avhich he acknowledges that ‘ ‘ the great

body of interpreters” are against him, (p. 224) while he claims in various

places to have cleared away the difficulties they have left. And this is our

grand objection to the whole of it, that it entangles the soul with question-

ings as to its own inherent sanctity, before it can venture itself simply upon

him who Ci justifiedh the ungodly.” For so alone can it truly die unto sin,

live unto God, and by free justification attain a true sanctification, as the

apostle so fully shows. (Bom. vi. 8.)

It is quite congruous with this, that he should now seem to teach universal,

and now particular, redemption. He says ‘
‘ In Adam, humanity fell

;
in Christ,

humanity rose again. All are involved in the ruin of the first man
;

all are

equally interested in the salvation by ‘ him that was to come.’ ” By this, how-

ever, he appears to mean, humanity was “potentially restored.” But he

also says: “If the absolute will, purpose, or intention is meant of him who
knew beforehand with certainty who will accept, and who will not accept his.

offers of salvation, the answer of course must be, * Christ diedfor the elect,

andfor the elect only.' There is no ground in Scripture for the doctrine of

universal redemption.” “ Is the atonement of Christ limited or unlimited ?

In God’s absolute will, it is limited.” (pp. 445-8.) Few hold to any particu-

larism beyond this.

We have no space to expose a little dextrous word-practice (p. 225-35) in

which by twisting some words and definitions, duly tipped with exclamation

points, he makes an occasional show of a seeming contradiction on the part

of Dr. Hodge. The most plausible of these is tortured out of Dr. Hodge’s

statement, that “death stands for any and every evil judicially inflicted,”

which Dr. F. pronounces paradoxical, as warranting the conclusion that
“ six comes by death !”—whereas the Apostle says expressly, that “death
[came] by six.” “ Paradoxical ” or not, it is true. Nor is there any con-

tradiction in these two propositions rightly understood. Sin certainly brings

forth death, and sin too. Now, “to be carnally minded is death. ” Is not

such death sin and the cause of sin ? And does not sin bring death in this

and every form ? But we stop for want of space. We submit whether it

is in place for one to challenge others to refute him, who so abundantly re-

futes himself. In conclusion, we repeat that Dr. Hodge has neither seen

Dr. Forbes’ book nor is responsible in any way for these comments upon it.

L. H. A.
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Art. XI.—CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE.

Theology and Religion.

Systematic Theology. By Charles Hodge, D.D. Vol. III. Scribner, Arm-
strong & Co. The third volume of this great work has the same character-

istics which distinguished the previous volumes, and fully sustains the high

commendations which have been so justly given at home and abroad. This

volume is much larger than the preceding ones, extending to 880 pages ; the

price is accordingly slightly increased, to $5 ;
the whole work costing $14. As

Dr. Hodge arranges his system, this volume concludes Soteriology, and com-

prises the whole of Eschatology. Under Soteriology come (in continuation)

the subjects of Regeneration, Faith, Justification, Sanctification, the Law (in-

cluding an Exposition of the Ten Commandments, covering over a hundred

pages), and the Means of Grace, viz. the Word of God, the Sacraments, and

Prayer. Under Eschatology there are four chapters : cn the State of the Soul

after Death ; Resurrection ; the Second Advent ; and the Concomitants qf

the Second Advent (the General Resurrection, the Final Judgment, the end

of the World, the Kingdom of Heaven, Theory of the Premillennial Advent,

and Future Punishment). These subjects, with those in the first two volumes,

complete all the heads of Divinity, excepting those embraced under Ecclesi-

ology. We trust that Dr. Hodge’s lectures and dissertations on this branch

of theology may ere long be given to the world
;

for in what he has already-

published of them he has shown that he is fully master of the ground, and his

lectures on the Church have the highest reputation.—A small supplementary

volume, by- Dr. Hodge of the Allegheny Seminary, will contain an analysis of

the three volumes, indexes, etc.

Having received this volume just as we are going to press, we cannot now
do more than announce its contents. The subjects are treated with the ful-

ness and breadth, with the fitness to the times, and with the calm wisdom

and conscious strength, which secured such high approval and success to the

earlier volumes. We renew our congratulations to the venerable and revered

author, that his life has been prolonged until he can see to some extent the

fruit of his great labors in the service of Christ and his Church.

The Theology and the Theologians of Scotland, chiefly of the Seventeenth

and Eighteenth Centuries. “ Cunningham Lectures.” iS7o-’7i. By Jas.

Walker, D.D., Carnwath. Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark. New York: Scrib-

ner, Welford & Co. pp. 190. This is the fourth series of the Cunning-

ham Lectures. It is an interesting and valuable contribution to the history of

theology in Scotland—a history that has never y-et had justice done it. The

first lecture presents a general survey of the field
;
the second is on the con-

troversies as to the atonement, and has to do chiefly with the famous dis-

pute about the Marrow Theology
;

the third is on Predestination and Provi-

dence, with remarks on the deficiencies of Scotch theology- in various depart-
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ments; the fourth and fifth are on the Visible Church, the Headship of Christ,

and Erastianism—a great Scotch subject
;
the last refutes current misrepre-

sentations of Scottish religion, by Buckle and others.

These Lectures, though in consequence of the illness of the author published

under somewhat unfavorable circumstances, show the fruits of careful study

and research, and light up many obscure points of controversy. The spirit

of the author is eminently candid, and his criticisms indicate a tendency

against extreme views, such as supralapsarianism and a one-sided estimate of

the theology of the covenants. Some of the forgotten lights of older times

are rekindled. Scotch theology as a whole is successfully vindicated. Espe-

cially does Dr. Walker claim for it a high place (as did Hamilton) in taking

the lead in the modern apologetical philosophy, on a sound basis.

It would be well if the later Scottish theology could be handled in a like

way in another course of the Cunningham Lectures.

The Little Sanctuary and other Meditations. By Alexander Raleigh,

D.D. Author of “ Quiet Resting Places,” etc. New York: Dodd & Mead.

This is really a volume of admirable sermons, by one of the first, if not the

very first, of preachers among the English Independents. The author was

with Dr. Vaughan a delegate to the great national council of Congregation-

alists held in Boston some years ago. We heard him preach once during that

visit to this country. We have seldom heard a sermon more instructive, impres-

sive and edifying ;,we recognize it at once as the seventh among the sixteen

in this collection. The sermons belong to that rare class which are equally

good for delivery or for reading in print. They set forth evangelical truth

with clearness, freshness, vividness, and with manifold applications to men as

they now are, and to their present dangers and needs. They are at once

doctrinal and practical, not in any hackneyed way, but alike solid, searching,

correcting, and comforting. Free from cant and affectation, they are thor-

oughly solemn and earnest, eloquent as well as forcible in style; that which

we heard was delivered without a manuscript. They will repay study by

young preachers, as well as reading by the people.

SacramentalAddresses and Meditations. By the late Henry Belfrage,

D.D., of Falkirk. Eighth edition. Carter & Bros. These excellent ad-

dresses have approved themselves by their great fitness and usefulness. They
are well worthy of the opinion expressed by Dr. Balfour, that they are charac-

terized by extraordinary variety and richness, and, what was hardly to be ex-

pected in combination with these qualities, by great appropriateness.

The Beatitudes of the Kingdom. By J. Oswald Dykes, M.A. Carter

& Bros. The Rev. Mr. Dykes is the successor of Dr. Hamilton, in the

Regent Square Church, London, and the editor of the British and Foreign

Evangelical Review. He justly holds a very high rank as a preacher. His

discourses are clear, emphatic, well arranged, and eloquent. Free from all

ostentation of manner or style, he produces a marked effect by his very sim-

plicity, united, as it is, with a magnetic personal power. These “Beatitudes

of the Kingdom” are admirable specimens of his pulpit work. They are so
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symmetrical and thoroughly worked out, as to be in danger of being over-

looked by those who are attracted by evident straining after effect in pulpit

oratory. They will richly repay an attentive study ; and we earnestly com-

mend them to our students and ministers. A well-shaped plan runs through

the whole,—the Beatitudes being unfolded as an ascending series of blessings

—even up to what is here classed as the eighth, viz., Persecution for

Righteousness’ Sake.

Robert Carter and Brothers have issued three of their most valuable publi-

cations in a new form, at low rates : Charnock’s Discourses oh the Exist-

ence and Attributes of God; Chalmers’ Sermons and Discourses
,
including

his Posthumous Sermons; and the Works of Rev. R. M. McCheyne, with

a Memoir. Each of these is handsomely bound in one volume, of over i ioo

pages, and offered for three dollars. All three of them are standard works,

necessary to the furnishing of ministerial or parochial libraries
; and in this

new form we bespeak for them a wide circulation. The work of Chamock
maintains its ground as one of the ablest discussions of the intricate questions

concerning the divine attributes—both clear and profound. The Sermons of

Chalmers are the best specimens of the highest pulpit eloquence of Scotland
;

while the Life, Letters and Sermons of McCheyne are imbued with a deep

spirituality and fervor, such as is needed by all our ministry.

Biblical Literature.

The Psalms. By Carl Bernhard Moll, D.D., General Superinten-

dent in Konigsberg, Prussia. Translated from the German, with additions, by

Rev. Charles A. Briggs, Rev. John Forsyth, D. D., Rev. James B. Ham-
mond, Rev. J. Fred. McCurdy; together with a new version of the Psalms

and Philological notes, by Rev. Thomas J. Conant, D.D. New York :

Scribner, Armstrong & Co. In no other form could we have secured in the

same space so large results of Dr. Conant’s prolonged biblical studies and

high scholarship, as in his version with the appended philological notes. We
most regret that the accomplished hand which undertook the second book

was so soon necessarily withdrawn to other service. The work of the transla-

tors is throughout very satisfactory. But few passages have arrested our at-

tention in which the national and personal peculiarities of the original should

have been more completely cast aside to give us a more genuine English.

We could have wished that the homiletic department, so far as supplemented

from English sources, had not to such an extent restricted itself to material

already so generally accessible. English, Scotch, and American homiletic

and practical literature is hardly anywhere richer than in its illustrations of

the Psalms, and we could have spared a little of Henry and Scott for speci-

mens of this varied wealth. The familiar hands engaged in this work have

increased our indebtedness to them, and the new, which are the more numer-

ous, give promise of rich service to the Church hereafter.

We cannot withold an expression of our regret that even in versions that

are not authoritatively offered to us by any Revision Committee, changes

should be made in our honored English version, apparently for no other
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purpose than to make a change. E. g., in the appended version of

Ps. cxxxvii. 4 we cannot imagine what is gained by substituting “on an alien

soil” for “ in a strange land;” to “ swear to falsehood” seems to us no better

than to “ turn aside to lies
”

(xl. 4) ; that the loins should continually

“ waver ” is to us no more vivid, or correct, or refreshing to our sense of jus-

tice, than that they should “shake ” (lxix. 23). C. A. A.

The Argument of the Epistle to the Hebrews. By George Steward.

Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark. Scribner, Armstrong & Co., New York. This

work is in some respects singular. The writer apparently adopts the Calvin-

istic creed, and yet takes some positions that are in antagonism with it. We
know nothing of the author, and may be mistaken in respect to his real dog-

matic standing. We should suppose him to have been trained in the Scotch

Presbyterianism, and yet to have modified its tenets somewhat by an intense pri-

vate study and reflection which has not been sufficiently influenced by historical

reading. The variations from the received orthodoxy, which appear in this

treatise, may be accounted for in this way.

As an example of our meaning, we cite his statement that the atonement

of Christ is “in no sense a legal provision for the relief of men, but is entirely

an extra-legal provision.” It is “something exceptional, and the result of

prerogative acting above law.” “What are termed merits, i. e., the results

of the obedience of a substitute, more especially those that come of penal suf-

fering, in the sinner’s stead, are ideas entirely inadmissible under a legal

system which recognizes nothing but personal rewardableness or demerit ”

(pp. 77, 78). Such assertions as these are difficult to reconcile with the doc-

trine of vicarious satisfaction which the author in other parts of the volume,

and perhaps we may say throughout the volume, evidently holds and loves.

Indeed, the editors of the work (which is posthumous) add, in a note with

reference to them, that “it is much to be regretted that these paragraphs

stand unrevised by the author.”

There are some other views which are open to criticism, particularly that

of the secondary Sonship of Christ, if we rightly apprehend the author. But

we cannot enter into an examination of them. The work, as a whole, is

thoughtful, serious, and stimulating to a careful reader. It is not a con-

tinuous commentary upon the Epistle to the Hebrews, but studies upon par-

ticular leading passages. w. G. T. s.

Commentary on the Epistle of Paul to the Hebrews. By William S.

PLUMER, D.D., LL.D. Randolph & Co. Dr. Plumer, who has always

been heard from through the press, as well as the pulpit, and of late the pro-

fessor’s chair, is coming to be one of our most prolific authors. Plis industry

in authorship has been most marked since he became Professor of Theology,

first at Allegheny, now at Columbia, S. C. He first achieved marked success

in numerous practical, experimental, and hortatory works, for which he has

evinced special aptitude. But he has of late given to the public works of a

deeper and broader scope, which call for logic, scholarship, and theological

insight, as well for his homiletic gifts. Such especially are his volumes on
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the Psalms, Romans, ar.d the Law of God. The predominating spirit and

special endowment of the author, however, appear in all these works. What-

ever other merits they have, the homiletic, as founded on the doctrinal element,

is most conspicuous and characteristic, as they are most of all promotive of

practical and experimental piety.

It is so with this ample and handsome octavo. It has indeed value on

other grounds. It gives a careful exegesis of the meaning of the text, and con-

stantly quotes and collates the exegetical opinions of important authors. It is

also careful to evolve the doctrinal significance of it, and particularly the

propositions thus established, respecting the person and work of Christ. But

more than all this, are the practical and experimental lessons he builds upon

his exegesis, and sets forth with the pungency and fervor for which he has

been distinguished in the pulpit, and in his average publications. In its doc-

trinal and homiletical tone, it is evangelical after the Reformed and Puritan

type. Indeed we cannot better express our estimate of the work, than by

saying that it gives us the marrow and pith of what has made John Owen’s

Commentary on the Hebrews so precious to the church, notwithstanding the

ponderous bulkiness of matter and style, in spite of which, this and his other

works had power and buoyancy enough to keep up and make their way in the

world, and which led that master of sentences, Robert Hall, to call them a

“ continent of mud.” Dr. Plumer, without being in any sense a copyist of

Owen, presents what constitutes the- true power of his commentary ; its spiri-

tual and Christological aroma, cleared of the incumbrances which have anti-

quated that work, and adapted to the present wants, not only of ministers,

but of devout Christians.

The Book of the Prophet Daniel. By C. F. Keil, D.D. Clark’s Foreign

Theological Library. New York: Scribner, Welford & Co. Dr. Keil’swork

on Daniel is one of the best commentaries in the series prepared by him and

Prof. Delitzsch. It is well translated by the Rev. M. G. Easton, A.M. The
arguments for the genuineness of the book, and for its composition during the

exile, are ably presented in the introduction, with a refutation of the theory

that it was written in the time of the Maccabees. The old view of the Fourth

World-Kingdom, as meaning Rome, is successfully vindicated :

“ The king-

doms represented by the ten horns belong still to the future.” The prophecy

of the seven heads and of the ten horns of the beast (in Daniel and the

Apocalypse) it is also suggested, may perhaps “be so fulfilled in the future,

that the anti-christian world-power may reach its completion in the rulers,”

companions, and helpers ofAntichrist. The more recent German expositions

of Delitzsch, Hofmann, Hilgenfeld and others, as well as the millennarian in-

terpretation of Auberlen, are subjected to a critical examination. The work

is deserving of thorough study.

Essentials of New Testament Study

;

intended as a Companiort to the

New Testament. By Wm. E. Littlewood, M.A., Vicar of St. James,

Bath. New York: Randolph & Co. pp. 541. This is a well prepared and

convenient manual for all students of the New Testament. It contains : 1. A
concise account of the New Testament Greek and English texts, the writers
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and their books. 2. Sketch of the Gospel History'. 3. Tables, Chronologi-

cal, and of Measure and Time. 4. Dictionary of Difficult Words and

Phrases, and of obsolete terms. 5.* Dictionary of Biography and Geography.

Also, a list of passages quoted in the New Testament from the Old; five

maps and plans, etc. In a small ccmpass it contains a good deal of valuable

matter, making a handy book of reference.

Studies of Character from the Old Testament. By Thomas Guthrie,
D. D. Carter & Brothers. It is only necessary to know the characters de-

lineated in this volume, with the penetrating insight, graphic style and evan-

gelical wisdom of the author, to see that it has a charm and instructive-

ness quite equal to his previous works, in a similar vein, which have been so

welcome to the Christian public. When we begin one of these sketches, it

holds us fast till we have finished it and given due attention to the salutary

lessons which in the conclusion the author so happily builds upon it. These

have a wide scope, and apply to a vast variety of topics; as is evident enough

when we consider that the subjects sketched are, Abraham the Friend of God,

Eliezer the Pattern Servant, Joseph the Successful Man, Moses the Patriot,

Joshua the Colonist, Caleb the Soldier, Boaz the Farmer, Ruth the Virtuous,

Gideon the Deliverer, Hannah the Matron, Samuel the Ruler, Jonathan the

Friend, David the Afflipted Man, Solomon the Wise Man, Rehoboam the

Foolish Man, Jehu the Zealot.

Philosophy; Philosophy of Religion.

Oriental Religions, and their Relation to Universal Religion. By Sam-
uel Johnson. India. Boston: J. R. Osgood & Co. pp. 802. Mr. John-
son has attempted, in this substantial volume, an immense task. He inves-

tigates the religion of India, the primitive Aryan, the Brahmanic, and the

Buddhist, in order to show that they contain the elements of what he calls the

Universal Religion; and in some respects in a better form than Christianity.

Divine Fatherhood, Human Brotherhood, and Immortal Life, (p. 16) are the

chief elements of this universal religion, which is finally to prevail, superseding

the crude dogmas of Christianity. It is a thesis which has been abundantly

worked at; nor can we find that Mr. Johnson, on the speculative side, has

added anything to what scores ofGerman and English rationalists have already

attempted, many of them with a much keener analysis, and more thorough

mastery of the materials; for example, Otto Pfleiderer in his comprehensive

work on Religion; and in fact most of the Philosophies of Religion in these later

days. Even the old Neo-Platonism grasped this same subject with a firmer

hand. But Mr. Johnson’s chief strength, and the valuable part of his work,

are found in his full account of these old Indian systems, not from an examina-

tion of the sources, but in the books written about them by modern, chiefly

European scholars. Here his book may be read with advantage.

Yet, even on these historical points it must be read with caution. For the

position he wishes to maintain,—that the Indian religions contain the ele-

ments of universality,—offers a constant temptation to keep back the gross

and repulsive traits of these oriental beliefs, and to exaggerate or idealize

12
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whatever in them favors his hypothesis. And, in comparing them with

Christianity, there is, on the same ground, an equal temptation to undervalue

the nature and influence of the Christian system, to magnify its perversions

and depreciate its excellencies. We would not imply that Mr. Johnson

does this deliberately; but theories will control our judgment about facts.

In forming, too, a sound judgment about any given religious system, we
must take it as a whole, as it exists among the people who embrace it, in its

rites and ceremonies, its popular influence, its effects upon general culture and

civilization, its promotion of the best and highest interests of a nation. It is not

enough to take certain wise maxims or deep truths, such as occur in the

writings of the sages of a nation, and represent these as giving, in point of

fact, the real nature and power of a system. Such gems may readily be

gathered from the literatures of all people ; but they may be solitary and

shine only in secret places. What we must look for is the common current

coin, everywhere diffused and received. We must compare whole systems,

in their effects upon whole nations and races, and in their bearing upon the

character, progress, and destiny of mankind.

In such a comparison, now, how does Christianity stand, in its doctrines, its

.ethics, its total character and power, as contrasted with Brahmanism and

Buddhism ? To ask the question is to find the answer. Christianity, as a sim-

ple matter of fact, has guided and controlled the whole historic development

•of modern times
;

while the oriental religions, with in some respects a fine

race to work among, have made it sluggish and stationary. Mr. Johnson is

here contending against historic facts, and he is also in opposition to almost

all the great writers on the philosophy of history and the philosophy of re-

ligion. These all, even when anti-Christian and pantheistic, acknowledge the

inherent superiority of the Christian system over all others, both in respect to

its faith and its ethics, and its general working power. And this position is

undeniable on general historic grounds.

We cannot go into detail, but will refer to only one doctrine as an illustra-

tion—that is the Incarnation. Mr. Johnson, like Schellingin his earlier spec-

ulations (which he afterwards renounced), finds in the Hindu Incarnations,

which were so often repeated, a more universal element than in the Christian in-

carnation in one Person : for he says, “the ‘reality’ of God in man cannot

be confined within any definite person, whether historical or mythological ”

(p. 507). But the oriental incarnation, though it represented an aspiration, was

still a vast and shadowy imagination, with no positive background in the idea

of God, and it effected no real personal union in a God-man. The Christian

doctrine, as Dorner has fully shown, was really original in its idea, while it

also met and satisfied a religious need. And Mr. Johnson’s general objection

to Incarnation, if logically carried out, would lead to a denial of the divine

personality, as well as to a denial of the reality of the God-man. A pantheist

would press him on this point even more sharply than he inveighs against

the Christian view of the Person of Christ.

And in fact, his whole theory of a universal religion is a mere rationalistic

abstraction of certain arbitrary elements, found more or less distinctly in all
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creeds, but which in themselves, like the bare abstractions of metaphysics,

have no motive power. They never have been and never can be organized

into a progressive system. The pantheist and the materialist will have easy

work with such a creed, if ever Christianity loses its hold on the conscience

and reason of the race.

Oriental and Linguistic Studies. The Veda; the Avesta; the Science of

Language. By Wm. Dwight Whitney, Prof, of Sanskrit and Comparative

Philology in Yale College. Scribner, Armstrong & Co. pp. 417. Professor

Whitney has done a good service to the public by collecting his dispersed

reviews and essays into this goodly volume. They are so clearly written, in

such a clean style, that many will read them who would not be attracted by

a regular scientific treatise. They contain living and acute discussions of pro-

found questions in respect to religion, and to the science of philology. The
first six are on the Vedas and the Avesta. On the Religion of the Vedas,

the Vedic Literature and translations, and the Persian Avesta, no better ac-

count can be found. The original, simple Vedic belief (especially its doctrine

of immortality) is admirably expounded. The other seven chapters are on

Indo-European Philology and Ethnology, Muller’s Lectures on Language,

the Origin of Language, the Theories of Language advanced by Bleek,

Schleicher, and Steinthal, concluding with a wise dissertation on Language

and Education, one of the best discussions of that subject in its wider relations.

Professor Whitney is so sure of his own positions on all linguistic questions,

that he does not spare those from whom he differs. The shortcomings and

inconsistencies of Max Muller are dwelt upon at length and repeatedly in the

strongest terms. His “ ding-dong” theory, and Bleek’s Simious Theory of

Language (Darwinism in philology), and Steinthal’s Psychological Theory
(highly metaphysical), and Schleicher’s Physical Theory, also afflicted with

the Darwinian hypothesis, are sharply refuted. Though Professor Whitney
has “ great faith in the substantial truth of the central Darwinian idea,” yet

he has no sympathy with “those headlong Darwinians,” who use it as if it

were “ a scientific fact.”

These differences and controversies among the most eminent scientific

philologists, are certainly instructive. On the essential points of theory there

is really no sort of agreement among them. They disagree as much among
themselves as they do with “ the theologians.” They criticise each other

quite as severely. Such controversies are perhaps necessary to the growth of

the science ; but while it is going on, no one of the disputants can fairly claim

infallibility, even over against the Scriptures.

Professor Whitney says (p. 341), that “modern science claims to be prov-

ing, by the most careful and exhaustive study of man and his works, that our

race began its existence on the earth at the bottom of the scale instead of at

the top, and has been gradually working upward,” etc. The real question

here is loosely put, What is “the bottom of the scale?” Is it pure savagery?

Is it some bestial state ? If this be what is meant, then, scientific men say

that modern science has done no such thing. What is “ the top of thescale?”
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Is it high culture, as now exemplified in the best nations ? Then, we say,

nobody claims any such thing. Let the question be fairly put before any

dogmatic decision is rendered. The dogmatism of science is at best as un-

scientific as the dogmatism of Christianity.

Primeval Man. An Examination of some Recent Speculations. By the

Duke of Argyll. New York: De Witt C. Lent & Co. With illustrations.

The Duke of Argyll has the gift of presenting scientific subjects in a popular

way. In this little volume (reprinted from Good Words), he subjects Lub-

bock’s theory of Primitive Savagery to a fair examination and refutation ;

shows on historic grounds that there is a tendency in the race to degradation

as well as to progress; defends the originality of man as a species or class ;

and presents the facts which seem to indicate a prolonged chronology. It is

a candid and interesting discussion of these difficult themes, upon which the

evidence is slowly accumulating. The author is not a man to be seduced by

a few obscure facts into a large generalization.

The Great Problem. The Higher Ministry of Nature, viewed in the Light

of Modern Science, and as an Aid to advanced Christian Philosophy. By
JohnR. Leifchild, A.M. With an introduction by Chancellor Crosby of

the University of New York. G. P. Putnam & Sons. This work, by a naturalist,

is directed against the exclusive claims and pretensions of Positivism, Natural-

ism, Pantheism, etc. The positions of Spinoza, Darwin, Spencer, Huxley, and

others, are fairly examined. The argument from design is vindicated against

objectors. The higher ministry of nature is found in its leading us beyond

itself up to God as its author. It is a book well designed and adapted to

popular instruction upon these questions, which now attract so much atten-

tion. Its spirit is reverent, and its tone is candid. It would be a very suit-

able volume to put into the hands of young men who are beginning to in-

quire upon such subjects. It contains numerous extracts from popular and
learned writers on the main topics. The work would be improved bya Table

of Contents and an Index.

Myths and Myth-Makers. Old Tales and Superstitions interpreted by
Comparative Mythology. By John Fiske, M.A., LL.B., late lecturer on

Philosophy at Harvard University. Boston: Osgood & Co. i. The Origin

of Folk-Lore. 2. The Descent of Fire (and the Divining Rod). 3. Were-
wolves (Men-Wolves) and Swan-Maidens. 4. Light and Darkness. 5. Myths,

of the Barbaric "World. 6. Juventus Mundi (Gladstone’s). 7. The Primeval

Ghost-World. This Table of Contents indicates that the author invites the

reader to a feast, full of curious entertainment. ’ Some of the topics are the

same with those handled by Baring-Gould in his Myths of the Middle Ages
and other works : but Mr. Fiske treats them more firmly and theoretically.

He would trace back all these myths to an instinctive effort of untutored man
to endow external objects with souls, thus peopling all nature with supra-

human entities. This is his general idea of myth : but it is a narrow one,

and hardly sanctioned by the best philosophers. Some myths doubtless had

such an origin ;
but mythology as a developed system cannot on this basis be
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•explained. Apart from this, the volume is full of matter of deep interest.

Tell and the dog Gellert are again traced back to their remote originals;

the fearful tales about the Were-wolves, and the pranks of Swan-Maidens or

Nixies, are tracked through many generations. It is interesting to note how
the most wonderful of these tales are reproduced in successive and remote

mythologies. As a clear and compact account of the historic connection of

some of the most singular phenomena in the history of superstition the work

bas decided value, and special attractions.

History and Biography.

Lectures on the Reunion of the Churches. By J. J. I. von Dollinger,
D.D., D.C.L. Translated with preface by H. N. Oxenham, M.A. New
York : Dodd & Mead. These lectures which attracted so much attention as

delivered and reported last winter at Munich, have been translated by Mr.

Oxenham from the manuscript of Dr. Dollinger. The author had intended

Lo revise and add to them, but was prevented by [the pressure of his other

engagements ;
this may be done in the German edition, when that appears.

This English translation is the only collected publication of the Lectures.

Apart from their general ability and fulness of information about the general

•subject of the division and reunion of Christendom, they are of special inter-

est on two grounds. One is as exhibiting the progress of a candid scholar,

thoroughly instructed in history, from being a most decided advocate of the

Papacy and accuser of Protestantism, into an almost opposite position, im-

pelled by the growing encroachments of Rome under the lead of the Jesuits,

whose baleful influence is depicted with glowing indignation. The other in-

quiry of interest is, how much are Dr. Dollinger and those old Catholics who
agree with him, willing to abate and concede for the sake of reunion with the

Protestants ? Dr. Dollinger moves very cautiously. He evidently wishes to

carry with him as many as he can of the Catholic Church. He does not even

advocate the formation of a German Old Catholic Church. He will not

break, if he can help it, with the historic continuity of Roman Catholicism.

He includes the decrees of the Council of Trent in his scheme of Reunion.

He would like to have the mass in the vulgar tongue, the cup given to the

laity, and the celibacy of the clergy left at least partially optional. But his

sympathizers are chiefly with the Anglicans of the Pusey type
;
he insists on

apostolical succession and the three orders
;
he is as much opposed as ever to

the doctrine of justification by faith alone; and he has no idea of a self-sup-

porting church, separate from the State. His scheme includes only the Old

Catholics, the Greek Church and some of the Oriental communions, the

ritualizing Anglicans, and a few scattered Lutherans and Reformed, whose

tendencies run in the same direction. Still, he has conceded more than many
expected of him ; and the course of events may yet enlarge his view as to

possible terms of Reunion. He speaks of Luther and the Reformation with

a high moral appreciation, greatly in advance of his utterances twenty years

ago. And his sympathies and tendencies are evidently broader than his pro-

positions.
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It is a deeply interesting volume, and it contributes in no slight degree to-

the understanding of that great question of Reunion, which is vital and
necessary to the progress and victor)' of the Christian Church.

The English in Ireland in the Eighteenth Century. By James Anthony
Froude, M.A. In two volumes. Vol. I. Scribner, Armstrong & Co. Mr„
Froude, in his lectures in this country, and in this volume, is reviewing the

Irish question under some new aspects. He has been wrongly accused of
being a partisan of England in this debate ; for his condemnation of a good

deal of the English policy is quite as severe as that by noted Irish orators. He is.

undoubtedly honest in his desire to bring about a better understanding between

the two, by giving what he considers an impartial narrative, from documentary

sources, of the long and terrible struggle between them. He is frank in

saying that he thinks that England cannot concede independence ; he also

implies throughout that the Irish cannot be safely left to govern themselves.

And to prove this he appeals to history-. England civilized them with a strong

hand, and they need it still; though he insists that they should have

full justice done them, and all their rights secured, excepting that of sepa-

ration. And in respect to that he takes the ground, that a people that would

and can be independent, must, if need be. achieve its independence by force

of arms,

—

which Ireland has never yet been able to do. Brave as the Irish

are, yet, “with a few accidental exceptions, continually recurring insurrec-

tions have only issued in absolute and ever disgraceful defeat ” (p. 1 1).

Mr. Froude’s volume is not a History of Ireland, but of the English in Ire-

land, chiefly from the Insurrection in 1641. It is distinguished by the same

skill in historical narrative which has given his previous works such celebrity-

As a piece of composition it is a rare treat. The history moves along swiftly,

and with an air of reality about it such as few writers can give. The style is.

full of imagery, of scene-painting, lighted up by allusions and comparisons,

full of details, yet persistent in its aim. But the picture it gives of Ireland

is dark indeed. It is an indictment, and a condemnation. Cruelty and per-

fidy abound. The strong elements of a national power are ever lacking.

The interest is tragic. And there are few elements of hope for the future. IT

this history be wholly true, the Irish problem is still unsolved.

History of the Missions of the American Board to the Oriental Churches..

By Rufus Anderson, D.D., LL D. 2 Vols. The subject and the author

of these volumes are enough to give them a standard character, and make

them welcome to the friends of missions, the lovers of historic annals, and of

interesting and instructive narrative. The missions, whose history is here

given, “ may be regarded as seven or eight in number, considering the Pales-

tine and Syria missions as really but one, and the several Armenian missions

as also one. The history of the Syria mission, in its connection with the

American Board, covers a period of fifty-one years ;
that of the Nestorian,

thirty-seven; that of the Greek mission, forty-three; of the Assyrian (as a_

separate mission), ten; of the Armenian mission to the present time, forty;,

and of the Bulgarian, twelve. The mission to the Jews, extending through-
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thirty years, was so intimately connected with these as to demand a place

in the series.”

It will deepen the interest of the work for Presbyterians, that two of the

missions here sketched (the Syrian and Nestorian), have now passed

under the care of the Presbyterian Board. Still, the interest of the history

does not depend on any narrow, sectarian aspect of it, but on the relations

which such a great work of evangelization sustains to our catholic sympathy

with the propagation of the Gospel, and the progress of the kingdom of

Christ. It sets forth the ongoings and unfoldings of the enterprise of our old-

est, and hitherto largest, Foreign Missionary Board, in one of its greatest de-

partments, and having the specialty of being mostly among nominal Chris-

tians who are real heathen.

The venerable author, after being relieved of the arduous labors of his sec-

retaryship, has wisely devoted his ripe age to a work which no other man liv-

ing, now or hereafter, could possibly do so well.

Presbyterianisin Three Hundred Years ago. By the Rev. Wii. P. Breed,

D. D. Presbyterian Board of Publication. Dr. Breed has here put in a pop-

ular form, at once acceptable and interesting to all classes of readers, the

cumulative evidence that three hundred years ago the Protestant world was

almost exclusively Presbyterian. He has also given a vivid portraiture of the

heroic leaders and conflicts by which Presbyterianism fought its way and es-

tablished itself, under God, against the papal, prelatic and political powers

marshalled against it. The book is well fitted to promote knowledge of, and

attachment to, the principles of Presbyterianism, which is, even now, the

Church polity of more than half of Protestant Christendom.

The Board has also issued twelve Ti-acts for the People, in large type, ad-

mirably adapted to general circulation for the promotion of practical religion,

by Rev. William S. Plummer, D.D.; also The Wildfords in India and Fol-

lowing the Master, by E. L. Beckwith.

California : for Health, Pleasure, and Residence. A book for travelers

and settlers. By Charles Nordhoff. Harper & Brothers. This beauti-

fully printed and fully illustrated account of California is much the best of

the numerous works yet published on that State, whose history is so full of

romance. It is crowded with facts for all classes of readers, who will also be

entertained and instructed by its narrative and descriptions, in which Mr.

Nordhoff excels. No one can afford to make the journey across the continent

without it.

Proceedings connected with the Semi-Centennial Commemoration of the

Professorship of Rev. Charles Hodge, D.D., LL.D., in the Theological

Seminary at Princeton, N. f., April 24, 1872. Randolph & Co. The

Semi-Centennial Anniversary of the Divinity School of Yale College, in

May, 1872. New Haven. Both of these publications are of great value and

interest ; the main address in the former ably vindicates the claims of

theology as a science, and all the subordinate addresses having each a special

personal, and some of them a representative, importance. The central figure
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of all is of course the great theologian, whose half-century of eminent service

was thus fitly commemorated.

Although, in form, the Semi-Centennial of Yale Divinity School referred

more to the Institution, and less to any person, yet its most salient features

are found in the sketches and portraitures presented by different persons of

the four original Professors, (Taylor, Fitch, Gibbs, and Goodrich) who, by

giving their own impress to the Institution, made it a power in the world.

Dr. Fisher’s able Historical Discourse does its part, not only in characterizing

these, but other chief friends and founders of the Institution.

General Literature.

Septimius Felton j or, the Elixir of Life. By Nathaniel Haw-
thorne. Boston: James R. Osgood & Co. The characteristic charm of

Hawthorne’s genius appears as strongly in his unfinished works as in his

mature productions. There is the same simplicity on the surface, and the

same depth of meaning. He is full of subtle suggestions. He delights in

exploring the hidden recesses of the soul. He thus throws a fascination over

the commonest scenes of every-day life. In this volume, too, it is curious to

notice how the story grew upon him. The bracketed passages indicate the

changes he would have made ; but for the understanding of Hawthorne, it

is quite as well to have the story just as it is.

Middlemarch : a Study of Provincial Life. By George Eliot. Vol.

II., Harper’s Library Edition. Since the publication of Romola, by the same

author, no English novel has appeared quite equal to this, in its air of reality,

its elaborate finish of style, its just proportions, and the minute painting of its

leading characters. It is a work of art. It is eminently realistic
,

in the

sense of the positive school. The lack of the ideal element, in relation both

to life and to religion, is its chief deficiency. But there may not be much of

this in the English provincial life, which is so admirably portrayed.

Garnered Sheaves : the Complete Poetical Works of J. G. Holland.
Scribner, Armstrong & Co. With seventeen illustrations, including a por-

trait of the author. An elegant “red-line” edition, containing the latest

poems of Dr. Holland, “The Marble Prophecy,” etc. It will be heartily

greeted by his numerous friends and admirers, and make a most acceptable

holiday gift. For the author touches with a skillful hand the popular sympa-

thies, and embalms them in musical lines. The love of home, the love of

country, the love of truth and righteousness, true philanthropy and an earnest

religious spirit, breathe through all his writings. He has a strong hold, too,

on doubting and struggling minds, and shows them the way to faith and

peace. And there is a constant advance in his mastery over the poetic forms.

Some of the minor pieces in his last volume are among the very best that he

has written, as to conception and mode of treatment. The influence of what

he writes is healthful and stimulating.

The Complete Poetical Works of J. G. WHITTIER. Household Edition.

Boston : Osgood & Co. The Pennsylvania Pilgrim, and other Poems.
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By the same author. This Household Edition of Whittier’s Poems (pp. 395

)

is brought out in a neat and compact form, and will be cordially welcomed by

that wide circle of friends and readers, to whom the author’s works are house-

hold treasures. The Pennsylvania Pilgrim
,
etc., included in this complete

edition, has been recently issued in a beautiful volume, with excellent illus-

trations. The pilgrim is Francis Daniel Pastorius, of Frankfort, a lawyer,

and a devout mystic of the school of Spener and the young and fair Elenora

von Merlan. Under Penn’s influence he came to this country with a com-

pany in 1783, and founded Germantown, Pa. He joined the Society of

Friends, and was the recognized head of a flourishing community. Mr.

Whittier has carefully gathered up the memories of him that still remain,

and described the character and the scenes amid which he dwelt, in an at-

tractive narrative poem.

Fifine at the Fair, and other Poems. By Robert Browning. Boston

:

Osgood & Co. The warmest admirers of Mr. Browning do not claim for

him eminent success, either in the subject or the treatment of the chief poem
of this volume. To a cursory reader it seems to be involved in needless ob-

scurities of style, as well as of aim. In times past the author has spoken in

noble strains of better themes. Prince Hohenstiel-Schwangau, Saviour of

Society, here reprinted, is conceived in a higher mood, and pervaded by a

fine vein of satire. The ballad of Herve Riel is admirable.

Home j or the Unlost Paradise. By Ray Palmer. New York: Ran-

dolph & Co. Dr. Palmer fitly dedicates this volume, published in a dainty

style, to the mothers and daughters of our country. He finds the ideal of

“ the Unlost Paradise ” most fully realized in the New England and other

3ike homes of our land. In flowing numbers, and with no slight artistic skill,

he describes Home, in all its beautiful and tender relations, adorned by cul-

ture, virtue and true piety. It is an attractive picture
;
and we trust that these

beautiful descriptions may help many households to realize more fully the

worth and dignity of home life. It may also help to counteract false theories,

and the insidious domination of mere wealth and fashion, which so often mar
the peace and well-being of the family.

The Sacrifice of Praise. Additional Hymns. This is a collection of

nearly a hundred hymns of standard excellence, made by a committee of the

First Presbyterian Church of Newark, New Jersey, designed to supplement

those contained in the Sacrifice of Praise, issued by a committee of the Brick

Church, New York, and noticed in our number for last July. Of course no

(collection can contain all good hymns and keep within any endurable limits.

And of the hymns omitted in any collection some will feel the loss more,

others less keenly. But when we find on the first two pages of this supple-

ment, “ Let them neglect thy glqry, Lord,” “ Let all the earth their voices

-raise,” “ Ye nations round the earth, rejoice,” “ Loud hallelujahs to the

Lord,” “Begin, my soul, the exalted lay,” “Ye tribes of Adam join,” we
confess we should find it a welcome addition to the principal collection. We
lake the opportunity to correct an error in our July notice of the Sacrifice of
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Praise, in which we observed that Faber’s “ O gift of gifts” was omitted.

That hymn is found on p. 344, beginning with a verse that has usually been

omitted, the first line of which is, “O faith, thou workest miracles.”

The Poet at the Breakfast- Table. He talks with his Fellow-Boarders and

the Reader. Boston : Osgood & Co. The talks of Dr. Holmes, in this, as

in the previous Breakfast-Table books, are shrewd and witty, full of literary

allusions, and running on all sorts of subjects. He can extract sun-beams

from cucumbers as well as any, man of his profession. Here, too, as in his

other works, he brings out his leanings towards Darwinianism, and his strong,

sympathies with “ the natural man. ” Theology, he tells us, professionally,,

must be studied now-a-days through anthropology (p. 214), but he does not

tell us how. On the whole, he prefers the Pharisee to the Publican (p. 394);

and seems to have no doubt, though we know not his authority, that the

Pharisee “was a fairer dealer, a better husband, and a more charitable per-

son.” But, yet, the publican prayed, “ God be merciful to me a sinner,” and

the Pharisee did not ; and our Lord said, “ I tell you, this man went down to

his house justified rather than the other.” “ Sin,” too, says our poet, “ like

disease, is a vital process. It is a function, and not an entity. It must be stu-

died as a section of anthropology.” But a wiser than he has said, that “ sin

is transgression of the law.”

A Progressive Grammar of the English Tongue. By Prof. Wm. Swin-

TON, A. M. Harpers. The special object of this Grammar is to treat the

English language on the basis of the results of modern philology. It ex-

cludes Orthography and Prosody, and treats in five parts of Etymology,.

Syntax, Analysis and Construction, and English Composition. There is a

manifest improvement on many of the traditional definitions and modes of

treatment. It is a compact and careful piece of work, in the right direction.

English Literature, Considered as an Interpreter of English History.

Designed as a Manual of Instruction. By Henry Coppee, LL.D., President

of Lehigh University. Philadelphia : Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger.

President Coppee’s work differs from some other manuals on the subject, in

making prominent the historic connections and teachings of English literature.

The great authors are connected with great epochs, thus combining litera-

ture and history. It is an exceedingly well arranged book, and the right

proportions of the different parts are preserved. It will be found much more

interesting to the general reader than a mere chronological list or summary

of the writers. The whole broad field is marked out and traversed down to

the later writers. The author’s judgments are in general sound. In the

hands of competent teachers, this manual must be of great value as a text-

book.

Lectures to Young Men, on Various Important Subjects. By Henry
Ward Beecher. New York: J. B. Ford & Co. A book of which 60,000

copies have been sold hardly needs commendation. This was Mr. Beecher’s

first work, and it is now published, with additions, in the U niform Edition of

his works, now in the course of publication. Its success is due to its great
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merits, in forewarning young men of the perils and temptations to which

they are exposed. It is written in such a captivating style that almost any

young man will willingly read it.

The Dangerous Classes of New York, and Twenty Years’ Work among
them. By Charles Loring Brace. New York. Wynkoop & Hallenbeck.

pp. 448. Mr. Brace is one of the best, because he is one of the most practical,

of our philanthropists. By quiet, sensible, devoted Christian work, rescuing

the waifs and outcasts, he has done more good, and got more influence, than

nine-tenths of our social reformers who think society must be reconstructed

on some new basis before anything can be accomplished. This record of his

labors is intensely interesting as well as instructive, for he knows how to tell

story. No better or more practical view of “our dangerous classes” has

been given, and none which shows so clearly what must be done for them, and
how it ought to be done. It ought to be widely distributed among all who^

would seek to remedy the terrible evils which prevail in this city,—which pre-

vail, too, not so much from poverty as from vice : for here, as a general rule,,

poverty comes from vice, rather than vice from poverty.

Other Books Received.

The Personal History of David Cofperfield. By Charles Dickens-
With a portrait of the author, and sixty-one illustrations by J. Barnard..

Dornbey &* Son. With fifty-two illustrations, by W. L. Sheppard. Each ia

cloth $1.50. These are the two latest vols. of the Harpers’ excellent and
cheap household edition of the works of Dickens, capitally illustrated.

The Eustace Diamonds. A Novel. By Anthony Trollope. Fully

equal to the average of the author’s entertaining novels. Cloth $1.75. Har-

per & Brothers.

A Woman’s Vengeance. A Novel. By James Payn. Author of “ Car-

lyon’s Year,” etc. Paper, 50 cents. Harper & Bros.

A Girl's Romance
,
and Other Stories. By F. W. Robinson, Author of

“ Mattie, a Stray,” “ Christie’s Faith,” etc. Paper, 50 cents. Harpers.

For the King. An Historical Novel. By Charles Gibbon. Author of'

“For Lack of Gold,” etc. Paper, 50 cents. Harpers. Of this spirited

story of the Rebellion of 1745, the British Quarterly says, that it is dis-

tinguished for picturesque clearness and simplicity.

Before the Dawn. A Poem
;
with Introductory Lectures on Prophetic

Symbols
;
portraying the Last Great Conflicts which result in the Downfall

of Papal Domination. By Rev. C. R. Burdick, M.A. Buffalo : Breed*

Lent & Co.

Travels in South Africa, compiled and arranged by Bayard Taylor, .

is a volume of the Illustrated Library of Travel, Exploration, and Adven-
ture, issued by Scribner, Armstrong & Co. It is made up largely from

the accounts of Livingstone, supplemented by those of Moffat, Anderson,

and the Hungarian traveller, Ladislaus Magyar. No writer is more compe-

tent for such work than Bayard Taylor. The result is, as we might expect, a
volume of great interest and value in regard to parts of the earth hitherto-
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mostly hidden from us, and populations in the main “alike unknowing and
unknown.” Another of the same series is on the Wonders of the Yellow-

stone, edited by James Richardson, containing a full account of this remark-

.able region, with a map and illustrations. The new volume of Scribner’s

Illustrated Library of Wonders is on the Wonders ofthe Moon, translated from

the French of Guillemin, and edited by Miss Mitchell of Vassar College, with

forty-three engravings. It it admirably adapted for popular reading.

Keel and Saddle: a retrospect of Forty Years of Military' and Naval service.

By Joseph W. Revere. Osgood & Co.: Boston.

The Atlantic Almanac. Osgood & Co.: Boston. 50 cents. A tastefully

illustrated annual, with contributions of unusual literary excellence". ,

A Memorial Sermon of Rev. S. S. Beman, D.D., LL.D. By Rev. Marvin
R. Vincent, D.D., Pastor of the First Presbyterian Church, Troy, N. Y.

With an Appendix on the Funeral Sendees, and extracts from various jour-

nals. Dr. Vincent’s discourse gives a vivid delineation of the manly character

and great sendees of Dr. Beman, Especially of his powers as a preacher and

debater.

The Ministry of Song. By Frances Ridley Havergal. New York:

De Witt C. Lent & Co. These poems, by the daughter of an eminent

English clergyman, are animated by the love of nature and breathe a deep

religious feeling. Their tone is pure and elevating.

We have received the circular of the Evangelical Society of Geneva,

Switzerland, Nov. 1872, which is chiefly filled with an excellent address by

Professor Pronier, at the opening of the Theological School. It is an elo-

quent exposition of the position and duties of the Evangelical ministry at the

present critical period. The author has promised to be present at the meet-

ing of the Evangelical Alliance in New York, in October next.

Sciencefor the Young. By Jacob Abbott. Illustrated. Vol. IV. Force.

Harper & Bros. $1.50. The other volumes of this useful series are on

Heat, Light, and Water and Land.

Robert Carter and Brothers provide, as usual, excellent books for the

young,—which can be confidently recommended for their high moral and re-

ligious tone : The Wolf in the Desert

;

an Old Legend of the House of

Arundel, by Emily Sarah Holt; Had You been in His Place, by Lizzie

Bates; The Curate's Horne, by Agnes Greene ;
Tales of the Warrior

fudges-, a Sunday Book for Boys, by J. R. Macduff, D.D., well printed

and illustrated
; and two of Miss Joanna H. Matthews’ Kitty and Lulu

Books, 1. Toutou and Pussy, 2. Kitty’s Robins—bright and sparkling. The

Carters also publish a new and beautiful edition of Bogaatzky’S Golden

Treasury, a book of devout contemplations for every day in the year
;
and

an interesting Life of James Henderson, M.D., Medical Missionary to China.

Pillars in the Temple; or Sketches of Deceased Laymen of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, distinguished as Examples of Piety and Usefulness. By

Rev. Wm. C. Smith, of the New York Conference. With an Introduction

by C. C. North. New York: Carlton & Lanahan.
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The Doctor's Daughter. By Sophia May, author of “Little Prudy Stories.”

Boston : Lee & Shepard.

The Strange Adventures of a Phaeton. A Novel. By William Black.
Harper & Bros. No. 387 of “ Library of Select Novels.” 75 cents.

Premiums Paid to Experience. Incidents in My Business Life. By Ed-
ward Garrett. Dodd & Mead. pp. 378. Illustrated. An excellent tale

for young persons, inculcating sound moral and religious views of life.

His Level Best and Other Stories. By Edward E. Hale. Boston -

Osgood & Co. WT
e have space only to announce the publication of this new

volume, by an author whose stories have such a high and deserved popularity.

They are both witty and instructive.

The American Sunday School Union has prepared, as usual, some new and.

attractive volumes for the holiday season : Christmas with the Boys, by the

author of “ Ruth Allerton;” The Way made Plain, by J. H. Brookes, D.D.,

an excellent work
;
and Boys of Englewood, by Clara F. Guernsey, which

boys and girls will be sure to read through.

We have received, too late for further notice, the following works, published

by the Harpers : Sermons by T. DeWitt Talmadge, second series, with a

biographical sketch ;
The Revision of the English Version of the New Testa-

ment, comprising the works of Dr. Lightfoot, by TRECH and Bishop Elli-

COTT, with an Introduction by Dr. Schaff—a volume of over 600 pages, $3 ;

and The Oceaji, Atmosphere, and Life, by Elisee Reclus, author of “The
Earth,”—a work full of interest, admirably illustrated with 250 maps or figures,

and 27 maps printed in colors. $5.

Notices, in type, of Dr. Bushnell’s Sermons, and of Blaikie’s Four
Phases of Morals, and some other books, are necessarily laid over.

Art. XII.—THEOLOGICAL AND LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

GERMANY.

Thedogische Sludien vnd Kritiken. Part IY. 1872. Parti. 1873. Schiirer, the

High (Chief) Priests in the New Testament
;
Grimm, the Problem of First Epistle

of Peter
;
Bender, Critical Notes on the Question of Miracles

;
Zyro on Matth. vi.

11, and on James iv. 5 ;
Sayce, the Conqueror of Samaria. The first part for

1873 opens with a long and valuable essay by J. Gottschick, on the Distinction

between the Visible and Invisible Church, vindicating its scriptural truth

against some of the high Lutherans. lie agrees substantially with Julius

Muller’s well known essay on this subject. The Jewish traditions and myths
respecting Jesus are carefully collected and collated by Gustav Riisch, in the

second article. Michelson, on Certain Similar Passages in the New Testament

;

Kostlin, on the vexed question of the Year of Luther's Birth— doubtful, but

inclining to 1483; Lindner, on Hutten's Work, De SchUmaie Extivguendo, etc.

The place of Dr. Hundeshagen in editing this Review is taken by Dr. J-

KSstlin, and Dr. G. Baur of Leipsic is added.
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ZeUschrift f. Lutherische Tlicologie. Part I. 1S73. A. Vogel, Geographical
Notes on Joshua x., Gilgal to Makkedah

;
E. Wetzel, the Idea of God’s Right-

eousness in Romans i-iii (always includes respect to his mercy)
;
G. Seyfl'arth,

of New York, Chronology of the Roman Emperors from Cresar to Titus, in re-

lation to the New Testament
;
Zockler, the Ethics of Darwinism

;
Stahlin, the

Theology of Dr. Kahuis; Ed. Graf, on Lang's (of Zurich) Life of Jesus.
ffislorische Zeitschrift , edited by H. von Sybel. 1872. Parts 3 and 4. The most

noticeable articles are, E. Jessen. on the Credibility of the Egil Saga and other
Icelandic Sagas ; Linder on the Election of Urban VI , 1378, in the midst of the
great Papal dissensions

;
Horawitz, the Jesuits iu Steiermark

;
E, A. Lipsius,

the Times of Irenteus of Lyons, and the Origin of the Old Catholic Church

—

an able essay; L. Prowe, the Controversy as to the Nationality of Copernicus
—some Polish writers contend that his birthplace had a Slavic rather than a
German population

;
the Literature of the German aud French War, 1870-1, a

review of the most important publications.
Prof. Edward Reuss, of Strasburg, has brought out from the press of

Schwetzke of Brunswick, a Bibliotheca Novi Testamenti Grmci, giving an
account of all the editions (quotquot reperiri potuerant) of the Greek New
Testament since the invention of printing. The whole number of editions
described is 584, including those of parts of the New Testament. The author
begins with the Compluteusian edition, and then describes those of Erasmus,
Stephen, Elzevir, Plantiu, Grieslnch, etc., down to Tischendorf and the
mixed ” editions. The two concluding chapters are on “ doubtful ” and “ spu-

rious” editions ; the latter number 84, being chiefly those iu which the titles

were wrongly given bv some editor, aud perpetuated by negligence, pp. 314.
•2 Thlr.

The tenth volume of the new edition of Calvin’s Works, edited by the Stras-

burg professors, has been issued at Brunswick (Schwetzke & Son), in two
parts. The first part is made up of Ecclesiastical Ordinances, drawn up for

the Church in Geneva (1537 to 1561), in French
;
and of Calviu’s Concilia, on a

variety of theological questions in Latin. The second part begins a Thesaurus
of Calvin’s Letters (A. D. 1528-1539), many of them never before published.

' The work is edited with great fidelity.

The last part of Alexander Schweizer’s System of the Christian Faith is just
• out. The first part was published ten years since. It is a carefully prepared
work, on the basis of Schleiermacher, and in decided opposition to his col-

league Biedermanu’s Dogmatics. The latter is Hegelian iu its methods and
results.

A new work, a prize essay, on the Life and Philosophy of David Hume, has
been published by Dr. Friediich Jodi. He vindicates Hume from the charge of

Atheism.
An important work on the Council of Trent has been published in Vienna,

by Th. Sickel. Its materials are taken from the Austrian archives. It con-

tains chiefly new documents. The first volume comes down to 1589.

Two volumes of the Biographica Germnnica. prepared by the Munich Histor-

ical Commission, are nearly ready for the press, edited by Dr. von Liliencorn,

and comprising the letters A. and B.

The third volume of Frind’s Church History of Bohemia is out, covering
the period of the Hussite wars.

) Bishop Hefele's great work, History of Councils, is to appear in a new. revised

edition.

Hinrich. of Leipsic, has published, in French, Briigsch’s Hieroglyphic

Grammar, containing the General Principles of the Sacred Language and
Writings of the Ancient Egyptians. Prof. Curtius has published the result of

his investigations at Ephesus, Pergamus, Smyrna, and Sardis, under the title,

Contributions to the History and Topography of Palestine.

Prof. Schrader, the successor of Dr. Diestel at Jena, has brought out a val-

uable essay on the Cuneiform Inscriptions, as illustrating the Old Testament,

iu the way of annotat ons on the several books. He has also published a gen-

eral work on the Babylonian and Assyrian Inscriptions, with a critical exam-
ination of the methods of deciphering.
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• FRANCE.

Among the most valuable articles in recent numbers of the Revue des deux
Monde*, are two by Charles de Mazade on the War of 1870-1, which tells the
story pretty plainly

; three b}r Chas. Giraud,of the Institute, on Baron Hiibner’s

remarkable Life of Pope Sixtus V.; two on the Kingdom of Westphalia and
Jerome Bonaparte, by Alfred Eambaud

;
Louandre, on the Part Played by

Woman in French History
;
Baudrillard, of the Institute, on the Agitation for

the Emancipation of Women in England and the United States; Tallan-
-dier, the Interview of the three Emperors at Berlin (a new Holy Alliance)

;

Janet, of the Institute, on Reform in Secondary Instruction
;
and a very in-

teresting account by Re'villeof the late Dutch Statesman, J. B. Thorbecke, and
his services in the cause of Parliamentary Government
M. Durand du Laur has published an elaborate work on Erasmus, in two

volumes (Didier et Cie.). It is highly spoken of for its research and fairness.

He compares Erasmus with Abelard.
M. Bersier has published, in two vols., a full account of the late General

Synod of the Reformed Church of France. Besides the report of its proceedings
and debates, it contains a history of its previous Synods, a collection of Con-
fessions and Ecclesiastical Documents and Laws, Statistics of Population, etc.

Laboulaye has published in a small volume his recent Letters on a Repub-
lican Constitution, which have provoked much controversy. His position is,

that France can only be saved by a popular, democratic government—which
he defines and describes.

Revue Chrdtienne. Sept.-Nov. Charles Secre'tan (author of an able work
on the ,l Philosophy of Freedom ”), reviews in two articles, under the title

“The Metaphysical Novelty,” Hartman’s “Philosophy of the Unconscious”

—

the last fruit of the most radical and destructive German speculation—denying
God and immortality, and advancing the position that this world, instead of be-

ing the best, is about the worst of all systems. Doumerge discusses from the
French point of view, the Religious Situation of Germany. The November
number contains a translation of an admirable article by Prof. Delitzsch, of
Leipsic, “AJuoe Day in Jerusalem, at the Close of the Century before our
Fra it gives a minute and picturesque account of the Jewish people, its po-
litical and religious views, its worship and its expectations.
The Academy of Inscriptions and Belles Lettres has published, in its ‘ Col-

lection of the Historians of the Crusades,” the first volume of the “Oriental
Historians.” pp. 980. 50 francs. The Society for the History of France has
issued the third volume of its edition of Froissart’s Chronicles (A. D. 1312-
1346), edited by Simeon Luce. pp. 462. 9 francs.

ENGLAND.
The British and Foreign Evangelical Review, edited by the Rev. J. Oswald

Dykes, M A. Oct. 1872. 1. The “ Servant of the Lord” in Isaiah, by Rev. A.
B. Davidson. 2. Of the Beautiful in Worship, by Rev. Walter Morison. 3.

Phenomenalism in Morals,—an able examination of Mill’s Ethical System. 4.

F. D. Maurice, by Rev. Marcus Dods. 5. The Philosophy of Prayer, by Rev.
R. M. Edgar. 6. The Problem of Job, by Rev. T. Whitelaw. 7. The Presby-
tery of Wandsworth, Erected in 1572, by Rev. Peter Lorimer, D. D.,—an im-
portant and valuable article on the early history of Presbyterianism in Eng-
land, reprinted in our Review.
The Miscellaneous and Posthumous Works of H T. Buckle, 3 vols. ; The

•Sixth Oriental Monarchy, by Prof. Geo. Rawlinson
;
Kant's Theory of Ethics,

translated by T. K. Abbott, Professor of Moral Philosophy in Dublin
;
a

Budget of Paradoxes, by Augustus De Morgan, are announced by the Long-
mans.
The Theological Review (London : Williams & Norgate) July and October, 1872

contains, among other articles, one by Viscount Amberley, on Recent Publica-
tions on Buddhism

; F. D. Maurice, by Presbyter Auglicanus
;
the Nonconform-

ist Programme and Policy, by H. W. Crosskey; God in Nature, by James Mar-
tineau ; Herder as a Theologian, J F. Smith

;
New English Lives of Jesus, by

John Wright
;
The Legislation of the Pentateuch, by Russell Martineau; the
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Life after Death, by Francis Power Cobbe
;
the General Synod of the Reformed

Church of France, by Etienne Coquerel, etc. In an article by John Owen, on
the Intuitional Philosophy.in a New Form, it is acuteljr argued that Herbert
Spencer's doctrine of “ Organized and Transmitted Experiences,'’ undermines
the whole doctrine of the school of Locke, as to the origin of ideas.

The Contemporary Iievieic. October-November. London. Philadelphia :.

Lippiucott & Co. These two numbers arc tilled with able discussions bearing
on the questions of the day, presenting them under different aspects. Father Dal-
gairns examines the question : Is God Knowable? refuting the position of the
philosophy of Nescience. Huxleyism. by W.T. Thornton, is a valuable paper. Dr..

AY. B. Carpenter’s article on Mind and Will in Nature, is one of the best recent
contributions to the question, what the ultimate force must be; coming from
such a source it is doubly welcome. On Prayer, there are three articles

;
one by

Tyndall, defining his position, inconsistently
; one by the author of the noted

Test of Prayer
;
and another by Dr. McCosli. reviewing the whole subject con-

cisely, with his usual ability. Rev. James Davies’ review of Sir G C. Lewis’
Letters is a worthy appreciation of a noble character. S. FI. Hodgson, in the
Future of Metaphysics, rejects all explanations of the universe (Spencer’s,

Hegel’s, Comte’s, etc.), excepting his own, which is, that the three metaphysical
ideas are Time, Space and Feeling. The Old Catholic Congress is described
by Dr. R. F. Littleda'.e and Rev. John Hunt.
Mr. T. A. Symonds has nearly ready a work on Dante’s Life, comprising, also,

an introduction to his poems.
The Hakluyt Society has recently published a volume of Reports of the Dis-

covery of Peru. The most interesting document is the report of the secretary of
Pizarro, Francisco de Xeres, written in 1584.

The work on the English Ordnance Survey of Palestine is now completed by
the publication of the fourth and fifth volumes.
W. H. Jervis, History of the Church of France from the Concordat of Bologna.

A. D. 151G, to the Revolution. 2 vols.

T. A. Crowfoot. Observations on the Collections in Greek. Cureton’s Syriac
Fragments with Sehaf's edition of the Pesehito and the Greek Text of Scholz

G. Phillips, President of Queen's College, Cambridge, a Commentary on the
Psalms, 2 vols. T. Tyler, some new evidence- as to the date of Ecclesiastes.

J. M. Deuniston, The Sacrifice for Sin. as revealed in the Law and the Gospel,

-with a Critical Examination of Certain Modern Views.
A new edition of Leighton’s Works is published by the Longmans in 5 vols.,

and a Life of Leighton, with fresh materials, is promised by Mr. West.
Six Judgments of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in Ecclesias-

tical Cases. 1850-1872, with a Historical Introduction, edited by Mr. G. Brooke.

M. A.; an. important volume, in respect to the doctrinal status of the Ang-
licau establishment.

A Memoir of Dean Alford, edited by his widow, is in preparation. The late

Dr. Jelfs Letters on the XXXIX Articles, are to be edited by Rev. J. R. King.

I)r. Neal’s History of the Patriarchate of Antioch is announced, with a History

of the Patriarchs of Antioch from the Greek of Constantius I., Patriarch of

Constantinople, by Rev. Geo. Williams.
The Clarendon Press, Oxford, has published a new edition of the Ecclesias-

tical History of Eusebius, after the text of Dr. Burton, with a valuable intro-

duction by Wm. Bright, D. D. Regius Professor of Ecclesiastical History.

Principal Tullochrof St. Andrews, has collected his articles on Liberal

Churchmen, and the Cambridge Platonists, into two volumes. Chillingworth,

John Hales, Jeremy Taylor. Stilliugfleet, Cuclworth, Henry More, Glanvil),etc.,

are among the authors whose opinions are set forth with sympathy und skill.

It is a good contribution to the yet unwritten history of English Theology.
t

A volume from Earl Russell is announced, under the title, Essay on the Rise

and Progress of the Christian Religion in the West of Europe, from the Reign
of Tibeiius to the Council of Trent.
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